
The East Riding of Yorkshire Employment Land 
Review 

 
Introduction 
 
This document provides an introduction to the Council’s Employment Land Review. It will 
inform the preparation of the East Riding Development Framework, which will, in time, 
replace the four local plans and the Joint Structure Plan currently in use for our area.  
 
 
What is an Employment Land Review? 
 
Employment Land Reviews are useful exercises in assessing the likely demand for and 
supply of land for employment uses. They are used to make assessments of: 
 

• 
• 
• 

Land currently in use for employment purposes;  
Land currently allocated for employment purposes; and 
Land with the potential to be suitable for employment purposes. 

 
 
What is the purpose of an Employment Land Review? 
 
An important objective of the new development plans system is to deliver an appropriate 
local balance between competing uses for land, particularly housing and employment. 
The Employment Land Review will help the Council assess the suitability of sites for 
employment development, safeguard the best sites in the face of competition from other 
higher value uses and help identify those which are no longer suitable for employment 
development which should be made available for other uses.  
 
The specific objectives of Employment Land Reviews are to: 
 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Assess the future demand for employment land up to 2021; 
Assess the future supply of sites for employment 
Assess the suitability of individual sites, whether existing, permitted or proposed 
for future employment uses; 
Identify sites which are clearly unlikely to be required by the market or are now 
unsustainable for employment development;  
Develop appropriate future policies and proposals in local development 
frameworks (LDFs), both in development plan documents (DPDs) and 
supplementary planning documents (SPDs); and 
Improve systems for monitoring outcomes and reviewing employment policies 
and programmes. 

 
These objectives, and the purpose of the Employment Land Review in general, will help 
to reveal the best options for meeting the Government’s goal of sustainable 
development.  
 
 

http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/planning/ldf
http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/planning/disclaimer.html
http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/az/face_service_live_proc?p_aplaws_ref=118&p_category_ref=2611&p_app_ref=&p_spec_ref=


How does the Employment Land Review fit in with the East Riding 
Development Framework? 
 
The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for Yorkshire and the Humber sets out a forecast for 
each local planning authority of employment land likely to be in use by 2016. The figures 
provided within the forecast are there to guide local planning authorities when it comes 
to allocating employment land in their local development frameworks. However, each 
local planning authority is encouraged to develop their own Employment Land Review 
to complement the data within the RSS and ensure that local market conditions and 
circumstances can be more fully accounted for.  
 
The Employment Land Review is a vital part of the evidence base for developing plans 
for our area. In order to create robust and locally responsive policies and objectives, the 
East Riding Development Framework must be built on ‘sound evidence’. We need to 
know how much land is needed, whether our current supply is sufficient and suitable, 
and where to allocate additional land if necessary.  
 
Using this evidence, the Employment Land Review will help shape the policies and 
allocations within the East Riding Development Framework.  
 
 
How has the East Riding Employment Land Review been conducted? 
 
Guidance on how to carry out an Employment Land 
Review is provided in the ODPM’s (now CLG) 
Employment Land Reviews: Guidance Note (2004). This 
document is based on a 3-stage approach (see below) 
and sets out the objectives and outcomes expected at 
each stage.  
 
Stage 1 have been carried out by planning and economic 
development officers within the Council and Stage 3 will 
be undertaken in due course by officers. Stage 2, which 
incorporates a forecast of future demand for 
employment land, was undertaken by consultants in 
partnership with the Council.   

 

 
 
What does the Employment Land Review Cover? 
 
The ODPM guidance is clear that Employment Land Reviews should focus on those 
employment land uses or premises which are within the scope of Planning Policy Guidance 
4: Industrial, commercial development and small firms. These are: 
 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Offices, both in town centres and elsewhere, including those for public 
administration; 
Light and general industry; 
Wholesale and freight distribution; and 
High technology premises, including research, business and science parks.  

 

http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/az/face_service_live_proc?p_aplaws_ref=118&p_category_ref=2884&p_app_ref=&p_spec_ref=


Although premises such as hospitals, shops and tourist attractions can employ many 
people and contribute significantly to the performance of an economy, they are not 
specifically covered by Planning Policy Guidance 4 or Employment Land Reviews.  
 
In making assessments of future demand for employment sites and premises, 
Employment Land Reviews should consider demand from both inward investors (i.e. 
organisations moving into the area from outside of the East Riding) and indigenous 
growth (i.e. existing businesses expanding and diversifying within the East Riding).  
 
 
 
What are the different stages within the Employment Land Review? 
 
As stated above, the Employment Land Review is undertaken using a 3-stage approach. 
Each of these stages are made up of a series of more focussed steps, each with their own 
specific objective or outcome. The stages are presented in the diagram below: 
 
 

 
 

Stage 1 – take stock of the existing situation, including an initial assessment of ‘fitness 
for purpose’ of existing allocated employment sites. 
Stage 2- assess, by a variety of means (i.e. economic forecasting, consideration of recent 
trends and/or assessment of local property market circumstances) the scale and nature of 
likely demand for employment land and the available supply in quantitative terms. 
Stage 3 – undertake a more detailed review of site supply and quality and identify and 
designate specific new employment sites in order to create a balanced local employment 
land portfolio.  
 
 
Stage 1 
 
What is the purpose of Stage 1? 
 
The main objective of Stage 1 is an assessment of the ‘fitness for purpose’ of the existing 
employment land portfolio, principally in order to identify the ‘best’ employment sites to 
be retained and consider whether any should be protected from competing uses. In 
addition, it helps to identify sites that are no longer suitable for employment 
development and therefore should clearly be released for other uses.  
 
 



How has Stage 1 been conducted? 
 
In 2006, officers from the Forward Planning office at the Council conducted a series of 
surveys of the existing employment land portfolio. This involved looking at those sites 
which have been fully developed for employment use and those sites which are currently 
allocated for employment uses but remain undeveloped at this time. 
 
The primary source of information for identifying the undeveloped allocated sites was 
the Employment Land Monitoring Report 20061. This identified a total of 40 sites where 
land allocated for employment remained undeveloped.  
 
In addition, officers also surveyed existing employment operations2 that aren’t allocated 
in any of the four local plans (i.e. sites that have been fully developed for employment 
use and do not therefore feature in the Employment Land Monitoring Report). These 
were identified using officer knowledge, local plan information and data from the 2001 
Census. In total 58 employment sites were surveyed (including the 40 highlighted 
previously). 
 
The surveys carried out were more detailed than those suggested in the ODPM guidance 
and included a number of criteria used in Stage 3 of the Review.  
 
 
What did the assessments in Stage 1 involve? 
 
The assessment for each of the identified sites is available on our website. The 
assessments for the 40 sites where allocated land remains undeveloped are in a 
standardised format and cover a range of issues as set out in the ODPM guidance. These 
assessments cover: 
 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

                                                

Site details 
Strategic access 
Quality of existing portfolio and 
internal environment 
Quality of wider environment 
Market attractiveness (informed by 
Stage 2) 
Ownership and ownership 
constraints 

Accessibility 
Sequential test 
Social and regeneration policy 
Strategic development factors 
Strategic planning factors 
Preliminary remarks 

 

 
A variety of sources were used to carry out the assessment including Geographical 
Information Systems, planning applications, local and regional planning documents as 
well as other local policy documents and strategies. In addition, consultation with local 
land agents and developers helped to develop a picture of demand and market 
conditions. This is developed further in Stage 2. 
 

 
1 There are a number of sites in the Report which have not been included within this Review as they relate 
to (i) applications for expansion of single employers or (ii) are relatively small conversion schemes which 
are not allocated in any of the four local plans. 
2 These employment operations are clusters of B1/B2/B8 uses that are scattered across the East Riding. 
They were identified using Local Plans, Census information and officer knowledge.  

http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/corp-docs/forwardplanning/html/monitoring.html
http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/planning/ldf


None of the forty sites with remaining allocated land were discounted from 
consideration in the next two stages.  
 
 
Stage 2 
 
What is the purpose of Stage 2? 
 
An integral part of our Employment Land Review was an assessment of the future 
requirements for employment land (and premises) in the East Riding. The objectives of 
this exercise were threefold: 
 

• 

• 
• 

To understand the future quantity of land required across the main business 
sectors; 
To provide a breakdown of that analysis in terms of quality and location; and 
To provide an indication of ‘gaps’ in supply. 

 
Firstly, it was important to understand the nature of the local commercial property 
market. Secondly, the Council needed a robust forecast of future employment land 
requirements from which to plan and allocate suitable sites. 
 
 
How has Stage 2 been conducted? 
 
The Council commissioned consultants (GVA Grimley) to undertake this work as set out 
in the ODPM guidance. A project board consisting of consultants and officers in the 
Forward Planning and Economic Development teams steered the project to meet both 
the specific aims of this Review and to inform the direction of the latest Economic 
Development Strategy.  
 
In order to further understand the property and employment land markets, the 
consultants interviewed a number of East Riding’s largest employers to understand their 
particular business development needs and land requirements. In addition, a number of 
local, regional and national property agents and development organisations were 
consulted to gain a perspective on the East Riding’s property market(s). 
 
The next step of the process was to try and add a statistical dimension to this by 
commissioning a number of forecasting models to reveal the amount of employment 
land likely to be required if future needs are to be met. 
 
GVA Grimley tested three scenarios to model future employment land requirements for 
the East Riding. These were based on the following: 
 

• 
• 
• 

Scenario 1: Historic demand (i.e. historic employment land take-up rates); 
Scenario 2: Baseline demand (i.e. an econometric modelling baseline); and 
Scenario 3: Accelerate growth (i.e. factoring in a more aspirational demand 
triggered by initiatives detailed in the City Region Development Plan). 

 

http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/az/face_service_live_proc?p_aplaws_ref=150&p_category_ref=0&p_app_ref=&p_spec_ref=
http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/az/face_service_live_proc?p_aplaws_ref=150&p_category_ref=0&p_app_ref=&p_spec_ref=


Scenario 2 was identified as the preferred option for planning for employment land 
development. The full report on Stage 2 of the East Riding Employment Land Review is 
available to view on our website. The reports’ key findings include: 
 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Identification of the sectors that are likely to grow in the East Riding; 
Where demand for employment land is likely to be; 
An analysis of existing land supply; and  
Recommendations where employment land is needed/not required  

 
 
 
Stage 3 
 
What is the purpose of Stage 3? 
 
The objective of this stage is to undertake a review of the existing portfolio of 
employment sites, against defined site assessment criteria, in order to identify those sites 
which should be retained and protected and those which should be released for other 
uses.  
 
As stated above, the Council’s assessments in Stage 1 incorporated most of the 
requirements set out in the Stage 3 assessments. In addition, in preparing Stage 2 the 
Council’s consultants made a number of recommendations that will help shape the 
outcomes of Stage 3.  
 
Stage 3 is ongoing at this moment in time and will continue up until the publication of a 
‘preferred options’ Development Plan Document (DPD) concerning the economy and 
employment land. This will ensure that the latest information and site assessments are 
used to inform the DPD.  
 
This stage will include: 

• 
• 
• 

Recommendations on which sites to retain or re-allocate for alternative uses; 
Identifying any areas to safeguard; and 
Recommendations for new additional allocations where necessary. 

  
 



Site Information
Allocation ref: BRID13 - EED Remaining area (2006): 0.91 Ha
Allocated uses: Employment development
Local Plan comments: Further employment development within the defined Pinfold Lane Estate will be permitted where:- 

(1) it will not unacceptably affect the amenity of nearby residential areas; and (2) it will not be 
detrimental to highway safety; and (3) it satisfies policy EN18

Local Plan area: East Yorkshire

Site Assessment

Strategic Access
Access to road network: Approximately 1km from the A165 (northern end of Bridlington)
Proximity to rail: Bridlington - 2km
Proximity to sea: Hull - 50km
Proximity to air: Humberside - 82km

Age and quality of build: Adjacent uses are a mixture of new but mainly older buildings. Some cosmetic 
damage on some.

Noise and other pollutants: No obvious noise or other pollutants
State of external areas and public realm: Only paved on one side of Pinfold Lane in parts. Fairly tidy.
Parking, internal circulation and servicin Some on street parking which includes straddling the path to allow HGVs to pass. 

Room for internal circulation appears adequate. 

Quality of Existing Portfolio and Internal Environment

Quality of the Wider Environment
North: Industrial and open countryside 

beyond

South: Industrial and residential beyond

East: Residential

West: Open countryside

Adjacent land uses:

Perception of wider environment: Industrial estate is accessed through a residential area

Local facilites for workforce: Approximately 1.5km/0.9 miles from the services amd facilities of Bridlington Old 
Town

Market Attractiveness
Strength of local demand: Indigenous

Recent market activity on site Limited

Likely demand and vitality of development 
without intervention:

Indigenous

Has the site been formally identified for employment for at least 10 years?

Yes. County of York, East Riding Development Plan, 1973 (amendment 4)
Has there been any recent development activity, within the last five years?

None evident
Is the site being actively marketed as an employment sit

No
Is the site owned by a developer or another agency known to undertake  employment development?

Not known
Is the site in multiple ownership/occupation, or owned by an organisation unlikely to bring it forward for development?

Not known

Is there a valid permission for employment development, likely to meet market or other nee

No
Would employment development on this site be viable, without public funding to resolve infrastructure or other on-site constraints?

Yes
Is this site immediately available?

Yes

Ownership and Ownership Constraints

Site ID: 7
Site Name: Pinfold Lane Industrial Estate
Location: Bridlington

7 -  Pinfold Lane Industrial Estate - Bridlington



Identity of freehold owner: Trustees of J H Jackson
Ransom strips or other known constraints 
on development: None identified

Site Development Constraints
Site access: Site is accessed through a residential area.
Topography, size and shape Estate is a regular shape with no obvious constraints for development. Pinfold Lane 

is uphill from entry meaning some level changes may be necessary for wide 
developments

Utilities: No known constaints
On-site environmental (nature 
conservation, trees, cultural heritage, 
landscape):

No obvious environmental constraints noted

Contamination: Industrial area - potential to be contaminated. No record of contamination on 
remaining portion

Identified by occupiers: None identified

Accessibility
Workforce catchment: Sustainable location for Bridlington workforce
Access by public transport: Regular bus services around Bridlington town - 131, 507, 517

Sequential Test
Urban area: Urban edge Previously developed: Remaining part is greenfield

Social and Regeneration Policy
Availability of other jobs locally: Other industrial estates and employers in Bridlington
Deprivation in local communitie Some acute deprivation in Bridlington
Priority regeneration desigination: Yes - Bridlington Regeneration

Potential availability of 'gap' fundin Yes
Ability to support particular economic 
development priority:

Yes - Bridlington Regeneration Strategy

Sustainable Development Factors
Would the site be allocated for development, measured against present sustainability criteria (including public transport and freight 
access, environmental impacts and brownfield/greenfield considerations)?

Though the site is greenfield it is within the existing industrial estate and within the Principal Town of Bridlington
Is employment the only acceptable type of built form on this site (e.g. because of on-site contamination, adjoining uses or sustainable 
development reasons)?

No - other developments likely to be acceptable

Strategic Planning Factors
Is the site within an area identified as of strategic importance to the delivery of the RSS or referred to in the JSP?

Within the Principal Town of Bridlington
Is the site identified or likely to be required for a specific user or specialist use?

No
Is the site part of a comprehensive or long-term development or regeneration proposal, which depends on the site being developed for 
employment use?
No
Is there public funding commited (or likely to be provided) sufficient to overcome the infrastructure or on-site constraints to make 
employment development viable?
N/A
Are there any other policy considerations, such as emerging strategic objectives or spatial vision which should influence any decision to 
release the site?
Bridlington is classified as a Category 1 area in the Regeneration Strategy for the East Riding. A specific Regeneration 
Strategy and Town Charter are in place.
Are there any other material considerations for the development of the site for employme

None identified
Possible alternative use if not selected for employment development:

None/Housing
NB: No decision has been made on the status of each site - this will be discussed in the relevant Development Plan Document

7 -  Pinfold Lane Industrial Estate - Bridlington



Preliminary Remarks

Site is within existing industrial estate within the Principal Town of Bridlington. However, access is gained through residential 
area and there has been limited interest in developing the remaining portion for employment uses.

7 -  Pinfold Lane Industrial Estate - Bridlington



Site Information
Allocation ref: EED & BRID12 Remaining area (2006): 1.04 Ha
Allocated uses: Defined employment sites
Local Plan comments: BRID12 - New employment development will be permitted on the defined Carnaby and Bessingby 

estates. Proposals will be required to provide landscaping to minimise their impact on adjacent 
open land and to safeguard residential amenity.

Local Plan area: East Yorkshire

Site Assessment

Strategic Access
Access to road network: Good access to both A165 and A614
Proximity to rail: Bridlington - 1km
Proximity to sea: Hull - 48km
Proximity to air: Humberside - 73km

Age and quality of build: Mix of old and new buildings adjacent to remaining portion. Large offices and 
associated plant to be demolished (Turner Brothers). Some cosmetic damage to 
other buildings. New business park to south of estate catering for SMEs

Noise and other pollutants: No obvious pollutants. Some noise from HGV movements
State of external areas and public realm: Little public realm. Fairly tidy. Some trees lining the main internal road
Parking, internal circulation and servicin Appears to be adequate parking, circulation and servicing space.

Quality of Existing Portfolio and Internal Environment

Quality of the Wider Environment
North: Industrial and retail

South: Caravan storage, railway and 
residential beyond

East: Railway line and residential beyond

West: Allotment gardens and open 
countryside

Adjacent land uses:

Perception of wider environment: Generally urban area with open space to the south-west. Overall pleasant 
environment with wide spine road providing a degree of openness.

Local facilites for workforce: Adjacent to supermarket and other services and facilities (approx 1.5km/0.9 miles 
from the town centre)

Market Attractiveness
Strength of local demand: Indigenous

Recent market activity on site Limited

Likely demand and vitality of development 
without intervention:

Indigenous

Has the site been formally identified for employment for at least 10 years?

Yes. Established after the second world war.  Allocated in the County of York, East Riding Development Plan, 1973 
(amendment 4
Has there been any recent development activity, within the last five years?

Yes
Is the site being actively marketed as an employment sit

No
Is the site owned by a developer or another agency known to undertake  employment development?

Not known
Is the site in multiple ownership/occupation, or owned by an organisation unlikely to bring it forward for development?

Not known

Is there a valid permission for employment development, likely to meet market or other nee

No
Would employment development on this site be viable, without public funding to resolve infrastructure or other on-site constraints?

Yes

Is this site immediately available?

Yes

Site ID: 8
Site Name: Bessingby Industrial Estate
Location: Bridlington

8 -  Bessingby Industrial Estate - Bridlington



Ownership and Ownership Constraints
Identity of freehold owner: Not known
Ransom strips or other known constraints 
on development: None identified

Site Development Constraints
Site access: Can be accessed equally by A614 or the A165 (some congestion at roundabout at 

peak times). Central spine road road suitable for HGV movements.
Topography, size and shape Regular rectangle shape, flat. 
Utilities: No known constraints
On-site environmental (nature 
conservation, trees, cultural heritage, 
landscape):

No obvious environmental constraints noted

Contamination: Industrial area - potential to be contaminated
Identified by occupiers: None identified

Accessibility
Workforce catchment: Sustainable location for Bridlington workforce
Access by public transport: Reasonably good (regular bus services - 131, 121, 126, 505, 506)- walking distance 

to train station. 

Sequential Test
Urban area: Urban edge Previously developed: Small portion greenfield (0.5ha)

Social and Regeneration Policy
Availability of other jobs locally: Other industrial estates and employment opportunities in Bridlington
Deprivation in local communitie Some acute deprivation in Bridlington
Priority regeneration desigination: Yes - Bridlington Regeneration

Potential availability of 'gap' fundin Yes
Ability to support particular economic 
development priority:

Yes - Bridlington Regeneration Strategy

Sustainable Development Factors
Would the site be allocated for development, measured against present sustainability criteria (including public transport and freight 
access, environmental impacts and brownfield/greenfield considerations)?

Probably. Remaining portion is within a well-established industrial estate, is partly previously developed land and within the 
Principal Town of Bridlington
Is employment the only acceptable type of built form on this site (e.g. because of on-site contamination, adjoining uses or sustainable 
development reasons)?

Yes. Other uses unlikely to be suitable.

Strategic Planning Factors
Is the site within an area identified as of strategic importance to the delivery of the RSS or referred to in the JSP?

Within Principal Town of Bridlington
Is the site identified or likely to be required for a specific user or specialist use?

No
Is the site part of a comprehensive or long-term development or regeneration proposal, which depends on the site being developed for 
employment use?
No
Is there public funding commited (or likely to be provided) sufficient to overcome the infrastructure or on-site constraints to make 
employment development viable?
N/A
Are there any other policy considerations, such as emerging strategic objectives or spatial vision which should influence any decision to 
release the site?
Bridlington is classified as a Category 1 area in the Regeneration Strategy for the East Riding. A specific Regeneration 
Strategy and Town Charter are in place.
Are there any other material considerations for the development of the site for employme

None identified
Possible alternative use if not selected for employment development:

None - other uses unsuitable

8 -  Bessingby Industrial Estate - Bridlington



NB: No decision has been made on the status of each site - this will be discussed in the relevant Development Plan Document

Preliminary Remarks

Remaining site is within well established industrial estate and within the Principal Town of Bridlington. It may provide 
opportunities to contribute to the Bridlington Regeneration Strategy.

8 -  Bessingby Industrial Estate - Bridlington
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Context 

The next fifteen years and beyond represent a period of real opportunity for the East Riding. The 

local economy is undergoing restructuring generally in line with wider trends away from the more 

traditional (and nationally declining) sectors which have dominated the economy for the last 40 

years. The decline of traditional sectors is resulting in the emergence of a latent pool of labour 

within East Riding, dominated by specific skills levels (associated with manufacturing and port 

related activities) and comparatively low qualification levels. Importantly, the local economy is 

currently highly dependent upon the economies of adjacent towns and cities for higher level 

occupations, with particular synergies with Kingston upon Hull identified. Currently over 30% of the 

jobs in Kingston upon Hull are taken up by residents of East Riding with almost half of these being 

higher managerial and professional jobs and less than a quarter routine and manual jobs.   

Clearly the economies and labour markets of East Riding and Kingston upon Hull are linked and 

mutually reinforcing. By bringing forward a complementary range of employment land there is a 

real opportunity to ensure a full portfolio of sites for business and the sustainable growth of both 

economies. 

Key components of this portfolio will include a prime “Grade A” office core within Hull City Centre, 

supported and complemented by distinguished office provision at key sites within the M62 corridor 

and within the Principal Towns of East Riding. The focus of value-added manufacturing will be on 

sites located to benefit from strategic road, rail and port access – thereby supporting the Hull and 

Humber Ports CRDP. Manufacturing will continue to play an important employment and economic 

development role in the smaller and Principal Towns of East Riding. 

Further employment and economic development opportunities exist for East Riding through the 

Northern Way, and specifically the Hull and Humber Ports City Region. The Hull and Humber Ports 

City Regional Development Plan II aims to build on / strengthen a number of existing clusters 

economic strengths within East Riding. Of specific relevance to the East Riding economy is the 

continued importance of the manufacturing sectors under the CRDP II, with a shift towards more 

value added activities. This agenda, along with the recognition of East-West linkages comprising 

road (A63 / M62) rail and water are fundamental to achieving more aspirational growth within East 

Riding over the plan period. 
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Methodology 

Undoubtedly the ability of East Riding to maximise the economic benefits forecast is contingent 

upon its ability to deliver an appropriate and sufficient supply and quality of land and premises. This 

study has used published and bespoke economic intelligence in order to estimate the broad 

quantum, and nature, of land and property that is required across East Riding over the next 15 

years. The forecasts included within the Hull and Humber Ports CRDP II have been presented, 

along with those commissioned from Cambridge Econometrics. The analysis has been 

supplemented by consultation with local commercial market agents and developers, and key local 

employers.  

It is estimated that a minimum of 35 to 55 hectares (gross) of employment land will be required in 

total for the period 2006 to 2021 in order to successfully retain and attract investment and 

employment at the levels forecast (baseline scenario). This is an estimate at a specific point in 

time, and the Council will need to continue monitoring take-up of employment land under a plan, 

monitor and manage approach. 

It is important to note that the future role of the indigenous economy is considered to be 

underplayed within the forecasting used to establish the land requirement to 2021. It is imperative 

over the plan period that the important role of indigenous sites is not overlooked – and that an 

appropriate supply is retained to serve this localised market which currently provides a crucial 

employment role for many of the settlements across East Riding. 

Land Supply 

The ability of East Riding’s current supply of employment land to absorb this level and type of 

demand has been assessed at headline and settlement level. At headline level there appears to be 

a significant over-supply of employment land over the emerging plan period. 546 hectares of 

allocated employment land within East Riding is currently vacant. Of this supply only 169 hectares 

is currently unconstrained. A total of 417 hectares of vacant allocated employment land is identified 

across the Joint Structure Plan settlement hierarchy. Taking this headline analysis further there is a 

clear qualitative mismatch in future land supply and demand at the headline level. This comes in 

the form of a significant undersupply of unconstrained land suitable for B1 uses, and an 

undersupply of unconstrained land specifically suited to large scale warehousing. 
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Demand Drivers 

The demand analysis undertaken identifies a business structure in a process of transition. The key 

sectors for the East Riding economy over the plan period in terms of forecast Full Time Equivalent 

(FTE) employment growth include distribution (a more traditional employer) alongside relatively 

land efficient sectors such as computing services, and professional and business services. In 

quantum terms distribution and land transport represent the largest drivers of demand for 

employment land to 2021, whilst the emergence of computing, professional and ‘other’ business 

services require a specific diversification in the type of land supply across East Riding.  

Under the CRDP II scenario a marginal growth in agriculture is identified, bucking a national trend 

of decline, alongside significant growth in FTE employment in manufacturing driven by the 

chemicals, food, drink and tobacco, textiles and clothing, and wood and wood products sub-

sectors. The growth of business, professional and financial services is more modest within this 

scenario. 

Supply / Demand Dynamic 

The evidence presented suggests an emerging dichotomy within the nature of demand for 

employment land within East Riding – in essence a growth in demand for large scale warehousing, 

and the emergence of a clear need for more purpose built office space. Importantly in both cases 

there is identified a deficit of existing space to meet these requirements, with perceived latent 

demand identified within both the industrial and office market through consultation with agents. The 

spatial appreciation of this dynamic at settlement level adds a further layer of complexity to this 

issue. 

The overriding consideration in planning for office land is to ensure a balanced and complementary 

offer with Kingston upon Hull. The City of Hull will provide a contemporary stock of prime quality 

“Grade A” office space with the City Centre. Development of this “Grade A” stock will help to 

regenerate the City’s economy and secure mixed use development of the City Centre. As part of a 

balanced portfolio, East Riding will bring forward complementary office development at key sites 

along the M62 corridor. Such development will be distinguished by build quality, specification, 

rental values, occupier profile and requirements. These office sites will effectively comprise the out-

of-town office component of the portfolio to complement high quality “Grade A” space in Hull City 

Centre.  

The key office location within East Riding, dictated by the forecast growth sectors identified and 

market demand analysis, is the Sub Regional Urban Area including locations such as Anlaby and 
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Kirk Ella, also including Willerby Hill and Hessle. The allocated land supply identified across this 

area suitable for office development is sufficient to meet the range of demand for office land across 

East Riding, albeit comprising solely ‘business park’ style land. The concentration of office land 

within this location allows limited scope for diversification within the rural economy across East 

Riding or that of its Principal Towns. This presents a specific risk to the economy of East Riding.   

The analysis of general industrial / business supply and demand predicts a significant over 

supply at the JSP ‘town’ level. The forecast demand can be comfortably met at the Principal Town 

level. Within the Principal Town level a second tier ‘market-defined’ hierarchy identifies Goole as 

the prime location for inward investment compared to Beverley or Bridlington. The study reports 

that at Town level general industrial / business land plays a significant role in sustaining the 

indigenous economy, and is often associated with existing employment locations. 

Demand for warehousing / distribution land is likely to be focused around existing nodes of 

strength – namely Goole. This will build on the identified market strength, and represent a further 

northwards shift from the Golden Triangle, referring here to the established distribution hub of  

Northampton, Coventry, and Leicester to the M62 corridor. No land suitable for this type of 

development has been identified within this Stage 2 review across the East Riding.  

Recommendations 

The study concludes with a series of key findings and recommendations emerging from the 

research undertaken. These are presented for East Riding of Yorkshire Council to take on in Stage 

3 of their employment land review, and are included in turn below. 

Office 

• The Stage 2 review concludes that there is a sufficient supply of office development land 

across East Riding at a headline level to meet forecast levels of demand and to contribute to 

the growth of the City Regional economy. 

• Analysis of the distribution of office land demonstrates concentration in a relatively small 

number of sites. This will potentially limit opportunities for East Riding to restructure its Rural 

and Principal Towns and to achieve it local regeneration ambitions. 

• Recommendation: The Employment DPD and Core Strategy should set criteria based tests 

to assess the suitability of any windfall sites in line with PPS12. In addition to sequential 

testing criteria there is potential to build in criteria relating to local regeneration and economic 

development priorities. 
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• There is a clear issue identified with the degree of constraints operating on the supply of 

potential or established office land within East Riding, which could potentially restrict the 

development of the sites ‘available’. The constraints identified are related to ownership and 

sequential testing considerations. 

• Recommendation: Land should be allocated for office development in the locations where 

demand has been identified within this Stage 2 review. The DPD should offer appropriate 

protection for allocated and unconstrained sites for future office development as essential to 

the economic health and development of East Riding’s Principal Towns. 

• Recommendation: The Employment DPD should take into consideration the constraints 

operating on the supply of quality office land and the limiting effect that this might have upon 

economic development locally. 

General Industrial / Business 

• The supply of general industrial / business land at the headline level is found to be in excess 

of forecast demand over the plan period. This includes land which is not development ready 

due to a range of constraints and that does not have a sufficient level of anticipated / latent 

demand to bring it forward during the plan period. 

• When forecast demand for general industrial / business land and relevant supply is related to 

the JSP settlement hierarchy it is concluded that the supply contained within East Riding’s 

‘Principal Towns’ is sufficient to meet the forecast level of demand and allow for a margin of 

choice to be provided, enabling turnover / churn of existing premises and companies. The 

adequacy of supply in Principal Towns will help facilitate their economic growth and 

diversification. There is a need to consider allocating additional general industrial / business 

land in Beverley, related to the River Humber clusters. 

• The noted oversupply of allocated employment land relates to the ‘towns’ and specifically rural 

areas of East Riding. There is a significant quantum of employment land with between 1 and 

10 hectares falling into this category, ancillary to the JSP settlement hierarchy. A number of 

these sites are considered to be generally isolated from the towns / settlements across East 

Riding and local centres of population. 

• Recommendation: The Council should continue to monitor employment land take-up in rural 

and “town” locations where constrained and excess capacity has been identified through this 

study. The DPD should enable a process of progressive de-allocation where sites are “locked” 

by constraints, where sites can be proven to be commercially unviable or otherwise 

unsustainable in relation to the LDF Core Strategy.  
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• Recommendation: A ‘criteria-test’ policy should be introduced for employment land where 

relevant. This will allow the potential to develop land for employment use if the proposal meets 

with wider policy objectives associated with existing employment clusters or where 

regeneration / employment benefits are identified. In essence this allows the supply to respond 

to market forces. Development of non-employment uses on the land would not be permitted 

through this policy, rather the policy would allow the market to dictate the nature of 

development to take place. This approach would protect the land from non-employment 

development. 

• Recommendation: Where this Review has advocated de-allocation of land within the 

settlement hierarchy the Council should consider use of the ‘criteria-test’ policy as suggested 

in the previous bullet point. 

Warehousing / Distribution 

• Warehousing / distribution demand is concentrated around the M62 corridor, specifically at 

and around Goole. This is linked to land availability within the Golden Triangle (more precisely 

lack of supply), and the resulting northwards shift of market activity. Goole benefits from being 

the northern point of the existing M18 corridor, and will see further market development 

through investment in ports and related activity. 

• There is a significant undersupply of land appropriate for this type of use across East Riding 

generally, but also more specifically within Goole. 

• Anecdotal evidence suggests an existing market for this type of activity in Pocklington, 

accessing the market areas to the north (York and further locations including Scotland). There 

is general industrial land availability in Pocklington, but none identified as specifically 

appropriate for this use. 

• Recommendation:  Land should be allocated for warehousing / distribution development in 

the locations where demand has been identified within this Stage 2 review. More specifically, 

the study culminates in a series of recommendations to allocate additional land, alongside 

specific de-allocations, as detailed below. 

Additional Allocations 

Office development, of a complementary nature to that emerging in Kingston upon Hull, should be 

primarily focused in the Sub Regional Urban Area.  

• The study identifies the need to allocate additional land for this purpose within the 

area of around 12 hectares.  
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• Additional allocations should be considered for Beverley for both office and general 

business use. 

• Additional allocations for distribution / logistics development in Goole should be 

considered. 

De-allocations 

In total it is recommended that 63.56 hectares of general industrial land within the JSP settlement 

hierarchy is de-allocated, along with 5.19 hectares of potential office land, and 49.18 hectares 

which is identified as a site for a specific occupier, totalling 117.93 hectares. There is the potential 

here to use the recommended ‘criteria-test’ policy. Those sites included are listed below 

• Carnaby Industrial Estate (EED) (53.05 hectares, 20 hectares retained) 

• Elloughton / Brough, Land South of Railway Line (In2b) (49.18 hectares) (potential to 

maintain a lower level of employment development as part of a mixed use scheme). 

• Hedon Employment Site (South Hull Road) (HED8) (5.19 hectares) 

• Saltend, Hull Road (EC4) (3.37 hectares) 

• Hornsea, West of Cliffe Road (HRN4) (0.77 hectares) 

• Hornsea, East of Atwick Road (HRN6) (3.08 hectares) 

• Snaith, North of Gowdall Lane (E15(b)) (0.97 hectares) 

• Withernsea, Beacon Road Industrial Estate (North Hull Road) (WTH2) (2.32 hectares) 

In addition, it is recommended that all of the allocations lying outside of the identified settlement 

hierarchy are de-allocated, totalling 36.36 hectares: 

• Thorngumbald, West Station Road (THG3) (0.24 hectares) 

• Aldbrough, East of Hull Road (ALD2) (0.82 hectares) 

• Brandesburton Industrial Estate (BR5) (6.97 hectares) 

• Burstwick, Ellifoot Lane Industrial Estate (BK2) (4.45 hectares) 

• Brandesburton / Catfoss, East of Bridlington Road (BR6) (1.75 hectares) 

• Full Sutton Industrial Estate (EED and FULL2) (5.43 hectares) 

• Holme on Spalding Moor Industrial Estate (E6) (7.19 hectares) 

• Station Road (E15a) (2.29 hectares) 
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• Nafferton, New Road (NAFF4) (0.49 hectares) 

• Pollington Industrial Estate (E7) (5.67 hectares) 

• Paull, South of Hedon Road / Humber Park (PLL2) (1.33 hectares) 

Importantly this recommendation does not include the following sites, which are seen to have 

potential wider roles: 

• Hutton Cranswick (HUTT3 and EEP, 9.42 hectares, at Hutton Cranswick Industrial 

Estate); and 

• North Cave / Newport J38 (Partially E8, 9.34 hectares,). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 To feed into the preparation of their Employment Development Plan Document (DPD), 

East Riding of Yorkshire Council commissioned GVA Grimley to undertake a Stage 2 

Employment Land Study of the East Riding, in line with the Department for Communities 

and Local Government (DCLG) (formerly Office of the Deputy Prime Minister) Employment 

Land Reviews: Guidance Note.  

1.2 The Guidance Note details a 3-stage approach to producing an employment land review, 

as follows: 

• Stage 1: Taking stock of the existing situation, including an initial assessment of 

‘fitness for purpose’ of existing allocated employment sites 

• Stage 2: Creating a picture of future requirements. Assess, by a variety of means, 

(econometric forecasting, consideration of recent trends and / or assessment of local 

property market circumstances) the scale and nature of likely demand for 

employment land and the available supply in quantitative terms 

• Stage 3: Identifying a ‘new’ portfolio of sites. Undertake a detailed review of site 

supply and quality and identify and designate specific new employment sites in order 

to create a balanced local employment land portfolio 

1.3 This report is submitted as a Final Report to the steering group, and is structured as 

follows: 

Section 2: Strategic Policy Review 

Section 3: Economic Context 

Section 4: Consultation Findings 

Section 5: Employment Land Supply 

Section 6: Employment Land Demand 

Section 7: Supply / Demand Dynamics 

1.4 A bespoke database has been designed and completed for this commission. The fields 

included have been defined using the DCLG guidance.  
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1.5 Information relating to size and location of sites is held within the database, alongside site 

development constraints. 

1.6 The database has been manipulated within this report to allow analysis of site specific 

supply. In addition a number of plans have been generated using the database, through a 

Geographical Information System (GIS).  

1.7 The database is submitted as an electronic tool for East Riding of Yorkshire Council to 

update, allowing monitoring of land availability across the area. 

1.8 A blank printout from the database, illustrating its scope, is included at Appendix 1. 
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2. STRATEGIC POLICY REVIEW 

2.1 This section sets out the regional, sub-regional and local policy context for economic 

development and the supply of employment land within the East Riding. It includes an 

appreciation of East Riding’s role within the Northern Way agenda, the Regional Spatial 

Strategy (former RPG), the Regional Economic Strategy, the Joint Structure Plan, the East 

Riding Economic Development Strategy and the emerging Local Development Framework. 

Key point summary 

2.2 The following bullet points summarise the key emerging thoughts with regards the strategic 

context for the future employment land provision within the East Riding, relating to both 

overall volume, and strategic locations. 

• The need for adequate and appropriate land to facilitate economic growth is 

acknowledged at all levels from the Northern Way Agenda, through the Regional 

Spatial Strategy (RSS), Joint Structure Plan, down to the Local Plan provisions.  

• Land provision within East Riding should partially meet the requirements resulting 

from economic growth across the North, and Yorkshire and Humber specifically, in 

terms of business space requirements. It is imperative to understand this growth in 

the context of East Riding – including a sectoral analysis of size / location / type of 

land likely to materialise to ensure a match between supply and demand. 

• Further to this, any provisions made for employment land allocations and new 

development must be located to ensure sustainable economic growth. This 

requirement is specifically related to brownfield development targets, transport 

infrastructure and mix of uses. 

• A series of strategic priority areas – both thematic and geographical – are identified 

within the Hull and Humber CRDP and the RSS which are of relevance to 

employment land provision within East Riding. Goole is acknowledged as a 

regionally significant employment location moving forwards in the plan period, 

alongside the continued drive for urban and rural renaissance, specifically in 

Bridlington, Goole, and market and coastal towns. 

• The Draft RSS forecasts an employment land growth requirement of between 5 and 

39 hectares over the period 2006 to 2016, with B1 demand ranging from 9 to 17 

hectares, and B2 / B8 from 4 to 22 hectares. 
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• The Joint Structure Plan states, based on past take-up rates, that there is a 38 year 

supply of employment land across East Riding - a supply that would last 3 times the 

JSP period (projecting past take-up rates forward). On the basis of this the JSP 

identifies the need to rationalise employment land supply, ensuring more focused 

intervention / funding, and potentially new allocations to ensure wider objectives are 

delivered. 

• The JSP identifies a series of spatial priorities, in terms of employment land / 

economic development within East Riding including: 

• the Humber Bridgehead site as a strategic employment site – to meet the needs 

of major projects (national / international inward investment), high-tech products 

and processes and service sector growth 

• the regional east-west multi-modal freight transport corridor as a focus for the 

movement of freight; major manufacturing, storage and distribution uses 

generating large freight movements; and improved new facilities, enabling the 

efficient and integrated movement of freight between different transport nodes. 

• In addition, Junction 36 (Goole), Hedon Haven and Melton are identified as 

strategic sites. 

• Importantly the JSP states that the employment land supply within East Riding is 

heavily constrained by its ‘realistic availability’ – specifically preparation works 

required but not programmed / funded. 

• Across the Structure Plan area there is a definite drive for making the most 

appropriate use of land and premises for driving the economy, including primarily 

office provision in City and town centres, and a focus for B1, B2 and B8 activity within 

defined multi-modal freight corridors. 

• The drive for a reduction in employment land advocated in the JSP comes hand-in-

hand with the need to ensure allocations are appropriate to roles envisaged for 

different settlements, that site constraints are overcome, and that the role for 

relatively small allocations in rural areas in promoting rural renaissance is 

recognised. 

• It is the role of the emerging Employment DPD, and the East Riding LDF, to 

determine the policy stance relative to the perspectives included within the RSS and 

JSP. There is a clear need to balance the employment land demand requirements 

across East Riding with the need to ensure a better quality, and appropriate, 

provision to facilitate wider economic growth. 
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• The current development plan position across East Riding includes a remaining 

allocation of 546 hectares of employment land across the four former district areas 

of Beverley, Boothferry, East Yorkshire, and Holderness. The majority of these sites 

are allocated as suitable for B1, B2 or B8 use, although several sites are restricted to 

either a combination of B1, B2 and B8 or just one specific use. 

• The ‘real’ availability of land allocated under the four local plans is likely to limit 

development of the local economy.  Approximately, 52.84 hectares of allocated land 

is considered to be ‘site prepared’.  

Making it Happen: The Northern Way 

Background 

2.3 The Northern Way Growth Strategy was conceived with the publication in September 2004 

of the document ‘Moving Forward: The Northern Way’. The stated intention was to bridge 

the £30 billion output gap per annum identified between the North and the  England 

average by 2020.  

2.4 The Growth Strategy is an ambitious programme to build upon the North’s current assets 

and develop new assets, against the realisation that if the North continues to function as it 

always has, then it will continue to under-perform. In short, the Northern Way is about 

‘doing things differently’. 

2.5 A Vision for the North by 2025 has been established: 

“Together we will establish the North of England as an area of exceptional opportunity combining a 

world class economy with a superb quality of life” 

The North has a distinctive set of great, contemporary European cities and each is at the heart of a 

vibrant city region, surrounded by magnificent landscapes, rivers and coasts. 

We have a strong, knowledge driven economy. We are attracting talented entrepreneurs from the 

rest of the UK and the rest of the world. The North is now well known as a great place to build a 

business. Our skilled, diverse, multicultural workforce is well respected throughout the world. 

Across the North our universities attract talented students from throughout the world. After 

graduation many decide to settle in the North. Some work for our rapidly expanding companies in 

advanced technologies; others join together to set up a new business. The North is now home to 

four world-class research institutes. As a result of the work of the Science and Industry Councils, 
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the North is now attracting its fair share of EU, Government and private investment in research and 

development. 

Educational attainment at school and participation in higher education match anywhere in Europe. 

As a result unemployment is below the UK average. The North’s employers are investing more in 

upskilling their workforce than anywhere else in the UK. This virtuous circle is ensuring that the 

North’s skill base is at the leading edge. 

The E20 (M62) and the A1/M1/A19 and high-speed rail services link the city regions together into 

one of Europe’s most vibrant conurbation’s. Motorways and rail services to London and Scotland 

are now world-class. Air services between the North and major business centres match those 

available anywhere. 

The North’s ports are continuing to expand. They are the Gateways to Europe for virtually all of the 

North’s manufacturing companies and many more companies elsewhere in the UK. 

As a result of this economic prosperity, across the North people are healthier, living longer, in safer, 

multi cultural communities. The proportion of deprived wards in the North is similar to the UK 

average. The annual rate of house building in the North is now much higher than it was at the 

beginning of the 21st century. Consequently, the majority of the North's population is living in high 

quality, energy efficient and affordable homes. 

The North’s ‘newcomers’, from the rest of the UK and the rest of the world, are attracted by the 

superb quality of life. Across the North, our cultural diversity is a cause for celebration, of many 

religions, in many languages, by people of all races. 

Most people live in the city regions, each internationally acclaimed for the quality of architecture and 

design. Our thriving rural communities and other urban settlements complement these across the 

North. 

The North’s magnificent landscapes, mountains, moors and coasts are still well protected. They are 

key to the quality of life both to those who live in the region and those who visit. 

This vision has been realised, in part, because many public expenditure priorities have been 

determined within the North rather than nationally. As a result, companies, developers, investors 

and the people themselves have made a renewed commitment to the North. This confidence and 

self-reliance is driving our prosperity. We will realise this vision by building on the North’s immense 

strengths. 

2.6 In order to realise this vision ten Draft Policy Priorities have been identified: 

• Bring more people to work; 
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• Strengthen our knowledge base to support innovation by every company; 

• Build a more entrepreneurial culture; 

• Create a larger cluster of global trade: key clusters;  

• Meet the skills needs of our employers; 

• Secure the growth of the North’s airports; 

• Improve access to the North’s sea ports; 

• Create better integrated public transport within and between City Regions; 

• Create truly Sustainable Communities; and 

• Market the North to the World. 

2.7 A number of initial projects and indicators were established in order to deliver these 

priorities, however, the future direction of the Growth Strategy was further clarified through 

the production of a Action Plan Progress Report in January 2005. 

2.8 This Progress Report summarised the achievements so far and identified how the northern 

Regional Development Agencies (RDA’s) and their partners will deliver against the above 

priorities. 

2.9 Key indicators and outputs were identified. The majority of these were at a pan Northern 

level with the Action Plan outlining the intention for each of the City Regions to produce 

City Region Development Plan’s to provide more specific projects and outputs. A number 

of the key indicators contained within the Action Plan are listed below. 

• Bring a further 100,000 people currently on incapacity benefit into work by 2014; 

• Strengthen the North’s knowledge base by seeking to increase expenditure on 

research and development by both business and Government by 25% in a five year 

period through to 2010 and a further 25% by 2015; 

• Increase the rate of new business start-ups from 30 per 10,000 people to 33 per 

10,000 people by 2008; 

• Ensure that the companies in key manufacturing and services clusters across the 

North continue to employ at least 1.75 million people in 2025; 

• Make provision for 200,000 employer specified learner places by 2008 through the 

Regional Skills Partnership; 
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• To achieve at least 17.2 million businesses and 6.4 million inbound leisure travellers 

each year through northern airports by 2030 as a key contributor to the overall target 

of 82 million passengers per annum identified in the Future of Air Transport White 

Paper; and 

• To increase ship arrivals and throughput tonnes of northern ports to around, 25% 

and 35% respectively of the national total by 2010. 

2.10 These outputs are intended to help to reinvigorate the North’s economy meeting the 

Growth Strategy’s overall vision. However, the Strategy, in line with the Sustainable 

Communities programme, takes a more holistic approach to stimulating economic growth. 

2.11 The Action Plan argues for the need to make co-ordinated investments in housing, 

transport, regeneration and economic development to create stable, sustainable urban 

communities – offering a wide range of homes for rent and for sale, in balanced, safe 

communities with good quality schools, well served by existing public transport and with 

access to cultural provision. 

2.12 The need to link the economy with future housing provision is clearly stated with the need 

to ensure that housing markets operate efficiently in each of the City Regions and rural 

areas. The report argues that in order to achieve this, consideration must be given to the 

changing patterns of employment, housing aspirations and oversupply/undersupply of 

stock in different locations.  

2.13 In June 2005 a Business Plan was produced for the period 2005-2008 to outline the initial 

spending priorities for the Growth Fund and provide an overview of the CRDP’s linked to 

the original 10 investment priorities.  

2.14 The CRDP’s aim is to drive forward the transformation of each City Region and its 

component parts. They provide for the first time an overview of the economic development 

potential and requirements of the North’s major urban economies.  

2.15 The Business Plan establishes the need to develop a more sophisticated methodology 

than that provided within the Draft RSS for assigning housing numbers between the 

regions and sub-regions. With the emphasis on ‘Locating Homes in the Right Places’. 

2.16 It is clear that the overall priorities integral to the Growth Strategy are going to have 

significant spatial impacts in terms of creating areas of focused economic growth. This in 

turn will create population change at a sub-regional level not driven simply by natural 

population change. The need for a more sophisticated methodology for allocating houses 
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is therefore evident throughout the strategy based upon the emphasis throughout the 

Sustainable Communities Programme of matching housing demand with supply to create 

efficient housing markets. 

2.17 The Northern Way places an emphasis upon thematic interventions. However, it is 

anticipated as these develop, a greater number of spatially specific projects will be 

developed. This will allow for a greater understanding of the likely focused areas of impact 

and growth.  

City Region Development Plans  

2.18 The first versions of the CRDP’s were published in full alongside the Business Plan. Within 

the documents an examination is made of the flow of markets across administrative 

boundaries in order to draw out the consequences for the development of policy and 

investment in a coherent manner within these new geographies. 

2.19 When completed, the priorities outlined within each CRDP will inform the relevant Regional 

Economic Strategies, the Regional Housing Strategies and the RSS 

Hull and Humber Ports City Region 

2.20 The outcomes sought for Hull and the Humber Ports through the Northern Way agenda 

are: 

• To grow the economy of the City of Hull and the Humber Ports City Region through 

effective interventionist actions focused upon the factors of productivity; skills, 

enterprise, investment, innovation and competition. 

• To aim for high-output / high-reward employment, accepting that there is a need for 

transition and transformation in the economy and the skills sets and employability of 

the community. 

• To arrest the decline of the population and develop the conditions of in-migration. 

• To secure high quality, valued and sustainable neighbourhoods. 

2.21 The Port of Goole represents a gateway to the European and international economies. The 

City Region is identified as being at the heart of the multi-modal North European Trade 

axis (NETA) along the axis from Ireland, to the Mersey Ports, to the Netherlands, 

Germany, Poland and the Baltic States. 
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2.22 Goole is identified within the Hull and Humber Ports City Region Development Programme 

(CRDP) as being Britain’s premier inland port – linked via the River Ouse to the open sea, 

located 2km away from the M62 motorway, with the West and South Yorkshire markets 

within just 30 minutes drive. In addition, the port has rail connections to both West and 

South Yorkshire. Key to the future potential of this port is the proposed Intermodal 

Terminal proposed within Goole. 

2.23 The Hull and Humber Port’s CRDP identifies the presence of European-scale 

concentrations of both food production and chemicals activity within the City Region, with 

the latter in bulks, intermediaries and fine chemicals. The CRDP states that these clusters 

specifically offer great opportunity for developing new higher value operations. 

2.24 Other ‘cluster’ strengths which attract consistent levels of both public and private 

investment include engineering and manufacturing, housing, tourism and culture, 

healthcare, education, environmental and energy technologies and the creative / media 

sector. 

2.25 It is also imperative to note the future role of logistics, as a key sector in its own right and 

within a supporting capacity for other sectors identified within the CRDP. The logistics 

sector has a series of specific land and property requirements that must be considered 

across East Riding to facilitate economic growth. 

2.26 There is an identified need to take into account the likely success of the Northern Way’s 

advocacy of a national ports strategy on land availability across the City Region, and the 

North of England in general. Importantly, going forward in the RSS, Regional Planning 

Guidance 12 specifies that estuary related sites are one of three categories of location 

reserved for regionally significant employment, although there are significant constraining 

problems associated with assembling this land. These are specifically concerning the lack 

of services, especially water, sewerage and access roads1. 

2.27 The priority actions and capital investments across the City Region, of relevance to this 

piece of work, are outlined below. 

Humber Trade Zone 

• Strategic sites 

• Clusters 

                                                           
1 1 Information taken from Draft Regional Employment Land Strategy – Baseline Report, for Regional Assembly – Yorkshire 
& Humber, November 2004 
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• Marketing 

2.28 Underpinning a number of the key sectors identified in the CRDP is the business and 

professional services sector. 

2.29 Clearly there is potential for a level of synchronicity, conflict, and competition between the 

respective CRDP agendas across Yorkshire and Humber.  

2.30 The main priorities for Hull and Humber ports, Sheffield and Leeds CRDP’s are improving 

connectivity, communications and skills and creating an environment which encourages 

investment and a higher quality of life. 

2.31 Perhaps unsurprisingly this high degree of correlation / overlap between the priorities 

identified within the three CRDP’s offers a consistent regional approach. The reason for 

this correlation is not only related to consistency in approach but also the fact that the City 

Regions’ economies and housing markets are inextricably linked through the Yorkshire and 

Humber economy. 

2.32 However, despite these benefits, this also opens itself to potential elements of conflict and 

competition between the three economies. In relation to this, it is important to note that 

whilst each of the CRDP’s set similar priorities, they also highlight a number of key sectors 

upon which to focus activity, which are identified as being different within each City Region.  

2.33 For example, while Hull and the Humber Ports CRDP highlights the Port activity, chemicals 

and engineering as key clusters, Sheffield highlights creative and digital industries and 

Leeds electronics and optical and finance and business services. 

2.34 This approach therefore aims to offset any conflict between each of the City Region’s 

development priorities and suggests a compatibility to the three approaches, to the benefit 

of the wider regional economy. 

 Regional Spatial Strategy 

2.35 The existing RSS for Yorkshire and Humber (adopted December 2004, based on the 

selective review of RPG 12) sets out the strategic planning framework for Yorkshire and 

the Humber.  

2.36 The policy was drafted in the late 1990s and could therefore be assumed to be of limited 

relevance to this study, which looks forward at economic development across the East 
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Riding to 2020. For this reason a review of the emerging RSS for Yorkshire and Humber is 

included here, with specific reference to economic policies. 

2.37 The RSS sets the framework for ‘where’ and ‘at what scale’ development should take 

place. 

PLANet Yorkshire and Humber – Draft RSS for Yorkshire and Humber 

(December 2005) 

Spatial Vision 

2.38 ‘Yorkshire and Humber will be a recognisably world class and international Region where 

the economic, environment and social well being of all our Region and its people advance 

rapidly and sustainability’. 

2.39 The Regional Spatial Strategy will ‘achieve a more sustainable pattern and form of 

development, investment and activity in the Yorkshire and Humber Region – putting a 

greater emphasis on matching needs across the Region with opportunities and managing 

the environment as a key resource’. 

2.40 By the end of the Plan period, in 2021, the Yorkshire and Humber will be a Region: 

1. Continuing to change and adapt to meet new economic, social and environmental 

challenges 

2. Where all its cities, towns and rural areas are working together to the benefit of the 

whole Region 

3. With lively cities and vibrant towns and rural areas, fit for purpose in terms of 21st 

Century living, working and movement 

4. With an even stronger regional identity, whose special character and distinctiveness 

has been protected and improved 

5. With safe, attractive and high quality places offering a wide range of living, working 

and investment opportunities 

6. That is adapting to the threats and opportunities caused by climate change and is 

moving to a low carbon economy 
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7. That has optimised the use of its land and infrastructure, offering a clear competitive 

advantage over the South of England 

8. That has reduced inequalities across its area 

9. Whose economic performance is closer to the UK average, with more and better jobs 

10. That is collaborating internally and externally to deliver a more sustainable, 

competitive and better performing North of England 

2.41 The Plan is also underpinned by a series of objectives, as set out below. 

A. Regenerating areas damaged by past industrial decline as well as capitalising on 

economic growth points 

B. Seeking social equity and inclusion 

C. Recognising and responding to the needs of urban and rural communities 

D. Seeking wider housing opportunity and choice 

E. Making full use of urban land and minimising the loss of greenfield land 

F. Protecting and enhancing natural, historic and cultural assets and resources 

G. Tackling traffic congestion and reducing transport related emissions 

H. Making urban areas attractive, high quality, safe places where people choose to live 

I. Minimising the loss of the rural landscape, maintaining and where possible enhancing 

its diverse character 

J. Making the best use of existing infrastructure and services 

K. Addressing the causes of and responding to the effects of climate change 

L. Minimising travel needs and maximising use of energy efficient modes 

M. Limiting pollution to what is compatible with health and bio-sphere capacity 

N. Reducing resource consumption and encouraging use of renewable energy 
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O. Promoting the sustainable management of waste 

2.42 In accord with the RES, the delivery of the RSS is aligned to four sub-regional focus areas. 

Key priorities for economic development within the Humber sub-region within the emerging 

RSS are: 

• Diversify and develop the sub area’s economy, making the most of the multimodal 

transport links, ports, cities and town centres and existing and potential workforce 

2.43 The emerging RSS contains seven economic policies, as follows: 

• Securing more competitive economic conditions by promoting the characteristics of a 

modern and successful economy (Policy E1) 

• Strengthening the role of existing city and town centres by making them the main 

focus for office, retail, health, education, leisure, cultural, public / business services 

and other intensive uses (E2) 

• Providing sufficient land in sustainable locations to meet the needs of a modern 

economy (E3) 

• Supporting for the delivery of RES objectives for the growth of priority economic 

sectors and clusters (E4) 

• Safeguarding employment land from loss to other uses such as housing in specific 

locations (E5) 

• Promoting the role and development of tourism in the region in a sustainable manner 

(E6) 

• Supporting the diversification and strengthening of the rural economy (E7) 

2.44 Policy E3 states that the allocation of sufficient employment land is a key economic role of 

Development Plans. 

2.45 The draft RSS identifies provision of employment land across the region in excess of that 

likely to be required in the future. However, this does not discount the importance of 

providing choice to the market, and allowing for natural ‘churn’ of sites. In addition, the 

strategy makes it clear that in Local Authorities where an oversupply is expected, provision 

for further employment land will still be expected.  

2.46 The table below, refined from that included in the RSS, details forecast change in total 

employment land in use between 2006 and 2016. 
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Table 1: Forecast change in total employment land in use 2006 – 2016 (hectares) 

 B1 B2 / B8 Total employment land range 

forecast 

Regional Total 85 to 242 -206 to 307 -121 to 549 

East Riding of Yorkshire 9 to 17 -4 to 22 5 to 39 

Source: Draft RSS for Yorkshire and Humber (December 2005) 

NB: The above are net employment land figures, i.e. they include the take-up of land to 

accommodate new employment, against the loss of existing employment land to other 

uses. 

2.47 The Draft RSS also provides an indicative forecast of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) 

employment across the region and East Riding in 2016 as compared with 2006.     

Table 2: FTE Employment Forecasts 2006 - 2016 

 2005/6 2010 % change 

2005/6 - 

2010* 

2016 % change 

2010 - 

2016* 

% change 

2006 -2016  

Regional Total 2,109,000 2,130,000 
– 
2,188,000 

3.7 2,143,000 - 
2,297,000 

5.0 8.9 

East Riding of 

Yorkshire  

123,198 123,600 – 

126,700  

2.8 124,800 - 

132,800 

4.8 7.7 

Source: Adapted from the Draft RSS for Yorkshire and Humber (December 2005) 

* Using highest estimated figures 

2.48 This suggests that the number of people in full time equivalent employment will continue to 

increase in line with the regional trend. 

2.49 The emerging RSS states that all of the Humber Districts will need to ensure that their 

employment land portfolio offer seeks to capitalise on opportunities from the Humber Ports 

Trade Zone (HTZ) and the port logistics cluster. Large estuary related sites will need to be 

reserved for specific port / estuary related development. 

Residential Development 

2.50 The RSS also makes provision for housing development across Yorkshire and Humber 

over the upcoming plan period. 
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2.51 Specifically for East Riding, RSS stipulates the requirement for the following scale of 

residential development to 2021: 

• 2004 – 2011: +1,150 dwellings (net), +1,200 (gross) 

• 2011 – 2016: +1,150 dwellings (net), +1,,200 (gross) 

• 2016 – 2021: +1,150 dwellings (net), +1,150 (gross) 

2.52 Within this requirement the RSS states that the East Riding should set a brownfield 

(Previously Developed Land) residential target of 40%. 

2.53 The residential provisions made within the RSS have been developed on a sub-regional 

basis, to be delivered at the local level.  

2.54 Within the Humber sub-region a lower proportion of residential development is indicated, 

taking into account market delivery issues in Hull, relatively poorer economic prospects (in 

the regional context) and the need to reduce high development rates in more rural areas. 

2.55 This presents a clear context for development within East Riding, as the ‘rural neighbour’ 

to KUH. Specifically, this implies the acknowledgement of the degree to which people can 

live in East Riding but then export their labour to other locations (out-commute).  

2.56 In addition, the brownfield / PDL target will put increased pressure on brownfield 

employment land within high demand residential locations in East Riding such as Beverley, 

Driffield, and Bridlington. 

 Regional Economic Strategy (July 2006)  

2.57 The vision for the RES for Yorkshire and Humber (2006 – 2015) is to be a great place to 

live, work and do business, that fully benefits from a prosperous and sustainable economy. 

The RES builds on the positive impact of Objective 1 funding, along with other funding 

streams, setting a blueprint for economic growth across the region over the period to 2015. 

2.58 Achieving this is based on the three Aims of realising the potential of all the region’s 

people, growing existing and new businesses, and protecting, enhancing and utilising its 

environment. 

2.59 Six Objectives translate these Aims into action on the ground. The central principle of 

quality and pride of place binds them together, and the themes of sustainable 

development, diversity and leadership and ambition underpin the way they are delivered. 
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2.60 The six objectives are: 

• More businesses – because higher levels of enterprise are so important 

• Competitive businesses – making indigenous businesses more productive because 

they innovate and invest 

• Skilled People – with talents that employers value and which offer due reward 

• To connect people to good jobs – because levels of employment make a big 

difference to people and the economy, and we need more people in jobs in deprived 

areas 

• Enhanced transport, infrastructure and the environment – a strong economy needs 

good sustainable transport connections and to make the best of the environment and 

infrastructure 

• Stronger cities, towns and rural communities – to ensure they are attractive places to 

live, work and invest 

2.61 The RES refers to the Yorkshire and Humber economy as being in transition – away from 

large-scale heavy industry, manufacturing, textiles and agriculture to a more diverse 

market. This more diverse market includes digital industries, environmental technologies, 

financial services, construction, retail, real estate and public services. 

2.62 Along with significant business base, skills, and quality of life issues to ensuring 

sustainable economic growth across Yorkshire and the Humber, there are associated 

property and land implications to this shift, not least the need to ensure adequate provision 

of land and property to ensure economic development can proceed unencumbered.  This 

includes addressing the legacy of decline in land and property terms, and facilitating future 

growth. 

Humber 

2.63 The Humber sub-region, as the main ports logistics centre, plays a significant role in the 

wider regional economy. The RES focuses on Kingston upon Hull (KUH), and the major 

assets of the Humber ports, including Immingham, Hull, Grimsby, and significantly for this 

study, Goole, along with major centres such as Scunthorpe. 

2.64 The RES also acknowledges that the sub-region is further characterised by the rural and 

coastal expanses of the East Riding, and Northern Lincolnshire, including coastal resorts 

like Bridlington and Cleethorpes, and has a series of market towns such as Hornsea, 
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Market Weighton and Beverley. All of these face their own economic, and in the case of 

the market towns, renaissance agendas. Within East Riding, the RES highlights the 

significant level of rural renaissance required across the market towns of Hornsea, Market 

Weighton and Howdenshire. Future actions include the need to diversify and attract 

entrepreneurs whilst retaining viable ‘land management businesses’ – farms, forestry and 

the like.  

2.65 A large proportion of urban renaissance activity is likely to take the form of mixed use 

development, such as that ongoing within Bridlington with the redevelopment of a major 

mixed use centre with a ‘retail circuit’ linked to the harbour; the refurbishment of the spa, 

the potential of sailing and watersports, alongside support measures to ensure delivery. 

2.66 This is alongside major hospital and housing developments which the economy must 

capitalise on. 

2.67 Within Goole, there will be work to enhance the town and its port and the ability of people 

to get jobs in major new developments locally.  

2.68 The plan overleaf illustrates the physical priorities across the Humber sub-region, as 

identified in the Regional Economic Strategy. 
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Figure 1:Humber sub-region: RES physical priorities 

 

 Source: Regional Economic Strategy, 2006 

2.69 Key physical development priorities with regard employment land and property within East 

Riding, as illustrated on the plan, are: 

• Hull and East Riding Gateway Pathfinder 

• East Riding Renaissance: 

- Bridlington 

- Howdenshire 

- Market Weighton 

- Hornsea 

- Advance Goole 

- Port expansion / access and related development 

- Castle Hill Hospital 
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- Rail Access to Humber Ports (including Wrawby Junction) 

2.70 East Riding however are challenging the main focus provided within the RES on Hornsea, 

Market Weighton and Howden market towns through the Strategic Economic Analysis 

process and the CRDP. This reflects a tension between a desire to focus resources on 

areas that have a need for further investment to consolidate previous Market Town 

Initiative (MTI) investment and the need for a truly spatial, strategic approach recognising, 

for example, the interdependencies and potential of the River Hull Corridor, as outlined 

below. 

Joint Structure Plan for Kingston Upon Hull and the East 
Riding of Yorkshire (June 2005) 

2.71 The Joint Structure Plan (JSP) sets out a planning strategy for the future development and 

use of land in the combined area of KUH and the East Riding of Yorkshire. The plan period 

runs to 2016. 

2.72 The JSP is currently acting as the Core Strategy of the East Riding LDF. Preparation of a 

new Core Strategy will commence following the adoption of RSS.  

2.73 The vision of the Joint Structure Plan is “to achieve more sustainable patterns of 

development and movement to support: 

• revitalised and interdependent urban, rural and coastal areas; 

• more inclusive communities; and 

• a better quality of life for everyone in Kingston upon Hull and the East Riding of 

Yorkshire”. 

2.74 This vision is underpinned by six aims: 

• To manage housing growth and renewal to meet the diverse housing needs of the 

entire community 

• To create a stronger economy by promoting existing strengths, broadening the area’s 

existing economic base and being more outward looking 

• To promote an integrated and modern transport system enabling the effective 

movement of people and goods 
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• To create a distinctive, attractive and vibrant sense of place and identity, in which to 

live and work and spend [our] leisure time 

• To create a high quality environment by protecting, valuing and conserving our rich 

and varied heritage of natural and built environmental assets 

• To encourage the efficient use of natural resources and manage the effects of 

natural processes 

 
2.75 To ensure the delivery of the Joint Structure Plan, the area has been sub-divided into four 

sub-areas, within which priorities addressing the six strategic aims have been identified.  

Economic Development 

2.76 The Plan, alongside other themes, sets out a strategic approach for economic 

development across the JSP area by establishing a spatial focus for future development 

and providing guidance on employment land, tourism and rural development. 

2.77 The economic objectives of the JSP are: 

• to make the most of the area’s economic assets in a sustainable way 

• to provide a range of employment sites to serve the needs of the whole area 

• to contribute towards reducing social exclusion by providing employment 

opportunities 

 
2.78 Policy EC1 states that KUH will be the prime “pure office” location, with the principal town 

centres, town centres and district centres providing complementary office, and other 

commercial uses.  

2.79 In addition, the policy states that the land located at Humber Bridgehead (allocated in the 

Beverley Borough Local Plan for recreation, tourism and B1 uses of a generally open 

nature and of a prestigious nature to take advantage of the special location at the 

Bridgehead, measuring almost 20ha) and Kingswood (within the boundary of Hull City) will 

act as strategic employment sites.  

2.80 The two locations are proposed to meet the needs of major projects with a national or 

international range of choice of location, generally with the size range 15 – 40 ha, designed 

to meet the needs for high-tech products and processes and service sector growth. Pure 

office development and major service sector proposals will only be considered on a 
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sequential basis, assuming it cannot be located in KUH, or will not diminish future 

investment in the City Centre / will not be detrimental to the Hull City Centre Masterplan. 

2.81 Policy EC2 states that a regional east-west multi-modal freight transport corridor should 

provide a focus for: 

• the movement of freight, particularly by rail and water; 

• major manufacturing, storage and distribution uses generating large freight 

movements; and 

• improved and new facilities enabling the efficient and integrated movement of freight 

by and between different transport modes. 

2.82 The policy highlights a series of strategic employment sites, which will act as the focus for 

most new employment development for manufacturing, storage and/or distribution 

purposes including in and around the port of Hull; at Junction 36, Goole; at Melton; at 

Priory Sidings, Hull; and between Hedon Haven and Paull. 

2.83 Policy EC3 states that the longer term opportunity to establish a strategic north-south 

multi-modal freight transport corridor will be promoted, in particular by: 

• improving the capacity and specification of the rail line from Hull to Bridlington and 

beyond for freight use; 

• bringing the Driffield Canal back into active use; 

• identifying opportunities for integration between different transport modes; and 

• investigating other opportunities to make better use of the existing transport 

infrastructure. 

 
2.84 The JSP states that across the East Riding the 38-year supply of land would last 3 times 

the JSP period (projecting past take-up rates forward). The JSP therefore identifies the 

need to reduce the overall supply of employment land – allowing more certainty to 

developers and a more focused approach to funding any necessary land preparation 

works. This is based on employment land surveys carried out in July 2000, highlighting the 

importance of this piece of work as part of the East Riding LDF employment land review. 

2.85 The JSP summarises the supply and demand for employment land and premises at the 

time of publication as shown in the table below. 
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Supply Demand 

• Much of the allocated employment land requires 

preparation works and in many cases this is not 

firmly programmed or funded; 

• Much employment land is accounted for by a small 

number of key sites at existing strategic locations 

(policies EC1 and EC2); 

• There is under a 3-year supply of readily available 

employment land relative to past take-up rates; 

• Most of the vacant industrial floorspace is in larger 

units and is focused in older industrial areas. 

• Enquiries for sites and premises vary in range – 

from different sectors and for different sized 

premises; 

• Manufacturing enquiries remain dominant but 

increasing levels of office enquiries are evident; 

• The focus of recent development has been on 

smaller units and B1 uses; 

• Whilst most of the recent activity has been ‘new 

build’ a significant proportion is accounted for by 

extensions; 

• Low land values and market failure are prominent 

features of the local property market. 

 
2.86 Policy EC5 outlines the best ways in which current employment opportunities can be 

used. It encourages overcoming constraints to the use of employment land to create a 

stock of readily available land and buildings; encouraging the adaptation and sub division 

and/or clearance/redevelopment of underused buildings; and the revitalisation of older 

industrial areas. It also encourages the intensification and growth of existing employment 

uses. 

2.87 Policy EC7 states that the main focus for employment development in rural areas should 

be the towns identified in the development strategy (Driffield, Pocklington, Market 

Weighton, Elloughton / Brough, Hedon, Hornsea, Howden, Snaith and Withernsea). 

Elsewhere, employment development which strengthens and diversifies the rural economy 

will be supported where this maintains the viability and vitality of the local area, enables 

rural businesses to become more competitive and adapt to changing markets and where 

the scale of development and the level of traffic generation is appropriate to the character 

and appearance of the surrounding area. 

Residential Development 

2.88 The JSP also includes policy to “manage housing growth and renewal to meet the diverse 

housing needs of the entire community”. The objectives of this policy approach are: 

• To ensure that housing growth supports the JSP development strategy and the sub-

area priorities; 

• To promote a more efficient use of land and buildings for housing; and 

• To support a sequential approach for managing housing land provision. 
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2.89 As with the economic development policy, these policy objectives will be delivered through 

a series of sub-areas. Specifically, the objectives for each sub-area are identified as: 

• Focus most housing development on the Central sub-area, but with a significant 

change of balance between Hull and East Riding (i.e. higher levels of completions in 

Hull); 

• Maintain a level of provision that supports regeneration and housing market renewal in 

the Eastern sub-area, in the absence of any likely significant employment growth; 

• Plan for an increased level of provision in the West sub-area, in response to the 

strategic economic and regeneration focus on this area; and 

• Reduce the level of provision in the Northern sub-area to achieve a slower rate of 

housing growth than in recent years. 

2.90 This policy approach clearly correlates with that of economic development – focusing 

residential development in areas of market renewal – KUH, Goole, Bridlington and 

Withernsea – and areas identified for significant economic development. In the context of 

renewal in the coastal locations the JSP states that excessive residential development is 

not supported by demand, and could therefore result in over supply. This has not, 

however, been borne out by recent developments in Bridlington where demand has been 

strong.   

2.91 In addition, restricting growth (in comparison to recent residential completion rates) in the 

Northern sub-area could do much to contribute to shifting commuting patterns within the 

sub-region. Specifically this relates to out-commuting from Pocklington and Market 

Weighton to York, and Driffield to the North Yorkshire towns. Residential pressure in these 

locations is more related to affordability. 

East Riding Economic Development Strategy (2002 – 2006) 

2.92 The Economic Development Strategy for East Riding was prepared by the East Riding 

Local Strategic Partnership, identifying the key economic measures required to ensure 

long term sustainable growth within East Riding.  An updated strategy (2007-11) is being 

prepared in conjunction with this commission.  The Key Strategic Actions and objectives 

listed below remain valid, with updating to reflect the level of achievement against the 

2002-06 strategy.  
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2.93 The Strategy aims : 

To create a powerful identity for the East Riding of Yorkshire, an identity based on using 

its regionally and nationally important assets to develop a diverse, environmentally 

beneficial and technologically advanced economy which is capable of sustainable growth 

and which provides good quality employment opportunities for local people whose skills 

and aspiration are matched to the demand of the market place. 

2.94 The key strategic actions to ensure delivery of this aim are stated as: 

• make the Humber Trade Zone a reality, in terms of cluster, supply chain and skills 

development, sites, transport and ICT links and environmental protection; 

• consolidate the regeneration of Bridlington by broadening its appeal to visitors and as 

a business location; 

• make the market towns / service centres hubs for business and skills development 

and create effective, accessible, sustainable spokes to their rural hinterlands; 

• diversify and develop the rural and coastal economy specifically through the 

development of cultural industries (including tourism and heritage), ICT and the food 

and drink cluster; 

• improve the quality of the public realm in urban areas, with a particular focus on 

multi-modal transport links; 

• encourage more aspirational and entrepreneurial culture and create a higher level 

and more flexible skills base; 

• innovate in technology, environmental industries and environmental protection; 

• remove barriers to accessing employment opportunities, particularly targeting 

vulnerable / excluded households.  

2.95 The strategic actions contribute to three objectives outlined in the Strategy: economic 

wellbeing, social wellbeing, and environmental wellbeing. Of these the most relevant for 

this study is outlined in more detail below, ‘economic wellbeing’. 

Economic Wellbeing: 

• strengthen, modernise and diversify the existing economic base; 

• attract and retain inward investment and enable existing and new businesses to 

benefit through more efficient supply chain / cluster development; 
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• a higher level of business start-ups and expansion in growth sectors and niche 

markets through effective, proactive support services; 

• achieve the critical mass necessary to spawn research and innovation; 

• increased broadband width capacity and e-commerce opportunities throughout the 

East Riding; and 

• significantly enhance the Humber’s image and quality of life ‘offer’ to inward 

investors, visitors and residents. 

2.96 The geographical implications of the key strategic actions identified in the Economic 

Development Strategy of most relevance to this study are summarised as: 

Humber Trade Zone 

• Support Guardian Industries investment and roll-out Junction 36 multi-modal site 

development 

• Facilitate further development of Melton sites 

• Facilitate Humber Bridgehead site development 

• Develop and implement strategy for linking existing industrial estates to HTZ 

• Develop East Riding’s contribution to HTZ Cluster and Sector groups  

• Consolidate the HTZ Skills Strategy 

 
Diversifying and Developing the Rural and Coastal Economy 

• Deliver Withernsea / Southern Holderness SRB programme and Phoenix Fund 

proposals 

• Develop the area’s inland waterways, prioritising Driffield Navigation / Beverley Beck 

• Develop, in conjunction with communities, the Yorkshire Wolds and Hidden 

Holderness brands as tourist / visitor destinations 

• Develop a comprehensive farming support service to support Food and Drink cluster 

development and agricultural diversification 

• Deliver East Riding component of the Fishing Communities Regeneration package 

• Identify and develop economic elements of Integrated Coastal Zone Management 

Plan, particularly multi-modal transport. 
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2.97 Other actions across East Riding such as “Bridlington Regeneration” are also considered 

relevant to this commission. 

East Riding of Yorkshire Council Local Development 
Framework: Issues and Options Consultation Paper 
(August 2005) 

2.98 This paper has been prepared by the East Riding of Yorkshire Council to identify ‘preferred 

options’ prior to the adoption of a Local Development Framework (LDF) to replace the 

existing Development Plan. 

2.99 The Council identify the need for the production of an Employment Development Plan 

Document (DPD) as part of the LDF, which this study will form part of. 

2.100 The Employment DPD will: 

• Provide for sustainable business and employment needs, including the provision of 

sufficient employment land to accommodate a range of sizes and types of 

employment uses 

• Support the rural economy and facilitate the diversification of the agriculture industry 

 
2.101 The Issue and Options Consultation Paper includes the summary table below (Table 3), 

detailing the proposed focus for new development, along with possible implications for 

future provision, for comment. 

2.102 The Preferred Options Employment DPD will be available in 2007. 

2.103 The existing, adopted documents that currently make up the Development Plan for the 

East Riding of Yorkshire are four Local Plans and the Joint Structure Plan for Hull and the 

East Riding (JSP). The four Local Plans are: 

• Beverley Borough Local Plan (Adopted 1996); 

• Boothferry Borough Local Plan (Adopted 1999); 

• East Yorkshire Borough Wide Local Plan (Adopted 1997); 

• Holderness District Wide Local Plan (Adopted 1999) 

2.104 These plans will be saved until they are replaced by the new LDF documents. 
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Table 3: Issues and Options Summary Table 

Settlement 

hierarchy 

Remaining land allocated for employment purposes and possible implications for future provision 

Sub-Regional 

Urban Area 

Anlaby, 

Willerby, Kirk 

Ella, 

Cottingham, 

Hessle 

Over 3ha of allocated employment land remains at De La Pole in Cottingham2 (although this is presently under 

development) and less than 3ha remains at Hessle. A further 19ha is allocated at the foot of the Humber Bridge 

and whilst this allocation does not lie within the Sub-Regional Urban Area, it will, if developed, contribute towards 

the Sub-Regional Urban Areas employment development requirements. No vacant allocated sites remain at 

Anlaby, Willerby or Kirk Ella. 

The City of Hull contains over 56ha of allocated employment land and a further 86ha that has a current planning 

consent. Taking into account the existing supply in the City of Hull should additional land be allocated at Anlaby, 

Willerby, Kirk Ella, Cottingham and Hessle? 

Beverley Less than 3ha of land remains allocated on three sites. Is this likely to be sufficient over the lifetime of the plan (to 

2016)? 

Bridlington Less than 2ha remains allocated on two sites at Bessingby Way and Pinfold Lane. In addition over 70ha remains 

allocated at Carnaby Industrial Estate. The future role (if any) of Carnaby will need to be considered in 

accommodating some of Bridlington’s future employment activity. Do you consider that further employment land is 

required in the town and to what extent should the employment needs of Bridlington be provided for on Carnaby 

Industrial Estate? 

Principal Towns 

Goole Despite the construction of the new float glass-manufacturing plant, over 80ha remains allocated on a variety of 

sites. Is this likely to be sufficient over the lifetime of the plan? 

Towns Driffield Just under 10ha remains allocated in two locations; Skerne Road and Kelleythorpe (although considerable 

development is presently taking place at Kelleythorpe). Is further employment land required to serve the needs of 

Driffield to 2016? If so should it be directed to Driffield, to the nearby Kelleythorpe Industrial Estate or both? 

                                                           
2 Included in this analysis as Willerby Hill 
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Elloughton-

cum-Brough 

50ha remains allocated on one large site. Is this allocation too large to serve the future requirements of Elloughton-

cum-Brough to 2016? 

Hedon Just over 5ha remains allocated on one site to the west of the town. Taking into account the fact that there is further 

vacant allocated land in close proximity at Salt End and on Hedon Road, Hull, is there a need to consider further 

allocations in the town? 

Howden Over 13ha remains allocated on one site to the north of the A614. Is this likely to be sufficient over the lifetime of 

the plan? 

Market 

Weighton 

Over 12ha remains allocated on two sites at York Road. Is this likely to be sufficient over the lifetime of the plan? 

Pocklington Over 40ha remains allocated at the Pocklington airfield. Is this allocation too large to serve the future requirements 

of Pocklington to 2016? 

Snaith Just under 1ha remains allocated on Gowdall Lane. Is further employment land required to serve the needs of 

Snaith to 2016? 

Withernsea Just over 2ha remain allocated at the Beacon Industrial Estate on Hull Road. Is this likely to be sufficient over the 

lifetime of the plan? 

NB – This table relates only to the Sub Regional Urban Area, Principal Towns and Towns and does not cover other major employment land allocations
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Bridlington Area Action Plan (AAP) – Issues and Options 
Consultation Report (July 2006) 

2.105 The Bridlington Area Action Plan (AAP) will form a key Development Plan Document 

(DPD) in the LDF for East Riding. The purpose of the AAP is to set a strategic vision by 

which the regeneration of Bridlington can be guided, through the statutory planning 

process – in short a tool for delivery. 

2.106 The AAP covers Bridlington and the surrounding settlements of Carnaby, Bessingby and 

Sewerby. 

2.107 According to the Issues and Options Consultation Report (July 2006) one of the roles of 

the AAP is to identify and safeguard sufficient employment land to meet Bridlington’s 

needs. The report states that, based on predicted future demand, Bridlington needs 

approximately 5.5 hectares of additional industrial and warehouse development, and 

approximately 2,000 to 4,000 square metres of office floorspace.  

2.108 The options for office development included within the report are: 

• Establish a sequential approach to office development in favour of the town centre. 

• Require office development as part of the use mix for the proposed town centre 

redevelopment. 

• Promote small, freehold office development and similar workspaces in the town 

centre. 

• Require proposals for out of town offices to demonstrate that there will be no risk to 

regeneration objectives for the town centre. 

• Provide offices in one or more out of town locations3.  

• Promote office development in Bridlington town centre generally. 

2.109 The options for employment development included within the report are: 

                                                           
3 The following text is included in the Issues and Options Report with regards this point: 
Providing for offices out of town would be at odds with national policy which directs offices to city and town centres in the 
first instance. Because the office market in Bridlington does not exist, a key tactic will be providing the market with the 
confidence that an investment risk in the town centre will not be undermined by inappropriate competition from development 
out of town that has the same target market. Moreover, encouraging office development out of the centre would deprive the 
town centre of valuable economic activity and opportunities for inter-trading. Whilst an out of town location might have more 
convenient access by car it would not have the advantage of public transport access and thus would be inaccessible to 
many individuals as well as being less sustainable in other respects e.g. it is less likely to make use of a previously 
developed (or brownfield) site. 
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• Reduce the scale of allocated land at Carnaby to approximately 25 ha up to 2016. 

• Allocate approximately 15 – 20 ha adjacent to Carnaby Industrial Estate on a new 

site. 

• Allocate land adjacent to Bessingby to add to the remaining 1ha. 

• Allow non-employment uses at Pinfold Lane where they do not conflict with 

surrounding land uses. 

• Continue to protect Pinfold Lane for employment use. 

2.110 Clearly the AAP recognises a key role for Carnaby within the continued regeneration of 

Bridlington as an employment location, alongside the strengthening of Bridlington town 

centre as an office location. 

Our East Riding Community Plan 2006 - 2016 

2.111 Our East Riding Community Plan (2006 – 2016) is the second community plan for East 

Riding. The plan supports the strategic aims of the Regional Spatial Strategy, Regional 

Economic Strategy and Northern Way and compliments the Local Development 

Framework.  

2.112 The plan identifies a number of economic development related challenges and priorities 

including: 

• Regeneration of Bridlington, Goole, Withernsea and Holderness; 

• Re-energising the rural economy; and 

• Ensuring the East Riding is economically prosperous. 
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3. ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

 Key Point Summary 

3.1 Building on the analysis included within this section, a series of summary points regarding 

the condition of the East Riding economy are presented.  

• East Riding has seen population growth in excess of the Humber sub-region and 

region, in contrast to the general economic performance over the same period. 

Population growth has therefore not been matched by economic growth. Within this 

population increase and additional estimated growth, there has been and will 

continue to be a significant growth in the older population, linked to the relative 

attractiveness of East Riding as a retirement location.  

• The economy of East Riding is strongly oriented towards lower to medium grade 

occupations with a significant proportion of large employers located outside the local 

economy.  In addition, productivity and workforce earnings are comparatively low.  

• Whilst unemployment has increased, economic activity within East Riding has 

remained at a comparatively high level. However, this is linked to residents 

accessing employment opportunities outside the area. 

• As a result, the local economy of East Riding is currently highly dependent upon the 

economies of adjacent towns and cities for higher level occupations, particularly the 

larger cities of KUH, York and Leeds. This is, in effect, the aim of current planning 

policy. 

• Travel to work patterns demonstrate the extent to which East Riding relies on 

employment opportunities outside the local authority area. The 2001 Census data 

reveals that there is a daily outflow of 53,823 workers from East Riding, 64% of which 

are destined for the bordering KUH. Other major destinations include York and 

Leeds, indicating a strong relationship with larger cities in West and North Yorkshire. 

• Over 30% of the jobs in KUH are taken up by residents of East Riding, with almost 

half of these being higher managerial and professional jobs and less than a quarter 

routine and manual jobs. This indicates that a large proportion of higher wage and 

skilled jobs are being gained outside the local economy with out-commuting being a 

major trend. Consequently, the lower waged jobs appear to be being accessed by 

the resident population. 
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• There is strong relationship between East Riding and KUH in terms of migration 

flows. These movements are linked to the well-established transport infrastructure, 

and the propensity to live and work within the sub-region, with commuting to work 

within and between these areas. 

• East Riding, unlike many of the other parts of the Humber sub-region, has a relatively 

large concentration of agricultural businesses contributing to its economy. This 

business sector accounts for 18% of total registered stock and just over 5% of the 

total employment (i.e. 6,400 jobs). However, employment within this sector is set to 

decline more than any other industry within East Riding according to the latest 

industry forecasts (ONS, 2006). 

• Recent changes in the local economy have greatly affected the agricultural sector. A 

declining VAT base suggests that there is downsizing within the sector, driven by 

potentially lower earnings potential. The sector is also threatened at the national level 

by a challenging market and fiscal framework, and competitive pressure. However, 

anecdotal evidence suggests that this decline is ’bottoming out’, with new land uses 

emerging as farmers diversify. 

• Future prospects for the economy in East Riding suggest healthy FTE employment 

growth, as highlighted within the Draft RSS, hand-in-hand with significant GVA 

growth. GVA was growing at a rate of over 25%, as compared with 15% across the 

region, in 2003 suggesting a degree of ‘upskilling’ and growing ‘value added’ activity 

within the economy to 2020. Importantly however GVA within East Riding remains 

just 70% of the UK average and is not showing signs of ‘catching up’. 

Population and Household Trends 

3.2 Population and household trends can be used as headlines for the attractiveness of an 

area as a location to live (and work). A declining population is an indication of deprivation / 

lack of economic opportunity within a location and a proxy for structural weaknesses in the 

economy. 

Population 

3.3 Current population within East Riding stands at around 324,000 people4, around 6.3% of 

the regional population of approximately 5 million people. East Riding’s share of the 

population has increased by just over 1% since 1981, set in the context of a slower pace 

population growth of 0.7% across the Humber sub-region and 0.6% regionally. 
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3.4 The figure overleaf shows the annual change in population between 1982 and 2004 across 

East Riding, KUH and the Humber sub-region in the context of Yorkshire and Humber.  

3.5 East Riding and Hull have seen a somewhat erratic trend in its annual population growth, 

with peaks and troughs population numbers, whilst the trend across the Humber sub 

region has generally mirrored that seen across the region over the period of analysis. 

3.6 The annual population growth has for the most part remained higher in East Riding than 

that in Hull and both the regional and sub regional average over the 22 year period, 

showing no real negative decline in its population since the early 1980s.  

3.7 Following a significant upturn in the late 1980’s, the population of East Riding grew at a 

slightly lower rate of between 1.7% and 0.7%, yet still a significantly higher rate than 

experienced across the sub-region and wider region, where the average growth was 0.5%. 

3.8 The only point when the population growth rate of East Riding slowed down to a lower rate 

than elsewhere was between 1990 and 1991, when its population reached a plateau 

remaining at just over 294,000.However, this low growth rate did not persist. During the 

late 1990’s the annual growth rate in East Riding rose again to between 0.5 – 1.2% in the 

context of a decline of up to 1.5% across the Humber sub-region, and an almost static 

population across Yorkshire and the Humber. This suggests that the decline in the 

population of the Humber sub region during this period could not be attributed to any loss 

across East Riding.   

3.9 More recently, the annual population growth rate has followed the general regional and sub 

regional trend, albeit at a slightly higher rate of 1-1.1% as compared to between 0.2- 0.6% 

elsewhere.  

3.10 Overall, between 1981 and 2004 the East Riding population increased by 19.6%, nearly 

five times that of the Humber sub region and seven times the growth rate across the wider 

region, which experienced an increase of 3.5% and 2.4% respectively. 

3.11 This trend suggests that East Riding has experienced an extremely strong, positive growth 

in its population in comparison to a more steady increase at the regional and sub regional 

level.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                
4 Data obtained from 2001 Census 
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Figure 2: Population Trends 1982 – 2004 

Population Trends 1982 - 2004
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Source: ONS Mid-year population estimates, Nomis 2006 

3.12 Trend in population is a key barometer of an economy’s well being and on this basis East 

Riding appears to have a positive disposition in its wider regional context. The annual 

change in population forecast to 2028 is shown on the figure below. 
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Figure 3: Forecast Population 2006 – 2028 
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Source: 2003-based Sub-national population projections, East Riding Council 2006 

3.13 Clearly, although population growth is forecast across both East Riding and Yorkshire and 

Humber between 2006 and 2028 the rate of increase in East Riding is at a level 

significantly above the regional average.  

3.14 The total population within East Riding is forecast to increase by 51,800 people between 

2004 to 2028, from around 324,800 to 376,600. This indicates a growth rate of 16.0%, 

much higher than the estimated national growth rate of 10.4% and more than double the 

regional growth rate of 6.8%. 

3.15 By comparison at the sub-regional level, it is estimated that the population of Hull, one of 

the remaining three local authority areas that make up the Humber sub-region, will see a 

substantial decline in its population, losing about an eighth of its population by 2028. 

Although the pace of decline is set to slow, the population of East Riding is set to 

continually increase by up to 4% more. 

3.16 However, there should be an element of caution with regards to these population 

projections as they are based on past trends and do not take into account the current 

policy initiatives such as the Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder and migrant worker 

trends which may suggest an even higher increase in population within East Riding over 

the next 10-20 years. 
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3.17 The age structure of this population is also a key consideration. In line with the wider 

national trends, East Riding is experiencing an ageing population. As indicated by Figure 4 

below, by 2028 30% of the total population will be aged 65 and over, which is an increase 

of 10.8% from 19.2% in 2004. This increase is much higher than the increase forecast for 

England and Wales (5.8%) and Yorkshire and Humber region (6.1%).  

3.18 Set within this context, the percentage of the population in East Riding aged above 80 

years is set to double by 2028, from 4.9% to 9.5%. 

Figure 4: Forecast Age Structure 2006 – 2028 

 

Source: 2003-based Sub-national population projections, East Riding Council 2006 

3.19 It is important for East Riding to maximise the economic growth potential of its anticipated 

population increase. As addressed later in this report, the recent growth in population has 

been observed as being accompanied by a growth in key economic and industrial sectors, 

implying that growth across East Riding has been accompanied by a potentially more 

productive workforce.  

3.20 However, the estimated increase in the ageing population indicates a decrease in the 

working age population, identifying a potential weakness within the local economy. 

Household Trends 

3.21 Across England and Wales average household sizes have been falling, hand in hand with 

slow overall population growth, impacting heavily on the projected number of households 

at the national level. 
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Table 4: Household forecasts (2003 – 2026) 

Number of households (000s)  

2003 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026 

% Change 

2006-2021 

East Riding 136 142 152 162 171 179 31.6 

City of Kingston Upon Hull 108 108 109 110 111 111 2.8 

North East Lincolnshire 67 68 70 72 73 75 11.9 

North Lincolnshire  66 68 71 75 78 81 22.7 

The Humber Sub Region  377 386 402 419 433 446 18.3 

Yorkshire and the Humber 2,104 2,153 2,248 2,348 2,437 2,511 13.2 

England 20,904 21,485 22,566 23,705 24,781 25,713 15.3 

Source: ODPM, Sub Regional Household Projections, England (2003 Based) 

3.22 East Riding is forecast to experience a 31.6% percent increase in its number of 

households, from around 136,000 to 179,000. This is greatly above the sub-regional rate of 

18.3% and over two times the regional and national averages of 13.2 percent and 15.3 

percent respectively.  

3.23 This increase in households within East Riding is set to account for over 40% of the 

household growth across the Humber sub-region and over 7% across Yorkshire and 

Humber. 

3.24 Significantly, the rate of growth within the Humber sub-region is not evenly distributed 

across the four authorities – illustrated by the percent change values in the table above. 

Growth is driven primarily by East Riding, but also by North Lincolnshire which is forecast 

to experience higher rates of increase than the sub-regional and regional average. In 

contrast, KUH is set to experience rates of increase below 3 percent. 

3.25 This is a direct result of the above average rate of growth within East Riding and estimated 

decline in the population of KUH. It is also typical of national trends towards reducing 

household size, and therefore increasing household numbers. 

3.26 Again, it should be noted that these projections are based on past trends and policies and 

new housing initiatives, such as Housing Market Renewal, and residential completions will 

further influence migration and household formation and take-up rates. 

Migration 

3.27 The figure below illustrate the total number of relocations to East Riding between June 

2000 and June 2001 as identified by the 2001 Census. 
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Table 5: Migration Movements to East Riding 2000-2001 

Local Authority Number % 

E.R 20091 54.3 

Hull 3775 10.2 

York 881 2.4 

Doncaster 303 0.8 

NE Lincs 126 0.3 

N Lincs 222 0.6 

Ryedale 241 0.7 

Scarborough 383 1.0 

Selby 445 1.2 

Other Yorkshire 2353 6.4 

Other 8166 22.1 

Total relocations 36986 100 

 

                Source: Census (2001) 

3.28 A total of 36,986 movements were recorded in East Riding between 2000 and 2001, with 

54.3% originating from inside the District, with 10.2% from Hull. 6.4% came from other 

parts of Yorkshire and Humberside, whilst 22.1% of all moves to the East Riding were from 

further afield. No one location stands out in this analysis as having a significant proportion 

of migrants. 

3.29 This information therefore suggests that there are very strong localised movements 

between East Riding and KUH. There are many reasons for this strong relationship other 

than the geographical proximity of the two local authority areas and the fact that a high 

proportion of the city’s suburbs lie within East Riding.  Potentially as the principal city of the 

area, KUH attracts young people from East Riding for both higher education and work, but 

as their age and life cycles mature, the flow is reversed and residents tend to migrate 

outwards to East Riding. 

3.30 The links with some of the other larger local authority areas across the region such as 

York, Leeds and Scarborough again may be due to similar factors, as younger, more 

mobile people move to the larger surrounding cities, and the more affluent, older people 

move into East Riding.  
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Deprivation and Labour Force Profile 

3.31 The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2004 uses a range of indicators to assess the 

existence of multiple deprivation down to small geographical levels, the smallest available 

spatial unit being the Super Output Area (SOA). The model of multiple deprivation which 

underpins the IMD 2004 is based on the idea of distinct dimensions of deprivation which 

can be recognised and measured separately. 

3.32 Seven domains of deprivation make-up the IMD 2004: 

• Income deprivation 

• Employment deprivation 

• Health Deprivation and disability 

• Education, skills and training deprivation 

• Barriers to Housing and Services 

• Living environment deprivation  

• Crime 

3.33 In order to calculate an overall Index of Multiple Deprivation these Domains were 

combined, the weighting granted to each Domain within this overall Index is indicated 

below (Table 6). 

Table 6: IMD Domain Weights 

Domain Weights for the IMD 2004 

Domain Domain Weight 

Income deprivation 22.50% 

Employment deprivation 22.50% 

Health deprivation and disability 13.50% 

Education, skills and training deprivation 13.50% 

Barriers to housing and services 9.30% 

Crime 9.30% 

Living Environment deprivation 9.30% 

 

3.34 Each of the 32,482 SOAs in England were assigned a score and a rank for the IMD 2004 

as well as a separate rank for each of the seven domains. In each case the Output Area 
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(OA) with a rank of 1 is the most deprived area and the area with a rank of 32,482 is the 

least deprived.  

3.35 Plan 1, overleaf, illustrates SOAs across East Riding which are ranked within the top 1 

percent (SOAs ranked between 0-324), 5 percent (SOAs 324-1624), 10 percent (SOAs 

1624-3248), 20 percent (SOAs 3248-6496), or 30 percent (SOAs 6496-9744) of all those 

across England for the combined IMD indicator. 

3.36 A number of key conclusions can be made related to the location and extent of multiple 

deprivation within East Riding: 

• The more rural areas of East Riding are less deprived than the urban areas and 

eastern coastal towns of the Local Authority area. However, there are small ‘pockets’ 

of severe deprivation across the more rural areas. 

• Serious deprivation is concentrated in the four urban areas of Bridlington South and 

Goole South, Brindlington Central and Old Town and South East Holderness, the 

latter two areas being both edge-of-town, coastal locations. 

• The extent of deprivation is also more evident within these four areas; however this is 

more so in the urban areas of Bridlington, along the coast, and Goole South.  

• Bridlington South has two of the highest ranking SOAs across East Riding, ranked 

within the most 5% deprived in England (624th and 764th), and one more additional 

SOA ranked within the top 10% most deprived. In contrast Goole South only has one 

SOA ranked within the top 10%, indicating that Bridlington is undoubtedly the most 

deprived area across the East Riding. 

• The least deprived areas across East Riding are around Beverley and just west of 

Hessle. In addition, Dale, Pocklington Provincial, St Mary’s and Willerby and Kirk 

Ella, all have at least 5 SOA’s in the least 10% deprived category.  
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Plan 1: Overall IMD 
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3.37 Separate analysis is made for each of the domains making up the composite IMD indicator 

in order to understand the nature of deprivation across East Riding. 

Income deprivation 

3.38 This domain is calculated based upon the number of adults and children within households 

which receive benefits or record low levels of income (calculated for households receiving 

tax credits whose equivalised income is below 60 percent of median before housing costs). 

3.39 Particular concentrations of people experiencing income deprivation are found within four 

areas including Bridlington South, Goole South, Brindlington Central and Old Town and 

South East Holderness. 

3.40 All four centres are seen to include pockets of income deprivation within the worst 20% 

nationally, with some parts of Goole in the worst 10% and worst 5% in Bridlington. Some 

SOAs in Bridlington and Goole have scores ranging between 0.32 and 0.38 meaning that 

between 32-38% of people within these areas are income deprived. 

3.41 In addition there is a spatial concentration of households within the worst 20-30% 

nationally in income terms within North Holderness, Minster and Woodmansey and Goole 

North. 

3.42 Large proportions of the urban, edge of town and smaller coastal town locations are found 

to be experiencing rates of income deprivation at a level within the 10 and 30 percent most 

acute nationally. This can be linked to the dependence on low wage generating 

employment related to port and manufacturing activities within the sub region. The high 

incidence of income deprivation is also related to a complex mix of factors including the 

downturn in manufacturing employment and a lack of opportunities for people to shift to 

higher value occupations. 

3.43 In contrast, the more central and rural areas within the sub region such as Beverley Rural 

and Wolds Weighton show little or no income deprivation. It is potentially the case that 

people living within these locations either work in the larger employment centres across the 

sub region, where higher paid jobs can be accessed, or have migrated to this area during 

their retirement. The local population within these areas is likely to be attracted to the 

perceived higher quality of life on offer. 

3.44 However, this broad pattern should not disguise the dispersed nature of low-income 

households in some of the rural areas, particularly within South East Holderness; North 

Holderness and Mid Holderness along the eastern coastal strip.  
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Employment deprivation 

3.45 The employment deprivation domain measures employment deprivation as involuntary 

exclusion of the working age population from undertaking paid work. This is calculated 

using a number of sources including unemployment claimant count of working age adults; 

incapacity benefit claimants; participants in New Deal not included in the claimant count; 

and Severe Disablement Allowance Claimants. 

3.46 The pattern of employment deprivation reads quite similar to that of income deprivation, 

with concentrations in the urban centres, at the edges of some of the main towns. The 

extent of employment deprivation is also significant in these areas, with high proportions 

falling within the 20 percent (or worse) most deprived nationally in the employment domain.  

3.47 High unemployment is particularly evident along the east coast of East Riding, around 

Bridlington, and within small urban pockets in and around Goole. These areas are within 

the worst 10% nationally in terms of unemployment.  

3.48 This is a significant feature of the local economies, indicating acute levels of 

unemployment and worklessness, and one that will impact heavily on future economic 

growth prospects if not addressed. 

3.49 Again however there is little evidence presented here of employment deprivation in the 

more rural locations across East Riding.   

Health and disability 

3.50 Often the health of a population is an indicator of quality of life. This domain identifies 

areas with relatively high proportions of people who die prematurely or whose quality of life 

is impaired by poor health or who are disabled.  

3.51 Poor health impacts upon employment and economic activity rates and improving the 

health of the workforce is a key element of raising productivity. In addition, poor health can 

be linked to the historical nature of employment, especially in relation to heavy industry 

and industrial processing activities. 

3.52 This is certainly found to be the case in East Riding. Health deprivation is seen to be 

severe in terms of both extent and scale – with significant concentrations found around the 

built up areas of the unitary authority, more acutely within the urban centres such as Goole 

South, the port locations of Bridlington and parts of East Wolds and North Holderness. It is 
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clear that those areas which suffer from worklessness deprivation also suffer from a 

prevalence of poor health. 

Education, skills and training 

3.53 The education, skills and training domain captures the extent of deprivation in terms of 

levels of education, skills, and training in a local area, all key factors in the prospects for 

the future workforce / labour market. This represents a composite of two sub-domains: one 

relating to education deprivation for children / young people in the area, and the other one 

relating to a lack of skills and qualifications amongst the working age population. 

3.54 East Riding has both extensive, and in places acute, education, skills and training 

deprivation. The geographical spread, and location of concentrations is similar to 

employment and health deprivation, suggesting further linkages to wider economic and 

labour force restructuring within the sub-region.  

3.55 A number of the SOA’s within the local authority area fall within the 10 percent most 

deprived nationally specifically in and around the urban centres of Bridlington and Goole. 

3.56 However, there are further areas across East Riding which have ranked high in other 

areas, yet fallen within the bottom 20-30% nationally within the Education domain, 

including North Holderness, Hessle, Holdenshire and Snaith Airmyn and Rawcliffe and 

Marshland.  

3.57 The central rural areas of East Riding are found to have less prevalent education, skills 

and training deprivation, hand-in-hand with the pattern of income deprivation – suggesting 

those living in the more rural locations are on higher salaries as a result of their higher 

qualification and skills levels. 

Barriers to housing and services 

3.58 The barriers to housing and services domain includes geographical barriers to services as 

well as ‘wider barriers’ including affordability measures. 

3.59 The rural areas of East Riding are ranked very highly with 15 SOAs featuring in the 10% 

most deprived in England. Five of these are in Wolds Weighton ward, an area which does 

not feature in the 50% most deprived for other domains.  

3.60 The most important indicator for these areas is likely to be relating distances to services 

and affordability rather than overcrowding, homelessness or owner-occupation issues. 
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Access to GPs, convenience stores, primary schools and post offices are very real forms 

of deprivation experienced by many people in rural areas, especially when age and 

mobility are taken into account. 

3.61 East Wolds and Coastal, Howdenshire, Snaith, Airmyn and Rawcliffe & Marshland  (Goole 

Rural) and South East Holderness each have two SOAs within the 10% most deprived and 

Driffield and Rural and Mid-Holderness wards have one. 

3.62 In contrast with the other domains, the urban areas of Bridlington and Goole have a high 

percentage of SOAs in the 10% least deprived category, along with areas in the Beverley 

and Haltemprice wards. This is more likely to be because they are located in the more 

urban areas with good access to services, rather than any reflection on the quality or type 

of housing available in these areas. 

Crime 

3.63 The crime domain measures the incidence of recorded crime under four key categories 

(burglary, theft, criminal damage, and violence), representing the occurrence of personal 

and material victimisation at a small area level. 

3.64 It is very apparent that general crime is not a widespread issue in the context of national 

levels for the most part of the sub region. What concentrations there are of significantly 

high crime are focused in the urban centres of Bridlington South and Goole South, which 

are the only areas in East Riding that contain SOAs ranked in the 10% most deprived 

areas in England. Bridlington South has three SOAs in this category and Goole South has 

two. 

3.65 Crime deprivation is also notably high, though not as acute, in the urban areas around the 

fringes of Hull such as Cottingham South, Tranby, Willerby and Kirk Ella, and South West 

Holderness. 

3.66 Crime is particularly low in the rural area of Beverley Rural and Pocklington Provincial 

wards. These wards have 3 SOAs in the 10% least deprived. In addition, other wards such 

as Dale, East Wolds and Coastal, Howdenshire and South Hunsley all have 2 SOAs in the 

10% least deprived. 

The living environment 

3.67 This domain provides an overall assessment of an areas living environment based on the 

composite of two distinct sub-domains: the ‘indoors’ living environment which measures 
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the quality of housing and the ‘outdoors’ living environment which contains two measures 

relating to air quality and road traffic accidents. 

3.68 The overall quality of living environment within East Riding is particularly good, having 32 

SOAs in the 10% least deprived in England, spread over 18 different rural wards.  

3.69 It is clear that any deprivation that there is within this domain across East Riding is focused 

in the urban centres, with the exception of pockets in Driffield and Rural. 

3.70 Areas in Goole North and Goole South wards feature in the 10% most deprived areas in 

England (1 SOA in Goole North and 2 in Goole South). Bridlington South has 6 SOAs and 

South East Holderness ward has one SOA in the 10% most deprived for this domain. 

Having a total of six SOAs in this domain means that residents of Bridlington South ward 

experience significant levels of this form of deprivation.  

3.71 There are only 269 SOAs in England with a higher ranking than the harbour area of 

Bridlington; considering the number of inner city urban areas there are across England, 

this demonstrates the extent of deprivation for this domain experienced in Bridlington. 

3.72 This analysis of the IMD 2004 suggests that there is a distinct spatial element to 

deprivation across East Riding. Generally, the more rural areas are the least deprived, 

suffering only from isolation issues and poor access to local services. In contrast, the 

southern urban areas of central East Riding, smaller urban pockets in the south west and 

the towns along the eastern coast suffer the most concentrated and severe forms of 

deprivation.  

 Labour Market and Business Trends 

Unemployment  

3.73 Unemployment in the UK has declined at an unprecedented rate since the last serious 

recession in the 1990s. The figure below charts annual year upon year unemployment rate 

change across East Riding compared to Kingston Upon Hull, the Humber sub-region and 

the Yorkshire and Humber region between 1992 and 2006. 
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Figure 5: Unemployment trends (March) 

Unemployment trends (% of working population, resident based): 1992- 2006
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Source: Nomis, 2006 (NB: data relates to JSA claimants) 

3.74 Unemployment across East Riding has generally followed the regional and sub-regional 

trends, albeit with small inconsistencies.  

3.75 Between 1992 and 1993 the unemployment rate in East Riding rose substantially more 

than that across KUH, the Humber sub-region and Yorkshire and the Humber region, 

increasing by nearly 20%, nearly double the regional and sub-regional figure. 

3.76 However, from 1993/1994 up until 2000, when there was a significant drop in the numbers 

of unemployed at the national level, the change in unemployment across East Riding 

remained similar to that across the Humber sub-region and Yorkshire and Humber. This is 

reflected on the diagram above, which shows the increased alignment of the three trends 

during the late 1990’s. Unemployment rates from this date up until more recently continued 

to fall across each spatial area, decreasing quite dramatically, by up to 20% over a single 

year between 1996 and 1997. 

3.77 Between 2000 and 2003, unemployment rates within East Riding did fall at a slightly higher 

pace than those across KUH, Yorkshire and the Humber and the Humber sub-region, 

however, a comparatively higher decrease in unemployment rates in these three areas 

followed in 2004. The fact that unemployment continued to fall year upon year during this 

period suggests that there was a strengthening local labour market within East Riding. 
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3.78 However, since this date, unemployment rates have risen significantly across all areas, 

though this increase has been more pronounced across the Yorkshire and Humber region 

and the Humber sub-region, where the annual change in unemployment between 2004 

and 2006 has risen by between 21-22% as compared to only 14% across East Riding.  

Economic Activity and Qualifications 

3.79 In line with these findings, the figure below shows the nature of overall economic activity 

across East Riding.  

3.80 East Riding has had a comparatively high economic activity rate of as much as 81-82% of 

its resident population as compared to a peak of only 75% across KUH, 80% across the 

Humber sub-region and 78% across the wider Yorkshire and Humber region.  

3.81 Whilst the East Riding average remained well above the sub-regional and regional rates 

(almost 3-4% higher) it is clear that East Riding is beginning to lose pace, declining 

towards the rate recorded across the Yorkshire and Humber region, albeit remaining 

significantly higher than that recorded in KUH. This may be a direct result of the more 

recent annual increases in unemployment, along with the identified ageing population trend 

evident. 
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Figure 6: Economic activity (June to May)  
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Source: Labour Force Survey, 2006 

3.82 This trend is further evidenced in the diagram below. It shows higher level of qualifications 

amongst the working age population residing in East Riding, than across KUH, the Humber 

sub-region and Yorkshire and Humber region. However, since 2002 the proportion of 

higher qualified workers within East Riding has shown gradual decline, which is in line with 

the trend in economic activity rates recorded above. 

3.83 This suggests that the period of comparatively low unemployment and high economic 

activity within East Riding during 1999 –2002/2003 was marked by an ‘upskilling’ in the 

local workforce.  
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Figure 7: Qualifications of Population 

% of Working Age Population with NVQ3+ (March - Feb) 1999-
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Source: Labour Force Survey, 2006 

Travel to Work  

3.84 Travel to work patterns are recorded by the Census of Population. They provide an insight 

into the level of workforce containment within a local economy and the degree to which the 

economy requires imported labour to fill employment opportunities. 

3.85 The figures in the following table illustrate the nature of travel to work habits in East Riding 

in relation to the wider Yorkshire region.  
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Table 7: Travel to Work – Into and Out of East Riding  

 Destination of commuters 

who live in East Riding 

Origin of commuters who 

work in East Riding 

 No. % No. % 

East Riding 90842 62.8 90842 80.9 

Doncaster 819 0.6 888 0.8 

Hull 34598 23.9 13207 11.8 

NE Lincs 454 0.3 245 0.2 

York 5104 3.5 1552 1.4 

Ryedale 889 0.6 398 0.4 

Scarborough 1149 0.8 573 0.5 

Selby  1694 1.2 1116 1.0 

N Lincs 1034 0.7 768 0.7 

Leeds 1730 1.2 310 0.3 

Other 6352 4.4 2432 2.2 

Total 144665 100 112331 100 

Source: Amended from East Riding Housing Needs and Market Assessment, Atkins, 

2006 

3.86 Travel to work areas are areas in which the majority of people both live and work and are 

defined using data on the relationship between people’s place of work and their home. The 

aim of the analysis of travel to work patterns is to try to identify the strength of economic 

and employment relationships between different areas. 

3.87 The headline finding of this analysis is that East Riding exports some 53,823 workers on a 

daily basis to fill job opportunities outside the local authority area. As there is an inflow of 

only 21,489 workers, primarily from KUH and York, East Riding is experiencing a net 

outflow of 32,334. 

3.88 Analysis presented subsequently, detailing the concentration of various industrial sectors 

within East Riding, illustrates that despite recent restructuring in the local economy, higher 

sector jobs and business activities remain under-represented. This helps to explain the 

high levels of out-commuting, as the higher qualified and skilled workforce travel outside 

the area to find appropriate employment to match their skills. People employed within 

these higher income jobs have a higher propensity to commute to their place of 

employment. 

3.89 As discussed below, the main outflow of workers is to KUH (34,598 or 23.9%), yet a fair 

proportion travel to York (3.5). This strong relationship with the wider Yorkshire region, 
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particularly those areas in the north and west, is driven by their relative proximity and ease 

of commuting facilitated by good infrastructure and wage incentives (as discussed later).   

3.90 The majority of people traveling into East Riding originate from neighboring areas such as 

KUH, York, and Selby. However, the net outflow between East Riding and these three 

areas suggests that although there is an element of interdependency, the residents of East 

Riding are more dependent upon employment opportunities in these adjacent areas.   

3.91 Approximately 64% of all out-commuting trips from East Riding are to KUH. As this 

indicates, East Riding is significantly connected to Hull through travel to work relationships 

in addition to migratory patterns, as previously illustrated. This is so much so that the KUH 

travel to work area (TTWA) incorporates most of the southern central and western parts of 

East Riding.  

3.92 It is estimated that over 30 percent of the jobs in Hull are filled by residents of East Riding, 

thus indicating a significant economic interaction between East Riding and the KUH and a 

strong relationship between the live-work patterns of the two areas. 

3.93 The strength of this interaction varies significantly across the occupations of commuters. 

Table 8 below illustrates that almost half of all key managerial and professional jobs in 

KUH are held by in-commuters from the East Riding in contrast to only 15% of the routine 

jobs.  

Table 8: Occupational Structure and In-coming Workers from East Riding 

 % of Hull workplaces held by in-

commuters from East Riding  

Large Employers and Higher Managerial 52 

Higher Professional 48 

Lower Managerial and Professional 42 

Intermediate 37 

Small Employers and Own Account 22 

Lower Supervisory and Technical 25 

Semi-Routine 18 

Routine  15 

Source: Local Futures Group, 2005 

3.94 This indicates that the higher wage and skilled jobs are being gained outside the local 

economy. Consequently, the lower waged jobs appear to be being accessed by the lower 

skilled resident population within KUH. 
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Earnings  

3.95 As illustrated within the previous IMD data, income deprivation across the majority of rural 

and central East Riding is not a widespread, severe problem. Rather, there are pockets of 

deprivation in and around the more urban and coastal areas.  

3.96 Table 9 below shows the mean pay (gross) for all resident (R) and workforce (W) 

employee jobs in East Riding, compared to KUH, the Humber, the Yorkshire and Humber 

sub-region and the UK. 

3.97 This illustrates that the income levels of East Riding’s resident population have been 

continually above those of KUH, the Yorkshire and Humber region and Humber sub-region 

since 2002 and above the UK average every year except 2004.  

Table 9: Full time gross weekly earnings  

 UK Yorkshire and the 

Humber 

Humber Sub 

Region 

East Riding Kingston Upon 

Hull 

 R 

(£) 

W 

(£) 

R (£) W (£) R (£) W (£) R (£) W (£) R (£) W (£) 

2002 391 390.9 360 360 367 375 398 367 324 350 

2003 404 404.0 376 376 380 371 407 383 335 384 

2004 420 419.5 392 390 381 399 407 391 340 384 

2005 431 431.2 400 399 413 402 451 407 350 384 

Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, 2006 

3.98 It further indicates that there is a degree of commuting out of the sub-region with resident-

based earnings being higher than workplace based earnings. As this is a relatively 

substantial difference in level, it again suggests that higher wage jobs are being gained 

outside the local economy. 

3.99 Furthermore, it is likely that the urban areas where income deprivation (as recorded by the 

IMD) is more severe are those where people are employed within the local, lower waged 

workforce, based around the coastal areas traditionally characterised by lower wage 

manufacturing jobs.  

3.100 This analysis highlights the high dependency that East Riding has upon the economy and 

employment opportunities generated from adjacent areas, particularly the larger cities of 

York Leeds and KUH.  
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Occupational Split 

3.101 The occupational structure of East Riding’s residents provides an indication why resident 

wage levels across the local authority area have been much higher than those across the 

wider Yorkshire and Humber region and Humber sub-region for the past four years. 

Table 10: Occupation Split 

 Yorkshire and the 

Humber 

The Humber Sub 

Region 

Kingston Upon 

Hull  

East Riding  Location 

Quotient 

 % % 

Change 

1999 to 

2005 

% % 

Change 

1999 to 

2005 

% % 

Change 

1999 to 

2005 

% % 

Change 

1999 to 

2005 

YH/ER 

Managers and 

administrators 

13.6 -0.7 10.9 -1.8 9.1 -1.2 14.

7 

-1.8 1.1 

professional 

occupations 

11.0 1.9 8.2 0.1 7.5 0.6 11.

2 

2.4 1.0 

assoc. professional & 

technical occupations 

12.8 3.0 11.4 3.3 9.5 2.8 15.

5 

7.7 1.2 

clerical, secretarial 

occupations 

11.5 -3.5 11.5 -2.2 9.7 -5.4 13.

4 

-0.2 1.2 

craft and related 

occupations 

11.9 -0.4 13.6 0.4 12.

9 

-2.5 12.

8 

1.0 1.1 

personal, protective 

occupations 

7.5 -4.1 7.8 -4.7 9.3 -2.3 8.8 -4.8 1.2 

all employed in sales 

occupations 

8.6 0.0 8.4 -0.6 9.1 -0.4 7.3 0.0 0.8 

plant and machine 

operators 

9.1 -1.4 12.6 -1.0 13.

4 

0.0 6.1 -4.1 0.7 

Source: Labour Force Survey 1999 / 2000 to 2004/5 

3.102 Over 14 % of the East Riding workforce are employed in higher waged managerial and 

administrative positions, and nearly 30% in other professional and technical occupations. 

In both cases this represents a significant concentration compared to KUH, Yorkshire and 

Humber, illustrated further through location quotient analysis. 

3.103 Location quotients measure concentrations, in this case of occupations within East Riding 

compared Yorkshire and Humber. The following classifications apply: 

Under representation (low concentration) <1 

Over representation (high concentration)  >1 
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3.104 High employment within the professional and technical occupations in East Riding has 

been fuelled by the substantial growth of over 7% in this field over the past 5-6 years, as 

compared to only 2.8%, 3.3% and 3% across KUH, the Humber and Yorkshire and 

Humber respectively.  

3.105 However, it is worth noting that despite this growth, East Riding has seen a slight decline (-

1.8%) in managerial and administrative occupations, though this is set against a similar 

decline at the sub-regional and regional level. 

3.106 A relatively small proportion of East Riding’s workforce are employed within plant and 

machinery and personal and protective occupations, which are demonstrated to be 

underrepresented through the location quotient analysis. Only 6% of its workforce is 

currently employed within these occupation groups, half of that recorded across the 

Humber (12.6%). 

3.107 This has been caused by a significant decline in the proportion of people employed as 

plant and machine operators since 1999. With a reduction of 4.1% this is far greater than 

that experienced across Yorkshire and Humber and the Humber sub region, where there 

has been a slower decline of 1% and 1.4% respectively. 

3.108 An analysis of employment changes within particular industrial sectors validates these 

conclusions.  
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Employment by Industry 

Figure 8: Change in employment by industry 

Industrial concentration and employment change 1994 - 2006
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Source: Labour Force Survey, 2005 

3.109 There has been a significant decrease in the numbers employed in manufacturing across 

Yorkshire and Humber, however, this appears to have affected the Humber, KUH and East 

Riding to a lesser degree.  

3.110 The main industries within East Riding experiencing a reduction in employment between 

1994 and 2005 were distribution (-4%), transport & communication (-4%) and construction 

(-1%). These are industries that are historically dominant sectors, which have continued to 

decline. 

3.111 By contrast, the main areas of employment growth across East Riding have been within 

public administration (8%), services (3%) and banking and finance (1%). This can be 

linked to the significant increase in the proportion of people employed in higher level 

occupations across East Riding, and the propensity to out-commute. 

3.112 This suggests two key trends, firstly the process of restructuring in the local workforce and 

economy, and secondly a negative impact of employment change.  As many of the higher 

occupational jobs are accessed outside East Riding, the result is a latent pool of labour 
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with specific skills (associated with the manufacturing and port related industries) and 

comparatively low qualification levels.  

3.113 The table below illustrates concentrations of employment by sector for residents within 

East Riding compared Yorkshire and Humber and England and Wales.  

3.114 The results in the table do not really illustrate much out of the ordinary, although there is  

concentration of agricultural and fishing employment when compared to both England and 

Wales and Yorkshire and Humber, a trend to be expected in a predominantly ‘rural’ area.  

Table 11: Industry of Employment - Location Quotients  

 East Riding Location Quotients 

People aged between 16 – 64 years employed in: England and Wales Yorkshire and The Humber 

Agriculture; hunting; forestry 3.3 3.2 

Fishing 7.1 3.6 

Mining & quarrying 1.8 1.1 

Manufacturing 1.1 0.9 

Electricity; gas and water supply 1.4 1.2 

Construction 1.1 1.0 

Wholesale & retail trade; repair of motor vehicles 1.0 0.9 

Hotels and catering 1.0 1.0 

Transport storage and communication 0.9 1.0 

Financial intermediation 0.5 0.6 

Real estate; renting and business activities 0.7 0.9 

Public administration and defence 1.0 1.1 

Education 1.1 1.1 

Health and social work 1.1 1.0 

Other 0.9 1.0 

Source: ONS 2006 

3.115 The table below highlights two wards within East Riding which show concentrations in line 

with or above the Yorkshire and Humber averages for these ‘higher value’ activities. Both 

wards are located within the Hull travel to work area, suggesting again that the higher 

value employment in Hull is being filled by people living in East Riding. 
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Figure 12: Location Quotient analysis for Dale and South Hunsley wards 

 England and Wales Yorkshire and The Humber 

 Financial 

intermediation 

Real estate; renting 

and business 

activities 

Financial 

intermediation 

Real estate; renting 

and business 

activities 

Dale 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 

South Hunsley 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.4 

Source: ONS 2006 

Change in VAT registered stock 

3.116 The diagram below illustrates the change in the VAT registered stock within East Riding 

compared to KUH, the Humber sub-region and Yorkshire and the Humber between 1994 

and 2004. 

3.117 The most significant losses in East Riding, in light of the sub-regional and regional trends, 

have been the reduction in agriculture, forestry and fishing, and transport, storage and 

communication. In addition, there were also losses in wholesale, retail and repairs and 

manufacturing although to a lesser extent than at the regional level. 

3.118 The largest growth recorded within the local authority area was that of real estate, renting 

and business activities, which rose by 7.4% in line with the regional average.   

Figure 9: Change in VAT registered stock  
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Source: ONS, 2006 
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Employment and GVA Analysis 

3.119 GVA is a good measure of prosperity. A high level of GVA is a good sign, particularly if 

higher levels of GVA are generated in sectors that are competitive.  

3.120 Total GVA in East Riding stood at an estimated £3,785 million in 2003, representing just 

over a quarter (29%) of GVA across the Humber sub-region and accounting for 5% of that 

across the wider Yorkshire and Humber region.  

3.121 The figure below illustrates the annual change in GVA across East Riding in its wider 

geographical context, between 1995 and 2003.  

3.122 It is evident that in East Riding the average annual growth rates in GVA have been 

consistently below those achieved across the wider region and country. Although GVA 

continued to grow between 1995 and 1998, annual increases began to fall quite 

dramatically (by around 2-3%), against more stable levels of growth (of around 5-7%) at 

the regional and national scale. 

3.123 By 1999, whilst GVA across the UK, England and Yorkshire and Humber was seeing a 

slightly slower annual growth rate than in previous years, in East Riding it was actually in 

decline. Between 1998 and 1999 gross GVA in East Riding declined by nearly 2%, from 

£2,956 million to £2,919 million, whereas across Yorkshire and the Humber it increased by 

an average of 3%.  

3.124 Following this decline, GVA across East Riding began to increase, at a much faster rate 

than elsewhere. Between 1999 to 2001, the annual change in GVA across East Riding was 

2% compared to a more stable annual change across Yorkshire and Humber and England.  

3.125 However, this does not mask the fact that average annual growth rates in East Riding were 

lower than elsewhere for four of the six years between 1995 and 2001. 

3.126 This trend is reflected in the average annual growth rate in GVA per head, which stood at 

only 1% across East Riding as compared to an average of 2.6% across the Humber and 

4.3% across the Yorkshire and the Humber region.  

3.127 GVA per head in 2001 across East Riding was £9,549 compared to an average of £12,035 

across the Humber and £11,938 across Yorkshire and the Humber. 

3.128 Despite this, the most recent figures for 2003 indicate that there has been a sharp increase 

in GVA across East Riding. Whilst there were universally high growth rates across 
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England, the Yorkshire and Humber region and sub-regional areas, there was substantial 

growth particularly in East Riding.  

3.129 Between 2001 and 2003 the growth rate was 25.9%, as compared with 15.5% across 

Yorkshire and the Humber and 12.3% across the whole of the UK.  GVA per head rose by 

23.3% as compared to 14.6% and 11.4% across Yorkshire and the Humber and the UK 

respectively over the same time frame, suggesting a comparatively high rise in the 

prosperity of East Riding. 

Figures 10 and 11: GVA and Employment Trends  

GVA Trends 1995-2001 (annual percentage increase)
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Employment Trends 1994 - 2005
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3.130 From the above analysis of employee jobs it is clear that: 

• Employment levels have fluctuated to a greater extent than GVA. 

• Whilst GVA growth fell by as much 2% between 1996 and 1998, employment was 

growing at a rate of approximately 3% suggesting lower grade employment growth 

across the local authority area. 

• Furthermore, over the same time period, employment growth across East Riding was 

higher than that across the wider region, yet GVA growth was much lower, 

suggesting higher, more financially productive employment sectors across Yorkshire 

and the Humber. 

Projected Economic Change 

3.131 Cambridge Econometrics5 have projected employment, output (GVA) and occupation 

forward to 2020 (year ending) to allow analysis of future economic change within East 

Riding over the plan period. 

3.132 Figure 13 below compares projected GVA change to projected FTE employment change 

across East Riding between 2006 and 2020 (year ending). 

 Figure 12: GVA and FTE Employment change 2006 – 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Reference-case projections supplied by Cambridge Econometrics 

                                                           
5 Cambridge Econometrics provide detailed industrial forecasting services and economic intelligence, developing models 
that analyse the link between the wider economy and particular markets, sectors and local areas in the UK and Europe. 
These figures should be treated as ‘policy off’ forecasts. Later analysis details the ‘policy on’ position as included within the 
Hull and Humber Ports CRDP. 
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3.133 This figure illustrates a moderate, but constant growth in FTE employment across East 

Riding between 2006 and 2020 (year ending), compared to a more dramatic growth in 

GVA over the same period.  This suggests an economy that is developing value-added 

activity.  

3.134 Figure 14 overleaf projects GVA trends to 2020 (year ending), by sector for those sectors 

demonstrating the most significant growth (those with the steepest gradient when charted). 

3.135 Figure 15 shows the occupation profile of East Riding projected forward to 2020 (year 

ending), including both occupations projected to grow. 

3.136 These figures are included to illustrate the ‘value’ of employment going forwards to 2020. 
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 Figure 13: Projected trends in GVA across East Riding 

 

Source: Reference-case projections supplied by Cambridge Econometrics 
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Figure 14: Employment growth by occupation 

Source: Reference-case projections supplied by Cambridge Econometrics 
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3.137 Both figures included on the previous pages support the suggestion that the East Riding 

economy will be characterised by more ‘value added’ activity. The most significant GVA 

growth is concentrated in Health and Social Work (+£160.4m), a growth which is matched 

in occupation terms by a growth in Health Professionals (+660 FTE jobs) and Caring 

Personal Service Occupations (+2570 FTE jobs). 

3.138 In addition, the occupation profile shows a significant growth in Corporate Managers 

(+3050 FTE jobs) and Skilled Construction Trades (+1290 FTE jobs), both considerable 

‘higher end’ occupations. 

3.139 It is relevant to consider this forecast growth in terms of the existing labour market profile 

within East Riding. This is especially true considering the aspiration to reduce out-

commuting from the Authority to neighbouring locations.  

The Rural Economy  

3.140 Data on the rural economy can be difficult to capture.  A primary reason for this is the 

availability and take up of ICT and the ”footloose” nature of much business activity and 

employment. The restructuring of the agriculture industry and growth of rural businesses 

related to tourism, leisure, and cultural and creative industries also serves to lessen 

distinctions between rural and urban economies. The traditional approach of explaining the 

rural economy as only agriculture (and more precisely, farming) is therefore wholly 

inadequate. It requires both a spatial and sector configuration which currently does not 

necessarily exist. 

3.141 In addition there are limitations related to the validity and robustness of standard sources 

of data reflecting agriculture; therefore accurate employment and output estimates are 

extremely difficult to obtain.  Where the data can be sourced, due to the changing structure 

of the rural economy (with specific reference to farming) there is an ongoing debate about 

the definition of what is farming and therefore what should or should not be measured as 

‘farming’.   

3.142 However, our first focus is defining the ‘rural economy’ in East Riding and to the extent 

possible understanding the issues it faces. 

3.143 The following table illustrates the rural / urban typology for the various wards across East 

Riding.  
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3.144 Wards have been defined using the Urban and Rural classification as set out by DEFRA 

(Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs), which is a commonly used 

methodology to distinguish rural and urban wards.  

3.145 The Rural Definition was introduced in 2004 as a joint project between DEFRA, the 

Commission for Rural Communities (CRC - formerly the Countryside Agency), the Office 

for National Statistics (ONS), the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) and the 

Welsh Assembly. 

3.146 This new 'spectrum', or graded system, replaces the earlier Oxford/CA binary ward 

classification and adopts a settlement-based approach. 

3.147 Under this classification, wards are classified by two measurement criteria – morphology/ 

Settlement Form and context / sparsity. 

Morphology/ Settlement Form - Each hectare grid square is associated with a particular 

settlement type: 

• Urban (over 10,000 population)  

• Rural town  

• Village  

• Dispersed (hamlets and isolated dwellings)  

Context / Sparsity - each hectare grid square is given a sparsity score based on the 

number of households in surrounding hectare squares up to a distance of 30 km. 

• Sparse  

• Less sparse  

 
3.148 This gives an eight tier Urban/Rural Classification: 

1. Urban (Sparse)  

2. Urban (Less Sparse)  

3. Town (Less Sparse)  

4. Town (Sparse)  

5. Village (Less Sparse)  

6. Village (Sparse)  
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7. Dispersed (Less Sparse)  

8. Dispersed (Sparse)  

 
3.149 In the context of this list, wards classified 1 to 5 are defined as ‘urban’ and those 6 to 8 

‘rural’. 

Table 13: Rural / non-rural typology for East Riding 

Urban Rural  

Bridlington Central and Old Town Beverley Rural 

Bridlington North East Wolds and Coastal 

Bridlington South Howdenshire 

Cottingham North Mid Holderness 

Cottingham South Wolds Weighton 

Driffield and Rural Snaith, Airmyn, Rawcliffe and Marshland 

Goole North  

Goole South  

Hessle  

Minster and Woodmansey  

St Mary`s  

Tranby  

Willerby and Kirk Ella  

Dale  

Howden  

North Holderness  

Pocklington Provincial  

South East Holderness  

South Hunsley  

South West Holderness  

 

3.150 This analysis provides a useable framework on which to analyse the nature of change 

within the East Riding rural economy.  

3.151 The table below shows the industrial sector breakdown for rural East Riding benchmarked 

against East Riding (total). 
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Table 14: Breakdown of Industrial Sectors for East Riding (Number of employees) 

 Rural East 

Riding 

(Absolute) 

Rural East 

Riding (%) 

All East Riding 

% 

Agriculture etc 3078 7.9 4.1 

Fishing 40 0.1 0.2 

Mining & Quarrying 168 0.5 0.4 

Manufacturing 6208 16.3 16.5 

Electricity, Gas & Water 338 1.0 1.0 

Construction 2657 7.0 7.1 

Wholesale & retail trade; repair of motor vehicles 5958 15.6 16.8 

Hotels & Catering 1678 4.5 5.1 

Transport & Communications 2423 6.5 6.4 

Financial & Business Services 813 2.1 2.4 

Real Estate 3341 8.6 8.8 

Public administration and defence 2517 6.4 5.9 

Education 3364 8.7 8.7 

Health and Social Work 4115 10.7 12.2 

Other 1618 4.2 4.6 

Source: ONS 2006 

3.152 There does not appear to be any significant structural difference between the industries 

within the urban and rural areas of East Riding with the exception of agriculture. 

3.153 Around 7.9% of the rural economy of East Riding is agricultural, compared to only 4.1% 

across the whole local authority area.  

3.154 Some of the more traditional ‘urban’ industries such as financial and business services, 

real estate and wholesale and retail have near equal concentrations of industrial activity 

within the more rural areas of East Riding. The introduction of broadband has allowed 

these types of sectors to locate outside urban centres without the loss of effective client 

interface. There is potential that this tendency will develop in the future. 

3.155 An analysis of VAT registrations suggests that agriculture is a particularly valuable to the 

wider East Riding economy, accounting for between 18-22% of its total registered business 

stock each year since 1994, over two times that across Yorkshire and Humber and the 

Humber sub-region. 

3.156 However, despite its significant value within the local economy, it is clear that agricultural 

produce as a proportion of East Riding’s economic output has been steadily declining over 

the past ten years.  
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Figure 15: VAT Stock Change 1994-2003: Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 

Agricultural VAT registered stock 1994-2004 as a proportion of total stock
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 Source: ONS 2006 

3.157 Although this is a general trend across the wider region, East Riding has been particularly 

affected by this decline, as Figure 16 below illustrates.   

Figure 16: Annual Change in VAT Stock 1994-2003: Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 

VAT Stock Change 1994-03 Agri, Fishing & Forestry
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Source: ONS 2006 
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3.158 Annual changes in the proportion of agricultural stock as a percentage of the total 

registered illustrate that within East Riding this sector of the local economy is far more 

volatile and sensitive to economic changes than it is at the wider spatial level. Whilst it has 

followed the regional and sub-regional trends in terms of peaks and troughs, the extent to 

which these changes have affected the agricultural sector of East Riding has been far 

greater. 

3.159 The proportion of agricultural VAT registrations declined quite significantly during 1995 and 

again in 1997, with annual stock changes falling by 0.6% across East Riding as compared 

with 0.4% at the regional and sub-regional level.  

3.160 The later rise in the annual agricultural stock change during the late 1990’s suggested a 

recovery and rising value in this sector, yet this did not last long as figures began to fall 

again following the Foot and Mouth crisis in 2001. Again, the annual reductions in 

agricultural stock within East Riding subsequent to this date were far greater than 

elsewhere meaning that the value of the agricultural sector to the wider East Riding 

economy has been declining year on year.   

3.161 Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence suggests that the number of farm business registrations 

has stabilised in recent years. Unfortunately, no recent statistical data is available to 

substantiate this, however the CRDP forecast, as illustrated subsequently in one of the 

growth scenario’s, does not indicate that employment in agriculture is set to decline. 

3.162 Table 15 below summarises the rural labour market in East Riding, in the context of the 

urban labour market. 

Table 15: Rural / Urban labour market 

 Rural East Riding Urban East Riding  

Total working age population 57635 170889 

Economically active as a % of the workforce 69.2 65.8 

Employee 75.8 79.0 

Self Employed 35.3 25.5 

Economically Active Unemployed 7.3 9.7 

Source: ONS, 2006 

3.163 Despite the identified decline of the agriculture sector across rural East Riding, there are 

identified low levels of economic ‘distress’ across the area in terms of employment levels – 

in absolute and relative terms. 
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3.164 There are comparatively low levels of unemployment amongst rural residents and the rural 

economy displays a high economic activity rate – above that recorded in the urban area of 

East Riding.  However, much of this consists of part-time and low paid work. 

3.165 Most notable is the high proportion of self-employed people within the rural economy, 

which is at a higher rate of over 10% more than that within the more urban areas. This may 

be a reflection of the higher than average proportion of people in rural East Riding who are 

employed within agriculture, as indicated in Table 13; a sector which is typically 

characterised by high levels of self employment.  

3.166 The table below illustrates the occupation profile of rural East Riding, as measured by the 

2001 Census. Within the final column of the table, a score of ‘1’ indicates a higher 

occupational base of employment in the rural area relative to the urban. 

Table 16: Occupational Structure 

 East Riding 

Rural (%) 

East Riding 

Urban (%) 

Differential 

(Urban Base) 

Managers and senior officials 14.3 15.0 1.0 

Professional occupations 10.7 10.1 1.1 

Associate professional and technical occupations 13.2 12.8 1.0 

Administrative and secretarial occupations 12.9 11.8 1.1 

Skilled trades occupations 12.7 14.8 0.9 

Personal service occupations 7.2 7.3 1.0 

Sales and customer service occupations 8.4 7.1 1.2 

Process; plant and machine operatives 8.2 9.0 0.9 

Elementary occupations 12.5 12.2 1.0 

Total  100.0 100.0 1.0 

Source: ONS, 2006 

3.167 Concentrations of employment within rural East Riding exist in professional, administrative 

and secretarial and sales and customer service occupations.  
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4. CONSULTATION FINDINGS 

Business Consultations 

4.1 The previous section set out a detailed context for the economy within East Riding, 

including the dynamics of the rural and urban economies, and existing economic 

relationships with adjacent areas through travel to work patterns. 

4.2 Major local employers within East Riding were identified by East Riding of Yorkshire 

Council at the outset of the commission.   

4.3 The purpose of this section is to focus on the business development and future 

requirements of these major local employers which are key to the local economy at the 

current time. This includes both physical site and location considerations, and also 

workforce/ skills factors.  

4.4 The consultations were conducted over the phone, including a sample of 19 employers, as 

listed below. Contact was, wherever possible, made with appropriate Directors or 

Managing Directors with responsibility for business location and planning decisions. In the 

event that this level of personnel was unavailable to respond queries were forwarded on to 

other senior level employees.  

• Swift Group (900 employees on site) (Cottingham) 

• BP Chemicals (900 employees on site) (Saltend) 

• The Press Association Ltd (700 employees on site) (Howden) 

• Arvato (520 employees on site) (Beverley) 

• McKechnie Plastic Components (220 employees on site) (Stamford Bridge) 

• Thompson Plastics (Hull) Ltd (350 employees on site) (Hessle) 

• ABI (UK) Ltd (350 employees on site) (Beverley) 

• Cranswick Country Foods PLC (850 employees on site) (Various locations) 

• Image Data Group (110 employees on site) (Willerby) 

• Gateway Fabrications (500 employees on site) (Gilberdyke) 

• Dawn Carnaby (200 employees on site) (Carnaby, Bridlington) 
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• Yara Phosyn Ltd (140 employees on site) (Pocklington) 

• East Riding Sacks Ltd (175 employees on site) (Full Sutton) 

• Freeport Hornsea Outlet Village (150 employees on site) (Hornsea) 

• Meadow Foods Ltd (150 employees on site) (Holme on Spalding Moor) 

• Sandtoft Roof Tiles Ltd (160 employees on site) (Blacktoft near Goole) 

• Rofin-Sinar UK Ltd (85 employees on site) (Willerby) 

• Nippon Gohsei UK Ltd (70 employees on site) (Saltend) 

• Kinetic Special Vehicles Ltd (52 employees on site) (Tickton, Beverley) 

4.5 The sample size was limited by the number of employers that were willing to speak to us 

as part of the commission. Due to the scope of the sample size the views presented reflect 

those of individual businesses rather than sectors.  

4.6 The information obtained was structured into four main areas: employees; company and 

site history; supply chain linkages; and ‘the future’. Respectively these attempted to 

address: levels of employment, and location of employees; how and why the company 

came to be located in the East Riding, and whether the current site is suitable; how 

integrated the company is within the local economy (and therefore its wider impact); and 

what future prospects and plans for the company are. 

4.7 The table overleaf summarises the key findings of the consultation conducted pulling out 

elements of particular relevance to this study – relating to future investment plan and 

barriers to expansion (workforce and site related). 

4.8 The text that follows the summary table details the findings of the consultation under the 

identified categories of discussion.  
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Table 17: Business Consultation Summary Findings 

 Barriers  

Expansion 

Plans? 

Maintaining 

Position? 

Skills Recruitme

nt 

Image / 

Perceptions 

Site / 

Premises 

Swift Group Ltd       

BP Chemicals       

The Press Association Ltd       

Arvato       

McKechnie Plastic Components       

Thompson Plastics (Hull) Ltd       

ABI (UK) Ltd       

Cranswick Country Foods PLC       

Image Data Group Ltd       

Gateway Fabrications       

Dawn Carnaby       

Yara Phosyn Ltd       

East Riding Sacks Ltd       

Freeport Hornsea Outlet Village       

Meadow Foods Ltd       

Sandtoft Roof Tiles Ltd       

Rofin-Sinar UK Ltd       

Yorkshire Marine Containers Ltd       

Nippon Gohsei UK Ltd       

Kinetic Special Vehicles Ltd6       

 

                                                           
6 NB: Kinetic Special Vehicles Ltd have recently had planning approval for storage expansion into adjacent Greenfield land 
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Employees 

Total Employees, and Recent Changes 

4.9 When questioned on the stability of employee numbers, eight companies reported that 

employee numbers had fallen in the last 2-3 years.  In contrast, only four companies 

reported increasing staff numbers over the same period. 

Proportion of Employees Living Locally 

4.10 Not all respondents could answer this clearly, but of the 19 that could 90% of their 

employees lived within the East Riding (7,068 of 7,872). Clearly the location of the 

companies included within the consultation will impact on this figure – with a number 

located close to the border of East Riding. These locations are likely to experience 

stronger linkages with adjacent areas including KUH, York, Selby, and Doncaster to name 

but a few. 

Ratio between Higher and Lower End Employment 

4.11 Again not all respondents answered this, but of those that did the average ratio between 

Managerial / Skilled workers to Supporting / Basic workers was 34:66.  However this varied 

greatly from company to company – one firm saw 100% of its employees as skilled, while 

several others stated that 80 – 90% of their employees had supporting or basic roles. 

Recruitment Issues 

4.12 Many companies stated that they were experiencing problems with recruitment – reflecting 

a trend which is identified at the national level.  In particular the following roles were 

mentioned repeatedly: 

• Electrical Engineers (in one case it took 2 years to recruit one engineer) 

• Mechanical Engineers 

• Chemical Engineers 

4.13 Welders and CAD designers were also mentioned as being in short supply.  Indeed, one 

company had to resort to flying a CAD designer over from India for 6 months, and they 

now outsource all their design work to India via ISDN.  To combat these shortages 

companies are having to pay higher wages and train graduates. 
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4.14 A common factor mentioned as being responsible for these shortages was the image of 

East Riding and Hull in particular.  The fact that KUH schools perform poorly in national 

league tables makes it difficult to persuade high calibre employees to relocate into the 

area.  This is in spite of the fact that in 2005 the KUH LEA was ranked higher than 

Sheffield, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leicester, and Nottingham.  In addition the low 

cost of living equates to more disposable income, and many workers are won over by the 

rural feel of much of the area, particularly around Beverley. 

4.15 Many firms have taken to advertising in Europe for skilled posts, and several firms stated 

that they now rely on a steady supply of Eastern European workers for basic operational 

roles. 

History of the Company and Site 

Length of Time in East Riding 

4.16 As might be expected there was a wide range of answers to this question, but it was 

notable that there seem to have been clusters of start-ups in the 1960’s and 1990’s.  The 

oldest company was over 150 years old, while the youngest was less than 2 years old. 

Reasons for Location in East Riding/The Specific Site 

4.17 Some participants were unsure of the historic reasons for the specific site location, but the 

most common answer cited (53%) was the proximity of raw materials and resources.  

Included in this were the supply of imports through KUH docks.  Logistical factors were the 

second most common answer (37%), with proximity to KUH docks for import and export 

and the M62 being key.  10% of the companies cited the only reason for the current 

location was that the founding entrepreneurs were based locally. 

Prospects for the Site – Does it Suit Current Needs? 

4.18 74% of respondents stated that their current site did meet the company’s current and 

future needs, and that there were no plans to relocate.  Half of the remaining 26% had no 

plans to move despite the site being unsuitable.  One company stated that they had being 

trying to gain planning permission to build a new facility and access roads for over 6 years 

to date.  It was strongly felt that the nature of the planning process made responding 

quickly to market changes impossible. 
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Supply Chain Linkages 

Source of Supplies/Raw Materials 

4.19 This question was not applicable for any companies dealing in the knowledge economy, 

and many other respondents found it very difficult to quantify.  Therefore these figures 

should be used as a rough guide only.  27% of supplies and raw materials were sourced 

within the East Riding, 25% from the rest of the UK, 20% from Europe, and 28% from the 

world excluding Europe. 

The Future 

Future Prospects for the Company/Sector 

4.20 62% of participants saw the prospects for their company or sector as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’.  

A bleaker outlook was presented by 19%, while 9.5% felt their position was stable, and a 

further 9.5% felt their business was of a cyclical nature.  For example the demand for 

luxury goods such as caravans is positively linked to the wider economy, as is the demand 

for construction goods such as roof tiles. 

Investment Plans 

4.21 Investment plans were confirmed by 43.5% of respondents, with the remaining 56.5% 

having no current plans to invest in the current site.  These could be split further into 

companies with no short-term investment plans (26% overall), some of whom had recently 

completed an investment phase, and companies with no long-term investment plans 

(30.5% overall).  One notable company has a close link with East Riding of Yorkshire 

Council, and is committed to providing 1000 new jobs within 8 years, 600 of these within 3 

years. 

Contraction Plans 

4.22 The vast majority of companies surveyed (82%) had no plans to contract the business or 

reduce staff numbers.  9% stated that numbers were reviewed constantly, and losses were 

a possibility if conditions demanded, and a further 9% said that job cuts were likely. 
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Conclusions 

4.23 Many of the companies interviewed were engineering, chemical, and rural firms. The 

companies questioned have firm links with East Riding, and few if any had plans to 

relocate out of the area. Though a third of the companies surveyed had reduced their 

workforce in the last 2-3 years, the majority had no further contraction plans.  Coupled with 

the positive company/sector outlook of the respondents, prospects for local jobs are 

therefore encouraging.  Around 21% of participants anticipated requiring extra land or new 

sites in the near future.  

4.24 Barriers to the expansion of existing companies seemed to be the protracted planning 

process, and the image of the area.  However, this is set to change with KUH’s ambitious 

regeneration plans and exciting landmark buildings.  Many blue-chip companies, 

particularly in the chemical, bio-sciences, and digital arenas, are already established in 

KUH, and the regeneration will encourage further new investment into KUH and the East 

Riding area.  The city is already seen as a world leader in broadband and interactive TV 

services, and Associated British Ports has pledged a £85 million investment programme in 

the port over the next 10 years.  In conjunction with the redeveloped waterfront and 

planned level of infrastructure this will greatly improve the area’s desirability.  

4.25 In addition, it is important to note that the strategic sites in East Riding are now being 

brought to the market place – adding a further dimension to this potential shift in planning 

and  image. 

4.26 In the long-term this will help to ease recruitment of electrical, chemical, and mechanical 

engineers, bolstering existing employers within the East Riding.  In addition the investment 

and the arrival of new companies into the area will provide scope to attract people to the 

area, train them to fill employment gaps, and most importantly, retain them. 

4.27 This issue is also linked to the retention of local young people and graduates. As identified 

within the demographic analysis there is a very low proportion of young people aged 20 – 

29 years within East Riding. Clearly there is a need for population retention within this age 

cohort rather than a reliance on attracting new people to the area. 

Market Demand Consultations 

4.28 As part of the commission consultation has been undertaken with our in-house industrial, 

office and residential agents alongside local agents operating within East Riding. The 

findings from these consultations are detailed in the remainder of this section. The 
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consultations were structured around a series of key questions, focused on both the office 

and industrial markets within East Riding  

4.29 The key questions addressed through the consultation were: 

• What is the nature of the [office / industrial] market in the East Riding? Is the market 

strong? 

• Where are the key [office / industrial] locations within the East Riding for both 

occupiers and developers? 

• What are the key [office / industrial] schemes within the East Riding? 

• What are the [office / industrial] vacancy rates at the current time? 

• Which [office / industrial] locations are struggling within the East Riding? 

• What type of [office / industrial] occupiers are entering the market? 

• Are the [office / industrial] companies local / indigenous or are they coming from sub-

regional / regional / national markets? 

4.30 In addition, consideration is given to the markets within KUH, taking into account the 

already cited intrinsic linkages between the two economies. The local agents consulted 

were PPH, Knight Frank, Scotts, and Garness Jones. In addition, we consulted with 

Associated British Ports (ABP), Wykeland Group, St Modwen, and East Riding of 

Yorkshire Council’s Inward Investment Team (IIT). 

4.31 The overriding purpose of the consultation exercise was to establish an active knowledge 

of investment and occupier interests across East Riding, and understand the nature of 

market demand by geographical location. The information obtained has been fed into the 

site assessments included within the database. 

4.32 The findings of the consultations are summarised below. The views expressed are those of 

the individuals interviewed. 

Office 

What is the nature of the market in the East Riding? Is the market strong? 

4.33 IIT see the office market as being fledgling, as rentals are only now approaching levels 

where speculative development is viable.  Though they cite five current requirements, two 

for 25,000 square feet. and three of 75,000 square feet (one with rapid expansion potential 
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and the other for a laboratory / R&D facility), they recognise that the market is constrained 

by limited supply and product choice, particularly of high quality accommodation. 

Importantly this includes both a high quality in-town and out-of-town offer (including KUH in 

this analysis). 

4.34 Indeed, the office market within East Riding, and KUH, is very much characterised by 

latent demand specifically relating to Grade A office space in ‘key’ locations. Very few 

significant prime office developments have taken place within KUH recently, with it 

considered in market terms to be 5 to 10 years behind Leeds. 

4.35 IIT state that office accommodation in East Riding can generally be characterised by an 

ageing stock centred on smaller sized settlements serving a predominantly local market. 

4.36 These points were echoed by St Modwen, who stated that good quality ‘front door’ 

accommodation of 2,000 to 10,000 per square foot is particularly lacking across East 

Riding.  In accordance with this, ABP cited high levels of surplus accommodation in dated 

areas including provision in the centre of towns. 

4.37 Many consultees believed that the East Riding was too large and ‘patchy’ to be able to give 

an accurate overview, though St Modwen stated that while the areas between South Cave 

and Beverley are wealthy areas, the area is not buoyant in general, impacting on the 

‘health’ of the office market.   

4.38 Demand for office accommodation within East Riding is also considered to be price 

sensitive. The market is relatively localised, with East Riding attracting enquiries 

predominantly from companies looking to relocate from Hull. However, very few occupiers 

are prepared to pay higher rental levels than they currently do within Hull, which are 

around £7 and £8 per square foot for existing premises. These compare with approximate 

rental levels around £25 per square foot for prime office space in Leeds and between £16 

to £18 per square foot for comparative space in York. 

4.39 However, the Wykeland Group have experienced ‘quite a bit of interest’ in the area, though 

this was thought to be mainly ‘fallout’ from Leeds/Newcastle/York rather than reflecting a 

particular preference for East Riding. 

4.40 Key considerations for the office market in the ensuing plan period include the highway 

interventions proposed along the A63 corridor, including new junctions, and the likely 

increase of parking prices within KUH. 
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Where are the key office locations within the East Riding for both occupiers and 

developers? 

4.41 All consultees cited West Hull / the ‘west Hull villages’ as being a key office location due to 

the proximity to the main urban centre and easy access to the A63 and motorway network 

(including the M62 and M18 corridors respectively).  In particular, St Modwen and the 

Wykeland Group mentioned Humber Bridgehead at Hessle, with St Modwen also 

mentioning the Melton Park development, as key office locations. Whilst this is potentially 

linked to the quality of the stock within KUH, the consultations gave the impression that 

drive-times were a key factor in this market trend. 

4.42 These areas to the west of KUH are seen to be where the highest office rentals are being 

achieved in the context of East Riding and KUH, likely to be driven in part by the (existing 

poor) quality of stock within KUH. 

4.43 These are relatively affluent locations, with high proportions professional residents, located 

on the ‘right’ side of KUH in access terms – highlighting the importance of transport 

infrastructure to the market. The cost of commuting (in time terms) from these locations to 

employment opportunities within KUH and to the east was identified in consultation as a 

major issue with congestion perceived to be significant.  

4.44 The market is likely to strengthen in these locations to the west resulting from planned 

investment along the A63 corridor, including new access planned which will open up 

potential for development along this key route. The Highways Agency funded a £22.5 

million Grade Separated Junction (GSJ) highway improvement scheme at Melton which 

has recently opened and results in the removal of the planning restriction on the Melton 

Park development.  

4.45 Garness Jones, the Wykeland Group and IIT also specifically mentioned Beverley, which is 

seen as desirable but lacking in suitable accommodation (perceived as being quality front 

door office space). 

4.46 To date, office development has been relatively limited within Beverley, as with most forms 

of development, resulting from strict planning regulations ensuring the heritage of the area 

remains in tact. Development has also been constrained due to a lack of suitable 

redevelopment land. Employment related development has been focused around the 

Grovehill Industrial Estate, offering predominantly industrial accommodation.  
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4.47 ABP also mentioned Goole as a secondary office location compared to KUH. In addition, 

they stated that whilst Howden now houses the Northern HQ for the Press Association in 

36,000 square feet of purpose built offices (of a relatively high specification) this is not 

thought to reflect a wider demand trend for the area.  However, Communications 

technology is enabling new cluster patterns in knowledge-based service industries. 

What are the key office schemes within the East Riding? 

4.48 As already noted, KUH’s office market is perceived to be around 5 to 10 years behind 

Leeds which is in turn seen as the key regional office market. There has been limited 

significant office development within KUH, although there is a significant degree of Grade 

A office floorspace in the pipeline as identified in Section 5.  

4.49 A significant proportion of office space that is developed in KUH is as part of mixed-use 

schemes.  One such example is the BBC Building in KUH, a mixed use development 

including 120 flats and around 60,000 square feet of Grade A new build office space, 

where rents are between £10 and £12 per square foot. 

4.50 Humber Quays/Island Wharf  was cited by ABP and the Wykeland Group.  This 

development by CityBuild and Yorkshire Forward is a 21,800 square feet flagship office 

building, with a contemporary glass and steel design offering views across the waterfront.  

Although it has been vacant for some time, terms have now been issued on two thirds of 

the building at a quoted rent of £14.50 per square foot. 

4.51 The Wykeland Group, St Modwen and IIT all cited Bridgehead, Hessle as being a key 

office scheme within East Riding, subject to planning permission.  This will be a high 

quality B1 Business Park development covering two sites either side of the A164 

Boothferry Road adjacent to the Humber Bridge and A63 main trunk road into KUH.  In 

total the sites cover almost 30 hectares.  The development is subject to planning 

permission and is not likely to come on stream  until late 2007.  The ERYC has a 

requirement for a 30,000 per square foot flagship business centre on the site. 

4.52 The development is likely to be a mixture of speculative and design and build, and 

negotiations are taking place with several potential occupiers.  Rental levels are expected 

to be in the region of £14 per square foot.  

4.53 Willerby Hill Business Park was cited by the Wykeland Group, Garness Jones, and IIT.  

This site has permission for 100,000 square feet of Grade A office space, with just over 

60,000 square feet having been speculatively developed to date.  Phase 1 (35,000 square 
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feet.) has been fully let to Cattles and BSN Medical at £13 per square foot, while Phase 

two has a quoted price of £13 per square foot and is fully vacant. 

4.54 There is a market perception of the development as being relatively isolated, characteristic 

of many existing employment locations across East Riding. Willerby Hill Business Park has 

access to local facilities such as Willerby Shopping Centre and a Total Fitness gym but has 

relatively few on-site facilities and has restrictive parking ratios (although it is well served 

by bus).  

4.55 Phase 2 is perceived by IIT to suffer specifically due to poor parking ratios and design 

layout. There are also limited facilities within the development, including poor provision of 

amenities such as toilets. 

4.56 Melton Park, Melton was mentioned by St Modwen, Garness Jones and IIT.  Plot B is a 

4.85 hectare site that has been earmarked for offices within this 40 hectare mixed-use 

Business Park development. The mix of uses will include employment provision (B1, B2 & 

B8).  The scheme will be a mixture of speculative and design and build; though details are 

yet to be formalised.  The target rent is around £13 per square foot, with capital values 

around £165 per square foot.  

4.57 However, the market perception of this location is of rents achieving around £16 to £18 per 

square foot once the accommodation is completed, due to its provision of Grade A space, 

and perceived ease of access. Depending on the extent to which the market has moved on 

in the intervening period it was felt by the agents that this could go as high as £20 per 

square foot. 

4.58 Both Garness Jones, the Wykeland Group cited Priory Park, a well-established 147 acre 

business location adjacent to the A63 Clive Sullivan Way with excellent links to the docks, 

Humber Bridge and the wider motorway network.  The site falls partially within Hull and 

partially within the East Riding.  It has attracted several national and international 

companies, and Design & Build Bespoke Developments are available.  Developments on 

the Park include Estuary Office Park and De Vere Hotels amongst others with 

approximately 36 acres left undeveloped and available.  One consultee stated that the 

Park suffered from a lack of focus and the plethora of car dealers and other business uses 

would put off occupiers looking for quality prestigious accommodation. 

4.59 Rents achieved in office space at the Dutch Barn development at Priory Park East (in Hull), 

comprising simple built hybrid units, were around £12.50 to £13 per square foot.  
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4.60 The Riverside Building, Hessle – an 18,000 square foot speculative office development 

was cited by IIT alone.  The quoted rent is £13.50 per square foot, with the building 

currently under construction. 

4.61 Waterside Business Park, Hessle is a development of relatively small office units 

(around 12no. 2,465 square foot units), developed in the early 1980s. The units benefit 

from good parking ratios, and good access links, achieving rents around £12 per square 

foot. These smaller scale units are attracting occupiers like solicitors and the office 

components of construction companies. The development also includes a crèche facility. 

4.62 Beverley Town Hall was refurbished in 2000 as Grade A office space, now marketed as 

‘The Hall’, with the last known lettings achieving rents of around £11 per square foot.  

4.63 Over the next few years a number of office schemes are likely to come forward within 

Beverley including the development of the former Beverley Transport Museum and Clariant 

site, a 14 acre site located with a 5 minute walk from the town centre, by Wykeland Group. 

4.64 A planning application for this development is anticipated in the Spring of 2007 and is likely 

to include Grade A office speculative space, with rents likely to reach £13 per square foot 

(comparable with those achieved at Willerby Hill), with the potential to go as high as £14 

per square foot resulting from the limited supply of such accommodation with town centre 

sites. 

4.65 This development could potentially push the market in Beverley on. Specifically it was felt 

through the consultations that a lack of quality office supply within the centre is limiting 

demand. The site is included within the East Riding portfolio for the Lyons Review involving 

the potential relocation of Government departments. 

What are the vacancy rates at the current time? 

4.66 The general consensus among consultees is that vacancy rates are very low in KUH – 

between 2% and 10% for modern developments.  This is thought to be due to constrained 

supply and a dearth of speculative building.  This is borne out by ABP’s comments, who 

state that vacancy levels even in their older refurbished offices are very low.  The 

Wykeland Group stated that demand for smaller units such as this are mainly due to 

upgrades from local companies. 
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Which office Locations are struggling within the East Riding Market? 

4.67 IIT stated that Willerby Hill Phase 2 has been empty for over a year despite attracting 

much interest, due in part to low parking ratios and problematic location and design.  St 

Modwen stated that Priory Park was not focussed enough on office uses, which was 

restricting its potential within the market.   

4.68 Garness Jones cited that Bridlington and Goole have slow markets, but that it is not fair to 

say they are struggling as they are not office locations. 

What type of office occupiers are entering the East Riding market? 

4.69 Service centres, professional services, HQ’s, media, medical, and limited amounts of IT 

companies have been entering the East Riding market within recent years. 

Are the company’s local/indigenous or are they coming from sub-regional/regional/national 

markets? 

4.70 IIT, Garness Jones and the Wykeland Group all concur that the majority of uptake is due to 

local expansion, and Garness Jones states that inward investment is ‘pretty limited’.  The 

Wykeland Group also believes that the market needs more available sites with extant 

planning permission to attract more national and international companies. 

4.71 IIT agree that the majority of companies looking to locate in East Riding are local, but cite a 

number that have come from national / international markets. For example, Beirsdorf AG 

(German Company) and Smith & Nephew have invested in a Joint Venture company, BSN 

Medical at Willerby. In addition, Arvato (German company) are to invest in the East Riding 

based on a partnership with the Council as they look to break into the public sector out-

sourcing market. Arvato are contractually obliged to create 600 new jobs in the next 3 

years. 

Industrial Market 

4.72 The industrial market across East Riding is considered to be underpinned by relatively 

parochial employment and localised demand. This is reflected in the nature of supply of 

industrial premises dominating across the area, in addition to the rental levels achieved. As 

with the industrial market nationally demand for leasehold properties across East Riding is 

not as high as demand for freehold. 
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4.73 A large proportion of the stock dates from the 1970s and 1980s, with new supply occurring 

by-and-large on a smaller scale. The exceptions to this rule occur mainly in key locations, 

and along key strategic routes.  

4.74 Primarily the demand for smaller units, sized between 2,000 and 10,000 square feet is 

higher than the demand for 10,000 to 20,000 square feet. Rental levels for new build 

smaller units are around £5.50 and £6 per square foot.  

4.75 This is supported by evidence provided by IIT in the form of enquiries between 2003 and 

August 2006, recorded by sector and size required. 

4.76 The largest total of enquiries recorded by IIT over this period was for ‘manufacturing’ space 

(218 total), with 46% requiring premises sized below 10,000 square feet (NB: 35% did not 

specify size requirements). 

What is the nature of the market in the East Riding? Is the market strong? 

4.77 The Wykeland Group highlighted warehousing and logistics as real growth areas with the 

wider region, and IIT cited the following investments within East Riding from 2004 onwards 

as evidence of the strength of the market: 

• Guardian Industries – 60 Acres, £115 million (Goole) 

• Nippon Goshei £65 million (Saltend) 

• Luxembourg International Float Transport – 40 jobs (Goole) 

• Gruber - £1 million (Goole) 

• ILVA / TNT - 400,000 square feet, £14 million (Melton) 

• Rofin Sinar - £3 million, 85 jobs (Willerby) 

• Ebuyer - £19 million, 250,000 square feet, 275 jobs (Howdendyke, Howden) 

• Sandtoft Roof Tiles - £17 million, 135,000 square feet. extension, 30 additional jobs 

(Blacktoft near Goole) 

• Blue Keld - £3 million, 10,000 square feet. (Cranswick near Driffield) 

• Magnum Services - £3 million, 60,000 square feet. (Goole) 

• Grotech - £1 million, 12,000 square feet. (Goole) 

• Technikraft – £3 million, 25,000 square feet. (Goole) 
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• Cranswick Plc - £5.5 million (Driffield)  

4.78 In addition Tesco have an investment in the pipeline including an 800,000 square foot 

regional distribution centre at Centreport (Goole) which will create upwards of 1,000 jobs7. 

4.79 Knight Frank identified the growing nature of the industrial market in East Riding, drawing 

on the strength of the M62 corridor.  

Where are the key industrial locations within the East Riding for both occupiers and 

developers? 

4.80 ABP, the Wykeland Group, and St Modwen note that West Hull, and Goole are established 

industrial areas, though Garness Jones expressed the view that though Goole has better 

infrastructure than West Hull owing to its close proximity to the M62, it struggles with 

labour force.  ABP named East Hull as having renewed interest following the Hedon Road 

dual carriageway development, which has improved access to this side of the city. 

4.81 According to IIT, the Wykeland Group and St Modwen the A63/M62 corridor is the real key 

industrial area with the East Riding, and the Wykeland Group predicts ribbon development 

here due to the existing road, rail and river links. 

4.82 IIT also cites Beverley, Driffield, and Pocklington as important industrial locations 

benefiting from strong local markets, with Pocklington specifically benefiting from wider 

linkages to the York market. 

4.83 Beyond Hedon Road to the east the demand is constrained significantly by access to wider 

transport networks (road). This restricts the wider market potential to the east of KUH. 

4.84 Goole is considered a sub-regionally significant industrial location, with KUH being a 

regionally significant industrial location. The market does recognise the strengthening role 

of Goole in the future through planned investment, but recognises land constraints within 

the area including contamination and existing on-site structures. In addition the lack of 

freehold property available within Goole was identified as a key restriction on higher levels 

of market activity. 

4.85 Traditionally Beverley has provided industrial premises which have served the higher-end 

indigenous market well, with a reasonable amount of supply, concentrated in a cluster of 

sites around Swinemoor Industrial Estate, and Grovehill Industrial Estate.  

                                                           
7 NB: The employment creation / land connotations of this application have not been factored into the employment forecasts 
/ land requirements as there is no guarantee of the development taking place 
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4.86 Importantly with regards the strength of the industrial market currently in Beverley there are 

few examples of new supply coming forwards, with most dating from the 1970s and 1980s. 

As a result, there is a degree of latent demand identified within the market, with rental 

levels for small units still reaching £6 per square foot, implying as with the office market 

that supply is constraining demand. 

4.87 Rental levels achieved in Goole largely reflect those on a regional level, hitting around 

£4.25 per square foot, increasing to around £4.75 for units sized over 100,000 square feet. 

This reflects the scale of distribution / storage and warehousing activity in Goole linked to 

the wider transport infrastructure.   

4.88 Importantly however considering this apparent market role, Goole is considered by the 

market to be relatively constrained by its land supply related specifically with the length of 

time associated with Centreport coming forward. It could be concluded that supply 

constraints are in part pushing prices up within Goole. 

What are the key industrial schemes within the East Riding? 

4.89 IIT and the Wykeland Group cite Goole Centreport – a 300 acre multi-modal site well 

located off Junction 36 of the M62 as being a key industrial scheme in East Riding.  200 

acres are still available at the site. The scheme at Centreport is predominantly design and 

build.  There is enough demand identified to fill the site, which includes Tesco’s planned 

distribution centre.  

4.90 The Ozone, Howden (Boothfields) is a 13.61 hectare greenfield site near Junction 37 of 

the M62.  One high quality speculative industrial shed is already under construction, with 

permission granted for a further 60,000 square feet unit. There is a degree of flexibility 

within the site layout and the units themselves. Design and build packages are available 

for those occupiers requiring bespoke formats. 

4.91 Cited by both IIT and the Wykeland Group, Junction 38, Newport is 7.49 hectares of B1, 

B2 or B8 greenfield development land. 

4.92 Garness Jones, Knight Frank, St Modwen and IIT all mentioned Melton Park, Melton 
which is set to be developed by St Modwen (speculative and D&B) and the Wykeland 

Group (design and build).  Around eight (reserved matters) planning applications for the 

site are expected in early 2007.  Quoted rents are between £6.50 and £7 per square foot 

for smaller sized units, strong levels compared to others quoted across the East Riding. 
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4.93 IIT also cite Saltend Site, Hedon Haven – a 80.8 hectare site with frontage to a deep 

water estuary, and a protected rail corridor to the port of Hull.  Development will be design 

and build with un-serviced leasehold of £80,000 per acre.  Interest has been shown by Bio-

industry companies in particular. Consultation with agents suggests that this market is 

‘developing’, in part through investment in the dual carriageway. However, it is not 

considered by and large to be a key industrial location. 

4.94 Garness Jones also named Carnaby Industrial Estate in Bridlington, and Kelleythorpe 

Industrial Estate in Driffield, while the Wykeland Group also mentioned Glews Hollow in 

Goole. On the whole from speaking to the agents, the market in both Bridlington and 

Driffield are seen as relatively strong locations although they predominantly serve the local 

/ indigenous markets.  

4.95 The market around the A63 corridor is considered to be at an early stage, and therefore 

too early to read in terms of headline rental levels. A few key developments are coming 

forward to the market, including the St Modwen scheme at Melton and Ozone at Howden.  

4.96 The first plot within the St Modwen scheme will be a mix of office and industrial speculative 

build, approximately 12 acres, although pre-lets have been secured on a number of these 

units. 

4.97 In addition, the Wykeland Group are bringing forward approximately 100 acres at Melton 

within a scheme called Melton West, subject to planning permission.  

4.98 Confidence (developer and occupier) appears to be relatively high for these locations, with 

good rates of take up identified during the consultation. 

4.99 Knight Frank stated that the key industrial locations in East Riding are benefiting from a 

‘mopping up role’ capturing latent demand they perceive to be concentrated in and around 

Goole. 

Which industrial locations are struggling within the East Riding market? 

4.100 Both Carnaby and Full Sutton are seen to be struggling in market terms due to their 

relative remoteness, which keeps land values and rentals low.  These are both examples 

of the myriad of former airfields in the area that are now used as industrial locations.  

These serve local markets adequately, though they are not well suited to meet the future 

demands of East Riding.  They typically achieve £2 to £5 per square foot leasehold and 

£40,000 per acre freehold. 
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4.101 St Modwen predict that the entire industrial market will cool in 2007 due to high interest 

rates and changes in SIP pension schemes that previously invested in property. 

4.102 Importantly however, ABP and Garness Jones have no evidence of industrial uses 

struggling, and ABP are running out of appropriate land due to high demand. 

4.103 According to Knight Frank the run-down state of a large proportion of the industrial stock is 

resulting in a degree of residential development, as landowners are seeking higher values. 

This is especially true of the more sought after residential locations around the outskirts of 

Hull, with good motorway access. 

What types of industrial occupiers are entering the East Riding market? 

4.104 ABP and IIT noted numerous enquiries from Bio-Fuels (bio-ethanol and bio-diesel) 

industries, waste to energy plants, as well as the import of rapeseed oil for a mini power 

station, and a new coal terminal to feed Drax.  Two examples of Bio-Fuel enquiries are a 

£100 million 50-acre production plant and a £300 million 60-acre plant. 

4.105 ABP and the Wykeland Group both cite warehousing and distribution as key sectors taking 

up employment space in East Riding, while the Wykeland Group also mentioned hi-tech 

manufacturers such as printing, laboratories and lasers.  

4.106 Knight Frank mentioned both Guardian Glass and Tesco as key recent investors in East 

Riding, although the size of both could be seen to be skewing the market slightly. 

Are the companies local / indigenous or are they coming from sub-regional / regional / 

national markets? 

4.107 Garness Jones stated that the vast majority of take-up is due to organic local expansions, 

though it is recognised that many national companies have local depots e.g. Chubb. 

4.108 According to IIT, the majority of industrial demand within East Riding is driven by a balance 

of local, regional, national and international requirements. 

4.109 Knight Frank identify the lack of employment land coming forwards within East Riding as 

holding the wider market potential back, with South Yorkshire and specifically Doncaster 

having the edge in the industrial market. 
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5. EMPLOYMENT LAND SUPPLY 

5.1 A specific requirement of the brief, in line with the DCLG Employment Land Review 

guidance was to provide an understanding of ‘gaps’ in the supply of employment land 

relative to the requirements of the forecast key business sectors. 

5.2 Analysis of the supply of employment land across East Riding has been conducted in both 

qualitative and quantitative terms, in line with the DCLG guidance. The guidance stipulates 

the need for a fine grain approach to the assessment of sites, factoring in qualitative 

considerations, as well as deliverability and market appeal of sites. 

5.3 A database bespoke for this commission has been devised to allow the nature and 

complexities of constraints on the land to be recorded and analysed in line with the 

guidance. The database is a discreet output of this commission, and provides a tool for 

monitoring for the Council in the future within Stage 3 of the review. A blank printout of the 

database is included within Appendix 1.  

5.4 The database holds information on all available employment concentrations in the East 

Riding, including land that is currently vacant and available for development. This section 

relates only to vacant allocated employment land. This is in line with the brief set out by 

East Riding of Yorkshire Council at the outset of the commission. 

5.5 In line with the guidance the database includes information on the following site 

characteristics: 

• Strategic access 

• Quality of the existing environment 

• Quality of the surrounding area 

• Market conditions / demand 

• Ownership 

• Site development constraints 

• Accessibility 

• Sequential testing 

• Social and regeneration policy 
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5.6 With the exception of market conditions / demand considerations this information has been 

obtained from East Riding of Yorkshire Council following their undertaking of Stage 1 of the 

Employment Land Review. Each site has been visited and assessed as part of the Stage 2 

work undertaken within this commission. 

5.7 Through consultation with the client group, and an understanding of the geography of the 

East Riding, it is clear that flood risk is a potential issue facing a significant proportion of 

the allocated employment land across the area. Specifically this relates to those sites 

located along the north bank of the Humber estuary, with concentrations of risk around 

Goole, Howden, and through KUH to the eastern side of Beverley. 

5.8 This area of risk correlates with the key corridor identified for supply and demand later on 

in the report. 

5.9 The analysis included within this report has assessed the suitability of allocated 

employment land from the perspective of market readiness. However, any development 

proposals submitted to the East Riding of Yorkshire Council should be tested in relation to 

the statutory process including environmental impacts (including flood risk), and highways / 

traffic impacts. 

5.10 Flood risk as a specific issue will be considered in the Stage 3 analysis to be undertaken 

by East Riding of Yorkshire Council. East Riding of Yorkshire Council has prepared a 

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment which will be used to help consider the allocation of sites 

and development proposals. 

Headline Supply 

 Overall 

5.11 A total of 546 hectares of employment land is allocated and remains vacant across East 

Riding, as of 1st April 2006, in a total of 73 separate employment allocations8.  

 

 

 

                                                           
8 Taken from Employment Land Monitoring Report, April 2006. NB: Several allocations have been divided into more than 
one site to ease the interpretation of the data. 
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Table 18: Headline supply 
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Beverley 168.66 30.9 

Boothferry 120.12 22.0 

East Yorkshire 146.11 26.8 

Holderness 111.11 20.7 

Total 546.00 - 

Source: ELMR, 1st April 2006 

5.12 The distribution of overall land allocated is fairly evenly spread across the four former 

district areas. Around 30% of allocated employment land is located within Beverley, with 

just over 25% in East Yorkshire, and around 20% in Boothferry and Holderness 

respectively.  

5.13 Comparing this to the number of sites located within each former district areas offers an 

indicative view on relative site sizes. The largest average site size is found in Boothferry 

(10 hectares), with Holderness recording the smallest average of just 5.8 hectares. East 

Yorkshire and Beverley recorded averages of 6.76 hectares and 8.6 hectares respectively. 

5.14 Generally the employment land supply (in terms of number of sites) is found to be 

clustered around a number of locations with significant volumes of land in Goole, 

Pocklington, at Elloughton-cum-Brough, Melton and Humber Bridgehead, and at Hedon / 

Saltend. In addition, a number of smaller sites are clustered in Beverley. 

5.15 There is a concentration of employment land around the east-west corridor covering 

Hedon Haven / Saltend, Humber Bridgehead, Melton, Elloughton-cum-Brough, Newport, 

Howden, and Goole. 

5.16 There is a significant volume of land identified at Carnaby, measuring 75 hectares.  

5.17 The majority of allocations across East Riding are part developed (53%), with only 19% 

undeveloped. 

                                                           
9 NB: ‘available’ includes access, services, ground preparation, planning permission 
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 Strategic 

5.18 A total of eight strategic allocations have been made across East Riding in four separate 

locations. 

5.19 The former district of Beverley accounts for 44% of the total strategic land supply in six 

sites. The six strategic sites referred to here are: 

Humber Bridgehead 

• Land South of Boothferry Road (Hessle) (E41) 

• Land North of Boothferry Road (Hessle) (E42) 

Melton Park 

• East of Brickyard Lane (Melton) (IN1 (r)) 

• Land between Brickyard Lane and Gibson Lane North (Melton) (IN1 (s)) 

• Land between Gibson Lane and Lowfield Lane (Melton) (IN1 (t)) 

• Land between Brickyard Lane and Gibson Lane (Melton) (IN1 (u)) 

5.20 Both strategic land allocations within Boothferry and Holderness are concentrated in one 

single site – in the case of Boothferry at Centreport, and in the case of Holderness at 

Hedon Haven. 

5.21 For the purpose of this study the 73 separate land allocations have, in certain cases, been 

grouped together into a total of 40 employment land locations – for example, the two sites 

making up the Humber Bridgehead site (covered by four policies - E40, E41, E42, E43) 

have been considered together. 

5.22 Strategic land is found to be located along the A63 / M62 corridor. 

5.23 Plan 2 overleaf illustrates the geographical distribution of vacant employment land / vacant 

land in strategic sites. 
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Windfall Sites 

5.24 In addition to the vacant allocated employment land identified, land is available from non-

allocated ‘windfall sites’.   

Table 19: Windfall employment land / sites 

Former 

district 

Area (ha) Percentage of 

total (%) 

Number of sites Percentage of 

total (%) 

Beverley 15.95 61 6 37.5 

Boothferry 2.26 9 2 12.5 

East 

Yorkshire 

3.41 13 4 25 

Holderness 4.46 17 4 25 

Total 26.08 100 16 100 

Source: ELMR, 1st April 2006 

5.25 The ELMR shows windfall sites at a particular moment in time, in this case 1st April 2006. 

A total of 26.08 hectares of windfall employment sites are identified across East Riding at 

this time. 

5.26 These are concentrated in terms of land and number of sites in the former Beverley 

Borough area which, contains 61% of windfall land (15.95ha) and 37.5% of windfall sites 

(6).  

5.27 The table below summaries the extant planning permissions on windfall employment sites 

which will result in additional employment development across East Riding.  

5.28 By assessing the nature of the extant planning permissions it has been possible to classify 

the windfall sites.  

Table 20: Extant Planning Permissions on Windfall Sites / Windfall Site Classification 

District Location Classification Land Supply (hectares) 

Beverley Melton: Melton Court General Industrial / Business 0.58  

 Tokenspire Business Park General Industrial / Business 0.91 

Boothferry Goole: The Grange Industrial 

Park 

General Industrial / Business 0.36 

East Yorkshire Melbourne: Marshall House General Industrial / Business 2.39 

 Pocklington: RSH 

Warehousing Ltd, Hull Road 

General Industrial / Business  0.17 

Holderness Burstwick: South Park Farm General Industrial / Business 1.44 
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 Salt End: South Tower 

House Lane 

General Industrial / Business 0.21 

 Bilton: Middle Farm General Industrial / Business 0.24  

 
5.29 It can be seen that the majority of windfall sites are classified as general industrial / 

business land supply. In addition, information included within the ELMR (April 2006) 

suggests that all of the sites included in the table above are unconstrained in development 

terms. 

5.30 To this end, an additional 6.30 hectares is added to the unconstrained ‘general industrial / 

business’ land total. 

5.31 These windfall sites have been added to the total supply of sites available and ready for 

development in reflection of their planning status. 

5.32 It is likely that in the future part of the employment land supply is likely to arise from further 

windfall development of unidentified sites and premises. In terms of the assessment of 

future windfall sites PPS12 recommends that criteria based policy is included with the Core 

Strategy to deal with such unforeseen circumstances. 

Classification of Supply 

5.33 Each employment site has been classified according to the guidance included in the DCLG 

note, as detailed below. This provides an opportunity to think critically about the 

configuration, land use and premises offer associated with each site, and the resultant 

market appeal. The site classifications considered are: 

Established or Potential Office Locations. Sites and premises, predominantly in or on 

the edge of town and city centres, already recognised by the market as being capable of 

supporting pure office use (or high technology R&D / business uses). 

High Quality Business Parks. These are likely to be sites, no less than 5ha but more 

often 20 ha or more, already occupied by national firms or likely to attract those 

occupiers. Key characteristics are high quality of buildings and public realm and access to 

national transport networks. Likely to have significant pure office10, high office content 

manufacturing and R&D facilities. Includes ‘Strategic’ inward investment sites. 

Research and Technology / Science Parks. Usually office based developments, which 

are strongly branded and managed in association with academic and research 
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institutions. They range from incubator units with well developed collective services, 

usually in highly urban locations with good public transport access to more extensive 

edge / out of town locations. 

Warehouse / Distribution Parks. Large, often edge / out of town serviced sites located 

at key transport interchanges. 

General Industrial / Business Areas. Coherent areas of land which are, in terms of 

environment, road access, location, parking and operating conditions, well suited for 

retention in industrial use. Often older, more established areas of land and buildings. A 

mix of ages, qualities and site / building size. 

Heavy / Specialist Industrial Sites. Generally large, poor quality sites already occupied 

by or close to manufacturing, and process industries. Often concentrated around historic 

hubs such as ports, riverside and docks. 

Incubator / SME Cluster Sites. Generally more modern purpose built, serviced units. 

Specialist Freight Terminals e.g. aggregates, road, rail, wharves, and air. These will 

be sites specifically identified for either distribution or, in the case of airports, support 

services. Will include single use terminals, e.g. aggregates. 

Sites for Specific Occupiers. Generally sites adjoining existing established employers 

and identified by them or the planning authority as principally or entirely intended for their 

use. 

Recycling / Environmental Industries Sites. Certain users require significant external 

storage. Many of these uses e.g. waste recycling plants can, if in modern premises and 

plant, occupy sites which are otherwise suitable for modern light industry and offices. 

There are issues of market and residential perceptions of these users. Some sites 

because of their environment (e.g. proximity to heavy industry, sewage treatment works 

etc) may not be marketable for high quality employment uses. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                
10 ‘pure office’ refers to 100% office occupiers, rather than ancillary office operations 
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 Table 21: Classification breakdown 

Type Total land 

(Ha) 

Percentage 

of total (%) 

Number of 

sites 

Percentage 

of total 

Established / potential office location 25.75 4.7 5 12.5 

High quality business parks 19.25 3.5 1 2.5 

Research and technology / science parks - - - - 

Warehouse / distribution parks - - - - 

General industrial / business areas 358.19 65.6 30 75 

Heavy / specialist industrial sites 84.22 15.4 2 5 

Incubator / SME cluster sites - - - - 

Specialised freight terminals - - - - 

Sites for specific occupiers 58.6 10.7 2 5 

Recycling / environmental industries 

sites 

- - - - 

Total 546 100 40 100 

NB: Land has been reserved in the East Riding Issues and Options Transport 

Development Plan Document for the development of a multi-modal transport terminal 

adjacent to the Glews Hollow employment allocation at Goole 

5.34 The supply of employment land across East Riding, both in terms of volume and the 

number of locations available, is clearly dominated by general industrial / business areas. 

66% of all employment land and 75% of all sites across East Riding are classified as being 

appropriate for this type of use. 

5.35 Only 4.7% of the total available land supply (25.8 ha) and 13% of all sites are classified as 

being appropriate / existing office locations. These sites include 5.19 hectares at the 

Hedon Employment Site, 2.33 hectares at Priory Park West, 9.34 hectares at J38 Newport 

and 2.22 hectares at Willerby Hill. 

5.36 Further to this only one site – Humber Bridgehead (19.25 hectares) at Hessle - is 

considered to be appropriate as a high quality business park location. 

5.37 The high proportion of employment land classified as ‘general industrial / business’ land / 

sites is a reflection of the nature of the majority of the sites across East Riding. There are a 

number of identified areas of established employment land across East Riding, currently 

falling within this classification serving individual settlements / the indigenous11 economy. A 

series of industrial estates across East Riding fall into this classification. 

                                                           
11 NB: Indigenous demand is defined as ‘local’ business. I.e. not investment from external locations – regional, national or 
foreign. Indigenous businesses are also categorised as serving the local market. 
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5.38 Allocations of specific note classified within the study to be general industrial or business 

land include the 72.82 hectares at Junction 36 Centreport, 91.26 hectares at Melton Park, 

and 42.86 hectares at Pocklington Industrial Estate. 

5.39 There doesn’t appear to be a coherent nature to the distribution of land when broken down 

by classification. This is due in part to the dominance of one type of land, and also to the 

nature of distribution of employment land in general being focused on settlement and / or 

strategic locations. The site classifications are illustrated overleaf on Plan 3. 

5.40 A small cluster of established / potential office locations have been identified through 

consultation at Hessle, and at Market Weighton (2.32 hectares at Becklands Park).  

5.41 The condition of the general industrial / business location varies to a great extent, as does 

the nature of the occupiers included on the estates / sites.  For example, the majority of 

sites are not known to require significant investment in the immediate future certain sites. 

Exception to this include Pocklington, Newport, and Saltend.  

5.42 Significantly however a number of the locations classified as general industrial locations 

are found to be relatively unsustainable and difficult to access. This is largely true of the 

more rural employment locations, often with single track access. A number of examples of 

this include areas of available land at Station Road (allocation E15a, at Holme on Spalding 

Moor), Holme on Spalding Moor Industrial Estate (allocation E6, at Holme on Spalding 

Moor), North of Gowdall Lane (allocation E15 (b) at Snaith), and Full Sutton Industrial 

Estate (EED and FULL2 at Full Sutton). However, these locations play a major servicing 

role to the rural business community, for example, in the provision of premises for 

agricultural businesses.   

5.43 This contribution to the wider economic fortune of East Riding must not be overlooked in 

the coming plan period – ensuring a balanced approach to providing appropriate land for 

indigenous growth alongside more aspirational uses where appropriate. The balance 

between supply of and demand for indigenous land, considered in the context of the 

settlement hierarchy is considered in the following sections. 
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Analysis of Constraints 

5.44 In line with the DCLG Employment guidance it is important to understand the nature of 

‘true’ employment land supply – being the total allocated and undeveloped land supply 

considered to be unconstrained. To ensure consistency with the guidance the following 

considerations have been included in this analysis of constraints operating on the land: 

• Strategic access – is the site located directly off a strategic route (identified as a 

Motorway, Trunk Road, Primary Route or Principal Route as defined in the East 

Riding of Yorkshire Council Freight Strategy Study) 

• Quality of the existing environment – is there evidence of degradation on the site? 

Are the roads of a sufficient quality? What condition are the buildings in? 

• Quality of the surrounding area - Is there evidence of previous boundary treatment? 

What is the quality of adjacent buildings?  

• Market conditions / demand – Is the site attractive to the market? Indigenous or 

inward investment potential? Is the site currently marketed? 

• Ownership – Is the site in single or dual / multiple ownership? 

• Site development constraints – Are there any opportunities to expand the site? Is the 

site contaminated? Is there a need to remove on-site structures? Are there 

environmental issues preventing development on the site? 

• Accessibility – Is there existing access to the site? Is the access appropriate for the 

potential use? 

• Sequential testing – Is the site Greenfield or PDL? Is the site an urban centre, edge 

of centre or out of centre site? 

• Social and regeneration policy – Would development of the site contribute to wider 

social and regeneration aspirations for the settlement / area and wider East Riding? 

5.45 Information on the constraints currently acting on the allocated and undeveloped 

employment land supply across East Riding has been obtained from the Council with the 

exception of market conditions / demand which was determined through consultation with 

office and industrial market agents. 
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Extent of Constraints 

 Headline 

5.46 Analysis of the sites using information contained within the database suggests significant 

issues related to the ‘true’ supply of land across East Riding. Specifically 184.62 hectares 

of available employment land is unconstrained using the definition provided by the DCLG 

in the guidance. This presents a very different picture to the headline supply of 546 

hectares of available allocated employment land. These unconstrained sites are shown in 

the table below. 

Table 22: Unconstrained Sites 

Site Name Allocation 

Reference 

Location Total Vacant 

Land 

East of Bridlington Road BR6 Catfoss/Brandesburton 1.75 

Willerby Hill In2a Willerby 2.22 

Priory Park IN1(n) Hessle 2.33 

Figham Road (Ref 6) IN1(h) Beverley 0.39 

West Station Road (Ref 75) THG3 Thorngumbald 0.24 

J36, Centreport E2A and E2C Goole 72.82 

Melton Park IN1(r), (s), (t), (u) 

and IN2 (c) 

Melton 91.26 

Ozone / Boothfields E10 and E11 Howden 13.61 

 

5.47 Importantly, of this 184.62 hectares only 0.24 hectares (0.1% of the unconstrained total) 

fully complies with sequential testing and Greenfield / Previously Developed Land (PDL) 

requirements12 – the land at West Station Road, Thorngumbald (allocation THG3). The 

majority of land is either Greenfield and located within an urban area / edge of urban 

location, or it is PDL land located in an out of urban area location.  

5.48 In total 197.77 hectares of employment land (36% of the total) is constrained in sequential 

testing / Greenfield/PDL terms, located in 10 sites across East Riding. Including 80.85 

hectares at Hedon Haven and 73.05 hectares at Carnaby.  

5.49 The plan overleaf illustrates the combined extent of constraints operating on the 

employment land across East Riding. 

                                                           
12 Ozone / Boothfields is urban edge, and comprises a combination of greenfield and PDL land 
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5.50 There isn’t a great degree of pattern in the overall extent of constraints across East Riding 

– with no clear concentrations or pockets of sites suffering acutely except for that identified 

at Hornsea – 0.77 hectares west of Cliffe Road and 3.08 hectares east of Atwick Road. 

However, a very small volume of land is unconstrained (as previously identified) implying 

the complexities of bringing any land forward for development within East Riding. This 

includes both planning and physical constraints – both with an associated cost.  

5.51 Significantly the majority of the sites are affected by only one or two constraints.  

5.52 A number of constraints considered within the database are found to be highly significant 

within East Riding, relating to the overall land affected. These are addressed in turn in the 

following paragraphs. 

5.53 A significant proportion of employment land within East Riding is identified as only being 

suitable for ‘indigenous’ activity – being either of a smaller scale, or predominantly serving 

the local market rather than wider regional or national, or even international market. 

5.54 This includes 73 hectares at Carnaby and, 42.9 hectares at Pocklington Industrial Estate. 

5.55 In total 363.16 hectares of employment land (66.5 percent of the total 546 hectares) (30 

sites) falls into this category of land. Those sites recognised as being highly attractive to 

the wider market, defined in this case as to the sub-regional, regional, and in certain cases 

national (depending on the nature of individual enquiries), are concentrated around the 

A63 corridor at Hessle / North Ferriby, Melton Park and towards the end of the M62 

motorway at Goole.  

5.56 Pocklington sits on the A1079, a major road link between the port of Hull and Scotland. A 

number of businesses use facilities at Pocklington to store goods imported through the 

Port of Hull before delivering to the north of the UK. 

5.57 Information obtained from the IIT also suggests a degree of international investment 

interest. For example, Junction 36 has attracted investment from Guardian Industries (an 

American company), and Saltend has attracted Japanese investor Nippon Gohsei. 

5.58 Individual site access is found to be an important constraint – affecting a total of 197.6 

hectares of land (29.6% of the total 546 hectares) in 13 sites. The majority of these sites 

are sized below 10 hectares, with a number of notable exceptions. Namely 80.85 hectares 

at Hedon Haven and 49.18 hectares at Elloughton-cum-Brough (land south of railway line). 
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5.59 For a large proportion of the industrial uses identified across East Riding strategic access 

is an important issue, and is identified as a weakness across a large proportion of the 

stock.  

5.60 In its wider context East Riding is well served by a strategic transport network. Specifically 

this includes the eastern most section of the M62 corridor to the west, links south of the 

Humber via the Humber Bridge, the A63 corridor which runs east to west through East 

Riding continuing the line of the M62 to Hedon. In addition, the A614 runs from Goole to 

Bridlington, with links from Hull, Beverley / Market Weighton (A1079) and Driffield (A166) 

to York.  

5.61 East Riding also benefits, in a strategic sense, from the E20 corridor (Trans-European 

strategic trade corridor linking Limerick to St Petersburg which passes through the Port of 

Hull, and runs westwards taking in the A63 and M62 corridors), along with the wider 

strategic roles played by the ports and railway. 

5.62 80.85 hectares at Hedon Haven is allocated for uses that require a deep water channel 

(i.e. over and above indigenous activity). The site is identified in the JSP as a strategic site. 

 Strategic sites 

5.63 The ELMR identifies strategic employment land across 8 allocations, as illustrated 

previously on Plan 2 combined into 4 sites of available employment land within the 

database. 

5.64 The matrix below summarises the constraints identified on the strategic land allocations 

within East Riding. 
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Table 23: Strategic allocations constraints matrix 

Site Vacant 

Land 

(ha) 
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J36 Centreport, Goole 72.82  -      -  

Humber Bridgehead 19.25      -   

Melton Park 91.26        -  

Hedon Haven 80.85    -  -   

NB: ‘-‘ signifies unknown / mixed constraint 

5.65 Significantly, two of the sites identified as strategic are ‘unconstrained’ in line with the 

DCLG guidance – J36 Centreport at Goole and Melton Park 

5.66 19.25 hectares of strategic employment land (at Humber Bridgehead) is identified as 

suffering from one constraint (7.8% of the strategic total), with two constraints identified at 

Hedon Haven – accessibility, and sequential testing / Greenfield/PDL considerations. 

Settlement Analysis 

5.67 The JSP sets out a clear hierarchy of settlements within its development strategy. This 

includes the identification of a sub-regional urban area, principal towns, and towns. 

Development across the JSP area will be largely focused on these locations, as outlined in 

policies DS1 to DS3.  

5.68 Within this hierarchy the combined built-up area of KUH and the adjoining settlements of 

Anlaby, Willerby, Kirk Ella, Cottingham and Hessle will fulfil the role of a sub-regional urban 

area. Accordingly it will function as the focal point for housing, public transport, 

employment activities, shopping, cultural and community facilities for the JSP area and 
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wider sub-region. The JSP states that major development, alongside redevelopment and 

regeneration, will be required to support and enhance the function of this area. 

5.69 The settlements of Bridlington, Goole and Beverley will fulfil the role of principal towns. 

They will function as the focal points for housing, public transport, employment activities, 

shopping, cultural and community facilities for significant parts of the JSP area, providing a 

complementary and supporting role to the sub-regional urban area. Development and 

regeneration activity within these principle towns should support and enhance the function 

of these settlements 

5.70 The settlements of Driffield, Pocklington, Market Weighton, Elloughton/Brough, Hedon, 

Hornsea, Howden, Snaith and Withernsea will fulfil the role of towns. 

5.71 These towns will function to provide the focus for local housing, employment activities, 

shopping, cultural and community facilities and transport services for the town and its 

hinterland. These towns will support and complement the principal towns and sub-regional 

urban area.  

5.72 Development and regeneration activity should be sufficient to support and enhance the 

local service centre function of the town, and will be appropriate to the size and 

characteristics of the town.  

5.73 In line with this the supply of allocated employment land will be understood within the 

context of the settlement hierarchy within the JSP. This analysis will be followed through 

this section and related to the demand for employment land in the remainder of the report. 

5.74 A total of 417.4 hectares of allocated employment land is located across the identified 

settlement hierarchy, of which 40 % (167 hectares) is identified as unconstrained. The 

nature of constraints within each location is summarised below. 

Sub-Regional Urban Area 

•  Constraints 

5.75 This report only considers those sites within the Sub-Regional Urban Area falling outside of 

the KUH boundary i.e. those sites at Anlaby, Willerby, Kirk Ella, Cottingham and Hessle. In 

addition, this part considers the remaining allocation at Saltend, which although is not part 

of the Sub-Regional Urban Area, is located in an area where it provides an economic 

opportunity for the East Riding and the city.  
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5.76 Supply within this location, in terms of numbers of sites and land available is relatively 

limited.  A total of 27.17 hectares of allocated employment land is vacant within the Sub 

Regional Urban Area (outside of the KUH boundary) in four sites. 

5.77 There is a strategic site at Hessle (Bridgehead) – with allocations north and south of 

Boothferry Road totalling 19.25 hectares within 2 allocations. 

5.78 There is also land available at Priory Park totalling 2.33 hectares , and at Willerby Hill 

measuring 2.22 hectares. 

5.79 Both sites are unconstrained development is taking place on the smallest plot at Priory 

Park. As a result for the remainder of this analysis the land remaining at Priory Park is 1.96 

hectares. 

5.80 Livingstone Road (originally considered with 0.38 hectares of remaining land) has now 

been fully developed and is therefore discounted from the analysis. 

5.81 Humber Bridgehead is constrained by Greenfield / brownfield considerations – its is wholly 

Greenfield and is outside of the defined urban area13. 

5.82 The site north of the A1033/Hull Road, Saltend (3.37 ha) is constrained by sequential 

testing – it is Greenfield and is edge of urban centre. 

• Site Classification 

5.83 The table below summarises the classification given to each of the four sites across the 

Sub Regional Urban Area, outside of the boundary of the City Centre. 

Table 24: Sub Regional Urban Area site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Willerby Hill 2.22 Established / Potential office 

Priory Park West 2.3314 Established / Potential office 

Humber Bridgehead 19.25 High Quality Business Park 

Hull Road, Saltend 3.37 Heavy / Specialist Freight 

 

Principal Towns 

                                                           
13 NB: one of the sites is a former quarry 
14 NB: 1.96 hectares 
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Beverley 

•  Constraints 

5.84 There is a collection of allocated sites sized between 0.1 hectares and 5 hectares in size 

immediately to the south east of the Beverley urban area.  

5.85 Specific supply includes 2 hectares at Annie Reed Road, 0.39 hectares at Figham Road, 

and 1.58 hectares at Tokenspire Business Park. The total vacant allocated employment 

land supply within the principal town of Beverley is 4.05 hectares. 

5.86 Important to note however is that Figham Road is to be developed for residential 

development and so will not be brought forward for employment use. It is therefore 

removed from the remainder of this analysis. 

5.87 Significantly according to market demand consultations these sites are considered to be 

attractive by-and-large only to the indigenous market, with little inward investment attracted 

in.  

5.88 Grovehill is known to be constrained by ownership15. Tokenspire Business Park is also 

constrained by Greenfield / brownfield considerations – its undeveloped area is Greenfield, 

and it is located outside of the urban area. 

• Site Classification 

5.89 The table below summarises the classification given to each of the three sites across the 

Beverley principal town area. 

Table 25: Beverley principal town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Grovehill 2.08 General Industrial / Business  

Tokenspire Business Park 1.58 General Industrial / Business 

 

                                                           
15 The owner is believed to be unwilling to bring the land forward for employment development 
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Bridlington 

•  Constraints 

5.90 Two allocated employment sites are identified within the urban area of Bridlington in total 

measuring 1.95 hectares: 1.04 hectares at Bessingby Way and 0.91 hectares at Pinfold 

Lane. 

5.91 Significantly, there is a very large allocated employment site outside of the urban area of 

Bridlington, at Carnaby, measuring 73.05 hectares vacant employment land. This area is 

considered within the Bridlington AAP and therefore will be included within the report as 

part of the allocated supply within the principal town of Bridlington. 

5.92 Both of the sites identified within Bridlington are known to be constrained by at least one 

constraint. Pinfold Lane is constrained by sequential testing considerations. Specifically 

Pinfold Lane is partly Greenfield, and is an urban edge site. It is also constrained by its 

strategic access. Bessingby is part Greenfield. 

5.93 During market demand consultations both sites, along with Carnaby, were felt to be 

appropriate for indigenous demand rather than inward investment. 

• Site Classification 

5.94 The table below summarises the classification given to the three sites across the 

Bridlington principal town area. 

Table 26: Bridlington principal town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Pinfold Lane Industrial Estate 0.91 General Industrial / Business 

Bessingby Industrial Estate 1.04 General Industrial / Business 

Carnaby Industrial Estate 73.05 General Industrial / Business 

 

Goole 

•  Constraints 

5.95 There are two employment land allocations with land remaining at Goole, measuring a total 

of 77.2 hectares of vacant land. 72.82 hectares of this is located within the unconstrained 

strategic site at Junction 36 of the M62. 
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5.96 The 4.38 hectares of vacant allocated employment land at Glews Hollow is constrained by 

both site development constraints and ownership. 

• Site Classification 

5.97 The table below summarises the classification given to both of the two sites across the 

Goole principal town area. 

Table 27: Goole principal town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

J36 Centreport 72.82 General Industrial / Business 

Glews Hollow 4.38 General Industrial / Business 

 

5.98 The East Riding LDF Transport Development Plan Document (Issues and Options, 

October 2006) also proposes to safeguard 7 hectares for a multi-modal terminal.  The site 

lies adjacent to the existing Glews Hollow industrial estate. 

Towns 

 Driffield 

•  Constraints 

5.99 Within the settlement of Driffield there are three employment allocations within two sites at 

Kelleythorpe and Skerne Road, with 3.74 hectares and 2.49 hectares of land vacant on 

each respectively. 

5.100 Both sites are considered within this analysis to be constrained. The Skerne Road site is 

constrained by strategic access. Kelleythorpe Industrial Estate is constrained by sequential 

testing considerations (it is Greenfield and outside the urban core). Specifically the only 

plots remaining are greenfield, and the site lies outside of the urban area. 

5.101 To the south of Driffield, outside of the settlement boundary, on the A614, 9.42 hectares of 

land is vacant at Hutton Cranswick, with a smaller site identified at Nafferton to the north 

east of Driffield. 
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• Site Classification 

5.102 The table overleaf summarises the classification given to both of the two sites across the 

Driffield town area. 

Table 28: Driffield town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Skerne Road 2.49 General Industrial / Business 

Kelleythorpe Industrial Estate 3.74 General Industrial / Business 

 

Elloughton/Brough 

•  Constraints 

5.103 There are a total of five allocations within or adjacent to Elloughton / Brough on two 

separate sites.  The available land at these sites totals 140.44 hectares, south of the A63. 

5.104 Only one of the sites falls within the Elloughton / Brough boundary, ‘Land South of the 

Railway Line’ extending to 49.18 hectares. 

5.105 Melton Park (91.26 hectares) is unconstrained16. ‘Land South of the Railway Line’ is vacant 

and  constrained by its accessibility, and strategic access. 

• Site Classification 

5.106 The table below summarises the classification given to the two sites within the Elloughton / 

Brough town area. 

Table 30: Elloughton / Brough town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Land South of Railway Line 49.18 General Business / Industrial 

Melton Park 91.26 General Business / Industrial 

 

                                                           
16 NB: Melton Park is recorded as having mixed ownership constraint. The area owned by St Modwen (50ha) is coming 
forward for development.  
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Hedon 

•  Constraints 

5.107 .  Hedon lies to the east of Kingston upon Hull, outside the Sub Regional Urban Area as 

defined by the JSP.  One site, South of Hull Road extending to 5.19 hectares falls within 

the town boundary.  Three further allocated sites lie close to the town.  These include the 

strategic site south of the A1033 at Hedon Haven with 80.85 hectares of land remaining 

vacant, land north  of the A1033 at Saltend (3.37 hectares) and land south of Hedon Road 

near Paull (1.33 hectares). For the purposes of this report we have excluded the allocation 

at Paull from being considered as part of the Hedon analysis. It is therefore discussed 

outside the context of the JSP hierarchy. In addition, the remaining allocation at Hull Road, 

Saltend has been included within the analysis of the Sub-Regional Urban Area.  

5.108 During market consultations it was felt that as the sites lie to the east of Hull, and are 

therefore difficult to access via the strategic road network, their wider market attractiveness 

is limited.  

5.109 The Hedon Employment Site (5.19 hectares) is constrained by ownership. It also has 

‘mixed’ strategic access. Significant highway improvements have been made to Hedon 

Road. In addition, the long-term accessibility of sites to the east of Hull may be improved 

further with the developments planned for Castle Street / A63. 

5.110 The 80.85 hectares identified at Hedon Haven is constrained by the quality of the 

surrounding area, accessibility, and sequential testing considerations. The site is 

Greenfield and is wholly outside of the urban area. The site is Strategic, and is identified as 

being for a specific end user. 

• Site Classification 

5.111 The table below summarises the classification given to the four sites within the Hedon town 

area. 

Table 33: Hedon town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Hedon Employment Site 5.19 Potential / Established Office 

Hedon Haven 80.85 Heavy / Specialist Freight 
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Hornsea 

•  Constraints 

5.112 Hornsea, located on the eastern coastline of East Riding, has two employment allocations 

on two sites with land remaining totalling 3.85 hectares: 3.08 hectares East of Atwick 

Road, and 0.77 hectares West of Cliffe Road. 

5.113 Both sites face three constraints. 

5.114 The site to the West of Cliffe Road is found to be constrained by its strategic access, the 

quality of the surrounding environment, and its accessibility. 

5.115 The site to the East of Atwick Road is constrained by its strategic access, the quality of its 

existing environment, and the quality of its surrounding environment. 

• Site Classification 

5.116 The table below summarises the classification given to the two sites within the Hornsea 

town area. 

Table 34: Hornsea town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

West of Cliffe Road 0.77 General Industrial / Business 

East of Atwick Road 3.08 General Industrial / Business 

 

Howden 

•  Constraints 

5.117 17.44 hectares of allocated employment land remains vacant north east of the A614 in two  

allocations on either side of the A614. Booth Fields (13.61 hectares) to the north of the 

A614 is not constrained. Howdendyke (3.83 hectares) to the south is constrained by 

ownership and has mixed strategic access. 

• Site Classification 

5.118 The table below summarises the classification given to the two sites within the Howden 

town area. 
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Table 31: Howden town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Ozone / Booth Fields 13.61 General Business / Industrial 

Howdendyke 3.83 General Business / Industrial 

 

Market Weighton 

• Constraints 

5.119 There is one allocation within Market Weighton, with 6.67 hectares located on York Road 

adjacent to Becklands Park. The allocation is considered to be partially constrained by 

ownership. 

• Site Classification 

5.120 The table below summarises the classification given to the site within the Market Weighton 

town area. 

Table 36: Market Weighton town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

York Road, adjacent to Becklands 

Park 

6.67 Established or potential office 

location 

 

Pocklington 

•  Constraints 

5.121 There are four allocations at Pocklington, specifically at Pocklington Airfield West and East, 

measuring 42.86 hectares of vacant employment land, within one site – Pocklington 

Industrial Estate. 

5.122 The site is constrained by ownership, and is considered within the market analysis to be 

only suitable for indigenous demand. 

• Site Classification 

5.123 The table below summarises the classification given to the one site within the Pocklington 

town area. 
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Table 29: Pocklington town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Pocklington Industrial Estate 42.86 General Industrial / Business 

 

Snaith 

•  Constraints 

5.124 0.97 hectares of allocated employment remains vacant in one allocation within Snaith, 

north of Gowdall Lane. 

5.125 This site is constrained by its multiple ownerships. In addition, it is considered to only be 

attractive to indigenous activity. 

• Site Classification 

5.126 The table below summarises the classification given to the site within the Snaith town area. 

Table 32: Snaith town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

North of Gowdall Lane 0.97 General Business / Industrial 

 

Withernsea 

•  Constraints 

5.127 There is one allocation at Withernsea, with 2.32 hectares remaining, at Beacon Road 

Industrial Estate. 

5.128 This site is affected by four constraints, and is considered to only be appropriate for the 

indigenous market. Specifically the constraints known on the site are its strategic access, 

the quality of the surrounding environment, accessibility, and sequential testing / 

Greenfield considerations. 

• Site Classification 

5.129 The table below summarises the classification given to the site within the Withernsea town 

area. 
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Table 35: Withernsea town site classifications 

Site Name Site Size 

(Ha) 

Classification 

Beacon Road Industrial Estate 2.32 General Business / Industrial 

 

Sequential Appreciation of Supply 

5.130 The brief requires an understanding of the dynamics of the supply of and demand for 

employment land at the localised level to help inform the spatial distribution of allocated 

sites through the Employment DPD. 

5.131 In order to establish the settlement-tier supply of employment land a sequential 

assessment has been undertaken, using the settlement hierarchy within the JSP. In 

addition, within Section 6 of this report the locational preference of the key growth sectors 

identified have been considered, again in light of the settlement hierarchy within the JSP. 

Table 38: Summary of Supply (JSP settlement hierarchy) 
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Sub-Regional Urban Area (incl. Saltend) 27.17 

(3.37) 

- - - 

Beverley - 4.05 (0.39) - - 

Bridlington (incl. Carnaby) - 75.00 - - 

Goole - 77.2 

(72.82) 

- - 

Driffield -  6.23 - - 

Elloughton / Brough (including Melton) - (91.26) 49.18 - 

Hedon 5.19  - 80.85 

Hornsea - 3.85 - - 

Howden - 17.44 

(16.31) 

- - 

Market Weighton 6.6718 - - - 

Pocklington - 42.86 - - 

                                                           
17 Includes Established / Potential Office Locations and High Quality Business Parks 
18 Mixed constraint 
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Snaith - 0.97 - - 

Withernsea - 2.32 - - 

 

5.132 A further dimension to this sequential identification of employment land must also be 

considered – that related to the Humber Trade Zone and the River Hull Corridor.  

5.133 The Humber Trade Zone forms an east-west corridor of focused economic activity, with the 

River Hull Corridor forming a north-south axis linking Kingston upon Hull with the towns of 

through Beverley and Driffield, and to a lesser extent Bridlington. 

5.134 The settlements falling within these corridors form the focus for large-scale economic 

development. When appreciating the dynamic between supply of and demand for 

employment land in Section 7 it will be significant to consider the role of this hierarchy in 

addition to that outlined in the JSP. 

5.135 The economic focus settlements within this framework are identified as: 

Humber Trade Zone 

• Hessle 

• Elloughton-cum-Brough (incl. Melton) 

• Howden / Howdendyke 

• Goole 

• Newport 

River Hull Corridor 

• Beverley 

• Driffield 

Employment Land Supply in Context 

5.136 It is important to understand the supply of employment land across East Riding in the 

context of wider supply. This is especially pertinent considering the identified strong 

economic relationships identified with locations including Hull and York, and the synergy 
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between the local economy and other adjacent locations – a synergy which could result in 

competition for attracting investors and occupiers in the future19.  

5.137 A number of key locations / schemes are considered in turn below. 

Kingston Upon Hull 

5.138 There is currently a significant proportion of ‘business’ floorspace in the development 

pipeline in KUH – with extant planning permission or under construction20. There are a 

number of key industrial and office driven schemes included within this including those 

listed below. Importantly however no assessment of KUH’s sites has been undertaken in 

terms of their deliverability. As such therefore consideration of their constraints is difficult to 

factor in at this time. 

Industrial: 

• Kingswood Park – outline planning permission for 97 acres of B1/B2/B8 use. Details 

of industrial component yet to be established although the scheme is thought to be 

mainly retail and residential led. 

The potential for the following office floorspace, although a large proportion of this is 

considered aspirational at the current time: 

• 59,200 square feet of office accommodation at Albion Square. 

• 301,400 square feet of prime office accommodation at Humber Quays. (Phase 1 of 

the Humber Quays development is built – Island Wharf, and Phase 2 is under 

construction) (wider proposals for 7 acre site also include a 200 bedroom hotel, 

restaurants and c.50 apartments all served by two car parks along with public realm 

improvements) 

• 53,800 square feet of prime office space at Quay West. 

• 53,800 square feet of secondary office space at The Fruit Market. 

5.139 KUH sets a very significant context for employment development within East Riding, and 

vice-versa.  

5.140 Specifically, within the emerging Core Strategy for KUH the preferred option is to create a 

major new prime office core, which is not comprised by ‘out-of-centre’ sites. The sites 

                                                           
19 Perception taken from market demand consultations 
20 Source: Promis, 2006 
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between Elloughton / Brough and Hessle could be considered direct ‘out-of-centre’ 

competition for sites within KUH. It is imperative that development which takes place in 

East Riding is complementary to the offer within Hull City Centre – taking the view that 

KUH and the East Riding is a functional employment market. 

5.141 Key office locations cited within the emerging Core Strategy for KUH include: Albion 

Square, the creation of a mix of office, residential, and ancillary leisure and retail uses 

around a new City square; Queen Victoria Square, where there is the potential to 

redevelop Council’s accommodation (public sector led office scheme); and Humber Quays, 

a prime office-led mixed use quarter on the River Humber waterfront, of which Phase 1 is 

complete. 

5.142 The aspiration for KUH is the creation of a true ‘prime office core’. This will comprise: the 

concentration of well-specified, efficient, modern offices in a setting that is conducive to 

productivity; near to good public transport; with a good quality environment; with well 

integrated office support services, including restaurants, sandwich shops etc (as well as 

employment agencies, printing firms, post offices, hotels etc); and close to easily accessed 

retail and leisure services. 

5.143 The Core Strategy Issues and Options paper21 identifies the issues faced within KUH’s 

economy, including an ‘unacceptable’ pace of economic growth and job creation as being 

both symptom and cause of a limited representation of high growth, high value added 

activities. Specifically, a very small share of KUH’s economy is concentrated within office-

based services, particularly business services. Further to this it is stated that within these 

sectors East Riding has seen a relative success to that seen within KUH. 

5.144 Within the Issues and Options paper, one of the most important explanatory factors for this 

trend is given as being the lack of an attractive property offer including attractive operating 

conditions for offices. 

5.145 In part this is a result of low office values, which do not warrant redevelopment of existing 

buildings / sites. Of the sites that have been / are ‘available’ the majority do not have 

sufficient quality within the immediate environment to justify development. 

5.146 This has been exacerbated as a result of the high quality of sites / developments coming 

forward in East Riding, and other locations, as perceived competition to KUH.  

                                                           
21 Consultation Draft, October 2005 
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5.147 To the north, KUH is well integrated (in employment policy terms at least) to Beverley, 

Driffield, and to a lesser extent Bridlington, through the River Hull Corridor.  

5.148 Importantly, one of the conclusions of this piece of work is the treatment of the supply of 

employment land and floorspace within KUH as included as part of a wider sub-regional 

‘portfolio’ of employment land / property. Supply within East Riding must be considered in 

this context – and development should be complementary to that ongoing within KUH as 

the Sub Regional Urban Area. 

 Doncaster 

5.149 A number of significant ‘development sites’ have been identified within Doncaster along the 

M18 motorway – a key strategic corridor, specifically in the warehousing and distribution 

sectors. Land around key junctions of the M18 totals around 300 hectares – concentrated 

in a small number of large sites. These sites, if developed for warehouse use will create a 

significant distribution related floorspace coming to the market. These sites are not 

allocated, but are proposed within the statutory Local Development Framework process. 

5.150 In addition, over the next plan period Doncaster Airport, and the land surrounding it, will 

play a significant role in wider economic growth. Specifically, Peel Holdings have planning 

consent for around 1 million square feet of ‘business’ floorspace at Doncaster Airport, with 

a 60 acre site adjacent. If developed, this scale of development adjacent to a pivotal 

economic driver, will create a strategic business location of a regional significance. 

 York 

5.151 Two key developments are identified within York as potentially creating significant 

competition in the future for East Riding. These are summarised below. 

• York Central 

5.152 One of the largest brownfield development sites in the country is located behind York train 

station, adjacent to its historic city centre. The site, shaped like a teardrop, named York 

Central comprising around 30 – 35 hectares. As with sites in KUH, an assessment of 

York’s sites has not been undertaken in terms of their deliverability. As such therefore 

consideration of their constraints is difficult to factor in at this time.  

5.153 Although not currently benefiting from planning permission the suggested mix of uses for 

the site include a central business district offering modern office space, alongside 

residential development, leisure uses, quality public spaces, and a transport interchange.  
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• York University 

5.154 Although not creating specific office space to compete with developments in East Riding, 

the planned expansion of York University will contribute to the critical mass of York as a 

key business location in the future through linkages with the University and graduate 

retention. In addition the relocation of the facility to a site adjacent to the outer ring road will 

free up development capacity within the centre of York. 

Conclusions 

5.155 There are clear relationships identified between East Riding and its adjoining neighbours 

(including Doncaster to the south of the Humber Estuary). In cases this can be seen to be 

competing, and in others linked more to the housing market / travel to work trends.  

5.156 Whilst it would be simple to state that the future development of KUH (to the benefit of the 

wider CRDP / Northern Way agenda) as an office location, alongside development 

emerging within York aiming to attract similar sectoral growth, will present significant 

competition for East Riding this would not tell the whole story. 

5.157 East Riding is currently well integrated into the York and Hull economies through travel to 

work – being a net exporter of labour to both locations. In addition, in a market sense sites 

located within both Pocklington and Market Weighton to a lesser extent, are affiliated to the 

York market, with the ‘west Hull villages’ sites affiliated to the KUH market. 

5.158 Therefore development potential (and impact) within these locations must be considered in 

this wider context. 

5.159 Of these sites, it is felt that only the ‘west Hull village’ sites, and on a wider scale sites out 

to Elloughton / Brough, are of direct competition to KUH – identified specifically within the 

Core Strategy for KUH Issues and Options paper. However, this is more by virtue of the 

quality of the setting in East Riding, compared to that within KUH, alongside the success of 

previous developments. These sites are therefore considered to be part of the wider 

portfolio of sites relating to the East Riding market. There is also an element of customer 

choice in this debate, in terms of the need to retain employment within the KUH / East 

Riding area. 

5.160 In part the absence of a quality office offer within the City Centre has resulted in occupiers 

locating in East Riding. However, this process is associated with other factors, including 

transport considerations, with sites to the west of KUH considered more accessible than 
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those within the centre of KUH, as well as market choice – to be a City Centre or out-of-

centre occupier. 

5.161 Further to this the extent to which occupiers would be mutually attracted to in-centre and 

out-of-centre sites is questionable. It is more reasonable to conclude that there is a two-tier 

market within the wider sub-regional area, with different propensities to locate within in-

centre and out-of-centre locations. Good examples of this include Bristol and Birmingham, 

both of which continue to show buoyancy in the in-centre and out-of-centre markets.   

5.162 The Humber Bridgehead site can enable an in-town / out-of-town complementary offer to 

be achieved in the East Riding / KUH context through the provision of a prestigious edge of 

city office offer. This in turn would enable KUH to appeal to the wide UK market. 

5.163 The CRDP (II) identifies the need to ensure a competitive and vibrant City Centre, in part 

through the development of KUH as a vibrant and viable prime office location. Clearly 

however in the current absence of this offer there is a need to retain economic activity 

within the sub-region / City Region area. In this case East Riding and KUH can be seen as 

complementary to each other. 

5.164 By not developing its employment offer, potentially in the process offering more 

competition to KUH, there is a risk that East Riding will develop as a predominantly 

‘dormitory’ location. In this instance the role of East Riding would be as a provider of labour 

to wider regional markets in KUH, York, Leeds and to an extent Doncaster. There are 

significant residential market and sustainability issues associated with this process. Key to 

this is that the forecasts used to generate demand for East Riding are additional to growth 

in KUH, and not at the expense. Office development is required within East Riding to 

facilitate this growth. 

5.165 Office development within the ‘West Hull villages’ area of the Sub Regional Urban Area 

should seek to provide accommodation not in direct competition to that within KUH and be 

associated primarily with their situation along the multi-modal corridor, supporting logistics 

and ports-related activity. 

5.166 Market demand consultations undertaken cite key developments including those at Hessle 

and Melton which are seen to set the precedent for the type of accommodation which is 

anticipated to do well in East Riding, in size and nature terms.  

5.167 The overriding consideration in planning for office land is to ensure a balanced and 

complementary offer with KUH. The City of Hull will provide a contemporary stock of prime 
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quality “Grade A” office space within the City Centre. Development of this “Grade A” stock 

will help to regenerate the City’s economy and secure mixed use development of the City 

Centre. As part of a balanced portfolio, East Riding will bring forward complementary office 

development at key sites along the M62 corridor. Such development will be distinguished 

by build quality, specification, rental values, occupier profile and requirements. These 

office sites will effectively comprise the out-of-town office component of the portfolio to 

complement high quality Grade A space in Hull City Centre. 

5.168 Development of this type within the West Hull villages area should seek to support the type 

of professional and business services who primarily provide support services to other 

sectors and which may need to be located in close proximity to their customers. Occupiers 

are likely to be those for whom a City Centre location is not appropriate due to distribution 

or office specification requirements. 

5.169 In part this demand may be driven by indigenous firms needing to expand, alongside 

inward investment. This location is strategically placed to provide grow-on space for 

smaller companies through the development of hybrid units, business incubation space, 

and managed workspace developments.  
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6. EMPLOYMENT LAND DEMAND 

6.1 In accordance with DCLG guidance on Employment Land Reviews this study employs a 

multi-stranded approach to projecting employment land requirements. This is in recognition 

of the limitations associated with each method and aims to provide a full spectrum of 

analysis and well informed conclusions to feed into the East Riding Employment DPD. To 

this end three demand Scenarios have been included, as summarised below. 

• Scenario 1 utilises historic employment land take-up in order to project requirements 

during the plan period; and 

• Scenario 2 uses the LEFM22 employment projections and generates a nominal land 

requirement from the level of employment that is likely to be created across East 

Riding up to 2021 (year ending 2020). This model is analysed as a baseline growth 

model. Gross and net figures are presented for Scenario 2. 

• Scenario 3 uses the employment forecasts generated under the Hull and Humber 

Ports CRDP, considered to be a more aspirational level of employment growth. 

These forecasts only formally run to 2016, although additional analysis is included 

projecting these increases to 2021 using a trend based projection. 

6.2 The Scenarios will then be rationalised against commercial perspectives gained in 

consultation with the major employers across East Riding, active agents and developments 

across the area, and our in-house agency teams.  

6.3 Using this approach it is possible to understand the future direction of the economy, in the 

medium to long term, whilst also ensuring an understanding of the specific requirements of 

the companies which ‘anchor’ the local economy and provide a significant proportion of 

East Riding’s employment. 

6.4 The land requirements presented do not take into account extant planning permissions, as 

it cannot be assumed that the proposed developments will take place. 
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Historic Demand (Scenario 1) 

6.5 Scenario 1 provides a simple extrapolation of demand for employment land, projecting past 

employment take-up rates forwards.  

6.6 Take-up rates (allocated land take-up only) dating from 2000 to April 2006 have been 

obtained from East Riding of Yorkshire Council to undertake this analysis.  

6.7 It is important to note that this limited time period, the only detailed take-up information 

available from the Council, restricts the usefulness of this analysis. In addition, the historic 

take-up within East Riding has been skewed in part by a number of significant 

developments, as detailed within the analysis below. 

6.8 Figure 17 below shows take-up rates between 2000 and April 2006 across East Riding, 

with Figure 18 illustrating cumulative take-up of land over the same period. 

 Figure 17: Employment land take-up 2000 – April 2006 
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Figure 18: Cumulative take-up of employment land 

 Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council, 2006 

6.9 A total take-up of 110.48 hectares of allocated employment land was recorded between 

2000 and April 2006 across East Riding. This equates to an annual average of 18.41 

hectares over the period. 

6.10 Broken down into former district areas, the largest overall take-up over the period was in 

Boothferry, which experienced take-up of 57.37 hectares (52% of the total), equating to an 

annual average of 9.56 hectares. In contrast, just 10.58 hectares was taken-up in 

Holderness (10% of the total), an annual average of 1.76 hectares. 

Table 39: Employment land take-up  

 2000 - 

2002 

2002 - 

2003 

2003 – 

2004 

2004 - 

2005 

2005 - 

2006 

Total Annual 

Average 

Beverley 10.52 0.91 1.28 2.94 0.36 16.01 2.67 

Boothferry 5.75 34.23 6.24 5.88 5.27 57.37 9.56 

East Yorkshire 2.81 6.01 7.8 2.18 7.72 26.52 4.42 

Holderness 4.14 0.36 1.12 3.68 1.28 10.58 1.76 

East Riding 
Total 

23.22 41.51 16.44 14.68 14.63 110.48 18.41 

Source: East Riding Council, 2006 

6.11 Whilst it is clear that take-up within Boothferry was higher than in each other former district 

areas year-on-year, it is also apparent that 2002-03 saw a significantly high take up within 
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the area. The figures for that particular year have been affected by 30 hectares of land 

being developed South of Rawcliffe Road / West of Industrial Estate in Goole, along with 

an additional 2.5 hectares for a major distributor road. The 30 hectares was taken up by a 

single user (Guardian Industries – Float Glass Manufacturing Plant). 

6.12 This skewing is clearly reflected in both diagrams above, with take-up peaking in 2002, 

then levelling off in the remainder of the period. This peak in demand in 2002 was not 

repeated in any subsequent year, and should therefore be taken into account when 

comparing the three Scenarios included within this study. 

6.13 Projecting the average annual rate of employment land take-up forward, an employment 

land requirement of approximately 294.56 hectares is generated to 2021. 

6.14 It is important to note with regards the projection of past take-up rates are the limitations 

associated with the methodology used. Specifically, take-up is predicated on a series of 

historic economic and investment conditions, and as already noted can be skewed by large 

developments coming to the market.  

6.15 In addition, fundamentally the level and rate of take-up is constrained by supply – 

specifically relating to the availability / suitability of sites. This is suggested as the key 

reason for low take-up rates across the East Riding over the period considered. 

Scenario 1: Key point summary 

• Take up of employment land has been profiled at 18.41 ha per annum (2000 – April 

2006) 

• Projecting forward this generates a requirement for some 294.6 ha employment land 

in the period 2006 – 2021 

• The scale of take up in 2002/3 was anomalous comprising 30 ha south of Rawcliffe 

Road / west of the Industrial Estate in Goole by a single occupier in 2002/3 

• Scenario 1 assumes that similar levels of investment and development are 

maintained over the forthcoming period. It does not account for changes in the 

structure of East Riding’s economy, or external relationships with the economy of 

Hull and further afield 

• Scenario 1 does not account for diversification within the local economy and the land 

requirements that this will generate 
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6.16 The commission brief requires an understanding of the distribution of demand below 

headline level – in order to inform the detailed process to be undertaken by East Riding of 

Yorkshire Council within Stage 3 where sites will be identified for retention, allocation, and 

deallocation where appropriate. 

6.17 To this end, take-up rates have been analysed at settlement level, illustrating past trends in 

take-up / a perceived hierarchy of demand by location across the East Riding23. This 

analysis is underpinned by the same assumptions as with the headline level take-up 

analysis. Specifically, take-up is considered to be supply constrained, and is symptomatic 

of past economic trends, rather than emerging requirements. 

6.18 The take-up rates for each settlement have been obtained from the East Riding of 

Yorkshire Council, and date from 2000 to August 2006, being the most recent rates 

available at the time of writing. 

6.19 The table below shows total take-up by settlement across East Riding over the period in 

question. 

Table 40: Total take-up by settlement 2000 – 2006 

Settlement (JSP hierarchy) Take-up (2000 - 2006) 

(hectares) 

Annual average take-up 

(hectares)  

Sub Regional Urban Area 4.9324 0.8 

Beverley  1.02 0.17 

Bridlington (including Carnaby) 2.7 0.45 

Goole 39.19 6.53 

Driffield 9.32 1.56 

Pocklington 0.55 0.09 

Elloughton / Brough (including Melton) 6.18 1.03 

Howden 10.04 1.7 

Snaith 0 0 

Hedon25 1.28 0.21 

Hornsea 1.59 0.27 

Withernsea 0 0 

Market Weighton 8.66 1.4 

 Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council, 2006 

                                                           
23 The methodology used here was identified by East Riding of Yorkshire Council as a best practice approach to 
disaggregating demand to a local level 
24 NB: This figure only includes take-up recorded by East Riding of Yorkshire Council outside of the City of Kingston Upon 
Hull’s boundary 
25 Does not include take up at Saltend and Paull 
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6.20 Clearly, take-up over the period has been dominated by Goole, 51% of all take-up 

recorded occurred in this Principal Town (JSP definition). This scale of take-up in Goole 

was driven by 30 hectares at ‘Land South of Rawcliffe Road / West of Industrial Estate’ in 

2002/3 for B2 use. 

6.21 The take-up at both Driffield and Howden over the period were also clearly significant. At 

Driffield this was driven by take-up for B1 and B8 use at Kelleythorpe. Take-up in Howden 

was more incremental over the period including that for B1 and B2 use. 

6.22 In the case of Goole specifically, the significant take-up recorded between 2000 and 2006 

has resulted in a high average take-up value. This affects the remainder of this analysis at 

settlement level. Building on the information obtained during consultations, Goole is an 

important employment location moving forward over the plan period, although perceptions 

remain that the town is relatively constrained to a degree by supply.  

6.23 Using a basic extrapolation process, as with headline demand using take-up rates, these 

average take-up rates have been multiplied by 15 years to establish total demand by 

settlement to 2021. This is shown in the table below. 

Table 41: Scenario 1 Settlement Requirement to 2021 

Settlement (JSP hierarchy) Annual average 

take-up (2000 – 

2006) (hectares) 

Extrapolated 

figures (Settlement 

level requirement to 

2021) 

Sub Regional Urban Area 0.8 12 

Beverley 0.17 2.55 

Bridlington 0.45 6.75 

Goole 6.53 97.95 

Driffield 1.56 23.4 

Pocklington 0.09 1.35 

Elloughton / Brough 1.03 15.45 

Howden 1.7 25.5 

Snaith - - 

Hedon 0.21 3.15 

Hornsea 0.27 4.05 

Withernsea - - 

Market Weighton 1.4 21 

Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council 

6.24 Based on the take-up trends over the period 2000 to 2006, a requirement of almost 98 

hectares is identified within the Principal Town of Goole. Again based on past trends this 
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would be a mixture of B1, B2 and B8 space, with the large requirement driven by a 

dominance of B8 requirements. 

6.25 Other significant (in volume terms) land requirements are identified in Howden (25.5 

hectares), (Driffield (23.4 hectares), Elloughton / Brough (15.45 hectares), and the area of 

the Sub Regional Urban Area falling outside of the boundary of KUH. 

6.26 In contrast, using this methodology, no land will be required in the Towns (JSP definition) 

of Snaith or Withernsea. 

Baseline Demand (Scenario 2.1 - Gross) 

6.27 Scenario 2 (including gross – Scenario 2.1 and – net – Scenario 2.2 – requirements) builds 

on the finding of the economic baselining exercise undertaken as part of the commission, 

utilising employment projections compiled by Cambridge Econometrics for the purpose of 

this commission. 

6.28 A series of methodological steps are undertaken to convert the projections into a land 

requirement. The steps, outlined below, accord with the DCLG Employment Land Review 

Guidance Note.  

Figure 19: Generating Employment Land Demand Model 

Aggregate Employment Forecast

Disaggregate Growth by
Industrial Sector

Assign property requirement to
sector

Assign employee- floorspace
multiplier based on premises

requirement

Calculate gross internal
floorspace requirements by

sector

Select a plot ratio

Calculate sector specific land
requirements

Employment Based Land Forecast
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6.29 As the figure indicates, the starting point for estimating demand is the Authority wide 

employment projection. This is disaggregated into 42 individual sectors to provide the 

requisite level to detail with which to determine land requirements. 

6.30 The next step in the process is to determine typical property requirements by sector and to 

assign a representative type of premises to each industrial sector. 

6.31 Having established accommodation requirements, the next step is to apply a floorspace 

multiplier to the sector employment forecasts in order to estimate the floorspace 

requirements associated with each additional job created. This step of the process makes 

use of English Partnerships guidance on employment densities26, as included within the 

DCLG guidance. Application of the multiplier generates an indicative gross internal 

floorspace requirement by sector. 

6.32 In order to convert floorspace requirements into land requirements it is necessary to apply 

a plot ratio. The choice of plot ratio is informed by the DCLG guidance.  

Summary of econometric data 

6.33 The econometric projections obtained as part of this commission include intelligence on 

economic output, FTE employment change, and occupational change. It is the FTE 

employment change which forms the basis of this assessment. Analysis of projected 

economic output and occupations will add to this analysis by allowing understanding of the 

‘value’ of employment growth projected in the future. 

6.34 Overall, a growth of 8,410 employees is projected over the period to 2021. This growth is 

primarily driven by a small number of expanding sectors coupled with the relatively static 

nature of a number of more ‘traditional’ sectors.  

6.35 The following table specifically isolates growth sectors projected across East Riding and 

provides a description of the typical activities included for each sector, taken from the SIC 

breakdown. 

 

 

 

                                                           
26 English Partnerships and the Regional Development Agencies (2001) – ‘Employment Densities – A Full Guide’ 
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Table 42: Projected growth sectors (2006 – 2021) 

Sector Typical activities Forecast  

FTE 

employment 

growth 

10 Pharmaceuticals       • Research and development 

• Manufacturing  

10 

18 Elec. Eng. & 

Instruments 
• Manufacture of electrical and optical equipment including office 

equipment, television and radio, communications equipment, and 

medical, precision and optical instruments 

50 

25 Construction          • Site preparation / demolition 

• Building (incl. commercial, domestic,  roads, water projects) 

• Plumbing, plastering, floor or wall coverings, paining and glazing 

340 

26 Distribution          • Cargo handling 

• Storage and warehousing 

800 

27 Retailing             • Wholesale and retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 

• Repair of personal and household goods 

• Retail trade 

1650 

28 Hotels & Catering     • Hotels and restaurants 

• Bars 

• Take away food shops 

• Canteens and catering 

1110 

29 Land Transport etc    • Passenger land transport, renting of buses and coaches, freight 

transport by road, furniture removal 

620 

31 Air Transport         • Scheduled / non-scheduled air transport 10 

32 Communications       • Post and telecommunications 130 

35 Computing 

Services    
• Hardware consultancy, software consultancy and support, software 

publishing, data processing, maintenance and repairs 

1340 

36 Prof. Services        • Legal, accounting, tax consultancy, market research, public relations, 

general financial management, built environment consultancy, 

engineering, advertising, recruitment, technical analysis, recruitment 

530 

37 Other Bus. 

Services   
• Photographic, processing, packaging, secretarial and translation, call 

centre, credit reporting, specialist design services, conference 

organisers 

1260 

38 Public Admin. & 

Def.  
• General public service activities, public security, law and other activities 

• Fire service activities 

360 

39 Education             • Primary, secondary, higher, adult and other education 740 

40 Health & Social 

Work  
• Human health, veterinary activities, social work 2120 

41 Misc. Services        • Activities of membership organisations, recreational, sporting and 

cultural activities, news related activities, libraries, archives and 

museums 

1320 
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Source: Reference-case projections supplied by Cambridge Econometrics27 

6.36 The following points summarise local economic prospect at sector level: 

• Projected employment growth is spread across a number of sectors; 

• Levels of risk within the economy are counter-balanced by the concentration of 

growth across 6 key sectors: 

• Retailing (13.3% total FTE employment growth) 

• Hotels and catering (9% total FTE employment growth) 

• Computing services (10.8% total FTE employment growth) 

• Other business services (10.2% total FTE employment growth) 

• Health and social work (17.1% total FTE employment growth) 

• Misc. services (10.7% total FTE employment growth) 

These 6 sectors therefore account for a total of 71 percent of all projected growth 

across the East Riding. 

• Health and Social Work records the largest absolute increase in employment 

representing some 2,120 additional employees. Through consultation conducted with 

a member of the Primary Care Trust it can be concluded that this growth will be 

driven by private sector healthcare development. 

• ‘Computing Services’ represents a significant driver of FTE employment demand 

accounting for 1,340 jobs. However, at the projected rate of growth this sector will 

only account for 2% of jobs created within the local economy by 2021. 

• Whilst it is difficult to determine precisely the nature of this growth, earlier analysis of 

occupation profiles and GVA projected forwards suggests that this employment 

growth will be in significant ‘value added’ activity, rather than lower grade 

occupations within the sector. 

6.37 A number of sectors are forecast to post a growth in FTE employment terms but 

representing a falling proportion of overall employment within East Riding by 2021.  

 

 

                                                           
27 Using UK Standard Industrial Classification of Activities (2003) 
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Table 43: Employment concentrations by sector 2006 compared to 2021 

 FTE 

Employment 

2006 (000's) 

Proportion of 

total 

FTE 

Employment 

2021 (000's) 

Proportion of 

total 

10 Pharmaceuticals       0.05 0.1 0.06 0.1 

18 Elec. Eng. & Instruments 0.63 0.6 0.68 0.6 

25 Construction          9.77 9.8 10.11 9.0 

26 Distribution          7.69 7.7 8.49 7.6 

27 Retailing             12.4 12.5 14.05 12.6 

28 Hotels & Catering     7.98 8.0 9.09 8.1 

29 Land Transport etc    4.95 5.0 5.57 5.0 

30 Water Transport       0.12 0.1 0.12 0.1 

31 Air Transport         0.02 0.0 0.03 0.0 

32 Communications        0.66 0.7 0.79 0.7 

34 Insurance             0.02 0.0 0.02 0.0 

35 Computing Services    1.05 1.1 2.39 2.1 

36 Prof. Services        4.47 4.5 5 4.5 

37 Other Bus. Services   3.49 3.5 4.75 4.2 

38 Public Admin. & Def.  12.15 12.2 12.51 11.2 

39 Education             11.58 11.6 12.32 11.0 

40 Health & Social Work  15.97 16.0 18.09 16.2 

41 Misc. Services        6.52 6.6 7.84 7.0 

Total 99.52 100.0 111.91 100.0 

Source: Reference-case projections supplied by Cambridge Econometrics 

6.38 The most pronounced levels of sector decline are forecast in the Construction, Public 

Administration, Defence, and education sectors. 

Application of projected data 

6.39 The following caveat applies to the interpretation of all forecast data. The data is most 

reliable at larger spatial levels. Thus, the employment forecast is most useful for profiling 

Authority-level employment changes. At sector level the forecasts provide an indication of 

likely levels of growth taking into account the competitive advantage and position of East 

Riding’s business base within the context of larger European and UK economic areas. 

6.40 Thus, whilst it is possible to generate a notional employment land requirement based on 

employment forecast to be created at sector level, the model can only be reliably used to 

plan for employment land requirements at East Riding level or larger geographies of 

analysis. With these limitations noted, the following analysis should be interpreted 
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accordingly and the requirements of business sectors considered collectively in planning 

for an appropriate supply of employment land. 

6.41 It should also be noted that the forecast only accounts for employment led growth as 

profiled through the economic modelling process. This does not account for ‘windfall’ 

economic development (or extant planning permission) or investment across East Riding, 

or market choice or churn. The model presents a net baseline growth scenario for the 

Council to monitor change in business sector composition over the period of the LDF. 

6.42 The model presented is the minimum land required to facilitate the growth forecast.  

6.43 Before the econometric forecast can be interpreted it is necessary, in line with the DCLG 

guidance, to isolate non-commercial demand from the forecasts. To this end, the following 

sectors are netted off the total employment forecasts for the purpose of this analysis: 

• Retail (this land use is subject to separate appraisal and planning policy. The retail 

sector may have a limited requirement for B1 office space however this is unlikely to 

have a material effect on the demand for employment land in the Borough) 

• Education (this sector does not primarily occupy business space, taking purpose built 

accommodation as a preference) 

• Health and Social Work (this sector does not primarily occupy business space, taking 

purpose built accommodation as a preference) 

• Public Administration and Defence (this sector does not primarily occupy business 

space, taking purpose built accommodation as a preference) 

• Misc Services (this sector is associated with very limited demand for B1 space, not 

included to prevent skewing of results) 

6.44 Having reduced the employment forecast to those sectors of the economy which will 

generate demand for commercial land and premises, the next step in the process is to 

match sectors to their broad property requirements. This process is documented in the 

following table, focusing exclusively on commercially oriented growth sectors. 
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Table 44: Broad property requirements by sector 

Sector Net Change 

Employment 

(2006-year 

ending 2020) 

SIC Match Accommodation Use 

Class 

Typical Premises 

Requirement (Source: 

EP Employment 

Densities) 

 Pharmaceuticals     10 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

 Elec. Eng. & 

Instrum.    

50 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

 Construction            340 Construction Self employment - 

limited B8 storage 

Small business units 

 Distribution             800 Transport, Storage 

and Communication 

B2/B8 General warehousing 

 Hotels & Catering    1,110 Hotels and 

Restaurants 

A3, C1 General hotel, 

restaurant 

 Land Transport 

etc       

620 Transport, Storage 

and Communication 

B2/B8 Large scale 

warehousing 

 Air Transport           10 Transport, Storage 

and Communication 

B2/B8 Large scale 

warehousing 

 Communications     130 Transport, Storage 

and Communication 

B2/B8 Large scale 

warehousing 

 Computing 

Services       

1,340 Business Services B1, limited occupation 

of A2 space 

General purpose built 

office 

 Prof. Services         530 Business Services B1, limited occupation 

of A2 space 

General purpose built 

office 

 Other Bus. 

Services      

1,260 Business Services B1, limited occupation 

of A2 space 

General purpose built 

office 

 

6.45 The next step in the process is to assign a floorspace multiplier (Average Employment 

Density obtained from English Partnerships Guide to Employment Densities 2002) in order 

to derive the gross internal floorspace to be generated by sectoral growth. The results of 

this exercise are presented in the table below. 
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Table 45: Gross internal floorspace calculation 

Sector Net Change 

Employment 

(2006-year ending 

2020) 

Typical Premises 

Requirement (Source: 

EP Employment 

Densities) 

Average 

Employment 

Density 

(floorspace/ 

worker) 

Gross Internal 

Floorspace (sq 

m) 

 Pharmaceuticals             

10  

General industrial 

buildings 

34 340 

 Elec. Eng. & 

Instrum.    

   

50  

General industrial 

buildings 

34 1700 

 Construction                

340  

Small business units 32 10880 

 Distribution                

800  

General warehousing 50 40000 

 Hotels & Catering           

1,110  

General hotel, 

restaurant 

13 14430 

 Land Transport etc         

620  

Large scale 

warehousing 

80 49600 

 Air Transport               

10  

Large scale 

warehousing 

80 800 

 Communications             

130  

Large scale 

warehousing 

80 10400 

 Computing Services       

1,340  

General purpose built 

office 

19 25460 

 Prof. Services              

530  

General purpose built 

office 

19 10070 

 Other Bus. Services       

1,260  

General purpose built 

office 

19 23940 

 

6.46 In total it is anticipated that sector growth will generate demand for upwards of 187,000 

square metres of floorspace over the period 2006 to 202128. This demand must next be 

translated into a land requirement and, as detailed in the DCLG guidance this is achieved 

by the application of a plot ratio. In order to provide a range of land requirements a ‘low 

range’ and ‘high range’ plot ratio has been assigned to each sector and the resultant land 

requirement calculated.  

• High-range plot ratios: denoting an extensive use of land in relation to commercial 

floorspace 

                                                           
28 NB: The Tesco application for a distribution centre is considered within this analysis as a windfall employment 
development (pipeline) and is therefore not netted off from the forecast figures. 
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• Low-range plot ratios: denoting a more intense use of land in relation to commercial 

floorspace 

6.47 Plot ratios have been selected according to the literature review contained in the DCLG 

employment land guidance. Both Scenarios are presented in the table overleaf. 

Table 46: Land requirements 

Sector Gross Internal 

Floorspace 

(sq m) 

Plot Ratio 

(High Range) 

Plot Ratio 

(Low Range) 

Growth Sector 

Site 

Requirements 

(High) Ha 

Growth Sector 

Site 

Requirements 

(Low) Ha 

 Pharmaceuticals          340 0.35 0.45 0.10 0.08 

 Elec. Eng. & Instrum.    1700 0.35 0.45 0.49 0.38 

 Construction             10880 0.35 0.45 3.11 2.42 

 Distribution             40000 0.4 0.6 10.00 6.67 

 Hotels & Catering        14430 0.75 2 1.92 0.72 

 Land Transport etc       49600 0.4 0.6 12.40 8.27 

 Air Transport            800 0.4 0.6 0.20 0.13 

 Communications           10400 0.4 0.6 2.60 1.73 

 Computing Services       25460 0.25 0.4 10.18 6.37 

 Prof. Services           10070 0.25 0.4 4.03 2.52 

 Other Bus. Services      23940 0.25 0.4 9.58 5.99 

Total 187620   54.60 35.26 

 

6.48 It is apparent that using land efficient forms of development, the gross additional 

employment to be generated could be accommodated with approximately 35 hectares of 

employment land. Under a higher plot ratio and thus less efficient development 

configuration, the land requirement could rise to just under 55 hectares of development 

land (gross). 

6.49 These estimates of employment land demand may appear to be relatively low when 

compared to previous years take-up rates (identified earlier as being 18.4 hectares per 

annum between 2000 and 2006). However, the forecast growth across East Riding to 2021 

is identified within relatively land efficient sectors including for example computing 

services, professional services, and other business services. This is indicative of the shift 

taking place within the local economy from one of predominantly traditional manufacturing 

base characterised by land hungry activity and requirements to one demanding a higher 

level of office-based accommodation, and B8 uses. 
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6.50 In addition, the forecast growth includes a significant level of growth in Public 

administration, Health, Education, and Miscellaneous services, all of which are not 

‘traditional’ employment land sectors.   

6.51 This in itself raises a number of important questions for East Riding over the upcoming 

plan period - planning for the in-part shifting business accommodation requirements of the 

emerging sectors. It is important to note alongside this that the traditional storage and 

distribution sectors are envisaged to remain important to the local economy suggesting a 

polarisation of requirements. This represents a further challenge for the planning system to 

acknowledge when assuring the adequate and appropriate employment land to facilitate 

growth across the East Riding. 

Scenario 2.1 (gross): Key point summary 

• The business structure of East Riding is in a process of transition, with this trend 

illustrated by GVA growth, and employment growth in sectors including computing 

services and business services 

• Forecast growth is identified in more traditional sectors including distribution, and in 

relatively land efficient sectors such as computing services, and professional and 

business services 

• Distribution and land transport represent the largest drivers of demand for 

employment land to 2021, whilst the emergence of computing, professional and 

‘other’ business services require a specific diversification in the type of land supply 

across East Riding 

• Given the assumptions of the econometric forecast: 

• A gross land requirement for 35.3 hectares is generated at a low plot ratio 

• A gross land requirement for 54.6 hectares is generated at a high plot ratio 

Baseline Demand (Scenario 2.2 - Net) 

6.52 The brief requires that advice is provided for both net and gross employment requirements. 

The net requirements of the baseline demand Scenario (Scenario 2), taking into account 

forecast FTE employment decline in certain sectors alongside forecast growth in others, 

are presented here. 
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6.53 As with Scenario 2.1, Scenario 2.2 relies on econometric forecasting data obtained from 

Cambridge Econometrics. The same assumptions and limitations identified within Scenario 

2.1 are relevant to consider within this analysis. 

6.54 In addition to the forecast FTE growth outlined within the gross calculation presented from 

paragraph 6.16 to 6.40 a number of sectors are forecast to decline.  

6.55 Within this baseline demand scenario (Scenario 2.2) these declining sectors are factored 

into overall land requirements. 

6.56 Importantly in the case of the forecast changes within the East Riding economy, sectors in 

decline include certain sub-sectors of more land intensive industries, with implications for 

overall land demand over the upcoming plan period. 

6.57 The following list identifies the sectors forecast to decline across East Riding (in FTE 

employment terms) to 2021. The values shown in brackets represent the number of FTE 

jobs forecast to be lost within the sub-sector. 

• Agriculture (-1,900) 

• Oil and Gas etc (-50) 

• Other Mining (-40) 

• Food, Drink and Tobacco (-140) 

• Textiles, Clothing and Leather (-30) 

• Wood and Paper (-230) 

• Chemicals nes29 (-150) 

• Rubber and Plastics (-120) 

• Non-metal Mineral Products (-180) 

• Metal Goods (-150) 

• Mechanical Engineering (-60) 

• Electronics (-20) 

• Motor Vehicles (-390) 

• Other Transport Equipment (-180) 

                                                           
29 NB: nes refers to ‘not elsewhere stated’ 
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• Manufacturing nes (-180) 

• Electricity (-20) 

• Gas supply (-70) 

• Water supply (-10) 

• Banking and Finance (-10) 

6.58 The forecast decline within Agriculture etc, Oil and Gas, and Other Mining is not included 

in the overall land requirements across East Riding to 2021 as they do not fall into typical 

accommodation use classes as included within the DCLG guidance. 

6.59 Perhaps unsurprisingly the majority of FTE employment decline forecast across East 

Riding is concentrated within the manufacturing sectors.  A total of 46% of the FTE 

employment loss is concentrated within these sectors. Significantly also for East Riding is 

the forecast loss of 1,900 FTE employment jobs within the agriculture – representing 48% 

of the overall decline. 

6.60 The forecast decline within both of these sectors represents a significant threat to the East 

Riding economy, specifically linked to the nature and strength of the indigenous economy 

over the emerging plan period.  

6.61 However, it must be noted that the forecast values are derived from national trends, 

including the continued shift from manufacturing to the service sector, and within the 

manufacturing sector from production to value added activities (often resulting in 

downsizing in overall employment terms but an increase in Gross Value Added).  

6.62 As with Scenario 2.1, the forecast decline identified in non-commercial employment 

sectors have been removed from the interpretation of land requirements. 

6.63 Having identified those sectors of the economy which are forecast to show FTE 

employment decline, and therefore have negative demand for commercial land and 

premises, the next step is to match the sectors to their broad property requirements.  

6.64 This process is documented in the following table, focusing exclusively on commercially 

oriented growth sectors. 
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Table 47: Broad property requirements by sector 

Sector Forecast Change in 

Employment (2006 – 

year ending 2020) 

SIC Match Accommodation 

Use Class 

Typical Premises 

Requirement30 

Food, Drink and 

Tobacco 

-140 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Text. Cloth. and 

Leather 

-30 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Wood & Paper -230 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Chemicals nes -150 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Rubber & Plastics -120 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Non-Met. Min. 

Prods. 

-180 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Metal Goods -150 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Mech. Engineering -60 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Electronics -20 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Motor Vehicles -390 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Oth. Transport 

Equipment 

-180 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Manuf. nes -180 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Electricity -20 Electricity, Gas and 

Water Supply 

N/a General industrial 

buildings 

                                                           
30 Source: EP Employment Densities 
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Gas Supply -70 Electricity, Gas and 

Water Supply 

N/a General industrial 

buildings 

Water Supply -10 Electricity, Gas and 

Water Supply 

N/a General industrial 

buildings 

Banking & Finance -30 Financial 

Intermediation 

B1, limited 

occupation of A2 

General purpose 

built offices 

 

6.65 The next step in the process is to assign a floorspace multiplier (average employment 

density obtained from EP’s Guide to Employment Densities 2002) in order to derive the 

reduction in gross internal floorspace to be generated by sectoral decline. The results of 

this exercise are presented in the table below. 

Table 48: Gross internal floorspace calculation 

Sector Forecast Change in 

Employment (2006 – 

year ending 2020) 

Typical Premises 

Requirement31 

Average 

Employment 

Density32 

(floorspace / 

worker) 

Gross Internal 

Floorspace (sq m) 

Food, Drink and 

Tobacco 

-140 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -4,700 

Text. Cloth. and 

Leather 

-30 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -1,020 

Wood & Paper -230 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -7,820 

Chemicals nes -150 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -5,100 

Rubber & Plastics -120 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -4,080 

Non-Met. Min. 

Prods. 

-180 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -6,120 

Metal Goods -150 General industrial 34 -5,100 

                                                           
31 Source: EP Employment Densities 
32 ibid. 
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buildings 

Mech. Engineering -60 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -2,040 

Electronics -20 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -680 

Motor Vehicles -390 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -13,260 

Oth. Transport 

Equipment 

-180 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -6,120 

Manuf. nes -180 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -6,120 

Electricity -20 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -680 

Gas Supply -70 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -2,380 

Water Supply -10 General industrial 

buildings 

34 -340 

Banking & Finance -30 General purpose 

built offices 

34 -570 

 

6.66 In total it is anticipated that the forecast decline within the identified sectors will release 

upwards of 66,190 square metres of floorspace over the period to 2021.  

6.67 The table below translates this floorspace into a land value – showing the potential scale of 

employment land to no longer be required to 2021. The interesting thing to note here is the 

nature of this land – specifically the significance of general business or industrial land likely 

to no longer be required to 2021.  

6.68 As with in Scenario 2.1 this position is achieved by the application of a plot ratio. In order to 

provide a range, as with the demand forecasts illustrated previously, a ‘low range’ and a 

‘high range’ plot ratio has been applied to each sector. 

• High-range plot ratios: denoting an extensive use of land in relation to commercial 

floorspace 
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• Low-range plot ratios: denoting a more intensive use of land in relation to commercial 

floorspace 

6.69 Plot ratios have been selected in accordance with the DCLG guidance. 

Table 49: Land Requirements 

Sector Gross Internal 

Floorspace (sq 

m) 

Plot Ratio (High 

Range) 

Plot Ratio (Low 

Range) 

Growth Sector 

Site 

Requirements 

(High) Ha 

Growth Sector 

Site 

Requirements 

(Low) Ha 

Food, Drink and 

Tobacco 

-4,700 0.35 0.45 -1.36 -1.06 

Text. Cloth. and 

Leather 

-1,020 0.35 0.45 -0.29 -0.23 

Wood & Paper -7,820 0.35 0.45 -2.23 -1.74 

Chemicals nes -5,100 0.35 0.45 -1.46 -1.13 

Rubber & Plastics -4,080 0.35 0.45 -1.17 -0.91 

Non-Met. Min. 

Prods. 

-6,120 0.35 0.45 -1.75 -1.36 

Metal Goods -5,100 0.35 0.45 -1.46 -1.13 

Mech. 

Engineering 

-2,040 0.35 0.45 -0.58 -0.45 

Electronics -680 0.35 0.45 -0.19 -0.15 

Motor Vehicles -13,260 0.35 0.45 -3.79 -2.95 

Oth. Transport 

Equipment 

-6,120 0.35 0.45 -1.75 -1.36 

Manuf. nes -6,120 0.35 0.45 -1.75 -1.36 

Electricity -680 0.35 0.45 -0.19 -0.15 

Gas Supply -2,380 0.35 0.45 -0.68 -0.53 

Water Supply -340 0.35 0.45 -0.10 -0.08 
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Banking & 

Finance 

-570 0.25 0.4 -0.23 -0.14 

Total -1,960   -18.98 -14.73 

 

6.70 Clearly when compared to the land demand generated within Scenario 2.1, the forecast job 

losses across East Riding are in less land efficient sectors.  

6.71 It is estimated that up to 19 hectares of employment land which is currently in use across 

East Riding will not be required by 2021 (under the high plot ratio). 

6.72 When these values are netted from the gross figure generated within Scenario 2.1, the 

overall net land requirement for East Riding to 2021 is between 20.53 hectares (low plot 

ratio) and 35.62 hectares (high plot ratio).  

Scenario 2 (2.1 and 2.2) Geography of Demand 

6.73 The basis for the preferred Scenario is an econometric forecast cast at local authority level. 

This level of geographic and sectoral analysis is arguably the lowest level of reliable 

forecast intelligence available. It is therefore not reliable to disaggregate the forecast data 

further or to a lower level of analysis. Further, the econometric forecast is neutral to the 

split between inward and indigenous employment growth. In essence it provides a 

composite employment demand estimate. 

6.74 At lower levels of analysis (settlement level) demand for employment land is considered to 

be influenced strongly by local businesses and their ability to access an adequate supply 

of sites and premises in a given locale. Quality of sites, development “readiness” and price 

factors therefore attain a high level of significance when considering the propensity of 

indigenous firms to reinvest locally.  

6.75 Notwithstanding the constraints associated with dissagregating econometric forecasts to a 

lower level, it is possible to assess the suitability of classified employment land in relation 

to the occupational and property requirements of business sectors. Specifically, there is a 

clear split between those sectors with a locational preference or requirement for an urban 

centre location and those more likely to have a locational preference for out of town and 

existing industrial locations. 
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6.76 On the basis of analysis contained in this report it is concluded that the following sectors 

exhibit a preference for office products in centrally located, urban centres with good access 

to a range of supporting facilities and services: 

• Computing Services (although may also require edge of town / out of town smaller 

starter units / hybrid units depending on specific nature of activity),  

• Professional Services, and  

• Other Business services  

6.77 The strongest office market locations across East Riding are found to the west of KUH. 

However it is considered that there is a degree of latent office demand within Beverley, as 

evidenced through the refurbishment and letting of space within the town centre. This 

latent demand is linked to the quality of the urban environment and accessibility factors 

associated with Beverley town centre. 

6.78 Other growth sectors identified including Distribution, Land Transport, Air Transport, and 

Communications require locations with strong strategic transport links, likely to be located 

at key road junctions, and larger sites – more likely to be found outside of the urban areas 

across the East Riding. 

6.79 Key locations for these sectors include Goole, Melton, and Hessle which all benefit from 

strong strategic transport network positions relative to the ports and the M62, and links to 

the south of the Humber. In addition, strategic importance is placed on the development of 

the Ports, along with existing and improved East-West linkages. Both of these components 

will have significant influence on the future health and growth of the East Riding economy, 

primarily through the Northern Way agenda. This development will have economic impact 

for the Sub Regional Urban Area (including those parts within East Riding), along with the 

strategic land allocations running along the A63 corridor, and Hedon. 

6.80 Pharmaceuticals, Electrical Engineering and Instruments, and construction related 

activities are considered to be less location specific sectors. These sectors, whilst still 

requiring good access, are relatively more footloose however require a local labour force to 

sustain manufacturing activities. 

6.81 These manufacturing based sectors are more likely to consider edge-of-centre sites and 

established industrial locations which are not directly accessible from strategic transport 

routes. 
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6.82 The growth within these sectors is likely to be associated with the refinement / upgrading of 

manufacturing activities across East Riding. Locations such as those at Goole, Beverley, 

and Bridlington are likely to emerge as attractive to these sectors. 

6.83 Whilst there are known demand trends and locational preferences associated with the 

above growth sectors it is important to note that sequential testing will exert an influence 

on business location decisions. 

6.84 Specifically this relates to the settlement hierarchy outlined within the JSP and described 

elsewhere in this report. Within this hierarchy development is prioritised within the Sub 

Regional Urban Area, followed by the principal towns of Beverley, Bridlington and Goole, 

and then the towns across East Riding. 

6.85 In addition, the HTZ and River Hull Corridor present an interesting dimension to this 

analysis. Specifically, it is clear that within this context office / high grade industrial 

development will be focused on key sites, including those within the Sub Regional Urban 

Area (JSP hierarchy) and within the A63 corridor (corresponding with the strategic site 

allocations).  

6.86 Sites to the north of KUH along the River Hull Corridor are likely to see strengthened 

industrial demand, but will remain more relevant to the ‘local’ (sub-regional or regional) 

rather than national markets. 

6.87 As a further tier to this analysis, it is relevant to understand the implication of this forecast 

economic development on the distribution of residential development (as identified within 

RSS and the JSP) at settlement level. 

6.88 In both cases it is stipulated that residential development is focused on the sub regional 

urban area, contributing to Housing Market Renewal within KUH. This is in line with the 

concentration of employment growth forecast within this area. 

6.89 In addition, the identification of the Central and Western sub areas within the JSP, where 

residential development is also identified to occur at a significant scale, correlates with the 

significance of the HTZ corridor along the A63 down to Goole.  

6.90 Less likely to see extensive residential development (or indeed forecast employment 

growth) are the Northern sub area Towns of Pocklington and Market Weighton, and to a 

lesser extent Driffield, or the Eastern sub area coastal market towns of Hornsea and 

Withernsea. 
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Accelerated (CRDP) Growth Scenario (Scenario 3) 

6.91 A third growth scenario has been generated to understand the requirements of the more 

aspiration growth associated with the Hull and Humber Ports CRDP. In effect this scenario 

has been included as the ‘policy on’ scenario by way of comparison with the baseline 

figures included in Scenario 2. 

6.92 It is important to note within this analysis that the figures presented are not forecast for 

KUH or East Riding, but rather are additional to those forecast within KUH. 

6.93 The growth projections included in this scenario are based on the policies included within 

the CRDP, including specific ‘pipeline’ projects. The CRDP aims to build on / strengthen a 

number of existing clusters / economic strengths within East Riding, including but not 

exclusive to: 

• Chemicals and Bioscience 

• Food and Drink 

• Finance and Business Services 

• Construction 

6.94 Importantly the CRDP forecasts only run to 2016.  

6.95 Scenario 3 forecasts a growth of 7,592 FTE jobs to 2016. Importantly within this forecast 

growth there are a number of clear differences with the baseline model. These are 

summarised in the following bullet points. It is important to note that these differences 

identified are considered to not be solely the result of the time difference in the forecasts, 

but a result of the nature of the economy under this more ‘aspirational’ growth scenario. 

• Agriculture: whilst Scenario 2 forecasts a decline of 1,900 FTE jobs within the 

Agriculture sector, the CRDP model forecasts a marginal growth of 72 FTE jobs. 

• Manufacturing: a significant growth in employment within manufacturing is forecast 

under Scenario 3 compared to an overall decline in scenario 2. The growth forecast 

within Scenario 3 is driven by a number of sub-sectors including Chemicals, Food, 

drink and tobacco, Textiles and clothing, and Wood and wood products. 

• Business, Professional and Financial Services: a total forecast growth of just 1,720 

under the CRDP scenario compared to 3,130 in the baseline scenario. 
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6.96 As with the previous analysis undertaken for Scenario 2, the following tables illustrate the 

land requirements associated with this forecast growth, to 2016. The non-employment land 

generating sectors have been removed from the analysis. 

Table 50: Broad property requirements by sector (Scenario 3) 

Sector Net Change 

Employment 

(2006-year 

ending 2016) 

SIC Match Accommodation 

Use Class 

Typical Premises 

Requirement (Source: 

EP Employment 

Densities) 

Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fishing            

72 Primary/ Utilities n/a  

Oil and Gas Extraction 40 Primary/ Utilities n/a  

Other Mining 8 Primary/ Utilities n/a  

Gas, Electricity and Water 8 Primary/ Utilities n/a  

Chemicals 80 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Minerals 8 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Machinery and Equipment 8 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Electrical and Optical 

Equipment 

8 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Transport Equipment 40 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Food, Drink and Tobacco 400 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Textiles and Clothing 8 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Wood and Wood Products 40 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Paper, Publishing and 

Printing 

56 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Rubber and Plastics 16 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Other Manufacturing NEC 40 Manufacturing Primarily B2 General industrial 

buildings 

Construction             600 Construction Self employment 

- limited B8 

storage 

Small business units 

Wholesaling 360 Transport, Storage 

and 

Communication 

B2/B8 General warehousing 

Hotels & Catering        640 Hotels and A3, C1 General hotel, 
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Restaurants restaurant 

Transport 400 Transport, Storage 

and 

Communication 

B2/B8 Large scale 

warehousing 

Communications           240 Transport, Storage 

and 

Communication 

B2/B8 Large scale 

warehousing 

Banking & Insurance        120 Financial 

Intermediation 

B1, limited 

occupation of A2 

space 

General purpose built 

office 

Business Services 1280 Financial 

Intermediation 

B1, limited 

occupation of A2 

space 

General purpose built 

office 

Other Financial and 

Business Services    

320 Business Services B1, limited 

occupation of A2 

space 

General purpose built 

office 

 

Table 51: Gross internal floorspace calculation (Scenario 3) 

Sector Net Change 

Employment 

(2006-year 

ending 2016) 

Typical Premises 

Requirement (Source: EP 

Employment Densities) 

Average 

Employment 

Density 

(floorspace/ 

worker) 

Gross Internal 

Floorspace 

(sq m) 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing          72  n/a n/a 

Oil and Gas Extraction 40  n/a n/a 

Other Mining 8  n/a n/a 

Gas, Electricity and Water 8  n/a n/a 

Chemicals 80 General industrial buildings 34 2720 

Minerals 8 General industrial buildings 34 272 

Machinery and Equipment 8 General industrial buildings 34 272 

Electrical and Optical Equipment 8 General industrial buildings 34 272 

Transport Equipment 40 General industrial buildings 34 1360 

Food, Drink and Tobacco 400 General industrial buildings 34 13600 

Textiles and Clothing 8 General industrial buildings 34 272 

Wood and Wood Products 40 General industrial buildings 34 1360 

Paper, Publishing and Printing 56 General industrial buildings 34 1904 

Rubber and Plastics 16 General industrial buildings 34 544 

Other Manufacturing NEC 40 General industrial buildings 34 1360 

 Construction             600 Small business units 32 19200 

Wholesaling 360 General warehousing 50 36000 

Hotels & Catering        640 General hotel, restaurant 13 4680 

Transport 400 Large scale warehousing 80 51200 
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Communications           240 Large scale warehousing 80 32000 

Banking & Insurance        120 General purpose built office 19 4560 

Business Services 1280 General purpose built office 19 2280 

Other Financial and Business 

Services    

320 General purpose built office 19 24320 

 

Table 52: Land requirements (Scenario 3) 

Sector Gross 

Internal 

Floorspace 

(sq m) 

Plot Ratio 

(High 

Range) 

Plot Ratio 

(Low 

Range) 

Growth 

Sector Site 

Requiremen

ts (High) Ha 

Growth 

Sector Site 

Requiremen

ts (Low) Ha 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing          n/a n/a n/a   

Oil and Gas Extraction n/a n/a n/a   

Other Mining n/a n/a n/a   

Gas, Electricity and Water n/a n/a n/a   

Fuel Refining              n/a n/a n/a   

Chemicals 2720 0.35 0.45 0.78 0.60 

Minerals 272 0.35 0.45 0.08 0.06 

Metals 0 0.35 0.45 0.00 0.00 

Machinery and Equipment 272 0.35 0.45 0.08 0.06 

Electrical and Optical Equipment 272 0.35 0.45 0.08 0.06 

Transport Equipment 1360 0.35 0.45 0.39 0.30 

Food, Drink and Tobacco 13600 0.35 0.45 3.89 3.02 

Textiles and Clothing 272 0.35 0.45 0.08 0.06 

Wood and Wood Products 1360 0.35 0.45 0.39 0.30 

Paper, Publishing and Printing 1904 0.35 0.45 0.54 0.42 

Rubber and Plastics 544 0.35 0.45 0.16 0.12 

Other Manufacturing NEC 1360 0.35 0.45 0.39 0.30 

Construction             19200 0.35 0.45 5.49 4.27 

Wholesaling 36000 0.4 0.6 9.00 6.00 

Hotels & Catering        4680 0.75 2 0.62 0.23 

Transport 51200 0.4 0.6 12.80 8.53 

Communications           32000 0.4 0.6 8.00 5.33 

Banking & Insurance        4560 0.25 0.4 1.82 1.14 

Business Services 2280 0.25 0.4 0.91 0.57 

Other Financial and Business 

Services    

24320 0.25 0.4 9.73 6.08 

Total 198176   55.21 37.48 

 

6.97 Under Scenario 3, to 2016 there is a requirement for between 37 and a half hectares and 

55 hectares of employment land across East Riding. Broken down to annual requirements, 
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this equates to between 3.7 hectares and 5.5 hectares annually to 2016. By extrapolating 

these annual rates beyond 2016, a requirement of between 55.98 hectares and 82.71 

hectares of employment land to 2021. 

6.98 There is a much larger requirement for general industrial land forecast under Scenario 3 

than in Scenario 2. However, there remains significant demand for office accommodation 

under both Scenarios. Within Scenario 3 this is a result of emerging requirements of the 

Business, Professional and Financial Services (BPFS) sectors and the continued 

importance of industrial sectors within the economy. 

6.99 The land requirement under Scenario 3 calculated using net FTE employment change 

values generates a land requirement of between 46.85 hectares and 69.02 hectares, from 

a growth of 9,490 FTE jobs. 

6.100 Broken down into classification of type of land required, this equates to the following: 

• General industrial – between 6.7 and 8.6 hectares 

• General purpose built offices – between 9.7 and 15.6 hectares 

• General warehousing – between 7.5 and 15.6 hectares 

• Large scale warehousing – between 17.3 and 26 hectares 

• Small business units – between 5.3 and 6.9 hectares 

Scenario 3: Key Point Summary 

• Scenario 3 presents the nature of the economy forecast under an accelerated model, 

factoring in the potential effect of the Hull and Humber Ports CRDP and associated 

projects / investment 

• Building on existing identified cluster strengths, key growth sectors under this 

scenario will include the continued importance of manufacturing to 2021 

• Scenario 3 also identifies the importance of business services to 2021, also to a 

lesser extent than Scenario 2 

• Given the assumptions of the econometric forecast: 

• A land requirement for 37.5 hectares to 2016 is generated at a low plot ratio 

(46.9 hectares when extrapolated to 2021)  
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• A land requirement for 55.2 hectares to 2016 is generated at a high plot ratio (69 

hectares when extrapolated  2021)   

Preferred Scenario 

6.101 This section of the report has presented several Scenarios for conceptualising demand for 

employment land. These are brought together in the remainder of this section, along with 

consideration of key assumptions and headline findings.  

6.102 Each of the Scenarios have their merits as well as limitations. Whilst it is not possible to 

pretend that a single model can definitively predict the level of demand over a 15-year 

period it is possible to distinguish a preferred approach to forecasting. The final decision on 

the preferred option has been taken in consultation with the project steering group. 

6.103 Scenario 2 is considered to be the preferred Scenario in the estimation of employment land 

demand rather than Scenario 1, which is based on a set of historic supply and demand 

relationships. 

6.104 The nature of development having taken place within East Riding over the period 

considered in Scenario 1, dominated by more ‘traditional’ land hungry uses, and including 

significant scaled developments including Priory Park in part explains the difference 

between the projections based on historic take-up rates and forecasting models.  

6.105 Specifically with regard the difference between Scenarios 1 and 2, as identified within 

Section 3 the East Riding economy is in the process of transition, away from the more 

traditional industries. The emerging economy is likely to be one categorised by more 

polarised land requirements between the indigenous demand and inward investment, and 

at headline level to be less land-intensive. In light of these trends it is right to assume that 

there will be significant divergence from the previously observed take-up trends. For this 

reason whilst Scenario 1 presents good context, it is not an appropriate base for which to 

plan future employment allocations. 

6.106 Scenario 3 presents an accelerated view of economic growth within East Riding to 2016, 

extrapolated in this analysis to 2021. As such this scenario is dependent on the 

implementation of the City Region Development Plan and its programme of linked 

interventions and investments, including the potential shift of traffic towards the northern 

ports. 
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6.107 The economic benefits forecast within Scenario 3, associated with the expansion of activity 

at Goole and the other Humber Ports, and related economic growth opportunities, are also 

contingent on wider policy and governmental factors. These include both the Port Policy 

(National Review), which should result in a shift of ports trade to the north of the country as 

a gateway but has not yet been finalised, and the Comprehensive Spending Review, on 

which the wider Northern Way programme is dependent. 

6.108 As such it is imperative that East Riding Council plan for the baseline economic growth 

presented in Scenario 2, whilst monitoring change, and if proven by heightened levels of 

demand, use the LDF review process to bring forward additional land. The development of 

the Ports, and the strengthening of the East-West linkages across East Riding are key 

elements of this more aspirational approach, above and beyond the baseline scenario. 

6.109 The high and low range requirements to 2021 have been calculated as 35.3 hectares and 

54.6 hectares respectively (gross). The range of 35.3 hectares and 54.6 hectares presents 

a relatively wide range to plan to effectively.  

6.110 The preferred option utilises the gross FTE employment growth figures.  

6.111 The majority of employment land contained within East Riding is of a general industrial/ 

business character, and often located outside of the locations which require the highest 

development densities. Thus, it is most likely that lower plot ratios will be achievable on the 

available sites, corresponding with higher requirements for development land overall. 

6.112 Therefore whilst a range of land requirement is provided within this preferred Scenario it is 

imperative that the lower range of 35.3 hectares is not assumed as explicitly adequate to 

meet the requirements of the economy in the future. This is especially pertinent taking into 

account the economy strategy and ambitions for the City Region over the plan period in 

question. The issue of choice in terms of business sites and premises is also an important 

consideration. Provision of land in the lower range might stifle economic development and 

lead to displacement of demand to adjacent areas of choice. It is concluded that the higher 

estimate of 54.6 hectares is the most appropriate in the context of East Riding, allowing for 

an appropriate margin of choice within the market for business sites and premises. 

6.113 The importance of manufacturing within the local economy is also taken as a consideration 

here with regard to the likely effects on planning for realistic plot ratios. It is likely that 

manufacturing will remain an important element of the economy within East Riding, 

potentially underpinning the growth forecast under the CRDP. Realistically activities such 

as manufacturing require lower plot ratios, requiring a larger gross area, as is evident 
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across much of the existing employment provision across the area. Higher plot ratios can 

be achieved in urban locations accommodating uses associated with the knowledge 

economy – in this case related to computing and business services, in line with the 

forecasts. 

6.114 While it is acknowledged that some development within East Riding may achieve higher 

plot ratios and therefore more land-efficient forms of development, this is unlikely to be fully 

representative of mainstream development coming forward. To plan for a lower level of 

employment land would potentially risk an undersupply of land to meet this demand, and 

overall demand in the medium to longer term. 
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7. SUPPLY / DEMAND DYNAMICS 

7.1 Sections 5 and 6 respectively provided an analysis of the supply and demand for 

employment land. In this section the supply of employment land is considered relative to 

the demands of the growth sectors identified. 

7.2 In line with the requirements of this commission and the DCLG guidance related to Stage 2 

employment land reviews this section identifies the nature and extent of any ‘gaps’ in 

supply relative to identified patterns of demand across East Riding to 2021. 

Headline Analysis 

7.3 Section 6 introduced a series of scenarios of economic growth within East Riding to 2021. 

The baseline estimate of demand under Scenario 2 is considered to be the most 

appropriate in the context of this commission, to feed into the Employment DPD and the 

Local Development Framework. Further to this, it is recommended that East Riding Council 

makes provision for 54.6 hectares of employment land in line with the upper range of 

Scenario 2.1. 

7.4 Considering this level of forecast demand in the context of the total vacant land supply 

across East Riding (546 ha33) suggests a significant over-supply of employment land over 

the emerging plan period. 184.23 hectares of the total vacant land supply is unconstrained, 

illustrating a potentially significant mismatch in supply and demand to 2021. 

7.5 The unconstrained sites are found to be: 

• East of Bridlington Road, Brandesburton / Catfoss (1.75 hectares) (Primarily B2) 

(outside of JSP settlement hierarchy) 

• Willerby Hill (2.22 hectares)  (B1) (within sub-regional urban area) 

• Priory Park, Hessle (2.33 hectares) (B1) (within sub-regional urban area) 

• Figham Road (0.39 hectares) (Primarily B2) (within identified boundary of Beverley 

principal town) (to be developed for residential use therefore discounted) 

• West Station Road, Thorngumbald (0.24 hectares) (Primarily B2) (outside of JSP 

settlement hierarchy) 

                                                           
33 572 hectares including the total windfall site supply 
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• J36 Centreport (72.82 hectares) (B1) (within identified boundary of Goole principal 

town) 

• Melton Park (91.26 hectares) (Primarily B2) (adjacent to the boundary of Elloughton / 

Brough) 

• Ozone / Booth Fields (13.61 hectares) (B1) (within identified boundary of Howden) 

7.6 In terms of the number of sites affected the most prevalent constraints identified include 

ownership (specifically the extent of mixed ownership), and planning constraints 

associated with sequential testing and Greenfield / PDL considerations. In volume of land 

terms, the most significant constraint identified is ownership (66% constrained), and site 

accessibility (36% constrained). 

7.7 The level of constraints on the land supply is also a clear issue on strategic employment 

land within East Riding. A key conclusion emerging from the market demand consultations 

is the important role of these strategic sites going forwards in attracting major occupiers to 

East Riding. These sites will also play a fundamental role in the more aspirational economy 

analysed under Scenario 3 (the CRDP Scenario).  

7.8 It is also important to note that one of the strategic sites (Melton) has extant planning 

permission and is likely to be brought forward for development in the near future34. In 

addition, the land at Goole is already partially developed (Float glass manufacturing plant).  

7.9 Access roads have been completed and reserved matters applications are being 

processed for these sites. 

7.10 In addition, more detailed analysis reveals a potential mismatch between supply and 

demand over the period, in the form of over-provision of general industrial land and under-

supply of unconstrained sites to support appropriate quality office accommodation in line 

with the emerging requirements. The sequential testing implication of this mismatch is 

addressed within the concluding section of this report. 

7.11 In order to explain this conclusion, the location and accommodation requirements of the 

identified growth sectors are analysed in greater depth. 

 

 

                                                           
34 Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council 
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Growth Sectors and Land Requirements (gross) 

7.12 The commercial sectors generating the most significant land requirements are forecast to 

be Distribution, Land Transport etc, Computing Services, and Other Business Services. 

7.13 Overall employment land requirements have been generated through a series of steps 

matching sectors to property requirements, undertaken in Section 6 of this report, following 

the methodology set out in the DCLG guidance. The summarised results of this process 

are set out in the following tables. 

Table 53: Growth sector site requirements (High) by accommodation use classes to 2021 

(gross) 

Accommodation Use Classes Growth Sector Site Requirements (High) 

Primarily B2 0.58 ha 

Self-employment (limited B8) 3.11 ha 

B2 / B8 25.2 ha 

B1 (limited occupation A2) 23.79 ha 

(A3, C1) (1.92 ha) 

Total 54.6 ha (including 1.92 A3, C1) 

 

Table 54: Growth sector site requirements (High) by typical premises required (gross) 

Typical Premises Required Growth Sector Site Requirements (High) 

General industrial buildings 0.58 ha 

Small business units 3.11 ha 

General warehousing 10.00 ha 

General hotel, restaurant / retail 1.92 ha 

Large scale warehousing 15.20 ha 

General purpose built office 23.79 ha 

Total 54.6 ha 

 

7.14 From this analysis it is apparent that economic growth and diversification will place 

significant demands on employment sites that are capable of providing large scale 

warehousing and purpose built office environments. 

7.15 The location and property market requirements of the Distribution, Land Transport etc, 

Computing Services, and Other Business Services sectors are presented in the following 
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table. This provides a general indication of the type of property that East Riding needs to 

be planning for in order to capture the demand forecast. 

Table 55: Key sector property requirements 

Sector Property and Location Requirements 

Distribution / Land Transport etc • Market access is critical 

• Infrastructure and logistics is critical 

• Labour availability – skilled and unskilled 

• Cost sensitive 

• Land hungry 

• Purpose built facilities and large sites 

Computing Services • Clustering 

• Access to skilled labour 

• Flexible working arrangements 

• High quality sites and environments 

• ‘Campus style’ incubator / start up space 

• Flexible leasing 

• Cheap and reliable telecommunications 

Other Business Services • Call centre type accommodation 

• Small office accommodation 

• Flexible office accommodation (space and lease) 

• Labour market / cost sensitive 

 

7.16 There is an emerging dichotomy within the nature of demand for employment land within 

East Riding – in essence a growth in demand for large scale warehousing, and the 

emergence of a clear need for more purpose built office space.  

7.17 Importantly in both cases there is identified within East Riding a deficit of space existing to 

meet these requirements, with perceived latent demand identified within both the industrial 

and office market through consultation with agents. This reinforces the need to provide 

appropriate and sufficient space to ensure a balanced offer with good access, thereby 

generating employment opportunities within the East Riding.   

7.18 Key to this is the consideration of the wider impact of potential developments in Doncaster 

– Distribution but also potentially out-of-centre office development at Doncaster Robin 

Hood Airport – and the future role of KUH and York in the regional economy, with 

significant pipeline office developments in both.  

7.19 This is further emphasised by the analysis of existing employment land, by classification, 

undertaken as part of this piece of work.  
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7.20 The table below compares the supply of, and demand for, each land classification 

identified across East Riding. 

Table 56: Classification Analysis: Comparison of Supply and Demand 

 Supply 

(unconstrained) 

(Hectares) 

Supply 

(Constrained) 

(Hectares) 

Demand (High Plot 

Ratio) (Hectares) 

(Gross) 

Demand (Low 

Plot Ratio) 

(Hectares) 

(Gross) 

General Industrial / 

Business 

179.6835 177.74 13.69 9.54 

Large Scale Warehousing / 

Distribution Park 

- - 15.20 10.13 

Office (General / Purpose 

Built) 

4.5536 40.45 23.79 14.87 

Heavy / Specialist 

Industrial sites 

- 84.22 - - 

Sites for specific occupiers - 58.6 - - 

 

7.21 There is a clear quantitative and qualitative mismatch in future supply of employment land 

supply and demand at headline level across East Riding. This comes in the form of a 

significant undersupply of unconstrained land suitable for B1 uses, along with an 

undersupply of unconstrained land specifically suited to large scale warehousing. 

Importantly, this mismatch may prejudice East Riding’s ability to attract and retain firms in 

the distribution, land transport, computer services, and business sectors, identified as 

being key to the future economic growth potential of East Riding. 

7.22 It is also significant to highlight the implied over-supply of general industrial / business land 

available generally across East Riding. The nature of East Riding, being largely rural, and 

the associated employment and business profile, implies a significant rural and indigenous 

market. The majority of this supply of general industrial land is associated with smaller 

settlements, generally serving the local market rather than further locations. 

7.23 It is imperative over the plan period to 2021 that the important role of these more 

indigenous sites is not overlooked – and that the appropriate level of indigenous supply is 

retained to serve this localised market which provides a crucial employment role for many 

of the settlements across East Riding.  

                                                           
35 Livingstone Road (0.38 hectares) and Figham Road (0.39 hectares) discounted 
36 0.37 hectares discounted from Priory Park West 
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7.24 The sites in question are deemed unsuitable for uses associated with the knowledge / 

business services economy for a range of reasons including lack of supporting activities 

and quality of sites. In addition they may be unsuitable for distribution / large scale 

warehousing uses due to accessibility and strategic network constraints. However, they will 

play a fundamental role in the indigenous economy associated with small scale 

manufacturing, construction, and for local distribution / warehousing. It is this economy that 

will underpin the objectives of the LDF and the wider aspirations of the Hull and Humber 

Ports CRDP. 

Sequential Appreciation of Supply / Demand Dynamic 

7.25 In line with the brief, it is necessary to understand the dynamics of supply and demand for 

employment land in East Riding below headline level in order to inform the Stage 3 Review 

work to be undertaken by the Council. 

7.26 In line with the previous analysis this is considered on a Scenario by Scenario basis. 

7.27 Within Scenario 1 the use of historic take-up rates has been supplemented with an 

emerging market context – making their use more robust in the current economic climate. 

7.28 The forecasting analysis included within Scenario 2 is not available at settlement level -  

disaggregation of this data brings into question its reliability – with qualitative conclusions 

presented for consideration below headline level.  

7.29 More detail on the methodology adopted is included under each relevant sub-heading. 

Scenario 1 – Take-up settlement level demand 

7.30 Within the Scenario 1 analysis in Section 6 take-up-based requirements have been 

formulated for each settlement identified across the East Riding within the JSP. In line with 

best practice approaches to forecasting using take-up trends, the following methodology is 

applied37: 

• Take up test: Total take-up by settlement is compared to overall supply 2000 – current 

allocations. By comparing it to overall supply the supply-constrained element of the 

analysis can be factored out of the analysis. Through this process the areas of 

significantly low take-up can be identified, as potential locations for deallocation 

resulting from settlement level oversupply. 

                                                           
37 Preferred methodology advised by East Riding Council, in line with DCLG Guidance Note 
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• Qualitative appreciation: By undertaking a qualitative analysis of the supply of land 

within the settlement (using the site specific database) a judgement can be made on 

the degree to which the quality of land is constraining take-up within these ‘over-

supply’ settlements.  

• Market relationship: The final step in the methodology compares the supply of land 

within the ‘over-supply’ settlements with the emerging sectors in the East Riding 

economy (including both forecast sectors and those identified in the strategic 

documents relating to East Riding).  This tests the relevance of the sites to the 

emerging needs within the economy. 

7.31 Using this three tier approach, it will be possible to identify settlements where supply is 

significantly higher than demand (based on past take-up rates), and then to factor in the 

quality and/market appeal of the site in constraining take-up.  

Take-up Test 

Table 57: Take-up test 

Settlement (JSP hierarchy) Total take-

up by 

settlement 

(hectares) 

Existing 

supply 

(allocated, 

hectares) 

Total overall 

supply 

(hectares) 

Take up (% 

of total 

supply) 

Sub Regional Urban Area (incl. Saltend) 9.73 7.92 17.65 55.1

Beverley (incl. Tokenspire) 1.02 4.05 5.07 20.1

Bridlington (incl. Carnaby) 2.7 75 77.7 3.5

Goole 39.19 77.2 116.39 33.7

Driffield 9.32 6.23 15.55 59.9

Pocklington 0.55 42.86 43.41 1.3

Elloughton / Brough  0 49.18 49.18 0

Howden 10.04 17.44 27.48 36.5

Snaith 0 0.97 0.97 0.0

Hedon (excl. Saltend & Paull) 1.28 5.19 6.47 19.8

Hornsea 1.59 3.85 5.44 29.2

Withernsea 0 2.32 2.32 0.0

Market Weighton 8.66 6.67 15.33 56.5

N.B. This table excludes the Strategic Sites at Bridgehead (Hessle), Melton and Hedon 

Haven.  

7.32 Within this ‘take-up test’ the lowest take-up as a proportion of total land available between 

2000 and 2006 has been identified in:  
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• Bridlington (3.5% of land available) 

• Pocklington (1.3% of land available); 

• Elloughton/Brough (0% of land available);  

• Hedon (19.8% of land available); 

• Snaith (0% of land available); and 

• Withernsea (0% of land available). 

7.33 Supply within each of these ‘low demand’ settlements will be considered in more detail in 

the remainder of this sub-section.  

7.34 It is important to note within this analysis that the strategic sites are considered as 

separate from the analysis where they fall outside of the relevant settlement boundary – 

Hedon Haven, Humber Bridgehead and Melton Park are considered separately.  

Qualitative Appreciation 

• Bridlington 

7.35 The available supply in Bridlington (allocated) (JSP ‘town’) is found to be within two sites: 

Bessingby Way, and Pinfold Lane. Both sites are known to be constrained.  

7.36 Supply at Bessingby Way is just over 1 hectare, with part of the site known to be 

greenfield. The site has been classified as general industrial / business land. There has 

been development activity on the site within the last 5 years, and it is being actively 

marketed by more than one agent. Current buildings on the site are found to be both old 

and new, with a degree of ‘cosmetic damage’ to some. 

7.37 Pinfold Lane (0.91 hectares) is also constrained, by sequential testing considerations (it is 

partly greenfield, and is an urban edge site). There are also strategic access issues 

identified for the site. Existing buildings on the site are considered to be quite old, and 

there has been development activity in the last five years. The site is not currently being 

marketed. 

• Pocklington 

7.38 The available supply (allocated) within Pocklington (JSP ‘town’) is concentrated within one 

site: Pocklington Industrial Estate. The land is not considered within the analysis to be 

constrained, although its wider market appeal is questionable. Pocklington does however 

have existing linkages with the wider York market. 
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7.39 The site is found to be of mixed quality, but not to the extent that has been identified as a 

constraint. The quality of the existing buildings within the Industrial Estate is varied, 

including former (large) hangers, and a mixture of old and new industrial units. The older 

units noted on the site are in a relatively poor state of repair.  

7.40 In addition, traffic noise is identified as an environmental issue, and the public realm is of 

poor quality, especially on the secondary roads. 

7.41 There has been recent speculative development within the Estate in the last 5 years, 

comprising 7 new industrial units. In addition, the site is being marketed by more than one 

agent. 

7.42 Pocklington is relatively well located in relation to the York market. The potential loss of 

this allocated employment land could therefore have wider implications on the economy 

within this neighbouring authority. However, nearly 43 hectares remain available at the site 

compared to a take up of 0.55 hectares between 2000 and 2006. 

7.43 35.7 hectares of the 42.9 hectares available are identified within the Employment Land 

Monitoring Report (April 2006) as being in need of site preparation, but is not firmly 

programmed or funded. The remaining land is site prepared and truly available for 

development. 

• Elloughton / Brough 

7.44 There are five allocations, within two sites, identified at Elloughton / Brough. Both are 

sizeable allocations in the context of wider supply – with 49 hectares at Elloughton-cum-

Brough, and 91 hectares at Melton Park. Both sites are identified within the analysis as 

being general industrial / business land. 

7.45 The land at Elloughton-cum-Brough is considerably constrained by accessibility and 

strategic access. The site is currently vacant, with no development activity in the last five 

years, and is not currently being marketed. 

7.46 Melton Park is not considered to be constrained. It is identified as a key site, in market 

terms, with potential for higher value office / business development.  

• Hedon 

7.47 The available supply in Hedon (JSP ‘town’) is concentrated in 2 sites, with mixed levels of 

constraints identified. Take up between 2000 and 2006 was 1.28 hectares though 80.85 
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hectares remain allocated at the Hedon Haven strategic site. Strategic sites are discussed 

separately below.  

7.48 The Hedon Employment site at Hull Road (5.19ha) requires site preparation and is not 

firmly programmed or funded. In addition, current market activity relating to the sites in this 

area is limited, in terms of agents acting on behalf of the sites. 

• Snaith 

7.49 Available supply within Snaith (JSP ‘town’) is found within one site, with 0.97 hectares 

remaining. The site is constrained by ownership, it is owned by two parties.  

7.50 In addition, whilst it is not identified as a constraint, the existing buildings on the site are 

not modern, with little public realm. 

7.51 There is no market activity identified on the site, including both development or direct 

marketing of the site. 

7.52 In addition, it is specified within the Monitoring Report (1st April 2006) that the site requires 

preparation, which is neither programmed nor funded. 

• Withernsea 

7.53 The available supply within Withernsea (JSP ‘town’) is concentrated within one site at 

Beacon Road Industrial Estate, where 2.32 hectares of land remains available as an 

extension to the existing estate. 

7.54 Of this total, only 0.51 hectares is considered within the Monitoring Report (1st April 2006) 

is site prepared and ready for development. 

7.55 The existing employment provision within the Industrial Estate is relatively small units 

(workshops). There is no evidence of recent development activity, although vacant units 

within the Estate are being marketed. 

7.56 The site is adjacent to residential use, and open countryside, with good landscaping noted, 

although parking provision is limited.  

7.57 Within the database, the site is identified as being constrained by strategic access, the 

quality of the surrounding area (in the context of employment development), site access, 

and sequential testing considerations. 
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Market relationship 

7.58 Within this analysis the sites / locations have been related to the findings of consultations 

undertaken as part of the commission. 

• Bridlington 

7.59 Bridlington is not identified as a strong employment location within the analysis presented 

here - specifically from the market demand consultations undertaken. It is however a 

strong indigenous location, located too far from the M62 corridor and too far north of 

Beverley / the River Hull Corridor to benefit from wider market potential. 

• Pocklington 

7.60 Pocklington is not considered a key location for emerging sectors within East Riding. It is 

not a prime office location. Its role relative to the Ports is associated with its role as a 

storage location, en route to the north of the UK and Scotland. There is evidence to show 

that there is a food and drink sector presence in Pocklington – with wider linkages to East 

Riding and the CRDP. 

7.61 Within the analysis the land at Pocklington is identified as being most suitable for general 

industrial development. There is an identified over-supply of this type of land at Principal 

Town level, a tier above Pocklington in the JSP settlement hierarchy. 

7.62 The land at Pocklington is however linked to the wider York market with this included as a 

key consideration in considering the land. 

• Elloughton / Brough 

7.63 Elloughton / Brough is identified as a very strong employment location consistently 

throughout the analysis undertaken. Melton Park specifically is known to have a strong 

market appeal, being of a considerable size. This is associated predominantly with the 

potential to develop office / higher value business uses on the site. 

7.64 The site at Elloughton-cum-Brough (land south of Railway Line) is known to be significantly 

constrained, and is unlikely to come forwards for pure employment development. However, 

there is justification to allow the market to decide the nature of development on this site, 

with the potential for mixed use development (including an employment component). 
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• Hedon 

7.65 The industrial market around Hedon, on the eastern side of Hull, is generally considered to 

be relatively weak.  

• Snaith 

7.66 The land identified at Snaith is classified as general industrial land. The site is not 

considered to have a good location in terms of the emerging sectors identified for East 

Riding. In addition, the site is not a key site for the indigenous market, being both very rural 

and not easily accessible. 

• Withernsea 

7.67 As in Snaith, the identified land at Withernsea is classified as general industrial 

employment land. This is not a key employment location, with the town identified as a 

small scale coastal market town.  

Strategic Site Analysis 

7.68 A number of strategic sites fall outside of the settlement boundaries and therefore are not 

included as part of this analysis. Specifically this relates to Hedon Haven, Bridgehead and 

Melton.  

7.69 It is difficult to judge the future potential for strategic allocations based on past take-up 

trends. Their inclusion within this scenario could therefore be considered inappropriate. 

However, a series of conclusions relating to the sites can be made relating to their wider 

market potential. These are drawn down from analysis running throughout this review. 

Each are considered in turn below. 

• Hedon Haven – this sites lies adjacent to the Sub Regional Urban Area close to 

Hedon, providing an important resource for the area. The site is identified as being for 

heavy / specialist industrial use, and is therefore considered as key to Port-related 

development activity. The site has wider significant role in the development of the City 

Region’s economy through this Port-related activity. 

• Humber Bridgehead – as with Hedon Haven, Humber Bridgehead lies adjacent to the 

Sub Regional Urban Area. Humber Bridgehead is identified as a potential high quality 

business park location, and is considered as a strong location in commercial market 

terms. The development of the site for this use, with its nature compatible with 
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development emerging in KUH, is considered fundamental in the development of the 

office market within East Riding, with wider City Region implications. 

• Melton Park – Melton Park has been identified in this review as a key office location 

within East Riding. Ensuring development which is complementary to that in KUH will 

be fundamental to the development of the City Region economy, alongside 

contributing to retaining more economic activity within East Riding. 

Conclusions 

7.70 Using the three-tier methodology it is possible to draw a series of recommendations 

relating to specific allocations in identified ‘low demand’ settlements38. These are 

summarised in the bullet points below. 

• It is recommended within Scenario 1 that all of the strategic allocations are retained. 

Further to this, it is recommended that due to their adjacency and wider role both 

Hedon Haven and Humber Bridgehead should be considered for inclusion within the 

Sub Regional Urban Area during the Core Strategy review. 

• It is recommended within Scenario 1 that the allocation at Pocklington is retained. The 

land has wider implications, specifically associated with the York economy. 

Importantly, the site sits in a context of recent development and active marketing 

activity by agents.  

• It is recommended within Scenario 1 that the strategic allocation at Hedon is retained, 

due its wider economic role linked to the CRDP and heavy / port related uses.  

• It is recommended that both allocations at Bridlington are retained, allowing the 

development of the indigenous economy within this Principal town. 

• It is recommended that Melton Park be retained at Elloughton / Brough given its wider 

role in realising higher value economic growth within key sectors during the emerging 

plan period. 

• It is recommended that the following sites be de-allocated, with the retention of those 

not stated: 

• A further recommendation is the de-allocation of the other allocations in and 

around Hedon (i.e. Hedon – Hull Road, Saltend and Paull). These sites are 

considered to be on the ‘wrong side’ of Hull to appeal to the market (both local 

                                                           
38 Referring in this case to settlements where oversupply has been identified relative to take-up 
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and wider). In addition, sequential testing and the JSP hierarchy mean that it is 

unlikely the sites will be developed for employment uses within the plan period. 

• It is recommended within Scenario 1 that the employment land allocation at 

Snaith is removed from the portfolio of employment land. There has been no 

evidence of market activity on the site, and there are fundamental issues with 

bringing the site forward that the market will not address. 

• It is recommended within Scenario 1 that the employment land allocation at 

Withernsea be removed. The site is considered to be too constrained to attract 

investment, especially considering its appeal is limited to the indigenous 

economy. The local drivers within this location are considered to be tourism, 

rather than employment development. 

• It is recommended that the land at Elloughton-cum-Brough be de-allocated / 

market tested for its appropriateness for employment development. Without a mix 

of uses (including residential) it is unlikely employment development will be 

brought forwards on this land due to identified constraints. 

 Scenario 2 – Forecast settlement level demand 

7.71 Although Scenario 1 was not identified as the preferred Scenario, the settlement level 

analysis using the take-up rate methodology has been presented here to illustrate how 

demand can be quantified at the lower level.  

7.72 The conclusions presented above are therefore indicative, and only illustrate the projection 

of past economic trends.  

7.73 In the context of East Riding, including the CRDP, HTZ and the River Hull Corridor, 

alongside the settlement hierarchy identified in the JSP, it is felt that this approach to 

forward planning for employment allocations at settlement level would be inappropriate.  

7.74 To this end, the demand generated by the Scenario 2 forecasts have been distributed, 

using locational preferences and sequential testing as a methodology (assuming the 

hierarchy contained within the JSP). 

7.75 Significantly however to ensure reliability of data presented it has not been possible to 

disaggregate Scenario 2 forecasts to settlement level. Rather, a sequential approach to 

headline demand has been considered in light of settlement (JSP, HTZ, and River Hull 

Corridor prioritisation considered) identified supply and market considerations.  
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7.76 Specific conclusions and recommendations are included in Section 8 of this report. These 

will inform Stage 3 of the Employment Land Review to inform the Employment DPD for 

East Riding. 

Office 

7.77 The key office location within East Riding, dictated by the forecast growth sectors identified 

and market demand analysis, is the area of the Sub-regional Urban Area which falls 

outside of the City Centre, including locations such as Anlaby, Willerby, Kirk Ella, 

Cottingham and Hessle.  

7.78 The allocated land supply identified across this area suitable for office development totals 

24.18 hectares, although only 2.22 hectares of this is unconstrained. This headline 

(constrained and unconstrained) supply is sufficient to meet the range of demand for office 

land across East Riding which is 14.87 hectares to 23.79 hectares.  

7.79 However, of note is the lack of alternative supply of office land across East Riding. The 

land identified within the Sub Regional Urban Area is predominantly ‘business park’ style 

office land, and therefore may not be appropriate for the forecast growth in Business, 

Professional and Financial Service (BPFS) sectors, which often prefer urban centre 

settings.  

7.80 In the context of this area demand has been largely manifest in out of urban centre 

location, skewed in part by supply. 

7.81 Significantly the supply of ‘office’ suitable allocated employment land, comprising 4 sites 

(and with 80% total capacity offered by one site), allows limited scope for diversification 

within the rural economy across East Riding or that of its Principal Towns. Specifically, 

there is limited potential to develop the role of the BPFS sector within the rural economy 

other than at the level of micro scale business and sole practitioners.  

7.82 There is also a clear risk associated with one major site accommodating the majority of 

office demand within East Riding. This will effectively place limits on the attraction of BPFS 

sector businesses with alternative location requirement and could potential lead to a 

displacement of demand. Supply constrained to a single location may also limit the local 

settlements ability to access and benefit from higher value employment opportunities 

created in the office-based economy. 
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7.83 In conclusion, quantitatively the Authority has a ready supply of allocated land for office 

development, however the concentration of this land in a single location (not site) may 

preclude economic diversification in the Principal Towns and rural communities at a 

meaningful scale.  

General Industrial / Business 

7.84 The analysis of general industrial / business supply and demand based on the Scenario 2 

forecasts predicts a significant oversupply at the ‘town’ level. 

7.85 The forecast demand of between 9.54 and 13.69 hectares can be comfortably met at the 

Principal Town level, where supply totals 83.2 hectares (73.21 hectares unconstrained). 

Within the Principal Town level there is a second tier ‘market-defined’ hierarchy which sees 

Goole as the prime location for inward investment compared to Beverley or Bridlington. 

7.86 However, although no specific land requirement can be placed on it, it is acknowledged 

here that the general industrial / business sites identified at the town level play a significant 

role in sustaining the indigenous economy.  

7.87 Many of the sites allocated within the towns are adjacent to or part of existing employment 

areas. The Employment DPD must take into account the significant roles of these sites in 

relation to specific settlements in employment terms. However, it is concluded that these 

sites hold limited wider (regional and / or national) market appeal. 

Warehousing / Distribution 

7.88 Demand for warehousing / distribution land is likely to be focused around existing nodes of 

strength – namely Goole. This will build on the identified market strength, and represent a 

further northwards shift from the Golden Triangle, referring here to the established 

distribution hub of  Northampton, Coventry, and Leicester, up the M18 towards the M62 

corridor area. No land suitable for this type of development has been identified within this 

Stage 2 review across the East Riding. 

Heavy / Specialist Freight 

7.89 It should be noted that no employment based demand for heavy / specialist freight 

provision was identified within the Scenario 2 forecasts. 

7.90 Specific conclusions and recommendations for Scenario 2 – forecast settlement level 

demand are included in Section 8 of this report. 
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Complementary Measures and Residential Development 
Considerations 

 Complementary Measures  

7.91 Although not included explicitly within the brief for this project brief thought is given here to 

the role of the labour market in facilitating economic growth across East Riding, alongside 

other ‘complementary measures’. This is highlighting that in addition to meeting the 

property requirements of key sectors there is a need to ensure that appropriate skills, 

business support and enterprise culture are in place. 

7.92 This is particularly of note for East Riding as a result of the identified process of shift within 

the economy which is identified within the economic analysis included within this report. 

Providing appropriate skills and qualifications within the indigenous working age population 

within East Riding in line with the emerging economy will ensure retention of value within 

the local economy, particularly pertinent in this case given the degree of commuting which 

occurs on a sub-regional level. 

7.93 Further work is necessary to fully capture these ‘softer’ requirements of the growth sectors, 

looking at both the baseline growth forecast and the more aspirational economic growth 

potential of the Northern Way agenda.  

7.94 In addition, supporting services are identified as key to economic development. 

Employment creation through development of both office and industrial floorspace must be 

supported by quality environments, facilities including shops and leisure provision, and 

public transport, in addition to adequate parking spaces. This is necessary to ensure both 

occupier demand, and also a quality workforce. 

 Residential Development Considerations 

7.95 The brief specifically highlights the need to consider the forecast employment growth in 

light of existing and emerging (RSS and JSP) residential trends across East Riding. 

7.96 The residential market is considered in two ways – as a competitor for employment land 

and as a facilitator of economic growth. In the case of the latter, it is relevant in the context 

of this study to take account of the role of residential development in providing, or 

excluding, an appropriate labour force. 
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• Demand for residential land  

7.97 Demand for residential land within East Riding, as with most locations across the country, 

is high. The East Riding, due to its rural location, is an attractive and sought after place to 

live. This is reflected in average house prices, which were £159,971 in the second quarter 

of 2006 compared to £147,230 across Yorkshire and Humber. 

7.98 The residential market within East Riding is dominated by the traditional family offer in 

more rural locations, with higher density development emerging in the larger centres, most 

specifically Beverley. Given current market perceptions developers are likely to be more 

interested in Hull as a potential mixed-use location, before considering East Riding.  

7.99 The policy context for residential development, as stipulated in the JSP, states that the 

level of development within the Northern sub-area should be restricted, with an emphasis 

on the provision of affordable housing over the next 15 years. The identified focus for 

residential development within the sub-region KUH through its Housing Market Renewal 

agenda. 

7.100 At this broad level the hierarchy of residential development advocated within the JSP is 

found to correlate and complement the geographical distribution of the forecast 

employment growth across East Riding. This assumes that the higher-grade opportunities 

forecast to emerge within the local economy are retained within the Authority area, and in 

turn shift the trend towards out-commuting from the Authority. This is addressed in more 

detail in the second half of this sub-section. 

7.101 A significant proportion of employment land has been lost to residential use across East 

Riding. For example, in 2005 alone just under 6 hectares of (non-allocated) employment 

land has been lost to residential use (i.e. a residential permission was granted). This 

highlights that pressure for residential development is more prevalent on existing 

employment sites, likely to be linked to occupiers looking to relocate and/or ‘cash in’ on 

premises owned in locations not ideally suited for industrial uses. 

7.102 The high average property prices do however suggest a potential affordability issue across 

East Riding, restricting the ability of the local labour force to buy property within the area. 

This is fuelled by the out-commuting of higher-grade employees to businesses outside of 

the East Riding, specifically to Hull. This issue is considered in the remainder of this sub-

section. 
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• Labour force considerations 

7.103 A number of key conclusions from the analysis of the existing economy and forecasts can 

be made, which will have impact on patterns of residential demand / commuting in East 

Riding. These include trends within the labour force and the economy in general. 

7.104 East Riding has seen a growth in unemployment (although below the Yorkshire and 

Humber average rate of increase), suggesting a potential latent supply within the labour 

market. 

7.105 There are significantly higher levels of qualified workers residing in East Riding compared 

to KUH and Yorkshire and the Humber. This is evidence to support the conclusion that 

there has been a degree of upskilling within the local economy in East Riding. 

7.106 The table below compares the current split in occupational profile within East Riding 

compared to that forecast for 2021.  

Table 58: Comparison of Occupation Profiles (2006 and 2021) 

Occupation 2005 (absolute) 2005 (%) 2021 (forecast 

absolute) 

2021 (forecast %) 

Managers and Senior 

Officials 

21,600 14.7 22,330 16.6 

Professional 

Occupations 

16,500 11.2 13,630 10.1 

Associate 

Professional and 

Technical 

Occupations 

22,800 15.5 10,580 7.9 

Administrative and 

Secretarial 

19,700 13.4 13,950 10.4 

Skilled Trades 18,800 12.8 17,710 13.2 

Personal Services 13,000 8.8 14,710 10.9 

Sales and Customer 

Services 

10,800 7.3 14,580 10.8 

Process Plant and 

Machine Operatives 

9,000 6.1 10,180 7.6 

Elementary 

Occupations 

14,800 10.1 13,810 10.3 

Other 6,400 4.4 2,910 2.2 

Source: 2005 data obtained from Labour Force Survey 2004/5, 2021 Forecasts obtained 

from Cambridge Econometrics 
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NB: Occupational breakdown from forecasts have been grouped together for analysis 

7.107 The occupation split of the working age population within East Riding is currently 

concentrated in ‘manager and administrators’, ‘professional occupations’ and ‘associate 

professional and technical occupations’, illustrating significant proportions of working age 

people employed in these occupations relative to KUH, and Yorkshire and the Humber. 

7.108 Currently, out commuting from East Riding is found to be most prevalent in the higher 

grade / skilled residents within the Authority. This is associated with the degree of 

employment opportunities at this grade within East Riding along with higher incomes 

generating a higher propensity to travel to employment opportunities in more affluent 

locations.  

7.109 Comparing these figures with the forecast employment growth, it is clear that there is a 

shortfall within the ‘manager and senior official’ occupation group between the current and 

2021 figures (a net difference of -730). Assuming the aspiration is to retain high level 

employment within the Authority area, there is a clear need to plan for appropriate levels 

and types of residential supply to attract this occupation group to live and work in the East 

Riding. 

7.110 This includes the need to both accommodate the shortfall within the labour force, and 

retain more of the working population within the Authority area. To accommodate 

additional offer a degree of relocation will be required, for which adequate supply will need 

to be provided. The demand is likely to be for family accommodation, in more affluent 

locations.  

7.111 As the East Riding is currently a net exporter of this type of labour the forecasts present an 

opportunity to retain employment within the Authority. The current trend towards out-

commuting is linked in part to the lack of employment opportunities at this grade within the 

local economy. 

7.112 If the Authority relies on in-commuting to facilitate the growth (i.e. not relocating) it is 

imperative that employment development takes place on the ‘best’ located sites relative to 

sustainable transport methods.  

7.113 Further to this however, a shortfall is identified in ‘personal service’ (a net difference of –

1,710), ‘sales and customer service’ (a net difference of –3,780) and ‘process plant and 

machine operative’ (a net difference of -1,180) occupations within the East Riding. In order 

to ensure a sufficient pool of appropriate labour to facilitate forecast economic growth there 
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is a need to provide affordable housing – to accommodate this lower grade workforce, 

which typically has a lower propensity to travel to work, and a lower ability to buy open 

market cost houses in such a strong residential location. This presents a significant risk to 

economic growth within East Riding. 

CRDP Cluster Context 

7.114 The CRDP identifies a number of key clusters of significance to the emerging economy 

within the Hull and Humber Ports City Region. The location preferences of these sectors 

are identified in the table below.  

7.115 The analysis following the table outlines the extent to which the land supply in East Riding 

supports or constrains their development. 
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Table 59: CRDP clusters 

Cluster Detail (relevance in East Riding) Geographical Implications 

Primary ‘Productive Global Growth’ Driver Clusters 

Logistics and Ports • Significance of Ports of Goole, Grimsby, Hull and Immingham 

• Major logistic sub-sectors in Yorkshire and Humber include freight transport by 

road, storage and warehousing, and national post activities 

• Associations with Logistics Institute at University of Hull 

• Importance of Goole / Leeds / Doncaster triangle 

• Primary focus on Goole / surrounding 

area – links to M62 and M18 

• Potential need for further allocations 

at Goole 

• Melton, Saltend and  Hedon Haven 

linked to the Port of Hull 

Renewables (Energy / Environmental) 

and Chemicals 
• Legislative impetus driving development of environmental technologies and the 

search for clean, secure and sufficient supplies of energy 

• Considered to be a fledgling sector in the region 

• Importance of Environmental Technologies Centre of Industrial Collaboration for 

the Yorkshire region at the University of Hull, along with the Centre for Waste 

Pollution Research at the University of Hull 

• Hedon Salads, Burstwick and BP Saltend power stations 

• Future energy: 

- onshore and offshore wind: Humber Wind Power39 is looking to develop an off 

shore wind power farm off the Holderness Coast of the East Riding 

- biomass / biofuel: Associated British Ports has invested £1 million in a 

storage facility for green fuels at the Port of Goole. This facility is being 

developed on behalf of Renewable Fuels Ltd., who expect to import 130,000 

tonnes of green fuels to the port every year 

• Chemicals: 

- some of main sites in City Region are strategically strong, e.g. Saltend BP 

• Role for Hedon  

• Sub regional urban area primary 

focus associated with spin-offs from 

KUH / University 

• Sufficient land to accommodate this 

growth, including that at Hedon 

Haven 

                                                           
39 Joint Venture between United Utilities Energy Ltd and Global Renewable Energy 
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Healthcare and Bioscience • Hull and Humber Ports City Region has a significant cluster of 32 bioscience 

companies 

• Hull-York Medical School: key aim is to have a positive effect on doctor recruitment 

and healthcare in the City Region 

• Sub regional urban area primary 

focus associated with spin-offs from 

KUH / University 

• Sufficient land to accommodate this 

growth 

Secondary Clusters 

Food and Drink and Manufacture • Primarily focused on Grimsby as established location for sector (historic niche in 

seafood) 

• Well established / mature sector within the sub-region 

• Evident in Pocklington, Hedon and 

Driffield in particular 

Manufacturing and Engineering • Especially important in context of the Northern Way due to high share of 

manufacturing in total output and employment in the North of England 

• Hull and Humber Ports City Region has the largest manufacturing sector 

accounting for almost one-fifth of employment in the City Region 

• Hull and Humber Ports City Region has long standing strengths in manufacturing 

and engineering 

• Potential to shift the City Region’s manufacturing companies up the value added 

chain, to reap the benefits of high-skilled, knowledge intensive manufacturing 

• More relevant for KUH specifically, as identified as one of the four ‘innovation 

zones’ within the four major conurbation’s in Yorkshire and Humber40 

• Sub regional urban area focus 

(innovation zone) 

• East Riding role more indigenous – 

potential to up-skill remains though 

• Sufficient / appropriate land within 

JSP settlement hierarchy to 

accommodate this growth 

Key Support Services 

Construction • Number of significant ‘flagship’ developments in Hull driving growth in this sector 

including: St Stephen’s, Ferensway, the new Island Wharf Development, other 

planned construction in Hull’s URC City Centre Master Plan, the Quay West mixed 

use retail scheme, planned public sector development including £200 Building 

Schools for the Future programme in Hull, LIFT programme, and the Hull and East 

Riding Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder 

• No real geographical implications as 

construction sector tends to manifest 

in small enterprises / self 

employment so no significant land 

demand generated 

                                                           
40 The other three are: York, Leeds, and Sheffield 
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• Other major developments taking place in East Riding including Centre Port, Goole 

Digital and Creative Industries • Existing employment in City Region in this cluster is substantial, with over 380,000 

jobs equating to around one in then of those in employment 

 

• Focus on sub regional urban area 

• [Development training centre at 

Goole] on the ground - no additional 

requirement there 

• Sufficient land in appropriate 

locations but need to ensure 

appropriate type of development – 

flexible workshop style / hybrid space 

Finance and Business Services • Concentration of activities in Hull • Potentially sufficient supply of 

appropriate land in sub regional 

urban area, however allowing for little 

choice in the market place 

• Role for East Riding as out of town 

offer to complement the urban offer 

emerging in KUH 

• Quality of development must be 

appropriate (high specification) to 

capture the aspirational economy 

 Source: Adapted from Hull and Humber Ports CRDP (September 2006) 
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8. KEY FINDINGS 

Scenario Analysis 

8.1 Three Scenarios were considered as part of the demand analysis, in line with the approach 

advocated in the DCLG guidance, and through liaison with the Steering Group. The table 

below summarises the land requirements generated within each of the three Scenarios 

included. 

Table 60: Scenario Comparison 

 Methodology Land Requirement to 2021 

Scenario 1 • Based on the past take-up rates (2000 – 2006) 

• Extrapolation of past economic trends 

• Assumes similar levels of investment and development 

are maintained over the period 

• Land requirement of 

294.6 hectares to 2021 

Scenario 2 – 2.1 

(gross) 
• Utilises FTE employment growth forecast by Cambridge 

Econometrics 

• Applies Employment Densities (EP) and Plot Ratios as 

included within the DCLG guidance / best practice 

• Gross figures analysed within 2.1 FTE employment 

growth 

• Land requirement 

between 35.3 hectares 

and 54.6 hectares to 

2021 

Scenario 2 – 2.2 

(net) 
• Utilises FTE employment growth forecast by Cambridge 

Econometrics 

• Applies Employment Densities (EP) and Plot Ratios as 

included within the DCLG guidance / best practice 

• Net figures analysed within 2.2 FTE employment growth 

• Land requirement 

between 20.5 hectares 

and 35.6 hectares to 

2021 

Scenario 3 • Accelerated (CRDP) growth Scenario 

• FTE employment growth based on projects included 

within CRDP 

• Forecasts only run to 2016 

• Applies Employment Densities (EP) and Plot Ratios as 

included within the DCLG guidance / best practice 

• Land requirement 

between 46.9 hectares 

and 69 hectares to 

2021 

NB: See Section 6 for full analysis 

8.2 Each of the Scenario’s considered have their merits as well as their limitations. The final 

decision on the preferred option has been taken in light of these considerations, and in 

consultation with the project steering group. 
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8.3 Scenario 2 (gross) is considered to be the preferred Scenario in the estimation of 

employment land demand rather than Scenario 1, which is based on historic supply and 

demand trends. 

8.4 Scenario 3 presents an interesting dimension to the analysis, being an accelerated view of 

economic growth within East Riding to 2016 which is dependent upon the implementation 

of the CRDP.  

8.5 The headline analysis within Scenario 2.1 has been related to the settlement hierarchy 

within East Riding (included within the JSP) to ensure that there is sufficient (and 

appropriate) supply to facilitate demand at this level, whilst also ensuring that oversupply 

does not occur. 

8.6 However, it is felt that it is imperative that East Riding of Yorkshire Council plan for the 

baseline economic growth included within Scenario 2 rather than plan for the more 

aspirational agenda within Scenario 3. The LDF process will allow the Council to bring 

forward additional land in the event of demand proven to emerge at this heightened level. 

Headline Findings 

8.7 This report concludes with a series of key findings and recommendations emerging from 

the research undertaken. These are presented to inform the Stage 3 employment land 

review to be undertaken by East Riding of Yorkshire Council as the final stage of research 

to underpin the Employment Development Plan Document. 

Office 

• The Stage 2 review concludes that there is a sufficient supply of office development 

land across East Riding at a headline level to meet forecast levels of demand and to 

contribute to the growth of the City Regional economy. 

• Analysis of the distribution of office land demonstrates concentration in a relatively 

small number of sites. This will potentially limit opportunities for East Riding to 

restructure its Rural and Principal Towns and to achieve it local regeneration 

ambitions. 

• Recommendation: The Employment DPD and Core Strategy should set criteria 

based tests to assess the suitability of any windfall sites in line with PPS12. In addition 

to sequential testing criteria there is potential to build in criteria relating to local 

regeneration and economic development priorities. 
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• There is a clear issue identified with the degree of constraints operating on the supply 

of potential or established office land within East Riding, which could potentially 

restrict the development of the sites ‘available’. The constraints identified are related 

to ownership and sequential testing considerations. 

• Recommendation: Land should be allocated for office development in the locations 

where demand has been identified within this Stage 2 review. The DPD should offer 

appropriate protection for allocated and unconstrained sites for future office 

development as essential to the economic health and development of East Riding’s 

Principal Towns. 

• Recommendation: The Employment DPD should take into consideration the 

constraints operating on the supply of quality office land and the limiting effect that this 

might have upon economic development locally. 

General Industrial / Business 

• The supply of general industrial / business land at the headline level is found to be in 

excess of forecast demand over the plan period. This includes land which is not 

development ready due to a range of constraints and that does not have a sufficient 

level of anticipated / latent demand to bring it forward during the plan period. 

• When forecast demand for general industrial / business land and relevant supply is 

related to the JSP settlement hierarchy it is concluded that the supply contained within 

East Riding’s ‘Principal Towns’ is sufficient to meet the forecast level of demand and 

allow for a margin of choice to be provided, enabling turnover / churn of existing 

premises and companies. The adequacy of supply in Principal Towns will help 

facilitate their economic growth and diversification. 

• The noted oversupply of allocated employment land relates to the ‘towns’ and 

specifically rural areas of East Riding. There is a significant quantum of employment 

land with between 1 and 10 hectares falling into this category, ancillary to the JSP 

settlement hierarchy. A number of these sites are considered to be generally isolated 

from the towns / settlements across East Riding and local centres of population. 

• Recommendation: The Council should continue to monitor employment land take-up 

in rural and “town” locations where constrained and excess capacity has been 

identified through this study. The DPD should enable a process of progressive de-

allocation where sites are “locked” by constraints, where sites can be proven to be 

commercially unviable or otherwise unsustainable in relation to the LDF Core 

Strategy.  
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• Recommendation: A ‘criteria-test’ policy should be introduced for employment land 

where relevant. This will allow the potential to develop land for employment use if the 

proposal meets with wider policy objectives associated with existing employment 

clusters or where regeneration / employment benefits are identified. In essence this 

allows the supply to respond to market forces. Development of non-employment uses 

on the land would not be permitted through this policy, rather the policy would allow 

the market to dictate the nature of development to take place. This approach would 

protect the land from non-employment development. 

• Recommendation: Where this Review has advocated de-allocation of land within the 

settlement hierarchy the Council should consider use of the ‘criteria-test’ policy as 

suggested in the previous bullet point. 

Warehousing / Distribution 

• Warehousing / distribution demand is concentrated around the M62 corridor, 

specifically at and around Goole. This is linked to land availability within the Golden 

Triangle (more precisely lack of supply), and the resulting northwards shift of market 

activity. Goole benefits from being the northern point of the existing M18 corridor, and 

will see further market development through investment in ports and related activity. 

• There is a significant undersupply of land appropriate for this type of use across East 

Riding generally, but also more specifically within Goole. 

• Anecdotal evidence suggests an existing market for this type of activity in Pocklington, 

accessing the market areas to the north (York and further locations including 

Scotland). There is general industrial land availability in Pocklington, but none 

identified as specifically appropriate for this use. 

• Recommendation:  Land should be allocated for warehousing / distribution 

development in the locations where demand has been identified within this Stage 2 

review. 

Settlement-level Findings 

8.8 For clarity the key findings and recommendations of this Stage 2 review are related to the 

different tiers of the JSP settlement hierarchy. 

Sub Regional Urban Area 

8.9 The conclusions and recommendations make a series of assumptions regarding future 

economic development within East Riding. Specifically, it is felt that office development 
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should be primarily focused within the Sub Regional Urban Area, in line with wider 

strategic objectives, alongside a degree of development within Beverley town centre.  

8.10 Demand for office land included within the Scenario 2 forecasts (gross) identifies a broad 

match with supply within the Sub Regional Centre41 (23.79 hectares compared to 24.18 

hectares). Whilst only 2.22 hectares of this supply is unconstrained it is concluded that the 

strength of the market will prevail, and development will come forward. In assessing 

applications however it is imperative that East Riding of Yorkshire Council strive for the 

highest specification of office development so as to maximise the opportunity presented by 

these sites. It is important to note that any allocation / development brought forward in the 

Sub-Regional Urban Area (in East Riding) will be complementary to the offer within KUH 

and not competitive. This includes the acknowledgement of Hull and East Riding as a 

functional employment market. 

8.11 A key conclusion to emerge from this analysis is the limited scope for choice within the Sub 

Regional Urban Area. A provision of 50% choice would result in the additional need for 

12.08 hectares of office-appropriate employment allocations within this location.  

8.12 This should be treated as a minimum for the East Riding of Yorkshire Council within Stage 

3 of this review. Sites should be considered against the matrix in terms of their quality 

(development constraints) and wider market appeal. 

8.13 This review has identified no general industrial land supply within the Sub-Regional Urban 

Area. The demand which has been identified within this land use through the forecasting 

and scenario analysis identifies that the demand can be met comfortably by the supply 

within the Principal towns. It is recommended that future development of employment uses 

within the Sub-Regional Urban Area be focused on office development.  

8.14 The site at Hull Road in Saltend is not considered to be required in the context of the Sub 

Regional Urban Area, and its key drivers of demand. The site is identified as being 

appropriate for a use not likely to be demanded in the forthcoming plan period. In addition, 

it is known to be constrained by its Greenfield status, and the fact it is an edge of urban 

centre site. It is recommended that this site is de-allocated / tested using ‘market test 

criteria’. 

 

                                                           
41 Defined in the JSP settlement hierarchy to include Kingston upon Hull, Cottingham, Anlaby, Kirk Ella, Willerby, and 
Hessle 
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 Principal Towns 

8.15 All of the Principal Towns across East Riding are included within wider strategic economic 

development areas, including the HTZ and the River Hull Corridor, with the exception of 

Bridlington. This puts both supply and demand in a different context. 

8.16 A series of tests have been applied to determine the suitability of sites in relation to 

sequential considerations, marketability and sector demand. 

8.17 At the headline level there is a degree of match between the supply and demand for 

general industrial demand at this hierarchy level, although the inclusion of Carnaby within 

the Bridlington total supply introduces an oversupply situation. 

8.18 The specific Principal Town conclusions and recommendations are detailed below. 

Table 61: Principal Town Recommendations 

Town Conclusions Recommendations 

Beverley • Latent demand for office space but 

primarily considered an in-town location 

(although supply is highly limited) 

• Reasonably strong industrial market 

focused on existing estates along the 

A1174 from KUH 

• Available land within Beverley not heavily 

constrained (not likely to prevent market 

activity) 

• Identified pressure from residential 

development in this settlement 

• Likely development of indigenous 

economy / potential for cluster 

development through the River Hull 

Corridor 

• Consider opportunities for development 

of office floorspace (high grade / prime 

specification) within the settlement 

boundary 

• Retain general industrial allocations to 

allow for indigenous growth 

• Consider additional allocations within 

settlement boundary for River Humber 

clusters 

Goole • Key location for distribution / industrial 

development 

• Prime location in M62 corridor and north 

of M18 to benefit from wider potential 

including Doncaster Airport 

• Key additional / latent demand for 

distribution following potential ‘loss’ of 

land to Tesco development leaving 

limited land for further distribution 

• Consider opportunities for further 

allocation of employment land for 

distribution / logistics development in 

Goole given key location and strength 

of market 
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development in this location 

• Market perception of supply constraining 

demand (evidence of latent demand) 

Bridlington • Not on wider market ‘radar’ as a strong 

employment location 

• Wider connotations for the Bridlington 

AAP, but potential appears limited to 

indigenous development 

• Significant (size) land allocation at 

Carnaby, which is identified as struggling 

in market terms 

• Identified pressure from residential 

development in this settlement 

 

• Reduce allocation at Carnaby to 

between 15 and 20 hectares42,43 

• Potential use of ‘criteria-test- allocation 

at Carnaby 

• Retention of 1.95 hectare allocations 

(Pinfold Lane: 0.91ha, Beesingby: 

1.04ha) within settlement boundary 

associated with River Hull Corridor 

 

 Towns 

8.19 The analysis included within Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this report clearly identifies an 

oversupply of general industrial / business land across East Riding at the headline, and 

specifically at the ‘Town’ level. 

8.20 Importantly, it has been made clear within the analysis that some of this land should be 

retained for the benefit of the indigenous market, and to allow for churn within the supply 

and to contribute to the economic regeneration of local areas. 

8.21 The conclusions and recommendations, based on the research undertaken within this 

review, for each of the JSP settlement Town’s are shown in the table below. 

Table 62: Town Allocation Recommendations 

Town Conclusions Recommendations 

Driffield • Not a prime employment location 

although take-up in past has been 

relatively strong (in East Riding context) 

• Potential strengthening of industrial 

market in this settlement through 

development associated with River Hull 

Corridor 

• Retain allocations to allow potential of 

River Hull Corridor to be maximised 

• Potential to protect site for cluster 

development, but more likely to be 

developed for indigenous / local market 

                                                           
42 NB: Recommendation in line with preferred option in Area Action Plan for Bridlington 
43 NB: For the purposes of recommending de-allocations and calculating headline impact on land supply a size of 20 
hectares is assumed for Carnaby 
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Elloughton / Brough • Strong location for general industrial / 

business use 

• Melton is a significant sized allocation 

with strong market appeal 

• 49 hectares at Elloughton cum Brough 

(town centre site) facing significant 

access constraints – access from A63 

requires bridge 

• Retain site at Melton for employment 

development 

• Consider protecting Melton site for 

higher grade business / potential office 

development 

• Potential to de-allocate site at 

Elloughton cum Brough or allow mixed 

used development to take place  

• Potential use of ‘criteria-test’- allocation 

at Elloughton cum Brough 

Hedon • Reasonable employment location for 

local market 

• Limited wider market appeal (excluding 

Hedon Haven site) 

• Retain strategic allocation due to wider 

CRDP role (Hedon Haven) 

• De-allocate remaining allocation at 

Hedon due to limited market appeal, 

oversupply of general industrial land / 

wrong location for office development 

• Potential use of ‘criteria-test- allocation 

at Hedon  

Hornsea • Not considered to be an important 

employment location in market terms 

• No wider strategic role (not on key route, 

outside the River Hull Corridor) 

• Tourism driven economy / market town 

role 

• Three constraints identified on both sites, 

unlikely to be overcome by market due to 

the lack of strength 

• Take up over last 6 years has been 

limited 

• De-allocate sites as not likely to be 

needed for employment use 

• Potential use of ‘criteria-test- allocation 

at Hornsea 

Howden • Strong industrial location 

• On key strategic route (A63) for wider 

economic development 

• Reasonable take up over past 6 years 

(established employment location) 

• Retention of employment allocations 

(Booth Fields and Howdendyke) due to 

importance of location within HTZ 

corridor / A63 corridor 

Market Weighton • Not a prime site within the East Riding 

market / emerging economy 

• Settlement has wider linkages to York 

• Latent office demand within East Riding 

could result in further shift outwards (site 

is identified as a potential office location) 

• Strong take-up rates observed in wider 

context of East Riding 

• Retain site for potential spin-offs from 

York economy 

• Potential to allow office or general 

industrial development to take place on 

the site, depending on nature of 

enquiries emerging (B1, B2 or B8 uses) 

Pocklington • Not considered a prime site in the East 

Riding context but wider linkages to York 

economy 

• Retain site for potential spin-offs from 

York economy 

• Potential to allow office or general 
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• Limited take up over past 6 years 

• Existing relatively strong employment 

location 

industrial development to take place on 

the site, depending on nature of 

enquiries emerging (B1, B2 or B8 uses) 

Snaith • Settlement located within A63 corridor – a 

key location in the East Riding economy 

• Site poorly accessed from A63 so limited 

market potential 

• Ownership constraints on the site 

• De-allocate site due to oversupply of 

general industrial land and limited 

market potential / poor site access 

• Potential use of ‘criteria-test- allocation 

at Snaith 

Withernsea • Oversupply of general industrial land 

identified 

• No wider employment role – coastal 

location, poor strategic access 

• Remaining land on existing estate 

• No take up over last 6 years 

• De-allocate land due to clear 

oversupply and lack of relevance / 

potential in emerging economy / priority 

areas 

• Potential use of ‘criteria-test- allocation 

at Withernsea 

 

8.22 Due to the identified oversupply of general industrial / business land at this tier of the 

settlement hierarchy it is recommended that no further general industrial / business 

allocations are made within the emerging LDF. 

8.23 Rather, it is recommended that in certain cases there is the potential to de-allocate sites, 

reducing the scale of oversupply at the local level. The de-allocation of the sites identified 

in the table above would leave scope for market churn, and allow the development of the 

indigenous economy within the Town settlement tier. 

8.24 In total, it is recommended that 61.52 hectares of general industrial land is de-allocated, 

along with 5.19 hectares of potential office land, and 49.18 hectares which is identified as a 

site for a specific occupier at the Town level, totalling 117.93 hectares. The sites included 

are listed below: 

• Carnaby Industrial Estate (EED) (53.05 hectares, 20 hectares retained) 

• Land South of Railway Line (In2b) (49.18 hectares) (Elloughton-cum-Brough) 

(potential to maintain a lower level of employment development as part of a mixed use 

scheme). 

• Hedon Employment Site (South Hull Road) (HED8) (5.19 hectares) 

• West of Cliffe Road (HRN4) (0.77 hectares) (Hornsea) 

• East of Atwick Road (HRN6) (3.08 hectares) (Hornsea) 

• North of Gowdall Lane (E15(b)) (0.97 hectares) (Snaith) 
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• Beacon Road Industrial Estate (North Hull Road) (WTH2) (2.32 hectares) 

(Withernsea) 

• Hull Road (EC4) (3.37 hectares), Saltend 

8.25 East Riding of Yorkshire Council will wish to test the merits of de-allocating sites as part of 

the Employment Land Review Stage 3 work. 

Allocations outside the Settlement Hierarchy 

8.26 It is recommended that all of the allocations lying outside of the identified settlement 

hierarchy are de-allocated, totalling 36.63 hectares.  

8.27 The sites included are listed below: 

• West Station Road (THG3) (0.24 hectares) (Thorngumbald) 

• East of Hull Road (ALD2) (0.82 hectares) (Aldborough) 

• Brandesburton Industrial Estate (BR5) (6.97 hectares) 

• Ellifoot Lane Industrial Estate (BK2) (4.45 hectares) (Burstwick) 

• East of Bridlington Road (BR6) (1.75 hectares) (Brandesburton / Catfoss) 

• Full Sutton Industrial Estate (EED and FULL2) (5.43 hectares) 

• Holme on Spalding Moor Industrial Estate (E6) (7.19 hectares) 

• Station Road (E15a) (2.29 hectares) (Holme on Spalding Moor) 

• New Road (NAFF4) (0.49 hectares) (Nafferton) 

• Pollington Industrial Estate (E7) (5.67 hectares) 

• South of Hedon Road / Humber Park (PLL2) (1.33 hectares) (Paul) 

8.28 None of the sites are identified as having a prominent role in relation to emerging sectors, 

in terms of key sectors / cluster developments, or as being within wider strategic focus 

areas. Further to this, there is sufficient scope within the identified hierarchy to 

accommodate the potential development of the indigenous economy, allowing for direct 

growth and market churn. 

8.29 Importantly this recommendation does not include the following sites, which are seen to 

have potential wider roles: 
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• Hutton Cranswick (HUTT3 and EEP, 9.42 hectares, at Hutton Cranswick Industrial 

Estate); and 

• J38 (Partially E8, 9.34 hectares, North Cave / Newport). 

8.30 Both of these sites are located within strategic routes identified within the JSP, Hutton 

Cranswick within the River Hull Corridor, and J38 within the HTZ. Given these location 

characteristics we would expect market demand to be forthcoming over the plan period.  

Alternatively, in relation to Hutton Cranswick, East Riding of Yorkshire Council may wish to 

test the proposition that this land could be ‘re-distributed’ to Driffield - a town within the JSP 

hierarchy.   
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

1.1 GVA Grimley was appointed in November 2008 to undertake an additional research 

commission to provide evidence on demand and need for employment land at key locations 

within East Riding of Yorkshire, building on the Employment Land Review Stage 2 report, 

which GVA Grimley produced for East Riding of Yorkshire Council in June 2007.  

1.2 The intention is for the recommendations of this study to assist in the development of the 

preferred option for the Core Strategy which is due to be published in early 2010 and 

represent an important resource for the authority in inputting into the future development of the 

Integrated City Region Strategy which will in turn be used to inform the preparation of the 

Yorkshire and Humber Integrated Regional Strategy. 

1.3 Key objectives of the study included: 

• An updated view on the demand for employment land; 

• Sub-area analysis focused on the spatial areas of Haltemprice (those parts of the East 

Riding that form part of the Regional City), the Principal Town of Beverley and Melton; 

• The localised level of demand for B1 floorspace and an updated assessment of the wider 

demand for commercial floorspace in those locations identified above; and 

• Consideration of whether additional land should be allocated at Melton 

Policy Context 

1.4 The report includes a detailed review of the relevant national, regional and local policy context, 

including a review of PPS4 and PPS6, relevant policies from the Yorkshire and Humber Plan 

(Regional Spatial Strategy), Regional Economic Strategy, Hull and Humber Ports City Region 

Development Plan and local policy documents from both the East Riding and Hull. 

Update On Land Supply 

1.5 The report provides an updated summary of the current supply of employment land within the 

East Riding.  The 2007 Employment Land Review identified a total supply of 546 hectares of 

allocated and vacant land with an additional windfall supply of 26.08 ha on top of this supply.  

This has subsequently reduced, and the 2008 Employment Land Monitoring Report identifies 

474.53 hectares of undeveloped allocated employment land and a further 19.95 hectares of 

undeveloped windfall employment sites.  This provides a total 494.48 hectares of available 

employment land across the authority. 
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1.6 Take-up of land over the last eight years has been considerable, with over 180ha taken up 

across the authority, representing an annual average of 22.7ha per annum. The greatest take-

up in this period was in the Beverley (within which Beverley, Melton and Haltemprice are 

located) and Boothferry Local Plan areas.  

1.7 The 2007 Study identified the majority of the East Riding’s employment as being suitable for 

general industrial / business use, but approximately 45ha were classified as an established or 

potential office location or high quality business parks. (with the 19.25 ha Humber Bridgehead 

making up a considerable proportion of this supply), the majority of this land remains 

undeveloped. A number of the existing sites in the East Riding are subject to constraints, 

including issues of highways and accessibility and flood risk. 

Development Trajectory 

1.8 The study has produced a detailed review of the recent development trajectory and potential 

development pipeline in the East Riding and Hull to inform the study, and consulted with local 

agents to understand more about the development that has come forward and future demand. 

The key findings are summarised below: 

• Both the East Riding and Hull have delivered significant amounts of commercial office 

floorspace in recent years, a significant proportion, more than half, of all commercial office 

floorspace developed in Hull and the East Riding has been developed outside Hull City 

Centre.   East Riding has also grown its office floorspace at a faster pace. 

• A review of the development pipeline for the East Riding indicates that the potential exists 

to deliver a significant amount of additional office floorspace within East Riding, up to 

26,387 sq. m of office floorspace if all extant permissions are implemented.  

• Longer term, more office floorspace is proposed in East Riding. Planning applications 

have been submitted for sites at Flemingate, Humber Bridgehead, Phase 5 of Willerby Hill 

and Goole Capitol Park.  Outline planning permission for large areas of land at Melton 

mean more B use premises are likely to come forward in this area in the medium term, as 

does the outline planning permission for sites at Newport (J38).   

• There is also a significant pipeline of B2 and B8 floorspace in East Riding, extant 

permissions total almost 67,000 sq. m of B2 and B8 floorspace across the East Riding. 

and outline planning permissions on large areas of land for B2 and B8 development at 

locations like Goole, Newport and Melton make further development of industrial 

premises likely in the longer term. 

• Hull’s B1 development pipeline includes approximately 22,000 sq. m of new office 

floorspace at sites currently under construction and sites with full planning permission. 

Less than half these sites or extant permissions are within Hull City Centre and almost 

half are within the Western Corridor, mainly within Priory Park East. 
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• The longer term pipeline in Hull includes the potential for new office developments in Hull 

City Centre and adjacent areas (with outline permission granted for new offices at 

Humber Quays Phase 2 for more than 20,000 sq. m of B1 floorspace), and significant 

land available at Kingswood Business Park and Priory Park East which could see office 

development brought forward in the next few years.  

• Longer term, areas of Hull like Quay West, Albion Square and Merchants Quay all have 

the potential to bring forward additional office floorspace.  However all of these schemes 

are in very early stages of preparation and are perhaps unlikely to be implemented in the 

short-medium term, with the phasing of later developments “still on the drawing board” 

likely to fall further behind existing, more highly developed schemes, such as the Fruit 

Market proposal, that are currently on hold. 

The Economic And Market Context 

1.9 This study takes place against a backdrop of a severe recession, unemployment is rising 

sharply nationwide and locally, and the economy is forecast to decline throughout 2009 before 

starting to recover in 2010.  

1.10 The 2007 study was set against a backdrop of strong economic performance and strong 

forecast economic growth, and drew on Cambridge Econometric projections that predicted 

that the East Riding economy would experience a growth of 8,410 employees over the period 

to 2021, primarily driven by a small number of expanding sectors coupled with the relatively 

static nature of a number of more ‘traditional’ sectors .  

1.11 Yorkshire Forward / Experian have recently released updated employment forecasts for the 

East Riding for the period to 2025, taking account the recent changes in the macro-economy. 

This latest forecasts predicts  a sharp decline in employment for the next two years, followed 

by a steady recovery, with the East Riding adding just over 3,000 new jobs by 2025 (and 

employment not recovering to 2008 levels until around 2020). Hull is forecast to see a decline 

in employment to 2025. 

1.12 The downturn and credit crunch is having a notable effect on the commercial property market 

and in this locality, on the redevelopment proposals in Hull City Centre, consequently whilst 

Hull City Centre, through the Humber Quays development, was being seen to establish a 

sense of market momentum the impact of the delay of further schemes, including the Fruit 

Market, presents a significant problem in maintaining this momentum. 

Projecting The Demand For Employment Land 

1.13 Given the change in the economy, this report has taken a fresh look at the demand for 

employment land in the East Riding going forward and explored a range of scenarios to 
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identify potential requirements for commercial floorspace and employment land over the plan 

period. 

1.14 Consequently this report provides an update to the assessment of demand included within the 

2007 Employment Land Review, reflecting both the changing economic circumstances in the 

interim period and a number of refinements to applied assumptions.  Five scenarios have 

been developed: 

• Scenario 1 – Historic take-up (2008 Update) – based on an analysis of past take up of 

employment land; 

• Scenario 2 – Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics – based on historic changes 

in the amount of commercial office (B1), factory (B2) and warehouse (B8) floorspace, 

translated into land using plot ratios; 

• Scenario 3 – Preferred Scenario from 2007 Study (CE baseline forecast) – based on 

employment forecasts provided in 2007 and translated into land through employment 

densities and plot ratios; 

• Scenario 4 – Experian updated 2009 forecasts (Yorkshire Forward) - based on updated 

(Spring 2009) employment forecasts with new locally based employment densities 

applied. 

• Scenario 5 – As Scenario 4 with densities moderated to take into account changing 

employment densities over time. 

1.15 The scenarios were also adjusted to take into account the need to provide for a margin of 

choice (i.e. allocating more land, to provide potential occupiers with a degree of locational 

choice and provide flexibility). These scenarios are summarised in the Table below: 

Scenario Revised Employment Land 
Requirement (ha) 

Scenario 1 – Historic Take Up 8 Year Average  
(6 year average) 

463 
(331.9) 

Scenario 2 - Commercial and Industrial Floorspace 
Statistics 

441 

Scenario 3 – 2007 Preferred Scenario (note forecast 
demand to 2021 only) 

66.4 

Scenario 4 – March 2009 Employment Forecast -42.9 
Scenario 5 – March 2009 Employment Forecast – 
increasing employment densities 

75.2 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

1.16 The analysis concluded that the East Riding requires: 

• Up to, and probably no more than 40 hectares for office accommodation (including a 50% 

margin of choice).  
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• As much as 50 hectares for localised B2 uses, spread across a range of sites and 

alternative locations in the East Riding would be likely to provide an adequate supply to 

meet local employment and expansion needs. Where possible existing B2 locations 

should be protected and recycled for alternative employment uses as they fall vacant.  

• Up to 100 hectares to accommodate B8 uses, these will need to be well located for road 

access, and ideally in the west and south of East Riding.   

Balancing Supply And Demand Haltemprice, Melton And Beverley 

1.17 The report reached a number of conclusions around the supply and demand drivers to 

specifically look at the future employment land and commercial floorspace requirements in 

relation to: 

Overall Demand for Employment Land 

1.18 Overall demand for employment land are in balance with the existing supply of land for 

employment uses within the East Riding and so this analysis suggests no additional land 

would be required to meet the needs of the East Riding economy, for either B1, B2 or B8 uses 

going forward.   

1.19 Given the quantum of land available at the existing employment locations at Melton, Goole, 

Humber Bridgehead, Newport, Howden, various sites in Haltemprice; and the development 

pipeline (Over 20,000 sq. m of B1 floorspace and almost 70,000 sq. m of B2 and B8 

floorspace), the existing supply of land and premises is also in broadly the right locations and 

in line with forecast demand.  

1.20 This report would also concur with the recommendations of the 2007 report  that some sites 

could be de-allocated. 

Demand for Office Accommodation – focussed on Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton; 

1.21 Analysis in the study provide strong evidence for ongoing demand for office premises and land 

to accommodate it within the East Riding over the next 15 years and concludes that there is  a 

requirement of between 12 and 40 hectares for office developments across the East Riding.  

1.22 A significant proportion of this land, indeed the vast majority, is likely to be demanded in the 

Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton areas, reflecting the significant advantages these three 

areas enjoy in regard to transport links, market attractiveness, based on the market review 

conducted through this research, and the precedent set by previous and planned 

development.  

1.23 Office floorspace already in the pipeline in the East Riding, totals some 26,387 sq. m. This 

would represent a significant amount of the required office floorspace. The longer term office 
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floorspace proposed by developers at Flemingate in Beverley, Capitol Park in Goole, Humber 

Bridgehead and Phase 5 of Willerby Hill, would likely be sufficient to meet the majority, if not 

all of East Riding’s needs.  

Demand for Employment Land in Beverley 

1.24 The study has also explored the potential level of demand and land requirements for predicted 

future employment uses within Beverley. Overall the report concludes there is strong latent 

demand for office accommodation in Beverley, but that this demand could be accommodated 

through the proposed developments at Flemingate, through the redevelopment of the existing 

employment areas at Grovehill Road and through any town centre sites identified through the 

emerging town plan. 

1.25 Beverley’s location away from the primary A63 / M62 corridor would suggest no or very limited 

requirements for land to accommodate warehouse development. 

Demand for Employment Land at Melton  

1.26 Melton has seen a significant scale of development in recent years, assessing the future 

potential for further development in the area, and in particular the allocation of additional land 

was highlighted as a particular study objective.  

1.27 The development pipeline at Melton is significant. Sites with full planning permission are likely 

to result in some 6,035 sq. m of new B1 floorspace, 26,931 sq. m of new warehouse 

floorspace and 11,056 sq. m of industrial units. Some 60 hectares of land remain at Melton 

and further planning applications are expected from the developers shortly.   

1.28 Our analysis of the likely nature and extent of demand, existing supply, pipeline 

developments, and understanding of the constraints to developing additional land in Melton, 

our recommendation would be for East Riding not to allocate additional employment land at 

Melton in the short term, while identifying the sites as long term strategic employment 

locations to make use of multi-modal transport links, if either or both of the proposed rail link 

and jetty can be delivered. The focus for Melton should be on B2 / B8 uses, rather than B1. 

Conclusions and Alignment with the Stage 2 Study 

1.29 The findings of this study are in broad agreement with the key recommendations of the Stage 

2 study.  

• That that there is a sufficient supply of office development land across East Riding at a 

headline level to meet forecast levels of demand and to contribute to the growth of the 

City Regional economy.  
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• That the pipeline of office development and longer term sites where developers are 

seeking to develop office accommodation in Beverley, Humber Bridgehead, Willerby Park 

and Goole suggest no additional land is required. 

• That the supply of general industrial / business land at the headline level is in excess of 

forecast demand over the plan period, and when related to the JSP settlement hierarchy 

the supply contained within East Riding’s ‘Principal Towns’ is also sufficient to meet the 

forecast level of demand and allow for a margin of choice to be provided, enabling 

turnover / churn of existing premises and companies.  

1.30 The key recommendations of the 2007 report in relation to the Beverley, Haltemprice and 

Melton remain valid.   

1.31 The findings of this report also reinforce the findings and recommendations of the 2007 report 

with regard to the remainder of the East Riding, and this report accepts that the East Riding 

should consider de-allocation of some sites outside the Principal Towns totalling 154 hectares.   
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 GVA Grimley was appointed in November 2008 to undertake an additional research 

commission to provide evidence on demand and need for employment land at key locations 

within East Riding of Yorkshire. 

2.2 This commission therefore builds directly on the Employment Land Review Stage 2 report, 

which GVA Grimley produced for East Riding of Yorkshire Council in June 2007.  

2.3 The intention is for the recommendations of this study to assist in the development of the 

preferred option for the Core Strategy which is due to be published in early 2010. It therefore 

forms an important component of the evidence base for the Local Development Framework 

(LDF) and will also inform the Issues and Options Allocations DPD to be published for 

consultation in 2010.  

2.4 The research will also represent an important resource for the authority in inputting into the 

future development of the Integrated City Region Strategy which will in turn be used to inform 

the preparation of the Yorkshire and Humber Integrated Regional Strategy. 

Context 

2.5 National publications and policy, including the Sub-National Review of Economic Development 

Regeneration have placed increasing emphasis on the importance of adopting collaborative 

approaches across administrative boundaries in order to support and deliver economic 

growth. The East Riding of Yorkshire provides a closely linked ‘hinterland’ to the tightly 

bounded administrative area of Hull City. Analysis of commuter patterns and migratory flows 

has clearly reinforced the linkages between the two areas and policy clearly needs to reflect 

this symbiotic relationship to ensure that the wider sub-region realises its economic potential.  

2.6 East Riding of Yorkshire Council published an Issues and Options Core Strategy in April 2008. 

This set out a number of issues relating to the sustainable growth of the East Riding Economy, 

including a consideration of the future demand for employment land across the authority.  

2.7 The future demand policies used the analysis and conclusions set out within the East Riding 

Employment Land Review Stage 2, which was published in June 2007.  

2.8 The Employment Land Review identified that over the period to 2021 there was a deficiency of 

existing space to meet future demand requirements for both industrial and office commercial 

space. This deficit was based on the quantifiable identification of additional land requirements 

based upon the analysis of econometric forecasts, as well as a perceived latent demand 

identified through consultation with agents. 
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2.9 The Issues and Options Core Strategy set out spatial proposals to accommodate this future 

demand for employment land. Based upon the analysis within the Employment Land Review 

this identified key locations of future growth which included out of town office accommodation 

in the Haltemprice area and office accommodation in Beverley. The Review recognised the 

potential distinction between City Centre ‘Grade A’ office provision and the provision of 

complementary ‘out-of-town’ office developments in the East Riding in the Haltemprice area, 

Beverley and at key sites along the M62 corridor (potentially including sites within Melton) as 

part of the sub-regional portfolio or ‘land offer’’. 

2.10 Through the consultation process on the Issues and Options, East Riding of Yorkshire Council 

received a range of responses from key regional and sub-regional stakeholders and partners 

around these proposals. This highlighted the need for additional evidence to justify the 

quantum of future employment land to be identified through the Core Strategy over the period 

to 2026, based on the assessment of demand. 

2.11 In particular, there was an identified need for additional evidence and analysis of key supply 

and demand drivers to assess the need and impact of office based development in East 

Riding in the context of the demand for office space within the City of Hull. The wider 

regeneration objectives of developing the Regional centre represent a key consideration in 

assessing the impact of delivering office space outside of the tight City boundary, in both Hull 

and East Riding, on its future viability and phasing of development.  

2.12 The well documented changing macro economic climate, which has affected all elements of 

the property market, also clearly represents an important consideration for this study in terms 

of re-assessing the long-term levels of demand for employment land across East Riding. This 

study is therefore clearly undertaken within a markedly different economic climate than the 

original Employment Land Review and the implications for long-term policy development are 

an important consideration in the analysis and recommendations reached. 

Core Study Objectives 

2.13 This study presents a clear and transparent reasoned justification to support the preferred 

options Core Strategy and the Issues and Options Allocations DPD to be published for 

consultation at the same time. 

2.14 The analysis focuses on the spatial areas of Haltemprice (those parts of the East Riding that 

form part of the Regional City), the Principal Town of Beverley and Melton. In responding to 

the context for the study it focuses analysis to arrive at recommendations regarding the 

following: 

• The localised level of demand for B1 floorspace and an updated assessment of the wider 

demand for commercial floorspace in those locations identified above; 
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• Specific commercial property dynamics at the local level; alongside wider national and 

regional trends, in particular focussing on the role of out-of-town office developments as 

part of a wider portfolio or ‘offer’; 

• An up-to-date audit of the existing supply of land to accommodate B1 and other 

employment development in the sub-region and the likely phasing of this land; and 

• A detailed understanding of market attractiveness, performance and potential of existing 

employment sites within the localities identified above. 

2.15 In line with these broad areas of investigation it responds to the following detailed tasks set 

out within the Brief issued by East Riding of Yorkshire Council: 

• Forecast future commercial floorspace demand using the evidence within the East Riding 

Employment Land Review and any available information updates; 

• Review the cumulative impacts of recent planning consents for B1 and other employment 

development (including those in Hull); 

• Using the East Riding Employment Land Review, the Hull Employment Land Review, City 

Centre Area Action Plan and the Hull Core Strategy review the existing supply of land to 

accommodate B1 and other employment development. This will include allocated land, 

committed sites, land under construction and vacant accommodation; 

• Consult with local, regional and national developers and commercial market agents; 

• Consult with those agents and developers that have submitted lands bids to the LDF; 

• Consult with key consultees including Hull City Council, Hull Forward, the Humber 

Economic Partnership, Yorkshire Forward, the Highways Agency, Business Link 

Yorkshire, the Environment Agency, Network Rail, Associated British Ports and Natural 

England;  

• Consider the responses to the Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation; and 

• Compare with other major UK cities / city regions to consider the extant to which they 

have an in town and out-of-town office offer. 

2.16 A full list of consultees is included within this report as Appendix 1. 

Report Structure 

2.17 In order to address the study objectives the report is structured around the following four 

areas of analysis: 

• Policy and Research Context– an assessment of the national, regional, sub-regional and 

local policy context setting an updated position since the 2007 Review and establishing 

the principal policy and research consideration relevant to the objectives of the study.  
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• Supply Context –through an examination of recent development, and the take-up of land, 

this section highlights where the supply of employment floorspace, principally office 

space, has been delivered across the sub-region. Using planning data and regeneration 

strategies an assessment is also made of the committed and potential pipeline of 

provision. Through market consultation the comparative delivery potential is assessed 

the, outcome being an evidenced assessment of the historical and future trajectory of 

development across different spatial areas in the sub-region. 

• Demand Context – this includes a section looking specifically at the impact of the current 

macro-economic context on the potential level of overall demand for employment 

floorspace across the East Riding, with reference to Hull and the sub-region. Following 

analysis of the macro economic context and the findings of a comprehensive market 

consultation exercise covering both agents and developers and key public sector delivery 

partners a number of Scenarios for future demand are presented.  

• Balancing Supply and Demand - Conclusion and Recommendations – the final sections 

draw together the research to provide a series of conclusions and key recommendations 

going forward in line with the objectives set for the study focusing in particular on the 

three spatial areas of focus.  
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3. POLICY CONTEXT 

3.1 The Employment Land Review included a comprehensive policy and strategy review which 

examined relevant polices from a national to a local level. This section focuses on key areas 

where policy or strategy has developed since the last study and lays the foundation for the 

analysis in the subsequent sections. 

3.2 Principally, regional, sub-regional and local policies maintain the long-term objectives of 

ensuring continued economic growth in the area. Ensuring that an appropriate supply of 

employment land and premises exists across the sub-region to facilitate future growth and 

expansion opportunities is therefore a key consideration in planning for the long-term.  

3.3 In planning for future development a range of factors are important including the requirements 

of the market, sustainability aspects, addressing local deprivation and complimenting other 

development plans. These are all highlighted within those policies and strategies which set the 

context for East Riding. 

National 

Consultation on a new Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic 

Development 

3.4 In May 2009 the CLG published consultation draft of PPS 4. The intention is for this document 

to combine all national planning policy on economic development in urban and rural areas and 

town centres into one streamlined PPS. Therefore this draft PPS is intended to achieve the 

following three outcomes: 

• update draft Planning Policy Statement 4: Sustainable economic development 

• update draft Planning Policy Statement 6: Town centres and 

• consolidate national planning policy on economic development into a single streamlined 

planning policy statement 

3.5 Underpinning the policy recommendations within the PPS are a number of core Government 

objectives for prosperous economies. These include the following: 

• achieve sustainable economic growth 

• raise the productivity growth rate of the UK economy 
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• build prosperous communities by improving the economic performance of cities, towns, 

regions, sub-regions and local areas, both urban and rural, and reduce the gap in growth 

rates between regions, promoting regeneration and tackling deprivation 

• deliver more sustainable patterns of development, and respond to climate change 

• improve accessibility, ensuring that existing or new development is, or will be, accessible 

and well-served by a choice of means of transport including reducing the need to travel 

and providing alternatives to car use 

• promote the vitality and viability of town and other centres as important places for 

communities and ensure that they are economically successful recognising that they are 

important drivers for regional, sub-regional and local economies. To do this, the 

Government wants: 

• new economic growth and development to be focused in existing centres 

• competition between retailers and enhanced consumer choice 

• the historic, archaeological, architectural heritage of centres to be conserved and, 

where appropriate enhanced 

• promote social inclusion, ensuring that communities have access to a range of main town 

centre uses, and that deficiencies in provision in areas with poor access to facilities are 

remedied 

Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning for Town Centres 

3.6 In 2005 PPS6: Planning for Town Centres was published by the then ODPM and now CLG. 

Within this the Government outlined its key objective for town centres to promote their vitality 

and viability by: 

• Planning for the growth and development of existing centres; and 

• Promoting and enhancing existing centres, by focusing development in such centres and 

encouraging a wide range of services in a good environment, accessible to all. 

3.7 To this end the Statement notes that Regional Planning bodies and local planning authorities 

should actively promote growth and manage change in town centres. 

3.8 In July 2008 the CLG launched a public consultation on its proposed changes to PPS6. This 

put forward a new way to assess the impact of out-of-town development proposals, and 

replacement of the ‘need’ test with an impact test. Consultation ended in October 2008. 
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Regional Policy 

The Yorkshire and Humber Plan (The Regional Spatial Strategy), May 2008 

3.9 In May 2008 the Yorkshire and Humber Plan was adopted and sets out the broad 

development strategy for the Region. This Plan details the scale, priorities and broad locations 

for change and development in the region up to the year 2026, setting the policy framework for 

the development of Local Development Frameworks.  

3.10 The RSS prioritises the role of Hull as an employment destination recognizing it as the 

Regional City. The Regional City includes both Hull and those parts of East Riding to the west 

of Hull that form the westward extension of the Hull conurbation (i.e. the Haltemprice 

settlements). This is part of the broad long term goal of reversing the trend of population and 

investment dispersal away from the Regional and Sub-Regional Cities and Towns set out in 

the RSS Spatial Vision and Core Approach. Among the other key outcomes is the goal of 

making optimum use of the regions existing social, physical and green infrastructure, indicated 

by the amount of development on brownfield land.  

3.11 Policy supports the sequential approach to developing office development within the sub-

region. Policy also supports the need to diversify and develop the economy of Hull, with a 

particular focus on developing a stronger service sector. 

3.12 Within the East Riding Beverley, Driffield, Bridlington and Goole are recognised as Principal 

Towns through the RSS. 

3.13 Key policies within the RSS, with direct relevant to East Riding and this study include: 

YH1 Overall Approach and Key Spatial Priorities 

3.14 Plans, strategies, investment decisions and programmes should aim to….. support Principal 

Towns and Local Service Centres as hubs for the rural and coastal economy and community 

and social infrastructure and encourage diversification of the rural economy; 

YH2 Climate Change and Resource Use 

3.15 Plans, strategies, investment decisions and programmes should help to meet the target set 

out in the RES to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the region in 2016 by 20-25%..... 

by:……. Reducing traffic growth through appropriate location of development, demand 

management, and improving public transport and facilities for walking and cycling; and 

Encouraging redevelopment of previously developed land; 
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YH4 Regional cities and sub regional cities and towns 

3.16 Regional Cities and Sub Regional Cities and Towns should be the prime focus for housing, 

employment, shopping, leisure, education, health and cultural activities and facilities in the 

region. 

YH5 Principal Towns 

3.17 Principal Towns should be the main local focus for housing, employment, shopping, leisure, 

education, health and cultural activities and facilities. 

HE1 Humber Estuary sub area policy 

3.18 Plans, strategies, investment decisions and programmes for the Humber Estuary sub area 

should: 

• Transform the role of Hull as a Regional City, particularly through remodelling the city 

centre to provide more and better jobs, shops, services, public spaces and homes, and 

transforming residential areas to create a better mix of housing and quality environments 

• Support the roles of Beverley, Driffield and Goole as Principal Towns 

• Focus most development on Hull, Scunthorpe and Grimsby/Cleethorpes, 

• Promote development at Goole, Beverley and Driffield to strengthen their service centre 

roles and where necessary aid regeneration or provide more affordable housing 

• Manage housing development in the Hull strategic housing market area to reduce the 

amount of development in East Riding and increase development in Hull over the Plan 

period coordinated with the Pathfinder programme for renewal, demolition and vacancy 

reduction and with improved infrastructure and community facilities. 

E2 Town centre and major facilities 

3.19 Plans, strategies, investment decisions and programmes should strengthen the role and 

performance of existing city and town centres. 

3.20 The centres of Regional Cities and Sub Regional Cities and Towns should be the focus for 

offices, retail, leisure, entertainment, arts, culture, tourism and more intensive sport and 

recreation across the region. The centres of Principal Towns, and District Centres within 

Regional and Sub Regional Cities and Towns, should be the focus for local services and 

facilities 
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E3: Land and premises for economic development 

3.21 Plans, strategies, investment decisions and programmes should make use of appropriately 

located previously developed land and current allocations, and ensure the availability of 

sufficient land and premises in sustainable locations to meet the needs of a modern economy 

and in particular take account of: 

• The need for additional floorspace for office, retail and leisure uses as indicated by the 

potential job growth in Table 11.2 and the considerable scope for this to be focussed on 

city and town centres. 

• The ongoing restructuring and modernisation of the manufacturing sector and the 

guidance on land for industrial uses set out in Table 11.3. 

• The need for land and extended premises to support the development of public services, 

health, sport, leisure, tourism, cultural industries and education as key employment 

generators and the contribution of mixed use development to employment supply. 

3.22 A proposed review of RSS focusing on the scale of growth is unlikely to be taken forward.  

Instead it is likely to be replaced by a new single Integrated Regional Strategy (IRS) expected 

to be finalised by summer 2011. Following the disassembly of the Yorkshire and Humber 

Assembly at the end of March 2009, responsibility for taking forward the Integrated Regional 

Strategy has passed to the Joint Regional Board (JRB), made up of  8 local authority leaders 

and 8 Yorkshire Forward board members. 

Regional Economic Strategy 

3.23 Whilst the RES was adopted prior to the conclusions of the Employment Land Review, it sets 

an important context in establishing the long-term policy objectives for economic development 

across the region and the sub-region. 

3.24 The vision for the RES for Yorkshire and Humber (2006 – 2015) builds on the positive impact 

of Objective 1 funding, along with other funding streams, setting a blueprint for economic 

growth across the region over the period to 2015. 

3.25 The RES identifies a number of key physical development priorities with regards to 

employment land and property within East Riding 

• Hull and East Riding Gateway Pathfinder 

• East Riding Renaissance: 

- Bridlington 

- Howdenshire 

- Market Hornsea 
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- Advance Goole 

- Port expansion / access and related development 

- Castle Hill Hospital 

- Rail Access to Humber Ports (including Wrawby Junction) 

3.26 These spatial areas of priority are identified in the following plan. 

Figure 1: Spatial Development Priorities within the Sub-Region 

 

 Source: Regional Economic Strategy, 2006 

Hull and Humber Ports City Region 

3.27 The Employment Land Review (2007) set out the sub-regional policy drivers summarising in 

particular the City Region Development Programme II (Sept 2006) (CRDP). The CRDP has 

not been subsequently updated and an assessment of key projects underpinning the 

aspiration for the sub-region will need to be undertaken. However, in advance of this review 

the key outcomes sought for Hull and the Humber Ports through the Northern Way agenda set 

an important context even under current market conditions. These include: 

• To grow the economy of the City of Hull and the Humber Ports City Region through 

effective interventionist actions focused upon the factors of productivity; skills, 

enterprise, investment, innovation and competition. 
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• To aim for high-output / high-reward employment, accepting that there is a need for 

transition and transformation in the economy and the skills sets and employability of the 

community. 

• To arrest the decline of the population and develop the conditions of in-migration. 

• To secure high quality, valued and sustainable neighbourhoods. 

3.28 The CRDP notes the importance of Humber ports are one of the North’s world class assets 

and UK’s busiest trading estuary. The Humber ports are at the heart of the multi modal North 

European Trade Axis (NETA) the broad trade and transport corridor along the axis from 

Ireland, to the Mersey ports, across the “M62 corridor” of Northern England and via the 

Humber ports to the Netherlands, Germany, Poland and the Baltic States. The ports, and the 

relatively uncontested access to the UK national road network by the  “motorway box” around 

the City Region (M62/A63, M180/M18) are identified as one of the areas key assets and 

drivers for economic growth.  

3.29 Goole is identified within the Hull and Humber Ports City Region Development Programme 

(CRDP) as being Britain’s premier inland port – linked via the River Ouse to the open sea, 

located 2km away from the M62 motorway, with the West and South Yorkshire markets within 

just 30 minutes drive. In addition, the port has rail connections to both West and South 

Yorkshire. 

3.30 Developing the sub-regions transport infrastructure to help further develop on the port assets 

is a key element of the CRDP and includes the aspiration to build on  the Humber Ports 

current status as a Gateway for the North of England;, to make the Hull and Humber Ports a 

Global Gateway for the Midlands as well. Encouraging multi-modal developments, and 

encouraging modal shift are important elements of this strategy. 

3.31 Looking at particular sectors, the CRDP identifies the presence of European-scale 

concentrations of both food production and chemicals activity within the City Region, with the 

latter in bulks, intermediaries and fine chemicals. The CRDP states that these clusters 

specifically offer great opportunity for developing new higher value operations. Other ‘cluster’ 

strengths which attract consistent levels of both public and private investment include 

engineering and manufacturing; tourism; healthcare and bioscience; environmental and 

energy technologies; and digital and creative industries. Other important drivers, especially in 

terms of employment generation are construction, finance and business services and 

retail/hospitality. (see pg 44 of CRDP) 

3.32 These sectors remain an important priority within policy. However, as the analysis within this 

research identifies, the impact of wider economic drivers has implications for sector strengths 

in the sub-region, at least over the short – medium term. 
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Local Policy and Strategic Documents 

East Riding 

East Riding Core Strategy: Issues and Options 

3.33 The Core Strategy will include a spatial strategy setting out those settlements where 

development will occur and how much. It will also identify any significant areas of growth in the 

larger settlements. Once completed, all the other documents within the East Riding LDF will 

need to be in conformity with the Core Strategy. 

3.34 The Issues and Options consultation document is the first stage in the preparation of the Core 

Strategy. It was published in April 2008 and sets out the main issues, problems and 

challenges facing the East Riding and considers a variety of possible options to help address 

these. It is accompanied by a Sustainability Appraisal, which identifies the key sustainability 

features of each proposed option.  

3.35 The consultation period ended in June 2008. The key issues raised that are of direct 

relevance to this study are: 

• The importance of ensuring that retail and office development does not undermine the 

role of Hull as the Regional City.  

• Concern about the out of town development in areas of poor transport and service 

provision, impacting on levels of congestion and flood risk.  

• Endorsement of the identification of broad locations for development in the Principal 

Towns and Haltemprice, and for B1 development to occur in town or city centres. 

• Support for development of office and warehousing along the A63 corridor. 

• Identifying the need for East Riding to align office developments with those within Hull.  

• Could be more effective at joint working between East Riding and Hull City Council in 

developing complementary policy 

3.36 The Preferred Option Core Strategy will take into account the findings of this research. 

East Riding Economic Development Strategy 2007-2011 

3.37 The Economic Development Strategy for East Riding was prepared by the East Riding Local 

Strategic Partnership, identifying the key economic measures required to ensure long term 

sustainable growth within the East Riding, consistent with the CRDP.   

3.38 Whilst the Strategy was written prior to the significant transition in the state of the economic 

market, it sets out three objectives with underpinning strategic actions. These three objectives 
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are: economic wellbeing, social wellbeing, and environmental wellbeing. Of these the most 

relevant for this study is outlined in more detail below, ‘economic wellbeing’. 

Economic Wellbeing: 

• Strengthen, modernise and diversify the existing economic base; 

• Attract and retain inward investment and enable existing and new businesses to benefit 

through more efficient supply chain / cluster development; 

• A higher level of business start-ups and expansion in growth sectors and niche markets 

through effective, proactive support services; 

• Achieve the critical mass necessary to spawn research and innovation; 

• Increased broadband width capacity and e-commerce opportunities throughout the East 

Riding; and 

• Significantly enhance the Humber’s image and quality of life ‘offer’ to inward investors, 

visitors and residents. 

Hull 

3.39 As outlined within the RSS the sub-region is an important geographical area, reflecting 

functional economic geographies. The principal location for development within the North 

Bank of the Humber sub-region is identified as the Regional City comprising Hull and the 

adjoining East Riding settlements to the west, (designated as one of four regional cities within 

Yorkshire and the Humber).The context set by policy being developed within Hull is therefore 

an important consideration for this study. A number of core policy documents are explored 

below. 

Hull Local Development Framework – Core Strategy 

3.40 In June 2008 Hull City Council published the Core Strategy – Issues, options and suggested 

preferred option. The intention is, following feedback through the consultation stage, to 

develop this document into a Preferred Option document. 

3.41 Within the June 2008 version three scenarios are presented, which try to image the city in the 

year 2026: 

• Scenario A – Follow current trends – this scenario forecasts a decline in employment and 

population; 

• Scenario B – Low economic growth – modest employment growth (+3,000 jobs) is 

forecast based on a programme of assembling sites and a switch in the job profile of the 

city. This would include loses in manufacturing and processing and growth in managerial 
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and professional jobs. It is assumed within this scenario that policy provides a strong 

influence on the market as part of a plan-led approach. 

• Scenario C – High economic growth – higher job growth (+11,300 jobs) based on 

concerted action including site assembly. Policy operates on the basis of providing a 

strong steer aligned to a co-ordinated action programme. 

3.42 It is noted within the document that Scenario C “could be taken as being more aspirational 

than realistic”, and goes on to state that an option for Hull might be to “Work towards Scenario 

C accepting that this is a challenging and aspirational agenda requiring radical ways of 

working and delivery.” A core objective is established ‘to work towards a high growth future for 

the city over the long-term’. A stepped approach progressing from one scenario to the next is 

outlined as a potential option for the Strategy. 

3.43 In order to achieve the aspirations of Scenario C it is acknowledged that a number of elements 

will be required, namely: 

• Sufficient, readily available land and premises to meet short-term needs; 

• There is sufficient land assembled and controlled in such a way that it is able to meet 

long-term needs;  

• Land is reserved for the most beneficial uses, such as industry or housing, so that long-

term growth needs can be met; and 

• Development is delivered in a way that supports wider needs. 

3.44 Looking specifically at employment land requirements, the Strategy paper sets out a phased 

programme in which demand is stepped up, leading to an overall requirement for 120 hectares 

of employment land. This is based on conclusions of the Hull Employment Land Review 

(2008) and is phased in the following stages: 

• Phase 1 (2008-2014) – 4ha per year (28ha) 

• Phase 2 (2015-2020) – 7ha per year (42ha) 

• Phase 3 (2021 – 2026) – 9ha per year (54ha) 

3.45 The section ‘Jobs and Prosperity’ re-emphasises the general policy direction, adopted by the 

Council and its partners centred round a ‘going for growth’ scenario. Underpinning this are the 

key sectors which are considered to represent the long-term future potential growth of the 

City: 

• Value added manufacturing and logistics; 

• Renewable energies; 

• Health care and bio-medical technologies; and 
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• Back office and call centre activities. 

3.46 In examining the distribution of land a number of clear references are made in relation to the 

key employment areas across the City. Looking in particular at the city centre and the western 

corridor, the following provides a summary: 

• City Centre – A need to strengthen the wider city centre product in terms of retail, leisure, 

employment and image. A clear framework is set-out in the City Centre masterplan and 

the strategy policy framework to support its implementation is set out in the emerging City 

Centre Area Action Plan (CCAAP). This includes a ‘city centre first’ policy for office 

development – sequential test policy – but not therefore a ‘city centre only’ policy. The 

emerging CCAAP also defines ‘major development’ by floorspace so further helps to 

define what is appropriate in an ‘out of centre’ location; 

• Western Corridor – It is noted that in the past some city centre uses have relocated here, 

i.e. solicitors, insurance companies and bank call centres which occupy small to medium 

sized offices. It is important that this area has its own distinct employment roles and does 

not detract from the city centre as a primary office location. Within this area it is proposed 

that windfall sites should be retained for research, light/general industrial and 

warehousing employment use. In conformity with the CCAAP policy on office 

development B1a office development should demonstrate why it cannot be located in the 

city centre first. 

Hull Local Development Framework  -  City Centre Area Action Plan – Incorporating citywide 

policies 

3.47 The February 2009 City Centre AAP (Publication version) provides a new policy framework to 

encourage and guide continued City Centre regeneration in the period up to 2016. It has been 

prepared following earlier consultations on the City Centre Masterplan, on the issues and 

options which should be considered in preparing the City Centre AAP, and on the Council’s 

preferred course of action following consultation on the two preceding published drafts of this 

Plan. The latest version includes a number of citywide policies alongside those specific to the 

city centre. 

3.48 The primary purpose of the CCAAP is to accelerate the pace of economic growth and job 

creation, enabling the city centre to play its uniquely valuable part in transforming Hull as a 

competitive, distinctive, sustainable and inclusive Regional City. The CCAAP also aims to 

encourage the efficient and effective use of land in the city centre. 

3.49 The Plan notes that currently the city centre lacks sufficient modern office buildings and 

workspace to support either the efficient operation, or the growth and improved 

competitiveness, of its high value-added service base. 
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3.50 Seven strategic objectives are proposed, these include the need to create a unified and 

compact city centre and create a concentration of prime offices. 

3.51 The CCAAP shows that the city centre can support the great majority of some 60,000 sq. m 

gross additional new office space in Hull as a whole, based on demand up to 2016.  

3.52 The details around planned development through the AAP are used to assess future supply 

proposals within the analysis in Sections 4 and 5 and are therefore not reviewed in detail in 

this Section. 

3.53 Consultation on the publication version of the City Centre AAP finished in March 2009 and the 

Council is expected to submit the document to the Secretary of state in July 2009.  

Hull Employment Land Review (July 2008) 

3.54 As part of the evidence base underpinning the development of the LDF Hull City Council 

published an Employment Land Review in July 2008. In the context of the objectives set for 

this research the following key findings have been extracted: 

• Hull currently has an over-representation of manufacturing based employment and an 

under-representation of employment in the service and knowledge driven sectors – 

national benchmarking. 

• The review of the performance of the economy identified that Hull’s natural economic 

cycle is behind that of the UK 

• Whilst Hull has a successful manufacturing core built on its industrial legacy and in 

particular port related activities, the representation of manufacturing sectors do not tend 

to be high value added in focus. 

• The review recognises that in developing the transformation of the economy of Hull there 

are a number of critical barriers: 

- Static and ageing population 

- Worklessness, high unemployment and a low residents skill base 

- Residential offer – impact on attracting and retaining a skilled workforce 

- Leakage of value and benefits to East Riding 

• Current stock of employment premises not suitable for modern occupiers 

• Location of employment premises is dispersed – the central business district is not 

well defined, especially given the constraints on high rise development in the city 

• Perceived and actual infrastructure constraints 

• External and internal perception of the city 
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3.55 The findings of this Study are used throughout the report to compare and contrast with the 

updated analysis for East Riding. 

Summary 

3.56 The review of policy clearly identifies a number of key areas of context for the analysis in this 

study and its recommendations. In summary these include: 

• The symbiotic relationship between Hull and the East Riding of Yorkshire in terms of 

travel to work areas and shared housing markets. 

• The importance of assessing economic development and the economic / commercial 

property offer within a sub-regional economy (reflecting functional economic 

geographies). 

• The priority placed on the regeneration and transformation of the Regional City and the 

importance of attracting higher value businesses to create enhanced employment 

opportunities for the sub-region. 

• Retaining a long-term perspective of the visions and objectives for the area in the 

development of policy. This includes the focus on the opportunities and business 

strengths within the area including those picked up through the City Region Development 

Programme: 

Primary ‘Productive Global Growth’ Driver Clusters 

- Logistics, ports and international trade 

- Renewables (energy / environmental) and chemicals 

- Healthcare and bioscience 

Secondary Clusters 

− Food and Drink Manufacture 

− Manufacturing and Engineering 

Key Support Sectors 

− Construction 

− Digital and Creative Industries 

− Finance and Business Services 

Priority ‘Consumptive Growth’ Sectors 

− Tourism 

− Retail and Hospitality 
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4. UPDATE ON LAND SUPPLY  

4.1 This section provides a short update regarding the current level of available employment land 

within the East Riding. It does not constitute a full re-assessment of employment land across 

the authority but highlights the recent levels of take-up and the impact on the overall supply of 

available land. 

4.2 The intention of this analysis is to provide an evidenced update regarding those sites identified 

as suitable for office accommodation through the 2007 Employment Land Review. This is in 

direct response to the consultation on the Issues and Options Core Strategy which identified 

the need to provide additional evidence to assess the unconstrained supply of land suitable for 

B1 office use in the East Riding. 

4.3 The following areas of analysis are therefore included within the section: 

• A review of total available employment land in East Riding net of land taken-up since the 

2007 Employment Land Review with a separate analysis of those sites identified as 

suitable for B1 Office development. 

• Based on consultation with the Highways Agency and Environment Agency, an update is 

provided regarding additional evidence on potential constraints on land in particular areas 

of the East Riding considered suitable for B1 Office use. 

• A short summary of the conclusions of the Hull Employment Land Review around the 

availability of land for Office B1 use and references to the relationship with sites in East 

Riding. 

4.4 The conclusions of this section inform the following section which provides a development 

trajectory of commercial office space, looking at recent development, planned pipeline and 

long-term aspirations. 

East Riding Employment Land Supply 

Update on the Total Supply 

4.5 In terms of total employment land supply, in May 2008 the Yorkshire and Humber Plan 

Regional Spatial Strategy to 2026 identified that East Riding had a total supply of 570 

hectares of employment land. The 2007 Employment Land Review provided a detailed 

assessment of sites and taking into account take-up identified a total supply of 546 hectares of 

allocated and vacant land with an additional windfall supply of 26.08 ha on top of this supply.  

The spatial location of sites reviewed within the 2007 study is displayed in the following 

illustration. 
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Figure 2: Available land supply in East Riding and Hull, 2007 

 

Source GVA Grimley, 2007 

4.6 The 2008 Employment Land Monitoring Report identifies 474.53 hectares of undeveloped 

allocated employment land and a further 19.95 hectares of undeveloped windfall employment 

sites.  This provides a total 494.48 hectares of available employment land across the 

authority. 

4.7 The table below shows the take-up of land between 2002 and 2008.  

Figure 3: Annual take-up of Employment Land in East Riding by local plan area, 2000-2008 

Take-Up (ha) Local Plan Area 

Year Beverley Boothferry E.Yorks Holderness Total 

2000-02 10.52 5.75 2.81 4.14 23.22 

2002-03 0.91 34.23 8.01 0.38 41.81 

2003-04 1.28 6.24 7.8 1.12 16.44 

2004-05 2.94 5.88 2.18 3.68 14.68 

2005-06 0.36 5.27 7.72 1.28 14.63 

2006-07 0.99 24.82 2.85 0 28.66 

2007-08 23.34 11.26 8.37 0 42.97 

Total 40.34 93.45 39.74 10.60 182.11 
 

Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council  

4.8 The levels of take-up over the last eight years are considerable, with over 180ha taken up 

across the authority. This represents an annual average of approximately 22.7ha of 

employment land taken-up. 
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4.9 The greatest take-up in this period was in the Beverley (within which Beverley, Melton and 

Haltemprice are located) and Boothferry Local Plan areas.  

4.10 In terms of the total take up it is important to note that 2002-03 and 2007-08 saw exceptionally 

high take up, when take up was more than 40 hectares. If these two years are excluded, this 

brings the average across the remaining six years down to an annual take-up of just 16.27ha. 

4.11 Examining the status of allocated sites, i.e. where they are undeveloped, part developed or 

developed, it is clear that the overall number of undeveloped site allocations is proportionally 

low with the majority of sites at least part developed. Spatially almost 134 hectares of the 

474ha of land is located within the Beverley and Boothferry areas. 

4.12 The 546ha identified in 2007 (using data from the Employment Land Monitoring Report, 2006), 

are spread across 73 separate employment allocations and 77 sites. Of these, 25 allocations 

were located within the Beverley Local Plan area (which encompasses Beverley, Melton, 

Haltemprice, Woodmansey and Brough). The sites within this area with over 5 hectares of 

remaining development land are outlined in the table below; 

Figure 4: Employment sites within the Beverley Local Plan area, over 5 hectares (2006) 

Site Remaining Land  

Land South of the 
Hull/Kings Cross Railway 
Line (Elloughton cum 
Brough) 

49.18ha 

East of Brickyard Lane 
(Melton) 

44.74ha 

Land between Gibson 
Lane and Lowfield Lane 
(Melton West) 

39.27ha 

Humber Bridgehead –
(Hessle) 

19.25 ha 
(Including 10.28ha South 
of Boothferry Road and 
8.97ha north of Boothferry 
Road 

 

4.13 The total development land available within the Beverley Local Plan Area was 168.66ha, 

which was 31% of the total employment land allocation within East Riding (546ha). Outside 

the Local Plan Area of Beverley a total of 377.54 ha of allocated employment land remained 

undeveloped. These were principally in Goole (72.82ha), Carnaby (73.05ha), Pocklington 

(42.86) and Hedon Haven (80.85).  

4.14 By 2008 (Employment Land Monitoring Report, 2008) there were 24 site allocations in the 

Beverley Local Plan area. Since the 2006 Employment Sites Monitoring Report, there has 

been a reduction in available land at the Land between Gibson Lane and Lowfield Lane 
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(leaving 18.81 hectares available). An additional site at Anlaby has also come forward at the 

Land East of WM Morrissons (5.83 hectares). This is a windfall site, previously occupied by 

industrial premises, though zoned as white land in the Local Plan, and is now available for 

development for employment uses (primarily B2 and B8 uses with retail).  

4.15 The table below is taken from the 2008 Employment Land Monitoring Report and shows the 

current supply of land, by Local Plan Area, incorporating the loss of 25.93 hectares of land in 

Melton West. 

Figure 5: Total Employment Land allocations in East Riding, by Local Plan area 2008 

     Total number of allocations that are: 

Former District 

Total allocated 
land available 

(ha) 

Total Supply - 
allocated and 
Windfall Sites 

(ha) Undeveloped 
Part 

Developed Developed 

Beverley 144.49 151.57 3 8 13 

Boothferry 84.04 88.7 3 8 4 

East Yorkshire 134.59 140.41 2 13 3 

Holderness 111.11 113.9 4 8 8 

Total 474.23 494.48 12 37 27 
 

Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council, 2008 

Available Land Classified as suitable for B1 Office Development 

4.16 Within the 2007 Employment Land Review the vast majority of land was classified as being 

suitable for general industrial / business use - 360ha of the 546ha (or 65%) available in 2007. 

Only approximately 45ha were classified as an established or potential office location or high 

quality business parks. 

4.17 Of this, the Humber Bridgehead site at 19.25ha made up a considerable proportion of this 

supply, leaving the following sites to make up the remainder of this supply: 

• Priory Park West (Hessle) – 2.33 ha  

• Willerby Hill (Cottingham) – 2.22 ha in 2007 review , 2008 monitoring report expands this 

to 3.47 ha
1
  

• Hedon Employment Site - 5.19ha 

• J38 Newport - 9.34ha 

• Market Weighton – 6.67 ha 

• Pocklington – 0.17 ha. 
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4.18 Since 2007, a further 0.37ha has been developed as an office building in Priory Park, and 

there are planning permission for eight office blocks at Willerby Hill granted in December 2007 

and permission for a further 5 office blocks was granted in May 2008. There is also a planning 

permission granted for a mixed B1, B2, B8 development at the J38 site.  

4.19 This suggests that of this approximate 46.4 ha classified as suitable for office development 

(taking into account the additional land at Willerby Hill)  the majority of this land remains 

undeveloped, with only the 0.37 ha netted off for the development on Priory Park  

4.20 Office units have been developed at Melton Park as part of a mix of commercial uses. 

Although additional land has been identified at Melton through the call for sites process, this 

land is largely being sought for B2 / B8 and uses linked to the adjacent waterways / railway, 

and there is little potential to accommodate office development in supply terms. Further details 

of these sites are provided in Section 8.  

The Unconstrained Supply of Land 

4.21 The 2007 study provided a site by site assessment of land identifying, based on a number of 

criteria, the supply of unconstrained land i.e. land considered readily available for 

development. 

4.22 Of the 546ha of land identified in 2007, the total unconstrained land supply in East Riding was 

identified as 184.62ha. The most significant constraint issues identified for sites focused upon 

ownership issues (impacting on the ability of sites to come forward collectively), accessibility -

existing road infrastructure and planning constraints associated with sequential testing and 

Greenfield / PDL considerations.  

4.23 Based on the Employment Land Review 2007, of the 24.69 hectares suitable for office 

accommodation that fall within the Beverley, Haltemprice and Melton areas, only 3.47 

hectares of this is unconstrained (Willerby Hill)
2
. Within this assessment the 1.97 hectares 

identified at Priory Park West, was also identified as constrained in the 2007 study, though 

subsequently improvements have been made to the  A63 / Priory Park and the Highways 

Agency have indicated that the remodelled junction will allow a quantum of development to 

come forward. The Highways Agency also indicated that Melton would have a significant 

impact on the M62 / A63 (significant defined as more than 30 two way vehicle movements in 

an hour). 

                                                                                                                                                                                      

1 This has altered since the 2.2ha identified in the 2007 report.  
2 In the 2007 ELR the total site area was refined as 2.22ha as opposed to 3.47ha. 
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Figure 6: Constraints associated with land identified as suitable for office development 

Site Name Size (hectares) Constraints Updated constraints 
information 

Hedon Employment Site, 5.19 Access and sequential 
test)  

 

Priory Park West 1.97 (0.37 ha developed 
since 2007) 

Access issues onto A63 Access issues onto A63 

J38 Newport 9.34 Ownership and sequential 
test 

 

Willerby Hill 3.47 (2.22 in 07 report) No constraint No specific constraints but 
wider flood implications 

Market Weighton 6.67 Sequential test  

Pocklington 0.17 Sequential test  

Humber Bridgehead (high 
quality business park 
location) 

19.25 Northern site former 
landfill site, potential 
contamination. Sites split 
by major road. Sequential 
Test 

 

 

Consultation on Constraints 

4.24 Following consultation with key stakeholders in the area, further information has been collated 

on environmental and infrastructure constraints using additional recently published studies 

and ongoing work by the Highways Agency and Environment Agency.  

4.25 In line with the study objectives this analysis focuses on those sites considered suitable for B1 

Office development and the spatial areas of Beverley, Melton and Haltemprice, and currently 

allocated or identified as windfall sites. Section 8 examines in detail additional sites, and the 

results of consultation on levels of linked constraints  

Environmental Issues 

4.26 A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment is currently being produced for East Riding and the 

findings from this will provide a further update on the analysis below.  

4.27 The following sub-sections look at each of the three areas identifying key issues that could 

impact on development coming forward. Individual locations are described below. 
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Melton 

4.28 Melton historically has not been identified as an area of high flood risk, where surface run-off 

and tidal movements affect the flood risk.   

Beverley 

4.29 In terms of the potential development of land for employment: 

• The employment sites within Beverley all fall within Flood Zone 3. 

• The Annie Reed Road area may contain site contamination, and therefore land 

investigation would need to be undertaken.  

Haltemprice 

4.30 Examining the settlements within the Haltemprice area the following key issues around 

environmental constraints were raised through consultation: 

• Willerby Business Park is located outside the floodplain. However, there have been 

significant flooding problems nearby due to groundwater issues, and so it is important to 

be careful about how water is managed in the area. 

• Priory Park lies within Zone 3 (which runs along the A63 boundary). Zone 3 designation is 

a result of tide and watercourse flooding issues, which caused considerable flooding in 

2007.   

• At the Humber Bridgehead site, flooding is not an issue and this is beyond the extant of 

the floodplain. There is nothing from a constraints perspective. 

• Small scale development in Anlaby and Willerby Hill would not pose any major 

environmental issues.  

4.31 These issues are factored into the analysis in Section 8 which looks at addressing the 

development potential, against demand drivers, for each of the three areas of focus. 

Highways Issues 

4.32 As noted above issues around accessibility and impacts on the existing road infrastructure 

have been identified as creating potential constraints to development in a number of key 

locations.  

• In terms of a wider principle the Highways Agency supports the prioritisation of 

development of new commercial floorspace within the City Centre of Hull as this reflects 

the wider transport policy objectives to concentrate provision around public transport 

nodes.  
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• However, it is recognised that there exists the potential for new housing development in 

the areas to the West of Hull City Centre, with links between employment and housing 

creating the potential to reduce overall car journeys. This relates specifically to 

development in both Anlaby and Willerby Hill. 

• The Highways Agency considered development of the existing employment land 

allocations or additional development within Beverley as being manageable in terms of 

the highways capacity, though very large schemes or developments would cause 

problems.  The implementation of the Beverley’s Integrated Transport Scheme could help 

to mitigate any detrimental impacts and in highways terms, allow additional development 

in Beverley.  

• At Hessle, the junction next to Priory Park has historically been a problem, though has 

been the subject of recent improvements that have resulted in extra capacity being 

created.  

• The Humber Bridgehead site is currently only accessible by car, although there is 

significant scope to provide public transport through bus provision to this area. This site is 

located at the crossing of the A63 and A15 and therefore enjoys relatively good access to 

the strategic road network.  

4.33 In terms of overall accessibility, each of the key sites within East Riding have been analysed 

by the Highways Agency with regard to their impact on the strategic road network and with 

regard to the number of households (in the East Riding, Hull and Doncaster) within a 40 

minute journey by public transport. The results of this analysis is shown on Figure 8 over the 

page. 
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Figure 8: Highways Agency analysis of key sites within East Riding 

Network 
Analysis Tool 

Accessibility Site Description Assumptions 

Over 30 two 
way trips on the 
strategic road 
network? 

Number of 
households 
within a 40 
minute public 
transport time 

Anlaby 131 Springfield Way  - Land East 
of WM Morrisons,  

B8 Yes 79,466 

Beverley 1 North of Annie Reed Rd B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

No 31,168 

Beverley 88 Land to the South of Saxon 
House, Annie Reed Rd 

B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

No 30,129 

Cottingham 
109 

Cottingham Self Drive, 
Dunswell Road 

B1 50% 
B8 50% 

No 0 

Cottingham 
17 

Willerby Hill B1 No 68,533 

Goole 138 Vesuvius Flogate Ltd, M62 
Trading Estate  

B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

No 15,885 

Goole 25 Capitol Park - Land South of 
Rawcliffe Rd 

B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

Yes 12,422 

Goole 27 Capitol Park - Land South of 
Rawcliffe Rd/West of 
industrial Estate 

A1-5 50%  
B1 10% 
B2 15% 
B8 25% 

Yes 9,946 

Goole 85 The Grange Industrial Park B2 50% 
B8 50% 

No 23,186 

Hessle 81 Humber Bridgehead - Land 
South of Boothferry Rd 

B1 Yes 74,953 

Hessle 82 Humber Bridgehead - Land 
North of Boothferry Rd 

B1 Yes 68,305 

Hessle 9 Priory Park B1 Borderline 63,209 
Howden 30 O-Zone - North East of A614 B8 Yes 11,134 
Melton 12 Melton Park East - East of 

Brickyard lane  
B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

Yes 13,955 

Melton 14 Melton Park West - Land 
between Gibson Lane and 
Lowfield Lane 

B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

Yes 11.728 

Melton 15 Land between Brickyard 
Lane and Gibson Lane 

B8 No 148 

Melton 16 Land East of Melton Fields B1 50% 
A1-5 50% 

Yes 20,499 

Melton 95 Melton Court, Gibson Lane B1 20% 
B2 30%  
B8 50% 

No 15,588 

Source: Highways Agency, 2009 

4.34 This analysis shows: 
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• That the sites in Hessle and Goole are expected to have the greatest impact on the 

strategic road network by virtue of generating greater number of two way trips on the 

strategic road network , but that sites at Beverley and Cottingham (Willerby Hill) would be 

expected to have less impact on the road network. 

• That the sites in the Haltemprice area – including the sites at Humber Bridgehead, Anlaby 

and Priory Park in Hessle and Willerby Hill in Cottingham are highly accessible, due to 

their location on the edge of the Hull conurbation these sites are within a 40 minute public 

transport journey of in excess of 60,000 households in Hull and the East Riding. 

Springfield Way at Anlaby (site Anlaby 131) is within a 40 minute public transport journey 

of almost 80,000 households, Humber Bridgehead (south of Boothferry Road) almost 

75,000 households. 

• Sites in Beverley are relatively accessible, with around 30,000 households within a 40 

minute public transport journey.  

• Sites in Goole and Melton have varying degrees of accessibility, but none are as 

accessible as the sites in Haltemprice and Beverley. The Highways Agency analysis 

indicates that two sites are especially inaccessible, Cottingham 109 and Melton 15.  Both 

have minimal numbers of households within a 40 minute public transport journey.
3
 

Employment Land within Beverley 

4.35 The 2008 Employment Land Monitoring Report for East Riding identifies a total supply of 2.35 

ha of allocated and vacant land on two sites: 

• North of Annie Reed Road – 2.08 ha 

• Land to the South of Saxon House, Annie Reed Road – 0.27ha 

4.36 The withdrawn Grovehill proposal however now means that there is an additional 4.7ha of 

land available in Beverley, to the east of the town centre along Grovehill Road (and adjacent 

to the sites off Annie Reed Road discussed above. The site is not allocated in the Local Plan 

but is identified by East Riding Council as having potential for business park / mixed use 

development, subject to planning permission.  However it may not satisfy demands from 

potential occupiers to be close to the Town Centre. The 2007 study noted that the 2.08 ha site 

was considered to be constrained as a result of the reluctance of the owner to bring the land 

                                                           
3 The Highways Agency use accession to analyse the accessibility of sites. For this study the analysis looks at the number of 
residential households (taken from post code data) within a 40 minute public transport journey time of the site, based on the 
current situation. This analysis only includes journeys which can be made from a bus stop or train station within 800m of the 
approximate centre of the site in question.  
 
For Cottingham 109 and Melton 15 there are no bus stops or train stations within 800m of the site. However there are bus stops 
to the North East of the Melton site, suggesting that North East sectionsectionsections of the Melton 15 site would be within 
800m of a bus stop but most parts of the site (including the centre point) are not. The HA note that this analysis is only a proxy 
for accessibility of the whole site and note that poor accessibility does not necessarily preclude any site going forward as part or 
the LDF process however it does highlight that attention needs to be given to ways in which the site can be made more 
accessible as part of mitigating the impact of the development on the SRN. 
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forward for employment development leaving the town with very little employment land without 

constraint, given the withdrawal of the Grovehill proposal the owners aspirations towards the 

site may have changed but this report has not tested this. 

4.37 In addition proposals on the Flemingate development in Beverley also now include a 

commercial element which was not incorporated within the 2007 Review. These proposals 

include an additional 4,380 sq. m of office space and further analysis of this is provided in 

Section 8. 

4.38 Other than the large sites now available around Grovehill Road / Annie Reed Road, the nature 

of the remaining areas of Beverley however, mean that further development is likely to be 

available in small infill plots. 

Kingston Upon Hull Employment Land 

4.39 Considering the capacity within Hull, in terms of Employment Land, is an important 

consideration regarding the context for land requirements in East Riding. This Section initially 

summarises the key issues raised within the Hull Employment Land Review in terms of total 

land supply and in particular that which is considered appropriate for B1 uses. 

Summary of Conclusions on Employment Land Availability  

4.40 The Hull Employment Land Review (2008) identifies a total of 193ha of employment land in 

the city on 132 sites. This comprises both previously allocated land and vacant, unallocated 

sites previously used for employment uses. The constrained nature of Hull means that a 

significant element of its employment land supply will come through recycling of land rather 

than ‘new’ opportunities. 

4.41 This total does not include the Operational Port Area, which is around 244 ha, as this land is 

not classed as ‘available’ and has permitted development rights for port related uses and is 

primarily governed by the terms offered by Associated British Ports (ABP), the port operator.  

4.42 A number of key conclusions are reached regarding the available 193 ha which represent 

important considerations for the quantum of land allocated within East Riding: 

• 46% of the land is already committed for future employment uses with the benefit of either 

full or outline planning consent. It is important to note that almost three quarters of this is 

comprised of 12 sites which have outline planning permissions, with the remainder made 

up of 61 sites with full consent or progressed to reserved matters stage. The conclusion is 

reached that this suggests that it is the smaller sites which are progressing through the 

system (including for example small sections of land within Priory Park); 
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• Of the remaining supply, approximately 20% is reported to have significant constraints. 

These constraints include substantial contamination and the ability to access the trunk 

road network; 

• 139 ha of the total employment land supply in Hull is previously developed land. This has 

implications regarding the availability of new land for development with supply very much 

dependent on the recycling of existing land; 

• Over a third of the total employment land is at high risk of flooding and a further 46% is at 

medium risk of flooding. This clearly has impacts on the appropriateness of a proposed 

use in certain locations and the costs associated with development; 

Summary 

4.43 The 2007 Employment Land Review produced for East Riding of Yorkshire Council, projected 

a requirement for between 14.8ha and 23.7ha of employment land suitable for 

accommodating office based uses. In 2007 it was assessed that there was 45ha of suitable 

land available within established/ potential office locations and high quality business parks. Of 

this, the Humber Bridgehead site at 19.75ha made up a considerable proportion of this supply, 

leaving the following sites to make up the remainder of this supply: 

• Priory Park West (Hessle) – 2.33 ha  

• Willerby Hill (Cottingham)– 2.22 ha in 2007 review , 2008 monitoring report expands this 

to 3.47 ha
4
  

• Hedon Employment Site-5.19ha 

• J38 Newport-9.34ha 

• Market Weighton – 6,67 ha 

• Pocklington – 0.17 ha 

4.44 However of the remaining supply of land only 3.47 ha (or 2.22 in the 2007 study)  was 

appraised as unconstrained (Willerby Hill, Cottingham).  

4.45 As a result of limited development at Priory Park there has been further take-up of this land, 

however, additional expansion of the Willerby Hill site plus the development of offices in 

locations not originally identified as classified office locations, including Melton means that this 

supply has not been significantly diminished. In addition, new opportunities have emerged 

within Beverley, which provide opportunities for employment uses to come forward (such as 

the Grovehill Road site, and Flemingate). 

                                                           

4 This has altered since the 2.2ha identified in the 2007 report.  
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4.46 Work has been undertaken to update the transport and environmental constraints to 

development in consultation with statutory and other public sector organisations. This has 

revealed that a significant amount of the available land suitable for office development has 

limited constraints which will need to be addressed prior to development. 
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5. DEVELOPMENT TRAJECTORY  

5.1 This section builds on the analysis in the preceding section to provide a development 

trajectory for employment floorspace, but focussed on B1 office floorspace across East Riding 

and Hull. One of the core aims of the study is to assess the relative need for additional 

employment land to provide for further office development within East Riding.  

5.2 The subsequent sections assess the anticipated levels of demand for office space (and other 

sectors), however, in order to arrive at conclusions around future provision it is critical that 

there is a comprehensive understanding of the level of recent development, the planning 

pipeline (potential short-term additional supply) and future longer-term plans for provision. 

5.3 In addition to understanding the quantum of new office development delivered and planned it 

is important to understand the quality of this provision and its contribution to the wider 

commercial property offer within the sub-region. 

5.4 This section therefore includes the following elements of analysis to arrive at a clear historical 

and future trajectory for the provision of office space: 

• Assessment of the recent development and planned pipeline (schemes with planning 

permission) in both East Riding and Hull; 

• A short analysis of the relative types / quality of office provision brought forward in recent 

schemes using both an assessment of market particulars and the perceptions of agents 

and developers active within the local market; and 

• Finally the section concludes with a review of the longer-term potential pipeline, in 

particular through the regeneration proposals for Hull City Centre. 

B1 Commercial floorspace development and pipeline  

5.5 Using development control data supplied by both East Riding and Hull planning departments, 

the following analysis provides an indication of the quantum of office space brought forward 

since 2007 and the planned pipeline of development. For a longer term picture, we have also 

analysed Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics for East Riding and Hull to 

understand the amount of commercial office floorspace that has been developed over the past 

eight years. 

5.6 When considering the pipeline it is important to recognise, as the following demand sections 

illustrate, that the health of the current market presents a significant challenge to the 

development industry and will undoubtedly affect the demand and take up of employment land 

in the short term. The outcome of this is likely to be a significant delay to development 
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compared to the completion rates evidenced in the recent past and in more buoyant market 

conditions. 

East Riding and Hull – Commercial Office Growth 

5.7 Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics (C&I) are collected by the Valuations Office 

Agency, and provide a useful guide as the broad trend in commercial office
5
 floorspace in the 

East Riding and Hull. 

Figure 9: Commercial Office Floorspace Change 1998-2007 

Commercial Office Floorspace (sq. m) Area 

1998 2007 Change % Change 

East Riding 104,000 158,000 54,000 +51% 

Hull 238,000 309,000 71,000 +30% 

Hull and East 
Riding 

342,000 467,000 125,000 +36% 

Yorkshire and 
Humber 

4,484,000 6,231,000 1,747,000 +39% 

Source: Valuations Office Agency 2009 

5.8 The statistics indicate that, although Hull has a much greater quantum of commercial office 

floorspace, over the last several years growth in commercial office floorspace has been much 

faster in the East Riding. Since 1998 East Riding has developed 54,000 sq. m of commercial 

office floorspace, and although this is less than the 71,000 sq. m developed in Hull, in 

percentage terms the stock of commercial offices is growing faster in the East Riding 

compared to Hull and the wider Yorkshire and Humber region. East Riding increased its stock 

of commercial office floorspace by 51% between 1998 and 2007, compared to increases of 

39% across Yorkshire and Humber, and 30% in Hull.   

East Riding – Recent Development and Development Pipeline 

5.9 This study focuses on three spatial areas: Beverley, Melton and the Haltemprice area which 

stretches out from the western boundary of Hull. Figure 10 therefore illustrates the levels of 

office floorspace which have come forward since the previous employment land study (2007) 

in these areas; whilst also referencing the quantum which has come forward in other areas. 

                                                           
5 Commercial and Office Floorspace Statistics provide data on the total amount of commercial offices, and other offices.  Other 
offices include office floorspace occupied by public sector organisations e.g. Council Offices.  These are not classified as a B1 
use, and are thus excluded from the analysis. The Statistics include both vacant and occupied premises. 
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Figure10: Recent Office Development Activity (B1) in East Riding 

Location Developed Floorspace (sq. m) 

Hessle 2,460 

Melton 6,035 

Total 8,495 sq m 
(91,439 185,128 sq ft) 

 Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council, 2009 

5.10 No additional major office floorspace has come forward elsewhere within the East Riding 

outside of the Beverley Local Plan area in the period since 2007, though  developments have 

come forward elsewhere in the East Riding for B2, B8 or mixed uses.  

5.11 Looking at the recent development supply office floorspace it is clear that the last couple of 

years have seen a significant amount of additional supply to the overall offer. In total some 

8,495 sq. m of floorspace (91,439 sq.ft) have been delivered, with the majority of this 

accounted for through the recent development at Melton Business Park by St. Modwen.  

5.12 Beverley has not witnessed any development within this period. Development in the last two 

years, averaging almost 4,000 sq. m per annum, has been lower than the longer term trend 

revealed by C&I floorspace statistics, which suggest East Riding has added in the region of 

6,000 sq. m commercial office floorspace per annum over the period 1998-2007. 

5.13 The pipeline figures, presented in Figure 11, suggest that the potential exists, if all permission 

are realised, to deliver a significant amount of additional office floorspace. If extant 

permissions are implemented there is the potential to develop up to 26,387 sq. m of office 

floorspace across the East Riding. The vast majority of these extant permissions are within the 

Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton Areas localities, with the Hessle area alone showing a 

pipeline of almost 10,000 sq. m. 

5.14 Further phases of development at Willerby Hill Business Park provide a further significant 

proportion of the potential future supply. Collectively the pipeline developments present a 

significant proportion of the overall total in addition to planned supply in the Beverley Local 

Plan area.  
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Figure 11: Sites with Full Planning Permission (B1) in East Riding 

Location Pipeline Floorspace (sq. m) Total Developments 

Beverley 3,425
6
 2 (Saxon House and 

“Woodshack”) 
Willerby Hill 

 
7,127 1 (Willerby Hill 

Business Park Phase 3 and 
Phase 4) 

Hessle 9,800 2 (Hessle Dock and 
Harbourlite) 

Melton 6,035 3 (Melton Park West and 
Melton Park East) 

Total 26,387 Sq. m  
(284,027 sq. ft) 

8 

 Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council, 2009 

5.15 Longer term, further office floorspace is proposed in East Riding, discussed under the Medium 

and Long Term Development Pipeline section of this report.. 

5.16 Thinking beyond B1 uses, there is also a significant pipeline of B2 and B8 floorspace in East 

Riding. The B2/B8 development pipeline is presented in Figure 12.  

Figure 12: Sites with Full Planning Permission (B2 and B8) in East Riding 

Location Pipeline Floorspace (sq. m) Total Developments 

 B1c / B2 B8  

Anlaby   8,208 1 (Springfield Way) 

Hessle 2,579 550 2 (Hessle Dock and 
Harbourlite) 

Melton Park West  26,931 2 (Heron Foods and 
Nekem) 

Melton Park East 11,056 1 (Melton Park) 

Howden 17,227 1 (O-Zone) 

Cottingham 11,451 1 (Swift Holdings) 

Total 66,946 sq. m 
(720,600 sq.ft) 

8 

 Source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council, 2009 

5.17 If extant permissions are implemented there is the potential to develop almost 67,000 sq. m of 

B2 and B8 floorspace (predominantly B8) across the East Riding. This includes significant 

extant permissions at Melton (37,000sq. m), Howden (for more than 17,000 sq. m of industrial 

floorspace), and a large new site for Swift Holdings at Cottingham. There are no extant 

permissions for B2 or B8 premises in Beverley, despite the availability of some land as a result 

of recycling in the eastern industrial areas of the town. 
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Hull – Recent Development and Development Pipeline 

5.18 The City Centre of Hull is classified as a Regional Centre, and the RSS identifies its future 

development of its commercial offer as an important priority. 

5.19 Between 1999-2007 Hull developed a considerable amount of new employment floorspace, 

including: 

• 24,224 sq. m of B1 floorspace (including 19,392 sq. m of B1a and 4,832 sq. m of B1b/c) 

• 95,000 sq. m of B2 floorspace 

• 57,215 sq. m of B8 floorspace 

• 59,921 sq. m of mixed B-use floorspace 

5.20 In total Hull developed some 236,639 sq. m of employment floorspace
7
 across eight areas of 

the city, shown in Figure 13 over the page. The majority of this floorspace was B2, B8 or 

mixed B-use floorspace, developed outside the City Centre, less than 10% of the new 

employment floorspace developed was office floorspace.. 

5.21 Of the 24,224 sq. m of B1 floorspace developed in Hull over the period, some 60% was 

developed  in the City Centre, however a significant proportion, 40%, was developed in the 

Western Corridor. 

Figure 13: Hull Employment Areas 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
6 Excludes proposed mixed use development at Flemingate site, pending results of Public Inquiry, including 4,380 sq. m offices. 
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Source: Hull City Council, 2009 

5.22 Since 2006 the balance has shifted slightly, with further office development in the City Centre, 

however office development has continued to take place outside Hull City Centre. The 

following table sets out the quantum of office floorspace which has come forward both within 

the City Centre and also in the other key office locations to the West of the Centre from 2006 -

2008. 85% of B1 floorspace brought forward in the two year period between 2006-2008 has 

been in Hull City Centre. 

Figure 14: B1 Development brought forward in Hull, Mar 2006 - Mar 2008 

Location Floorspace (sq. m) 

City Centre 9,600 

Western Corridor 1,654 

Total 11,254 sq m 

(121,137798 sq ft) 

Source: Hull City Council, 2009 

5.23 Office developments within the City Centre have increased the overall level of floorspace, over 

this relatively short period, by almost 10,000 sq. m (Humber Quays, Unit 3A The Maltings and 

the Hooper Building). This represents an important quantum of new office space within the 

City Centre and suggests that over recent years the market has responded to the policy 

objectives around the improvement of the commercial offer and the mixed used development 

of the City Centre. 

5.24 The pipeline figures for Hull are more complex.  The City Council has provided details of 

extant planning permissions up to March 2008 (more recent data is unavailable) which shows 

that Hull has upward of 90 hectares of land with full or outline permission for employment 

uses. Data provided by the City Council indicates: 

• 13,950 sq. m of employment floorspace was under construction at March 2008, at three 

sites within the Western Corridor, including 3,840 sq. m of B1 floorspace, 7,158 sq. m of 

B2 floorspace with the remainder being developed for a mix of employment uses. 

• There is over 100,000 sq. m of floorspace with full or reserved matters permission, of 

which some 18,125 sq. m is B1 floorspace. The vast majority of permissions are for B2, 

B8 or a mix of uses. 

• There is outline permission for some 60 hectares of land for employment uses, much of 

which, at this stage, is identified for a mix of B1, B2 and B8, or undetermined. These sites 

could be considered to be longer term supply, but these sites with outline permission 
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include some areas, such as 11 ha at Priory Park (east) that could be brought forward 

relatively swiftly.  

5.25 Figure 15 shows the extant of Hull’s immediate B1 development pipeline, including sites with 

full planning permission and sites currently under construction. These figures indicate that 

when existing buildings under construction are completed, and if extant permissions are 

implemented in full this will could add up to 21,965 sq. m of additional office floorspace across 

Hull. Less than half these extant permissions are within Hull City Centre, Almost half are within 

the Western Corridor, mainly within Priory Park. 

Figure 15: Sites with Full Planning Permission or Under Construction (B1) in Hull 

Location Pipeline Floorspace (sq. m) Total Developments 

City Centre 9,841 5 (Freetown Way, The 
Maltings, Francis Street, 
Trinity Quays, Land to 
West of Tower Street) 

Western Corridor 10,011 5 (Priory Park x 2, Priory 
Park East, Hessle Road 
and Brighton Street / Clive 

Sullivan Way)  
Heartlands and 
Clough Road 

1,375 1 (Quibell, Stepney Lane) 

Total 21,227 sq. m 
(228,485 sq. ft) 

11 

 Source: Hull City Council, 2009 

5.26 Thinking beyond B1 uses, there is also a significant pipeline of B2 and B8 floorspace in Hull. 

There are some 50 sites with full planning permission for B2 or B8 uses in Hull, with a small 

amount of floorspace under construction. Hull’s immediate B2/B8 development pipeline is 

presented in Figure 16.  

Figure 16: Sites with Full Planning Permission (B2 and B8) in Hull 

Location Pipeline Floorspace (sq. m) Total Developments 

 B2 B8  

Hull 39,871 21,176 50+ 

 Source: Hull City Council, 2009 

5.27 These sites are scattered across the city, with significant numbers in the Heartlands and 

Clough Road, Sutton Fields and Western Corridor Areas. 

5.28 If all extant permissions are implemented there is the potential to develop more than 61,000 

sq. m of B2 and B8 floorspace across Hull, which is almost 50% more than the East Riding. 
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5.29 However, not all of Hull’s pipeline may be developed. The diagram below, taken from Hull’s 

Employment Land Study, shows employment land planning permissions that have been 

realised, set against pipeline development schemes (note this includes all types of commercial 

development and not just offices). This illustrates that since 2002, there has been a growing 

backlog of planning permissions that have yet to be realised. Further interpretation of the 

reasons why planning consents have not been implemented is provided later in this section.  

Figure 17: Annual take-up of employment land and remaining consents to be completed - April 

1999 - April 2008 (ha) 

 

Source: Hull Employment Land Review, July 2008  

5.30 Latest information provided by Hull indicates that the city has 28ha of land with full planning 

permission for employment uses, and 60 hectares with outline permission, some or all of 

which could come forward – however figure 17 provides evidence for taking a sceptical view of 

how much of Hull’s pipeline will actually be delivered, in the current economic climate. .   

Hull and East Riding Recent Development and Development Pipeline 

5.31 Taking the figures within the two areas together, a cumulative total of 19,749 square metres 

(or 212,576 sq ft) B1 development has taken place since March 2006 within Hull and the East 

Riding. This clearly represents a significant level of development which is likely to have 

shaped the commercial markets of the sub-region. 

5.32 A further 26,387 sq. m of B1 floorspace in East Riding, and 21,227 sq. m in Hull is in the 

development pipeline with full planning permission, and if all implemented could add 

significantly to supply in the short term. 
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5.33 Longer term, further office floorspace could be delivered in both the East Riding and Hull, 

discussed in more detail from paragraph 5.35. 

5.34 As outlined at the start of this section it is important to understand the quality and type of office 

development which has come forward and also the take-up / vacancy of this space as these 

are important considerations in understanding the importance of future supply. 

Medium and Long term Development Pipeline 

5.35 In addition to the immediate development pipeline provided by sites with existing full planning 

permissions, there are a number of medium and long term development and regeneration 

plans which affect supply in the future. The analysis below focuses on new floorspace 

proposed for office, industrial and warehouses uses within the East Riding but also provides a 

more focussed picture on potential office supply within Hull. 

5.36 It is important to note that the inclusion of potential long-term provision below does not pre-

empt policy decisions around the appropriateness of development. 

East Riding 

5.37 There are a number of key areas for which employment development has been suggested 

either through policy or market interest.  

Flemingate proposals – Beverley – medium term 

5.38 CP Group, Wykeland Group and Quintain Estates and Development have submitted an 

application for a mixed use development on an 8.1 hectare brownfield site on the edge of 

Beverley Town Centre.  This application was subject to a  Public Inquiry, and although a final 

decision has yet to be made, correspondence from the DCLG indicates that the Secretary of 

State is minded to agree with the Inspectors recommendation that planning permission be 

granted subject to conditions in respect to the affordable housing provision within the scheme.  

This proposed mixed use scheme includes housing, a new site for East Riding College, a 

cinema, new retail units, a hotel and new office accommodation totalling some 4,380 sq. m.  
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Elloughton Brough (Hytec Way) – medium term 

5.39 Outline planning permission has been granted for a residential development and alterations to 

an existing building for B1 use in Elloughton / Brough (know as Hytec Way), with 1,288m2 of 

B1 floorspace.  

Newport J38 – Medium term 

5.40 The Horncastle Group have outline planning permission for a mixed use industrial park on 

approx. 18 acres of land at Newport (next to J38 of the M62, for B1, B2 and B8 uses. This 

includes 2,787 sq. m of pure office development (3 buildings of 929 sq. m each including 2 

units for pure office, 1 for start up companies), 15,979 sq. m of industrial units and 5,202 sq. m 

of “hybrid” units (with a maximum B1 element restricted to 40% of the total. 

Willerby Hill- medium to long term 

5.41 Further expansion space is also allocated on the Willerby Business Park building on the 

existing portfolio of premises, with a pending planning application for a further 6 office blocks 

comprising 3,221 sq. m. 

  

Melton – medium to long term 

5.42 In Melton there is a total of 60ha of land that could be brought forward for development, 

remaining on the sites owned by St. Modwen and Wykeland. The developer has expressed 

the potential the site offers to provide considerable B1, B2 and B8 floorspace over the 10 year 

development period, shown in Figure 18 over the page 
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.   

5.43 The entire site has outline planning permission, and parts already have full / Reserved Matters 

Planning Permission (see figures 11 and 12) and the developers expect to submit a full 

application for Phase two of Melton West later this year. 

Goole “Capitol Park” – medium to long term 

5.44 Major developments are proposed for Capital Park in 

Goole a 50 hectare site just off J36 of the M62.   

5.45 As with Melton, Capital Park  already has outline planning 

permission for a mix of uses including B1, B2, B8, hotel, 

A3, A4, A5 and car showrooms, and a full application is 

currently pending for a substantial mixed use 

development that proposes over 15,000 sq. m of B1, 

31,500 sq. m of B2 and 150,000 sq. m of B8 floorspace 

(as well as a car showroom, 100 bed hotel and 1,060 sq. m of A3/A4/A5 space). This location 

sits outside the primary area of focus for this study. 

Humber Bridgehead – long term 

5.46 At the Bridgehead site in Hessle, an outline planning application for 56,922 sq. m of B1 

floorspace has been submitted, on the 19.25ha allocated Humber Bridgehead site identified 

within the 2007 Employment Land Review as a potential specialist business park location. 

Other Areas – medium term 

5.47 Finally there are a number of outline permissions for smaller sites in other areas of the East 

Riding, including at a 2.35 ha site at Market Weighton, and some units at Pocklington and 

Carnaby.
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Figure 18 – Melton West Business Park 
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Bridlington AAP – medium term 

5.48 Finally, the Bridlington Town Centre Area Action Plan has recommended that there will be a 

need for a net gain in offices in the town in the future, and concludes that some 2-4,000 sq. m 

of office floorspace, in a mix of provision. Consequently implementation of the AAP would see 

a small amount of  office space brought forward in Bridlington.  

Hull 

5.49 The Hull Employment Land Review (2008) identifies a number of short-, medium- and long-

term areas for development.   The phasing diagram included within the Hull Employment Land 

Review highlights the anticipated phasing of key areas, including the Western Corridor and the 

City Centre. This table is replicated below. 

Figure 19: Hull Employment Land Review – Overall Phased Approach 

 

Source: Hull Employment Land Review, 2008 
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5.50 Planning permission data provided by Hull indicates that Hull has more than 60 hectares of 

land with outline planning permission for employment uses (though in many cases exact 

details have not been determined). Two areas, Priory Park in the Western Corridor and 

Kingswood Business Park account for the majority of this supply.  

Kingswood Business Park 

5.51 Kingswood Business Park is a Greenfield employment land on the northern periphery of the 

City and comprises some 37 hectares of land with outline planning permission for employment 

uses.  Hull’s employment land study indicates that some of this (around 19 hectares) could 

come forward in the short term (2008-2014). Kingswood Business Park. Although the mix of 

development is yet to be determined, it could include an element of Office development. 

However the vast majority of current provision is not made up of office space and the area sits 

within an area of high risk of flooding. 

Priory Park (East) 

5.52 The Western Corridor and Priory Park (East) has seen significant development in recent 

years, including both offices and industrial uses.  Two sites in Priory Park (East) are currently 

under construction (including 3,840 sq. m of B1 floorspace and 2,952 sq. m of mixed 

employment floorspace). Extant planning permissions in Priory Park exist on another six sites 

for a variety of uses, including further B1 floorspace. Outline permission exists for a further 11 

hectares, which if previous development provides a guide would include a significant element 

of office provision.  

Hull City Centre 

5.53 Within Hull City Centre, the regeneration plans set out in the City Centre Area Action Plan 

(see Figure 20 over the page) set out key areas of intervention, where proposed 

developments aim to provide high quality mixed use accommodation, and provide further 

quality B1 development to add to that recently brought forward at Humber Quays. 
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Figure 20: Hull City Centre – City Centre AAP 

 

Source: Hull City Council 2009
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5.54 Examining a number of the key areas within the City Centre and adjacent areas in more detail 

highlights the potential long-term supply of office development envisaged. 

• Humber Quays Phase 2 already has outline planning permission for a further 20,650 sq 

m
8
 (222,194 sq ft) which would complement the development which has already come 

forward and contribute to the short-term pipeline of provision. 

• The Quay West, Albion Square and Merchants Quay areas all have the potential to bring 

forward additional office space. However all of these schemes are in very early stages of 

preparation and concern was expressed by a number of stakeholders regarding their 

feasibility in the short-medium term. 

• The Fruit Market area, in close proximity to the existing Marina development, had been 

progressing with the majority of land and property acquisition required to assemble the 

site already completed. This area is intended to deliver bespoke, quality, smaller 

commercial units and was outlined as having potential to deliver 4,000 sq. m of office 

space. However, plans for the Fruit Market have been delayed as a result of the issues 

surrounding the availability of finance and the performance of the economy. 

5.55 Indeed the delay on the Fruit Market development is likely to be an important insight into the 

potential for other areas of development planned in the City Centre. As the analysis of 

perceptions of agents around the pipeline of development highlights relative rental levels and 

land values present serious challenges in the short-term and this will have an impact on 

longer-term, more aspirational plans as well. 

Vacancy 

5.56 Although the existence of supporting statistics is limited, it is widely considered that the 

amount of vacant office space in Hull City Centre is low. In March 2008 this was estimated to 

be between 2% and 10% (Hull Employment Land Study – Arup March 2008) although this 

may have increased in the current climate. This is thought to be due to constrained supply and 

a shortage of speculative building. Associated British Ports commented that vacancy rates, 

even in their older refurbished offices are very low, mainly due to upgrades from local 

companies. There are currently few offices with large floorplates available. 

5.57 However, there is evidence of space becoming vacant due to the current economic climate. 

The closure of Cattles, a Hull-born company that is now leaving five offices in Anlaby, Willerby 

and Hessle (at the loss of 400 jobs) suggests that some existing, relatively new B1 space will 

be coming back onto the market.  

                                                           
8 Details taken from the Hull Forward website 
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5.58 Within East Riding, the developments around Hessle have proved a popular location and 

vacancy levels are reported to be low. This is also true of space within Beverley with a number 

of agents reporting that the existing supply is over subscribed.  

5.59 Melton is a growing employment location with take-up of office space in the initial phases 

being moderate with a notable level of vacancy currently (just one third of the office space is 

currently occupied).  

Quality and type of Office development - Recent Supply  

5.60 Understanding the relative quality and variety of supply is particularly important in assessing 

the sub-regional office portfolio. Whilst the quantitative analysis above provides a clear 

indication of the scale of provision it does not indicate how provision in the East Riding is 

comparable to the offer for example in Hull City Centre and other parts of Hull. 

5.61 Alongside a review of marketing particulars and site visits to the key employment areas a 

detailed consultation programme was undertaken with agents and developers in order to gain 

an understanding of the market perception of the existing and recently developed office stock 

across East Riding and Hull. This process involved consultations with representatives from the 

following: 

• PPH Commercial 

• NT3 

• Scotts 

• Garness Jones 

• GVA Grimley Commercial Agents 

• Wykeland Group 

• St Modwen 

• ISpace 

• Horncastle Group 

Overview of the quality of recent provision 

5.62 Developers and agents acknowledge the role that East Riding plays in providing office 

floorspace catering for indigenous demand, as well as occupiers looking for an office base 

within the wider sub regional area. In terms of catering for this latent demand, Haltemprice is 

perceived to be a key office location that has historically appealed to occupiers wishing to 

move out of unsuitable premises, yet still wishing to be close to Hull. The accommodation 
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within Haltemprice is perceived to be high quality, especially in property in Hesslewood Office 

Park which commands relatively high rental levels.  

5.63 Melton is perceived to be a relatively untested market, favoured by occupiers that are unable 

to find accommodation in nearby market towns. This location is more likely to attract B2 and 

B8 occupiers, as well as companies with a smaller scale of office requirement . The 

developers at Melton have also expressed the desire to provide larger office space for national 

occupiers subject to occupier demand. However, this is not yet felt to be an established office 

market and office space is only likely to be developed on a pre-let basis.  

5.64 Indigenous demand for office space in Beverley is considered to be relatively strong, however 

this demand is not matched by an equivalent supply of modern space. The historic nature of 

Beverley means that traditional office accommodation is inflexible to modern business needs, 

and land around the edge of the town is perceived to be constrained. However, demand is 

such that if new office space were to be provided, with larger floorplates and better on-site 

parking facilities, it is thought that this would be met enthusiastically by the market.  

Recent evolution of the Commercial Office Offer 

5.65 The local occupier market views the type of office space that has traditionally been available in 

Hull as inadequate. Many are shared buildings, with limited parking, and constructed during 

the 1960s and 1970s. The small and relatively inflexible floorplates on offer, along with poor 

amenities and fit out mean that they are now only able to attract secondary occupiers. 

Historically the market has not perceived Hull to have a strong or easily recognisable office 

core and this has limited occupier confidence.  

5.66 New office development has come forward in Hull City Centre in recent years, but this has 

been matched by a greater amount of new office development in areas outside the City Centre 

at the Western Corridor within Hull, and in the East Riding.  

5.67 The type of development that has been brought forward within areas such as Priory Park (in 

Hull and the East Riding), Hesslewood Hall, and other areas of the Haltemprice area  has 

appealed to the occupational and ownership requirements of businesses. In most of these 

areas businesses have had the opportunity to become owner occupiers via freehold sales. 

The quality, design and construction standards of new office premises in these areas have  

met modern occupier expectations.  These developments also offer generous parking facilities 

which appear to have been a key requirement of many professional office-based businesses 

location decisions.  

5.68 Melton has aimed to provide a similar type of office offer to that of Hessle, albeit aimed at 

meeting the needs of a wider range of B1 requirements. A number of these developments 

offer shared office spaces, and command relatively lower rents than Hessle.  
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5.69 Beverley has not been able to adapt its office offer to the extant of these other locations. 

There have been a number of examples where occupiers wishing to stay in Beverley are no 

longer able to do so, because of the lack of office space of adequate size or quality to meet 

their needs. Land supply around Beverley is also limited, and developers perceive a strong 

latent demand for such space in the area.  

5.70 Existing land around Annie Reed Road (including the additional 4.7 hectares at Grovehill 

Road), was not considered to be a prime location for office occupiers, due to the distance from 

Beverley town centre, and the existing industrial uses within the vicinity. However the quality 

and scale of development could alter market perceptions. 

Grade A or High Quality Office provision 

East Riding 

5.71 It is estimated that in the last 10 years, approximately 18, 580 sq metres of new build has 

come on to the market, but mainly in smaller units. Around 2787 sq metres of this has been 

Grade A quality space, illustrating the relatively limited and price sensitive nature of the market 

and the limited supply of occupiers able or willing to pay higher rental levels. Hesslewood 

Estate is the most prestigious in the area, attracting companies such as P&O and Ultralase. 

However, these occupiers typically have requirements for 929 sq metres (or 10,000 sq ft) 

floorspace rather than larger floorplate accommodation.  

Hull  

5.72 The last Grade A development in Hull was by Manor Estates in Queens Gardens, on a 25 

year lease to the BBC. This is a mixed use development including 120 flats and 5, 575 square 

metres of Grade A office space. Office rent is estimated to be approximately £108 to £129 per 

square metre (£10 to £12 per square foot). In addition to that, 3860 sq m of Grade A space 

was brought forward at Unit 3A The Maltings in 2007. The most recent Grade A development 

has been 5277 sq metres at Humber Quays 

Pipeline Potential 

5.73 Consultation with agents and developers has revealed that office development within the City 

Centre has been constrained due to the interaction of traditionally low rental levels compared 

to development costs. This affects all grades of office space, however has been a particular 

constraint on the development of Grade A space. Without a commercial imperative, there is a 

very limited market for speculative office development. Developers are unwilling to speculate 

on potential occupier requirements, rather requiring pre-lets before commencing development.  

5.74 Humber Quays has achieved higher rental values and represents a higher quality and more 

contemporary office product. However, although there are potentially more offices coming 
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forward in the Humber Quays area in the medium and longer term, in the current economic 

climate, viability issues are likely to be compounded and it is unlikely that further office space 

will come forward without public sector assistance. 

5.75 As a reflection of issues discussed in further detail within this report, there is a concern 

amongst developers and agents surrounding the future pipeline of developments in the area. 

In January 2009 it was announced that the Fruit Market project was being put on hold, and the 

developers have now been released from their contract. The difficulties in delivering the Fruit 

Market development reinforce wider fears within the market regarding the viability of 

developments at the current time. Values in the local area have always been viewed as a key 

constraint to development, and now that the occupier market has tightened, this is likely to 

remain a barrier to space coming forward in the city centre, affecting any new development 

coming forward but lack of development in the city centre will do nothing to boost rental values 

and confidence which could continue to hold back further development. This means that 

current projections for completions may need to be revisited, as sites with planning permission 

are not brought forward.  

Summary 

5.76 Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics indicate that East Riding has developed some 

54,000 sq. m of commercial office floorspace between 1998-2007.  Hull has developed some 

71,000 sq. m of commercial office floorspace over the same period. However East Riding has 

grown its office floorspace at a faster pace. 

5.77 Since March 2006 Hull has developed over 11,000 sq. m office floorspace, slightly more than 

the 8,495 sq. m developed within the East Riding. A small but significant proportion of Hull’s 

new office development developed since March 2006 (some 1,654 sq. m or 15% of the new 

floorspace), has been brought forward outside of the City Centre with the majority of this 

coming forward in the Western Corridor.  Other figures provided by Hull suggest 40% of B1a 

office floorspace developed between 1998-2007 was developed outside Hull City Centre. 

5.78 Consequently, of the 19,749 sq. m of office floorspace developed in Hull and the East Riding 

since 2007, less than half has come forward in Hull City Centre. 

5.79 This review of the development pipeline has served to illustrate that the potential exists, if all 

permission are realised, to deliver a significant amount of additional office floorspace within 

East Riding, up to 26,387 sq. m of office floorspace if all extant permissions are implemented. 

These extant permissions includes developments in Beverley , Melton, Hessle and further 

phases of the Willerby Hill Business Park. 

5.80 Longer term, more office floorspace is proposed in East Riding. Planning applications have 

been submitted for sites at Flemingate, Humber Bridgehead and Phase 5 of Willerby Hill 
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which would provide almost 65,000 sq. m of new office floorspace. Planning permission is 

being sought for a further 15,000 sq. m of new office floorspace at Goole Capitol Park.  

Outline planning permission for large areas of land at Melton mean more B use premises are 

likely to come forward in this area in the medium term, as does the outline planning 

permission for sites at Newport (J38).  If all these sites are given permission and come 

forward they collectively represent a significant increase in the existing commercial office 

floorspace in the District. These provide a clear indication of market interest in the Beverley 

and Haltemprice areas, but also indicate that there is market interest to develop office 

accommodation elsewhere in the District, at Goole. 

5.81 There is also a significant pipeline of B2 and B8 floorspace in East Riding. If extant 

permissions are implemented there is the potential to develop almost 67,000 sq. m of B2 and 

B8 floorspace across the East Riding. This includes significant extant permissions at Melton 

(37,000sq. m), Howden (for more than 17,000 sq. m of industrial floorspace), and a large new 

site for Swift Holdings at Cottingham. There are no extant permissions for B2 or B8 premises 

in Beverley, despite the availability of some land as a result of recycling in the eastern 

industrial areas of the town. Again, outline planning permissions on large areas of land for B2 

and B8 development at locations like Goole, Newport and Melton make further development of 

industrial premises likely in the longer term. 

5.82 Hull’s B1 development pipeline includes approximately 22,000 sq. m of new office floorspace 

at sites currently under construction and sites with full planning permission. Less than half 

these sites or extant permissions are within Hull City Centre and almost half are within the 

Western Corridor, mainly within Priory Park East. 

5.83 The longer term pipeline in Hull includes the potential for new office developments in Hull City 

Centre and adjacent areas (with outline permission granted for new offices at Humber Quays 

Phase 2 for more than 20,000 sq. m of B1 floorspace), and significant land available at 

Kingswood Business Park and Priory Park East which could see office development brought 

forward in the next few years.  

5.84 Longer term, areas of Hull like Quay West, Albion Square and Merchants Quay all have the 

potential to bring forward additional office floorspace.  However all of these schemes are in 

very early stages of preparation and are perhaps unlikely to be implemented in the short-

medium term, with the phasing of later developments “still on the drawing board” likely to fall 

further behind existing, more highly developed schemes, such as the Fruit Market proposal, 

that are currently on hold. 
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6. THE ECONOMIC AND MARKET CONTEXT 

6.1 The research undertaken as part of this update to the Employment Land Review has been 

developed during a period of considerable economic uncertainty. 

6.2 Since the 2007 Employment Land Review was published the Global economy has undergone, 

and continues to undergo, a period of considerable transition. As a result of a number of 

factors, with the problems and uncertainties within the finance sector the most high profile, 

many countries around the globe, including the UK, have been affected by recessionary 

economics. 

6.3 It is not the intention for this update study to address in detail the impact of the economic 

downturn on the sub-regions economy, however, given the fundamental links between the 

economic performance of businesses and employment and the perhaps less direct link with 

property requirements it is important to set the research in the subsequent sections within a 

wider macro economic context. 

6.4 One of the core study objectives was a re-assessment, through the development of scenarios, 

of the demand for employment land over the plan period (up to 2026). The following section 

looks at this issue in detail. This section sets the context for this analysis, covering the 

following key elements: 

• Macro Economic Context – UK Economic Outlook based upon GVA Grimley’s national 

research teams analysis; 

• Econometric Assessment of the East Riding – bespoke econometric analysis to 

understand relative sectoral and business strengths within the East Riding and the sub-

region. This has implications with regards the scenario development in the proceeding 

section; 

• Property Market Update – National perspective of the market coupled with a local 

assessment based upon a consultation programme with locally active agents and 

developers.  

Macro Economic Context – UK outlook 

6.5 There have been dramatic changes in the world economy over the last year, and the UK has 

been particularly exposed to this.  As the financial centre for Europe and a key player on a 

global scale, the ‘credit crunch’ has had a major impact on the financial system in the UK. The 

establishment of rescue packages proposed for the banking system is one symptom of these 

problems.   
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6.6 The call for ‘rescue packages’ has been widening to other key sectors – in particular the car 

industry -  as problems in the financial sector has translated into a deepening recession, 

particularly across manufacturing, construction, retail and financial services.  

6.7 Latest Government Statistics indicate that UK Gross Domestic Product (GDP) decreased by 

1.5% in the 4
th
 Quarter of 2008, following a  decline of 0.5% in the 3rd quarter of 2008, and the 

economy saw zero growth in the 2nd quarter of 2008.  Weaker service industries, construction 

and production output drove the deceleration in growth. 

6.8 Significantly the levels of unemployment nationally are rising, linked to the performance of the 

economy. The national unemployment rate was 6.3% for the three months to December 2008, 

up 0.4% from the previous quarter. The last time the rate was higher was in the three months 

to March 1998 (when it was 6.4 per cent). The number of unemployed people increased by 

146,000 over the quarter and by 369,000 over the year, to reach 1.97 million (the highest 

figure since the three months to August 1997). Many commentators are now expecting UK 

unemployment to reach 2.5m by mid-2009 and exceed 3m by the end of 2009. 

6.9 Locally, numbers of people claming Job Seekers Allowance in East Riding reached 6,121 in 

January 2009, this has increased significantly over the last 6 months, and numbers of 

claimants were 3,178 in June, meaning JSA claimants have risen by almost 3,000 since last 

Summer. JSA claimants in Hull have also risen sharply from 8,228 in June 2008 to 12,281 in 

January 2009, a rise of 4,053. Major job losses have occurred in the caravan industry (1500 

redundancies since February 2008), and within the manufacturing sector.  

6.10 Research in January 2009 by GVA Grimley identified that in terms of impact on property 

requirements the following sectors performance presents an important indication of the scale 

of the problems at a UK level; Manufacturing (-1%), Construction (-0.8%) and Finance and 

Business Services (-0.4%). In addition, retail sales, which so far have only suffered a mild 

slowdown, barely increased (0.1%) in volume terms in Q3. It is therefore likely that retail 

occupier demand will therefore continue weakening.  

UK Forecasts 

6.11 As the analysis above establishes. the economy is currently undergoing a turbulent period. 

There are serious concerns that it could slump further into a protracted depression with the 

threat of deflation a possibility. Therefore, in this situation, a reliable set of forecasts becomes 

more difficult to calculate, especially where it has to be admitted that past trends are an 

unreliable guide to the future. However, forecasts have been produced and publicised.  

6.12 Early in 2009 the Ernst & Young ITEM Club Winter forecast predicted the largest contraction 

in GDP since 1946 throughout 2009. This forecast suggested that UK GDP would be likely to 

contract by 2.7% in 2009 with a further contraction of 0.5% predicted in 2010. 
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6.13 The contraction of the economy was forecast to lead to a rise in unemployment to over 3.25 

million by the end of 2010; this would obviously have a significant impact across all regions of 

the UK. 

6.14 A number of forecasts and reports published suggest that the assessment of the root causes 

of the downturn highlight that the global and UK economy may well experience a period of 

significant adjustment lasting anything between 5 – 10 years. 

6.15 GVA Grimley’s latest analysis in February 2009 highlights that we have seen a month by 

month re-assessment of forecasts which have steadily presented a worsening picture for 

2009.  

6.16 The HM Treasury compiles a wide range of forecasts and arrives at a consensus position. The 

latest consensus forecasts, issued in February 2009, suggest a -2.8% output growth in 2009 

(presenting a worse scenario than the Ernst & Young ITEM Club forecasts). The Bank of 

England and the CBI, in February 2009, are expecting a contraction in 2009 of at least 3%. If 

this is realised this will make this recession noticeably worse than the last one experienced in 

the UK in the early 90’s. 

6.17 GVA Grimley’s research team, however, note the following drivers or sources of stimulus 

which combined may start to have a positive effect, potentially as early as the second half of 

2009: 

• Increases in government spending – with the government pursuing a Keynesian response 

to the downturn; 

• Fall in Bank of England Base Rates - The Bank of England cut the base rate by 0.5% on 

the 8th October, by a further 1.5% on 6th November, 1% in December, 0.5% in January 

February and March 2009  With the Bank of England Base Rate at just 0.5% this is the 

lowest interest rate in its history; 

• Quantitative Easing – an injection of more than £75bn into the economy; 

• Fall in the sterling, against both the dollar but particularly against the Euro – potentially 

boosting exports, though this may result in difficulties for organisations exporting inputs;  

and 

• A global fall in oil prices - from a high of $147 a barrel in Summer 2008 to less than $45 a 

barrel at the time of writing 

6.18 It is difficult to judge the exact impact of these drivers, these combined stimuli seem likely to 

lead to an upturn (or prevent a deeper / prolonged recession), certainly by 2010, consumer 

and business confidence remains extremely fragile and a recovery could be comparatively 

weak. This links to the suggestion that the impact and required responsive transition will be 

long-term and far-reaching. 
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6.19 Whereas following the 90’s recession growth of 3% per annum was witnessed, it is possible 

that from 2011 economic growth of around 2% per annum or less is more likely to be the 

norm. This reflects the need to cut government spending growth and increase taxation (to 

repay the substantial government debt being run up at present)and the closer regulation of 

banks and the finance sector and the reduced level of credit likely to result and perhaps most 

importantly an increased caution and aversion to risk / borrowing / expenditure among 

businesses and households alike. 

6.20 It is in this wider economic context that the following analysis examines the East Riding in 

more detail in relation to the level of relative demand and the resilience of the economy in the 

area. 

Econometric Assessment of the East Riding 

6.21 Sectoral analysis is used to understand the relative demand and the resilience of the key 

areas of East Riding. Although this analysis uses only a few years of data, at a time when the 

outlook for the economy was more positive, this provides an important understanding of the 

structural base of East Riding.  

6.22 It is important to note that the roots of the recession were in the period analysed (2003-2007), 

and so this might provide an important health-check position for the local economic base.  

6.23 Sectoral data for East Riding is considered in terms of the November 2008
9
 forecasts and the 

implications therein for land requirements going forward.  The wider macro assessment of the 

economy highlights the increasingly difficult task of forecasting accurately and this should be 

considered carefully with regards the use of forecasts to derive economic demand and 

requirements. This analysis uses the data in way in which it will help to crystallise past trends 

and understand more about what may happen in the future.  The scale of the East Riding is 

also a factor as it covers three other travel to work areas and has functional relationships with 

Scarborough, York, Selby and Doncaster.  In considering the relationship with the city of Hull, 

care needs to be taken in reaching conclusions from East Riding-wide statistics.  

6.24 Analysis of Annual Business Inquiry data at the East Riding level between 2003 and 2007 

indicates that total employment 
10
has decreased by 5,100 jobs (or 4.5%), to 110,000 in 2007. 

Similarly Hull has also experienced a drop in employment of nearly 3,500 (2.8%), less severe 

than for East Riding over the same period. This suggests that East Riding and Hull have been 

experiencing a downturn for some time. Employment in both areas peaked in 2003 and 2004 

respectively.  Both Hull and East Riding were shedding jobs between 2003 and 2007 against 

                                                           

9 Note: the econometric analysis of the economy was undertaken prior to the release of the updated forecasts published by 
Yorkshire Forward in March 2009 which are used in the proceeding sectionsectionsection. 

10 Employees in employment 
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the backdrop of a broadly favourable macro-economy, as the economy enters recession, both 

areas may struggle further.   

6.25 It has been suggested that a significant proportion of these job losses have been attributed to 

the high concentration of manufacturing jobs, especially in Hull. This could suggest that 

structural issues (including industrial mix) is affecting performance in the economy.  However, 

there have also been some high profile job losses in the service sector, as well as contraction 

in the retail sector.  

6.26 The analysis in figure 21 provides a picture of recent trends in sectoral employment in the 

East Riding and Hull over the period 2003-2007. Figure 21 shows the differing fortunes of the 

East Riding and Hull economy over the period, with different levels of sectoral employment 

growth / decline across the 10 sub-sectors. Many sectors have seen movement in opposite 

directions, suggesting a degree of independence from one another. However companies 

relocating from the East Riding to Hull and from Hull to the East Riding could explain some of 

these trends. This data also encompasses employment change across the whole of the East 

Riding, including areas like Bridlington and Goole that are in different functional economic 

areas and subject to different factors than the core areas this update is concerned with. 

Figure 21: Percentage of Employment Change in East Riding and Hull, 2003 - 07:  
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11
 

 

                                                           
11 It is important to note that ABI data, being survey data, is subject to various sources of error. The ABI is a stratified random 
sample, using SIC92/ 2003, employment and country as stratifying variables. While at the national level the sample size is very 
large, and so robust in statistical terms, data at the Local Authority level is less reliable. 
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6.27 The three key sectors where the employment trends have been synonymous are 

Manufacturing, Transport/Communications and Banking / OBS.  For the remaining sectors, 

the recent trends have seen the growth in one area and decline in the other, for example 

employment in other services grew by almost 30% in the East Riding over the period, while 

declining by more than 10% in Hull. Although there are undoubted close links between East 

Riding and Hull, significant parts of the East Riding economy seem to function independently 

of Hull.  

6.28 A more detailed analysis of sector trends in East Riding seeks to match business unit change 

with employment between 2003 and 2007. Through analysis of employment change and 

business change, an underlying productivity trend for the sectors can be established.  This 

can be applied to individual sectors by defining four business and employment typologies 

relating to the following permutations  

• Employment and business unit growth 

• Employment growth but business unit decline 

• Employment decline and business decline 

• Employment decline but business unit growth 

 
6.29 The resulting Productivity Zones are a means of dividing the employment sectors according to 

their potential to create employment.  

Figure 22: Productivity Zones 

Productivity Zones 

ZONE A:  Fragmentation – more producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment:  Mixed group with equally mixed prospects. Little to suggest that productivity 
increases will occur through exploitation of scale economies. 
ZONE B:  Enlargement - more producers, more jobs.  

Comment:  Potential for high value added growth through technical progress and 
economies of scale.  
ZONE C:  Concentration – more jobs, fewer producers.  
 
Comment: Potential productivity gains achievable through economies of scale and scope 

 ZONE D: Insecure - fewer producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment: Industries experiencing strong competitive and possibly cost pressures. 
Potentially declining and unlikely to contribute strongly to economic growth. 

 
 
6.30 The results of the analysis is summarised in the following table.  The analysis excludes 

sectors with less than 200 employed. 
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Figure 23:Productivity Zones and representative sectors, East Riding 2003-2007 

T1:Productivity Zones 
 

ZONE A:  Fragmentation – more producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment:  Mixed group with equally mixed prospects. Little to suggest that productivity increases 
will occur through exploitation of scale economies although growing competition will in part also 
offset this. For the data 2003 -2007 then these are the key sectors: 
 

01 : Agriculture, hunting and related service activities 
20 : Manufacture of wood and products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of 
articles of straw and plaiting materials 

24 : Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 

25 : Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 

34 : Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 

35 : Manufacture of transport equipment 
52 : Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles; repair of personal and household 
goods 

55 : Hotels and restaurants 

64 : Post and telecommunications 

70 : Real estate activities 

75 : Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 

80 : Education  
  
These represented 32% of all the sectors within this typology (i.e. 12 of the 37 sectors analysed)  
 
ZONE B:  Enlargement - more producers, more jobs.  

Comment:  Potential for high value added growth through technical progress and economies of 
scale. These are the sectors that have been setting the pace within the East Riding context 
and are therefore of major consideration going forward – see analysis below.  For the data 
2003 -2007 then these are the key sectors: 
 
 

28 : Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 

29 : Manufacture of machinery and equipment not elsewhere classified 

31 : Manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus not elsewhere classified 

40 : Electricity, gas, steam and hot water supply 

45 : Construction 
50 : Sale, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; retail sale of automotive 
fuel 

51 : Wholesale trade and commission trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 

63 : Supporting and auxiliary transport activities; activities of travel agencies 

67 : Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation 
71 : Renting of machinery and equipment without operator and of personal and household 
goods 

72 : Computer and related activities 

74 : Other business activities 

85 : Health and social work 

91 : Activities of membership organisations not elsewhere classified 

92 : Recreational, cultural and sporting activities  
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These represented 41% of  the sectors within this typology (i.e. 15 of the 37 sectors analysed)  
 

ZONE C:  Concentration – more jobs, fewer producers.  
 
Comment: Potential productivity gains achievable through economies of scale and scope.   It’s 
likely that competition is actually increasing with the removal of some businesses which is not 
fully compensated through increases in employment (hence the productivity gains).  For the data 
2003 -2007  then these are the key sectors: 
21 : Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products 
26 : Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral 
products 
30 : Manufacture of office machinery and computers 
 
These represented 8% of the sectors within this typology (i.e. 3 of the 37 sectors analysed)  

 

ZONE D: Insecure - fewer producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment: Industries experiencing strong competitive and possibly cost pressures. Potentially 
declining and unlikely to contribute strongly to economic growth. These are the sectors that on 
past trends provide least opportunities to East Riding. For the data 2003 -2007 then these are the 
key sectors 

14 : Other mining and quarry 

15 : Manufacturing of food and beverages 

22 : Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media 
36 : Manufacture of furniture; manufacturing not elsewhere 
classified 

60 : Land transport; transport via pipelines 
65 : Financial intermediation, except insurance and pension 
funding 

93 : Other service activities 
 

These represented 19% of the sectors within this typology (i.e. 7 of the 37 sectors analysed). 

 
6.31 The analysis is shown graphically below

12
, as a means of understanding the sectors which 

have performed well in East Riding in recent years. The red icons represent Zone B, where 

there is potential to create more producers and more jobs. 

 

                                                           

12 Sector 30: Manufacture of office machinery and computers is not included due to the outlier scale of % employment change 
although absolute change was marginal during the same period. 
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Figure 24: Business and Employment Trends by Sector: East Riding (2003-2007) 

Business and Employment Trends by Sector: East Riding (2003 - 07)
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6.32 A more detailed analysis of sectoral change in the East Riding between 1997 – 2008 (drawing 

on historic data from the latest Yorkshire Forward / Experian forecasts), shows the nature of 

employment change in the East Riding in the last 10 years.  

Figure 25: Employment Change 1997-2008 
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Source: Yorkshire Forward, Experian Business Strategies Ltd, Office for National Statistics, 
Regional Econometric Model (Spring 2009) 

 
6.33 The last 10 years have seen strong growth in a number of sectors including business services 

(which has added more than 6,000 jobs), Construction (more than 3,000 jobs), Health and 

Education (both approximately 2500 jobs).  Over the same period the various manufacturing 

sectors have shed more than 9,000 jobs (though a couple of manufacturing sectors have 

bucked the trend and increased employment – including metals which has risen by 700 and 

rubber and plastics – up  by nearly 200).  

6.34 In percentage terms, growth has been most dramatic in communications (up 135%), business 

services (up 117%), banking and insurance (up 71% and manufacturing of metals (up 75%).  

6.35 The last year however has seen significant change, and given the current economic situation, 

it is unclear what the economic future holds for the East Riding. The 2007 study was set 

against a backdrop of strong economic performance and forecast economic growth, and drew 

on Cambridge Econometric projections that predicted that the east Riding economy would 

experience a growth of 8,410 employees over the period to 2021. with  primarily driven by a 
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small number of expanding sectors coupled with the relatively static nature of a number of 

more ‘traditional’ sectors .  

6.36 Subsequently the economy has entered recession, with three successive of decline, and 

Yorkshire Forward / Experian have recently released updated employment forecasts for the 

East Riding for the period to 2025, taking account the recent changes in the macro-economy. 

About the Regional Economic Model Employment Forecast 

 Yorkshire Forward has been working with Experian Business Strategies Ltd since 2001 to 

develop a Regional Econometric Forecasting Model, specifically to help forecast industry 

growth and decline over the next ten years in the Yorkshire and Humber region. It draws on 

another model for its content, this being the Experian Business Strategies' Integrated Regional 

Sectoral Model (IRSM) of the UK.  

The IRSM is updated monthly and is the basis for local level forecasts in the REM. The IRSM 

is constructed on the basis that each UK region and each sector of the economy is treated as 

an economic entity in its own right, for which forecasts can be made using historic 

relationships between variables. These relationships differ between regions and industry 

sectors on the basis of their differing economic structures, historic performances and so on. At 

the same time, the UK as a whole is modelled on the basis of relationships at the national 

level. By solving at both levels simultaneously, the model produces forecasts that are entirely 

internally consistent. The forecasts position each region in a genuine national and sectoral 

context and thus accurately reflect the economic dynamics of each region. This methodology 

ensures that forecasts emerging from the model are not simply “trend” based. 

The historic data upon which the IRSM model depends are drawn predominantly from official 

sources e.g. Office for National Statistics Census, Annual Business Inquiry, Labour Force 

Survey/Annual Population Survey. In order to provide the best possible estimates of current 

economic conditions, other up-to-the-minute survey data is also used. These data come from 

joint surveys undertaken with the CBI (on manufacturing industry), GfK (on consumer 

behaviour) and other publicly available surveys (such as from the Chambers of Commerce, 

Construction Confederation, Trade Indemnity, Halifax etc.). 

Yorkshire Forward’s Regional Econometric Forecasting Model is updated twice a year. 

The Model provides Yorkshire Forward and other public sector partners in the Yorkshire and 

Humber region with historical data and forecasts on 30 industry sectors between the years 

1986 and 2025.  

6.37 This latest forecast data is presented in Figure 26 below.   
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Figure 26: Forecast Employment Change 2007-2025
 
 

 2007 2025 Change 2007 - 2025 

Industry Total 113,262 116,518 3,257 

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 6,642 3,840 -2,802 

Oil & Gas Extraction 31 2 -29 

Other Mining 229 154 -74 

Gas, Electricity & Water 290 147 -144 

Fuel Refining 0 0 0 

Chemicals 1,859 1,245 -614 

Minerals 1,049 999 -50 

Metals 1,576 1,260 -315 

Machinery & Equipment 408 86 -322 

Electrical & Optical Equipment 769 717 -52 

Transport Equipment 3,894 2,281 -1,612 

Food, Drink & Tobacco 1,279 1,136 -142 

Textiles & Clothing 254 49 -205 

Wood & Wood Products 918 187 -730 

Paper, Printing & Publishing 1,189 390 -799 

Rubber & Plastics 866 680 -187 

Other Manufacturing NEC 894 88 -806 

Construction 11,283 13,965 2,682 

Retailing 9,192 10,658 1,466 

Wholesaling 7,871 8,421 550 

Hotels & Catering 6,287 7,484 1,197 

Transport 4,663 5,613 950 

Communications 1,508 1,406 -101 

Banking & Insurance 2,165 2,518 353 

Business Services 11,736 14,059 2,323 

Other Financial & Business Services 2,279 2,902 623 

Public Admin & Defence 7,900 7,428 -471 

Education 8,464 7,529 -935 

Health 12,829 16,476 3,647 

Other Services 4,939 4,795 -144 

Source: Yorkshire Forward, Experian Business Strategies Ltd, Office for national Statistics, 
Regional Econometric Model (Spring 2009) 
 

6.38 Forecast change in total employment over the period from 2007 – 2025 are set out in figure 

27. This shows that the latest economic forecasts are predicting a sharp decline in 

employment for the next two years, followed by a steady recovery. However the forecast 

indicates that total employment in the East Riding is not expected to recover to 2008 levels 

until around 2020.  

6.39 Employment in the East Riding is forecast to decline by more than 7,000 FTE jobs by 2011 

from the 2007 peak.     
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Figure 27: East Riding Employee Numbers 2007 - 2025 
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Figure 28: Hull Employee Numbers 2007 - 2025 
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Source: Yorkshire Forward, Experian Business Strategies Ltd, Office for National Statistics, 
Regional Econometric Model (Spring 2009) 
 

6.40 Note that the current forecast for Hull also predicts a decline in employment numbers, shown 

in Figure 28, but the current forecast indicates that Hull will not have returned to the 2008 level 

of employment by the end of the forecast period (i.e. by 2025) 

6.41 Therefore, the next two years are clearly going forecast to be much tougher for the East 

Riding and Hull economy. As the recovery starts however East Riding is forecast to 

experience a stronger recovery than Hull and to generate new employment, culminating in an 

additional 3,000+ jobs by the end of the forecast period.     

6.42 These latest economic forecasts and the detailed analysis of the East Riding economy all set 

an important context for the subsequent Section of the report which presents a range of 

scenarios around potential levels of demand for employment land. However, prior to this the 

following sub-section looks at the relative performance of property as this is clearly an 

important link when considering future requirements for commercial property. 

Economic Resilience / Relative Performance: Ward Level 

Analysis 2004 - 07 

6.43 Building on the District level analysis above, the following section examines the relative 

performance of different wards across East Riding. In line with the study objectives particular 

focus is placed on the wards which cover the areas of Haltemprice, Melton and Beverley. 

6.44 There are data limitations associated with undertaking analysis at ward level. Whilst it is 

possible to secure employment estimates at the major sector levels, as total employment is 

only 110,000 and this is then distributed across a number of sectors, inevitably small 

estimates will be generated.  In turn the following takes aggregate for the wards and repeats 

the sector analysis. Effectively it is possible to define how wards have performed during the 

period 2004 – 07 inclusive in terms of business and employment growth. 

6.45 Therefore this allows us then to define four business and employment typologies relating to 

the following four permutations which are: 

• Employment and business unit growth 

• employment growth but business unit decline 

• employment decline and business decline 

• employment decline but business unit growth 
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6.46 These permutations convert into the following four typology zones, corresponding to the four 

quadrants identified in the table below (linked to the analysis on the wider economy). 

Figure 29: Productivity Zones 

 

Productivity Zones 

ZONE A:  Fragmentation – more producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment:  Mixed group with equally mixed prospects. Little to suggest that productivity 
increases will occur through exploitation of scale economies. 
ZONE B:  Enlargement - more producers, more jobs.  

Comment:  Potential for high value added growth through technical progress and 
economies of scale. 

ZONE C:  Concentration – more jobs, fewer producers.  
 
Comment: Potential productivity gains achievable through economies of scale and scope 

ZONE D: Insecure - fewer producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment: Industries experiencing strong competitive and possibly cost pressures. 
Potentially declining and unlikely to contribute strongly to economic growth.  

 
 
6.47 The results of the analysis are summarised in the table below.  The analysis excludes sectors 

with less than 200 employed. 
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Figure 30: Productivity Zones for East Riding Wards 

T4:Productivity Zones for East Riding Wards 

ZONE A:  Fragmentation – more producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment:  Mixed group with equally mixed prospects. Little to suggest that productivity 
increases will occur through exploitation of scale economies although growing 
competition will in part also offset this. For the data 2004 -2007 then these are the key 
wards: 
 
 

Bridlington Central and Old Town 

Bridlington South 

Driffield and Rural 

Goole North 

Minster & Woodmansey 

South East Holderness 

St Mary's 

Willerby & Kirk Ella  

  
These represented 31% of all the wards within this typology (i.e. 8 of the 26 wards 
analysed)  
 
ZONE B:  Enlargement - more producers, more jobs.  

Comment:  Potential for high value added growth through technical progress and 
economies of scale. These are the wards that have been setting the pace within the East 
Riding context and are therefore of major consideration going forward – see analysis 
below: 
 

Beverley Rural 

Bridlington North 

Cottingham North 

Cottingham South 

Dale 

East Wolds & Coastal 

Goole South 

Hessle 

Howden 

Howdenshire 

Mid Holderness 

Snaith, Aimyn, Rawcliffe & Marshland 

South Hunsley 

South West Holderness 

Tranby 

Wolds Weighton  
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These represented 61% of  the wards within this typology (i.e. 16 of the 26 wards 
analysed)  
 

ZONE C:  Concentration – more jobs, fewer producers.  
 
Comment: Potential productivity gains achievable through economies of scale and scope.   
It’s likely that competition is actually increasing with the removal of some businesses 
which is not fully compensated through increases in employment (hence the productivity 
gains).  For the data 2004 -2007  then these are the key wards: 
 
No wards represented 
 
 
These represented 0% of the sectors within this typology (i.e. 0 of the 26 wards analysed)  

 

ZONE D: Insecure - fewer producers, fewer jobs. 

Comment: Industries experiencing strong competitive and possibly cost pressures. 
Potentially declining and unlikely to contribute strongly to economic growth. These are the 
wards that on past trends provide least opportunities to East Riding. For the data 2004 -
2007 then these are the key wards 

North Holderness 

Pocklington Provincial 
 

These represented 8% of the sectors within this typology (i.e. 2 of the 26 wards 
analysed). 

 
6.48 The following graphs plot the wards of East Riding according to their performance under the 

productivity zones. This illustrates that as a general trend, East Riding contains a large 

proportion of sectors with potential for high value added growth.  
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Figure 31: Spatial Dynamics in East Riding, 2004-2007 

Spatial Dynamics in East Riding 2004 - 2007
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6.49 The following graph isolates the wards of Beverley, Melton and Haltemprice.  

6.50 This chart identifies that Melton and Haltemprice are relatively well placed with regards their 

economic performance and business base. Of the wards covered by the Haltemprice area 

Dale and Hessle perform particularly well. This is likely to be linked to recent supply analysed 

elsewhere in the report. This also indicates that there areas have attracted strong employment 

sectors which perform well going forward.  

6.51 Beverley performs less well. Indeed, this area has been highlighted as a more indigenous 

market. This performance may be linked to the comparatively constrained supply of 

commercial floorspace which resonates with the market feedback within the demand section. 

This represents an important consideration for ensuring that Beverley successfully improves 

its economic performance in line with the socio-economic assets represented by its proximate 

labour force. 
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Figure 32: Spatial Dynamics in East Riding (Key wards), 2004-2007  

 
 
 Spatial Dynamics in East Riding 2004 - 2007 - Key Wards
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Property Market 

6.52 The performance of the property market and the levels of activity, in terms rents and 

movement as well as development, are closely linked to the performance of the wider 

economy. 

6.53 Looking first at national occupier rental levels the impact of the recession has been marked 

with GVA Grimley’s property market update in February 2009 noting that average rental 

values have fallen for more than six months and at an increasing speed. According to the IPD 

Monthly Index All Property rents fell by 2.1%, over the three months to January, compared 

with a fall of 1.5% over the three months to December 2008. 

6.54 It is important to note that in terms of the fall in rental values the office sector has recorded the 

greatest fall. In the three months to January 2009, rental performance in the office sector was 

-4.2%, compared with industrial -0.7% and retail -1.1%. 

6.55 Falling rental levels clearly impact on the investment market. Significantly the IPD Monthly 

Index suggests that capital values, as at the end of January 2009, had fallen by 38% since the 

peak of the market in mid-2007. In terms of yields the average All Property equivalent yield 

was 8.7% at the end of January. Importantly taking the factors together the total return 

measured over one year, January 2008 to January 2009, the return was -23.2%. 

6.56 Looking forward in line with economic projections GVA Grimley’s property market update (Feb 

2009) suggests that average rents will continue to fall for the next three years and that All 

Property rents will be nearly 20% lower at the end of 2011 compared with the end of 2008. 

6.57 It is important to put this fall in rents in context. In the early 90s recession average rents fell for 

more than three years. With the economic forecasts suggesting that this recession is likely to 

be more severe the potential cautious outlook regarding property market performance appears 

justifiable. 

6.58 In terms of returns on commercial property, whilst 2009 might mark and improvement to 2008 

it is likely to remain notably suppressed. Positive returns are not forecast until 2010, with 

capital values forecast to start rising from 2011. 

6.59 The relative performance of property, illustrated through rental and yield levels, clearly impacts 

on the development of future space and the level of demand for premises. This closely links to 

firstly, the analysis in the preceding section looking at the potential deliverability of the existing 
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and long-term pipeline of development and secondly the following section which assesses 

demand for additional employment floorspace and therefore employment land. 

Local Market Perceptions 

6.60 In order to capture the relative performance of the local market and the extant to which it has 

been affected by the wider national trends a comprehensive programme of consultation with 

local agents and developers was undertaken. A number of the findings of this have already 

been presented in the preceding sections relating to perceptions around the delivery of the 

pipeline of development and the current office offer. This section however, includes a 

summary of the defining demand side issues highlighted through this process. These findings 

have important implications for the analysis in Section 8 which directly addresses the study 

objectives in relation to the three areas of focus, Melton, Beverley and the out-of-town office 

market in Haltemprice.  

6.61 This section therefore presents the findings of the process under the following themes: 

• The distinctiveness of the sub-regional market – Sources of Demand 

• Relative performance of different elements of the Commercial Market Portfolio – 

assessing demand for different types of property 

The sub-region is felt to be an independent market 

6.62 In terms of the wider sub-region, it is generally considered that the geographical distance, as 

well as limited train and transport links (although infrastructure is improving) mean that Hull is 

unlikely to be to be considered close enough to Leeds/Sheffield to be an area for business 

relocation. The cost of crossing the Humber Bridge is also felt to be prohibitive, and as a result 

the market in Hull is felt to be somewhat underdeveloped. The market in Hull and East 

Yorkshire has not experienced a major commercial boom that has occurred in other areas.  

6.63 The consultation process reinforced the assertion that, other than the sites along the M62/A63 

corridor, the vast majority of demand for commercial floorspace is generated through 

indigenous business requirements. This reinforces the findings of the analysis within this 

section which has looked in detail at the relative resilience of the economy and businesses 

within East Riding. 
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Performance of office accommodation in the East Riding 

6.64 The consultation programme reinforced the fact that the East Riding is a well established 

location in terms of its commercial markets. Developers’ general perception is that office 

space in East Riding is catering for an important need in the market. 

6.65 B1 space is generally perceived as performing well in East Riding and there have been 

notable rises in rental levels until recently. There are a number of drivers identified for this. 

The quality of supply in the area is one factor (and the lack of supply elsewhere) but also the 

relative quality of the environment in the western parts of Hull and Haltemprice areas of the 

East Riding and the location of many of the more senior members of staff of businesses in this 

area influences locational preferences.  

6.66 The table below sets out information for the key existing office locations across the East 

Riding illustrating their relative performance and illustrative market perceptions. 

Figure 33: Key Office Locations – Market Performance  
Office Developments Rental Values Vacancy  Key Issues 

Hesslewood Court 
 
Occupiers include: 

• Tribal 
• Optimax 
• Ultralase 
• P&O 
• PPH  
• Fenner-Dunlop 

 
Command rental values of 
up to £15.50psf.  
 
450 people on site, 6:1000 
car parking ratio. 
 

 
Very little vacancy. 
 
Last units brought forward 
around 2004/2005. 
 

 
Premium offer in East 
Riding – very high quality 
two storey units 
Good car parking offer 
 
Considered by the market 
to be a desirable office 
location. 

Willerby Hill 
 
Scheme started with  
2787 sq metres (30,000 
sq.ft) office spec 
development  

 
 

 
 
Agents asking for £13psf.  
Now occupied by Reckitts 
Bemicer (joint venture), 

 
One new office has remained 
vacant since completion (18 
months). Other slow to let (12 
months) 
Cattles (Holdings) also occupy 
space and indicated that they 
will be leaving by April 2009. 

 
Buildings are good quality 
but lack air conditioning.  
 
 

Priory Park (West)  
 
High quality offices along 
A63. 
Includes an element of 
Grade A Office space 

 

 
Number of high profile 
occupiers on the site – 
HSBC (last two years), 
Bennet Insurance brokers, 
Cattles. 
 
First three phases let quickly.   
Last phase is a mix of B1/2 
and is struggling to let at 
£12.50psf. 

 
Saxon House – currently 
vacant  
Bridgehaven One – currently 
to let offices 1672 square 
metres (18,000 sq.ft).  
Iridium Court –  
Concern that further vacancy 
could be created through 
business closure 

 
Sainsbury’s on the border 
between Hull and East 
Riding in Priory Park – 
provides amenities for 
workers. 
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Melton 
 
General industry and 
distribution park. 
Expansion through D&B 

 
Achieved rents of around 
£14.50psf  
 
Serviced offices including 
Yorkshire Bank 2694 sq m 
(29,000sq ft.) 

 
Speculatively built 2322 
square metres (25,000 sq ft) of 
B1 space. One third is 
currently let. 

 
Plans for expansion over a 
10 year period across site, 
though exact mix of uses is 
still to be determined. 

Beverley  
Mix of office space 
across the town 
including above retail 
units.  

 
The Hall Buildings, Serviced 
Offices noted as having 
space available for £14psf.  

 
Low vacancy rates due to high 
demand for units. Some 
secondary space harder to let. 

 
Noted a shortage of 
purpose built quality 
serviced office space in 
Beverley.  

Source: GVA Grimley, 2009 

Market Performance in Hull 

6.67 As part of the development of the Hull Employment Land Review a Commercial Property 

Market Report was prepared by DTZ in March 2008. This sets out a comprehensive market 

position relating to key office developments. The market performance of a number of these 

schemes are included below based on the DTZ report: 

• City Centre Offices 

- Humber Quays Phase One – let to World Trade Center on a 10 year lease at a rent 

equating to £123 per sq. m (£11.39 per sq.ft) and Royal Bank of Scotland £171 per 

sq. m (£15.84 per sq.ft)
13
.  

- Friary Chambers – rents quoted at £91.50 per sq. m (£8.50 per sq.ft) 

- Shirethorne House – rents quoted in the region of £86 per sq. m (£8 per sq.ft) 

- Approximately 15,050 sq. m of serviced office accommodation in the city with rents 

ranging from £129 per sq. m (£12 per sq.ft) to £323 per sq. m (£30 per sq.ft) on an all 

inclusive basis. 

• Out-of-Centre Offices 

- Kingswood Business Park – office suite available from £140 per sq. m (£13 per sq.ft) 

- Priory Park East – Earls Court new office development rents quoted as being in the 

region of £156 per sq. m (£14.50 per sq.ft) 

6.68 The overall conclusion notes that the office market in Hull City Centre is relatively limited, with 

the majority of stock being suitable for small-medium scale occupiers requiring more basic 

office suites and small floorplates. This lack of good quality space has hindered the attraction 

                                                           

13 Noted through separate consultation that the service charges on these lets are notably high and elevate rental levels further; 
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and retention of office occupiers in Hull. DTZ does note that in market terms the development 

of new office accommodation at Humber Quays is a positive step forward for the city. 

6.69 It is important to note as the analysis in this section shows the market has moved on 

considerably over the last 12 months and a short update is included below based upon our 

own consultation programme with agents active in both Hull and East Riding.  

6.70 Talking to agents and developers the wider economic circumstances have had an impact on 

the City Centre market and the issues identified above have been reinforced further. 

6.71 Some of the key issued identified in consultation around the current market and the issues 

which maintain the relatively poor performance and perception include the following: 

• Parking provision – general provision was considered to be poor but expensive. The lack 

of parking capacity beyond 6:30pm was noted as a particular issue for attracting business 

to the City Centre; 

• The supply of quality office space – the current supply was considered to offer insufficient 

choice with a relatively low amount of premium or high quality space on the market; 

• The lack of flexible space – floorplates and facilities in much of the existing supply was 

considered to offer insufficient flexibility to businesses that are growing and contracting 

their activities; 

• An absence of quality amenities – City Centre facilities were not considered to adequately 

deliver a vibrant context for firms looking for the benefits of a city centre location. 

6.72 The importance of Humber Quays in establishing momentum was reinforced. However, 

concern was expressed that the current shape of the economy meant that this momentum 

would be lost and that there would be insufficient further investment to address the issues 

noted above.  

6.73 This has been evidenced in the recent press releases which have suggested that the £100m 

redevelopment plans for the Fruit Market will be scaled down and delayed, as developer Igloo 

declared current plans to be no longer commercially viable and that development will be 

delayed.  

Summary 

6.74 This section has clearly highlighted that this update is prepared in a fundamentally different 

economic and property market context than the 2007 Employment Land Review. This has 
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particular implications for the proceeding sections in its assessment of a number of scenarios 

for identifying the level of demand for employment land over the plan period. 

6.75 The 2007 study was against a backdrop of strong employment growth and a favourable 

macro-economic climate. Employment  forecasts produced for the 2007 study for Cambridge 

Economics were forecasting that the East Riding would experience significant employment 

growth to 2021, of more than 8,000 jobs across a number of sectors.  The recent employment 

forecasts produced by Yorkshire Forward / Experian paint a different picture and forecast 

more modest employment growth to 2025 of just over 3,000 jobs and total employment is 

forecast to decline to 2011, before experiencing a slow but steady recovery. Hull is forecast to 

see employment decline and little recovery, even by the end of the plan period. 

6.76 However employment growth in key sectors such as business services, transport and 

wholesaling are all forecast (alongside growth in other sectors with no B-use implications such 

as hotel and catering and health) This is a continuation of some of the long term trends which 

has seen strong growth over the last decade in business services and “distribution” sectors of 

the economy. However, as the analysis identifies, the economic and market uncertainties 

mean that the exact nature of growth and indeed its timing is hard to estimate. 

6.77 The sub-region, including the East Riding, has clearly been affected by the wider global and 

national ‘shocks’ in the economy.  

6.78 Looking at the property market it is clear that the wider economic and finance issues are 

having a notable effect. 

6.79 Office schemes have struggled to achieve premium rents even through the more buoyant 

period and rents are likely to be suppressed further in the current climate. There has been 

relatively little differential between rents achieved in the City Centre and out-of-town locations, 

with out-of-town locations often achieving consistently higher rental levels reflecting the 

differing quality of provision. 

6.80 Whilst Hull City Centre, through the Humber Quays development, was being seen to establish 

a sense of market momentum the impact of the delay of further schemes, including the Fruit 

Market, presents a significant problem in maintaining this momentum. 
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7. PROJECTING THE DEMAND FOR EMPLOYMENT 

LAND 

7.1 This section builds on the preceding section to explore a range of scenarios to identify a 

spectrum of potential requirements for commercial floorspace and employment land over the 

plan period. 

7.2 As the previous section concludes the dynamic and turbulent nature of the economy currently 

makes forecasting future requirements accurately very difficult. Therefore this section whilst 

presenting a number of quantitative approaches to developing land requirement figures 

concludes by applying a qualitative ‘sense-check’ to the analysis. The conclusions of this 

Section are then used to directly answer a number of the other Study Objectives in the 

proceeding Section. 

7.3 The analysis in this section provides an update to the assessment of demand included within 

the 2007 Employment Land Review, reflecting both the changing economic circumstances in 

the interim period and a number of refinements to applied assumptions. The 2007 Preferred 

Scenario is included within the range of scenarios developed to enable the findings from this 

research to be compared back to the original 2007 study.  

7.4 In terms of quantifiable approaches to assessing the demand for employment land in the East 

Riding the following scenario bases are used: 

• Scenario 1 – Historic take-up (2008 Update) 

• Scenario 2 – Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics  

• Scenario 3 – Preferred Scenario from 2007 Study (CE baseline forecast) 

• Scenario 4 – Experian updated 2009 forecasts (Yorkshire Forward) with new locally 

based employment land densities applied. 

• Scenario 5 – As Scenario 4 with densities moderated to take into account changing 

employment densities over time. 

7.5 The Section concludes with a brief summary of the demand requirements established through 

the Employment Land Review for Hull, looking at the range of requirements proposed. 
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Scenario 1 – Historic Take-up 

7.6 The historic take-up of land is used as the first scenario to assess potential future 

requirements for employment land. 

7.7 The analysis within Section 4 identified that the average annual take-up between 2001-02 and 

2007-08 was 22.7 ha per annum. 

7.8 If this annual average was projected forward for the 17 year period between 2008 and 2025 

this would create a requirement for 385.9 ha of employment land within the East Riding. 

7.9 In two years (2002-03 and 2007-08), take up was over 40 hectares, If these years are 

excluded, average take up is just 16.27 hectares per annum. Projecting this lower figure 

forward over 17 years produces a lower requirement of 276.6 hectares. Land was allocated 

with large B2 and B8 uses in mind, so one off large developments might be expected to take 

place, but it is not possible to know how many more large one-off requirements might come 

forward over the next 17 years, and so both forecasts could be considered valid. 

7.10 In addition the period of time over which the annual average has been calculated also 

represents a particular buoyant period of market activity. As the previous section examines the 

market context has changed considerably with this likely to impact over a significant period of 

the plan period. It is therefore possible that, for the next few years at least, the average levels 

of take-up witnessed over the last seven years may not be achieved and total requirements 

may be even lower than 276 hectares..  

Scenario 2 – Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics 

7.11 However more sophisticated historic trend analysis can be carried out through the use of 

Valuations Office Agency (VOA) Commercial and Industrial Floorspace Statistics
14
. These 

show total amount of commercial office
15
, factory and warehouse floorspace (occupied and 

unoccupied) in the East Riding for each year between 2000 and 2007.  Commercial office 

trends were discussed briefly in Chapter 5. 

                                                           

14 Available through the National Statistics website (www.statistics.gov.uk)  
15
 Commercial and Office Floorspace Statistics provide data on the total amount of commercial offices, and other others.  Other 

offices include office floorspace occupied by public sector organisations e.g. Council Offices.  These are not classified as a B1 
use, and are thus excluded from the analysis. Statistics include vacant and occupied premises. 
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7.12 These statistics provide a second set of scenarios for calculating employment land 

requirements in East Riding. Trends in commercial office, factory and warehouse floorspace 

are shown below: 

Figure 34: East Riding C&I Floorspace Change 2000-2007 

Commercial Office Floorspace (sq. m)  

1998 2007 Change 

1998-2007 

% Change 

1998-2007 

 

Average 
Change 
Per 

annum 

Commercial 
Offices 

104,000 158,000 54,000 51% 6,000 

Factory 1,239,000 1,626,000 387,000 31% 43,000 

Warehouse 614,000 908.000 294,000 48% 33,000 

Source: Valuations Office Agency 2009 

 

7.13 The VOA figures show that: 

• East Riding has seen a steady increase in the amount of commercial office floorspace 

over the period from 2000 – 2007, with a rise of 54,000 sq m of commercial office 

floorspace across the period, an increase of 51%; 

• The amount of factory floorspace has also grown, by 387,000 sq. m, a rise of 31%. The 

amount of factory floorspace has declined in most of the UK, (by 7% across England for 

example) reflecting the changing structure of the UK economy, so East Riding has 

bucked this national trend, even whilst manufacturing employment has declined in East 

Riding over recent years; 

• The amount of Warehouse floorspace has also risen, by some 294,000 sq m or 

approximately 48%.  

7.14 As with the historic take up rates, these trends can be projected forward to provide a picture of 

the amount of office, warehouse and factory floorspace that may be required in the future. The 

average change in these floorspace figures over the seven years from 2000-2007 have been 

projected forward to provide estimates on the quantity of commercial and industrial floorspace 

at the end of 2025. 

7.15 The changes in floorspace are summarised below. 
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Figure 35: Projected Floorspace Change 2007 - 2025 

Commercial Office Floorspace (sq. m)  

2007 Average 

Change Per 

annum 

Cumulative 

Change 2007 - 

2025 

Projected 
Floorspace 

2025 

Commercial 
Offices 

158,000 6,000 108,000 266,000 

Factory 1,626,000 43,000 774,000 2,400,000 

Warehouse 908.000 33,000 588,000 1,496,000 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.16 These floorspace scenarios suggest: 

• That if recent trends continue, East Riding will continue to increase its portfolio of 

commercial office floorspace, with a further increase of 108,000sq. m between 2007 and 

2025; 

• That factory floorspace will also continue to increase, with a further 774,000 sq. m of 

factory floorspace developed, taking East Riding to almost 2.5million sq. m of factory 

floorspace; and 

• That warehouse floorspace will increase by some 588,000 sq. m. 

7.17 These projections are clearly simplistic, assuming that past trends will simply continue forward 

on a “straight line basis”, In addition the changing macro-economic climate will have a 

profound effect on the Yorkshire and Humber economy, though the nature of that effect is 

hard to foresee at this point.   

7.18 Historic floorspace trends are clear; and clearly show that over the last few years East Riding 

has grown its commercial office, factory and warehouse floorspace, and this may continue in 

the future.  

Converting Floorspace to Land 

7.19 What are the implications of these floorspace projections for land? Floorspace can be 

translated into employment land projections by applying a plot ratio. 
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Plot Ratios 

7.20 Offices, factories and warehouses do not occupy the whole of the site they sit upon, 

substantial amount of land can be taken up by landscaping, car parking, service roads and 

service areas, car parking especially in out of town industrial estate locations. 

7.21  Consequently Employment Land Studies typically apply an average plot ratio of around 40% 

to derive a land figure from floorspace figures. This assumes that employment floorspace only 

occupies 40% of a site – meaning a 40,000m2 building occupies a 1,000,000m2 site.  

7.22 However plot ratios vary, and in city centre locations characterised by high rise office 

developments, such as Hull City Centre, the plot ratio might be significantly more, and in some 

circumstances more than 100% (i.e. significant floorspace spread over multiple floors on a 

small site) by contrast office parks or out of town office locations, with extensive surface car 

parking and generous landscaping might have a plot ratio of nearer 40%. 

7.23 For the East Riding an average plot ratio of 40% is a reasonable estimate to use, and 

consequently the floorspace projections presented in Figure 33 translate into a net land 

requirement of 367 hectares. 

Figure 36: Projected land requirements from C&I Floorspace in East Riding to 2025 
 Total 

Floorspace 
2007 

Total Land 
2007 

Projected 
Floorspace 2025 

Projected 
Land 2025 

Change in 
Land 2007-

2025 

Commercial Offices 158,000 39.5 266,000 66.5 27.0 
Factories 1,626,000 406.5 2,400,000 600.0 193.5 

Warehousing 908,000 227.0 1,496,000 374.0 147.0 
Total 2,692,000 673.0 4,162,000 1040.5 367.5 
Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.24 This projection suggests East Riding has a net requirement for some 367.5 hectares of 

employment land between 2007 and 2025, this is composed of: 

• There is a requirement for as much as 27 hectares of land to accommodate new 

commercial office development, though the extant of land required would be dependent 

upon the type of offices required, and the density to which they are built.  

• A requirement for 193.5 hectares to accommodate new factory floorspace; 

• A requirement for 147 hectares to accommodate new warehouse floorspace. 
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Scenario 3 - 2007 Preferred Scenario 

7.25 The 2007 Employment Land Review presented a number of scenarios to forecast forward 

levels of demand. The Preferred Scenario identified through this process is replicated here to 

provide a benchmark for this update.  

7.26 It is important to recognise that the econometric forecasts produced by Cambridge 

Econometrics which underpin this Scenario were produced within a different economic 

climate. They represent a considerably more buoyant growth picture than the latest iteration of 

forecasts presented in Scenarios 4 and 5 as they project forward growth based on a period of 

relatively sustained employment and output generation. 

7.27 The forecasts provided projections for the period covering 2006 – 2021 and therefore do not 

present a total figure over the same length of period as the other scenarios in this update. 

7.28 In total 8,410 jobs were forecast to be generated over the fifteen year period.  

7.29 A set of assumptions including the application of English Partnerships standard employee 

densities and various plot ratios were used to translate this employment growth projection into 

land requirements. 

7.30 Through the Scenario a gross employment land requirement of between 35.5ha and 54.6ha 

was identified
16
. Looking at the different types of space required this was sub-divided into 

three use categories for the upper proposed amount: 

• B1 – 23.6 ha 

• B2 / B8 – 25.2 ha 

• Primarily B2 – 0.58 ha 

Scenario 4 – 2009 Experian forecast  

7.31 As discussed in Chapter 6, Yorkshire Forward / Experian have recently released updated 

employment forecasts for the East Riding for the period to 2025, taking account the recent 

changes in the macro-economy. 

                                                           

16
 Note: this is a gross calculation and therefore does not factor in the impact of sectors of the economy forecast to experience a 

net loss in employment. 
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7.32 Scenario Four therefore takes the latest Yorkshire Forward / Experian employment forecast 

and through applying employment densities and plot ratios provides an estimate of net 

employment land requirements in East Riding. 

Summary of econometric forecast data 

7.33 The forecast provides a breakdown of employment across 30 sectors of the economy, and 

predicts that East Riding will add some 3,257additional jobs over the period 2007 to 2025. As 

discussed in Chapter 6, this is a much lower level of employment growth than that presented 

in the 2007 study, which drew on Cambridge Econometrics projection and predicted that the 

East Riding would see total employees rise by  8,410 employees over the period to 2021.  

7.34 Despite the changing picture, the latest experian forecasts are still projecting large rises in 

employment in 6 sectors: 

• Health – projected to add some 3,647 jobs to 2025; 

• Construction – 2,682; 

• Business Services – 2,323 

• Retailing –1,466; 

• Hotel and Catering – 1,197 

• Transport - 950 

7.35 In contrast, manufacturing sectors are all forecast to see a decline in employment, with the 

largest decline in the manufacture of transport equipment, projected to see a fall of 1,612 jobs 

by 2025. The forecast also predicts a large decline in employment in agriculture, forestry and 

fishing, forecast to fall by some 2,800 jobs, almost half the current level of employment. 

7.36 The full forecast data is set out in Figure 37 over the page: 
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Figure 37: Forecast Employment Change 2007-2025 

 2007 2025 Change 2007 - 2025 

Industry Total 113,262 116,518 3,257 

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 6,642 3,840 -2,802 

Oil & Gas Extraction 31 2 -29 

Other Mining 229 154 -74 

Gas, Electricity & Water 290 147 -144 

Fuel Refining 0 0 0 

Chemicals 1,859 1,245 -614 

Minerals 1,049 999 -50 

Metals 1,576 1,260 -315 

Machinery & Equipment 408 86 -322 

Electrical & Optical Equipment 769 717 -52 

Transport Equipment 3,894 2,281 -1,612 

Food, Drink & Tobacco 1,279 1,136 -142 

Textiles & Clothing 254 49 -205 

Wood & Wood Products 918 187 -730 

Paper, Printing & Publishing 1,189 390 -799 

Rubber & Plastics 866 680 -187 

Other Manufacturing NEC 894 88 -806 

Construction 11,283 13,965 2,682 

Retailing 9,192 10,658 1,466 

Wholesaling 7,871 8,421 550 

Hotels & Catering 6,287 7,484 1,197 

Transport 4,663 5,613 950 

Communications 1,508 1,406 -101 

Banking & Insurance 2,165 2,518 353 

Business Services 11,736 14,059 2,323 

Other Financial & Business Services 2,279 2,902 623 

Public Admin & Defence 7,900 7,428 -471 

Education 8,464 7,529 -935 

Health 12,829 16,476 3,647 

Other Services 4,939 4,795 -144 

Source: Yorkshire Forward, Experian Business Strategies Ltd, Office for national Statistics, 

Regional Econometric Model (Spring 2009) 

7.37 Before the econometric forecasts can be translated into employment land requirements, it is 

necessary to identify the extant to which employment in each sector takes place in the various 

B-use classes. In line with the guidance, a number of sectors have none, or very little B-use 

employment, and are excluded from the analysis. These include: 

• Retail:  

• Hotel and catering 

• Education,  
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• Public Administration and Defence 

• Health and Social Work 

7.38 In addition, employment in some sectors of the economy is spread across different uses 

classes, for example employment in Banking and Finance takes place in both B1 

accommodation, but also in A2 retail premises. In an economy such as the East Riding, with a 

small banking and insurance sector, numerous small towns with their own bank branches and 

building societies, a lower proportion of employment in this sector takes place in B1 offices 

than in major cities with large banking and insurance employment and major head of back 

office operations. 

7.39 We have allocated employment to the different use classes using the assumptions set out 

below: 

Figure 38: Sectoral Employment Use Class Assumptions 

Proportion of employment sector 
occupying each Use Class 

Sector 
  

Business Use 
Classification  
  B1 B2 B8 

Banking & Insurance Primarily B1 65% 0% 0% 

Business Services Primarily B1 65% 0% 0% 

Chemicals Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Communications Primarily B8 0% 0% 75% 

Construction Self employment - 
limited B2/B8 storage 

0% 30% 5% 

Electrical & Optical Equipment Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Food, Drink & Tobacco Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Fuel Refining Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Machinery & Equipment Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Metals Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Minerals Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Other Financial & Business 
Services 

Primarily B1 65% 0% 0% 

Other Manufacturing Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Other Services (Assumed) Proportion in B2 0% 10% 0% 

Paper, Printing & Publishing Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Rubber & Plastics Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Textiles & Clothing Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Transport Primarily B8 0% 0% 65% 

Transport Equipment Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Wholesaling Primarily B8 0% 15% 60% 

Wood & Wood Products Primarily B2 0% 100% 0% 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

• Employees working in the manufacturing sector are deemed to work in factory or light 

industrial premises (i.e. B1c or B2 uses); 
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• A proportion, but not all, employees in construction occupy B-use class premises. For the 

purposes of this document we have assumed that within construction a small proportion 

5% are head office workers (for example in house builder and developer regional offices), 

30% of workers occupy B2 premises, and 5% B8 premises.  

• In transport and communications we have assumed between 65 and 75% of workers 

occupy B8 premises. 

• The majority of employment in wholesaling , 60%,  is in warehouses (i.e. B8 uses) and 

15% in factories and light industrial premises (B1c or B2); 

• The majority of employees in Banking and Insurance, Business Services and Other 

Financial and Business Services work in offices (i.e. B1a or B1b uses) though in the East 

Riding a significant proportion of people in these sectors
17
, (e.g. within high street Banks) 

work out of shop front premises (i.e. Use class A); and 

• A small proportion of employment in Other services (which includes a diverse range of 

service sector jobs) takes places in offices (10%). 

7.40 Consequently, the employment numbers in Figure 36, coupled with the assumptions 

presented in Figure 38 translate into estimated  employment in B1, B2 and B8 accommodation 

as shown in the below: 

Figure 39: Employment by Use Class  

Employment (numbers) Use Class 

2007 2025 Change 2007-2025 

B1 10,517 12,661 +2,144 
B2 20,014 15,053 -4,961 
B8 9,449 10,454 +1,005 
Total employment – B 
Use Classes 

39,979 38,168 -1812 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.41 These figures suggest that although the overall number of people employed will rise, the 

numbers of people employed in B-use class premises will actually fall to 2025. 

7.42 Having reduced the employment forecast to those sectors of the economy which will generate 

demand for commercial land and premises, the next step in the process is to translate 

                                                           
17 Note that the proportion of people occupying B-use premises may change in the future, especially in sectors such as banking 
and finance, if one assumes that new branches are unlikely to open, any additional employment may be more likely to occupy 
officers rather the high street premises. 
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employment by use class into floorspace and subsequently land through the use of 

employment densities and plot ratios.  

Employment densities 

7.43 The employment densities and plot ratios used are of critical importance to this part of the 

study.  We have already discussed the issues around plot ratios, there are a similar range of 

issues with regard to employment densities. 

7.44 EP guidance on employment densities produced by Arup in 2001 provides a range of 

employment densities typically applied in Employment Land Studies of: 

• General office 1 employee per 19 sq. m 

• Industry 1 employee per 34 sq. m 

• Warehousing and distribution 1 employee per 50 per sq. m (80 sq. m for large scale and 

high bay warehouses) 

7.45 However these figures are now several years old and since then there has been changes in 

practice in both the manufacturing and warehousing sector in particular, with an increased 

substitution of capital for labour, meaning less workers employed, producing the same amount 

of goods, in the same floorspace (car manufacturing being a particularly good example of 

where this has happened).  

7.46 Consequently, we have drawn on the VOA C&I statistics mentioned above, and the employee 

to use class calculations discussed above to produce indicative estimates of local employment 

densities for the East Riding, shown below.  

Figure 40: Estimated Employment Densities East Riding 2007 

 Employment 2007  Floorspace 2007 
sq. m 

Estimated 
employment 
density sq. m 

Commercial Office (B1) 10,517 158,000 15 
Factory (B2) 20,014 1,626,000 81 
Warehouse (B8) 9,449 908,000 96 
Source: GVA Grimley 2009 
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7.47 These figures suggest: 

• Lower employment densities of 15 sq m per employee in office accommodation, a little 

lower than the figures suggested by the EP guidance; 

• An employment density or 81.2 sq. m per worker in factories (mainly manufacturing), 

more than twice the EP figure; and 

• An employment density of 96 sq. m per worker in warehousing, greater than the range of 

figures suggested by the EP guidance. 

7.48 Work done elsewhere by GVA Grimley comparing employment figures with VOA Commercial 

and Industrial Floorspace statistics suggest not only that employment densities in 

manufacturing and warehousing are higher than the figures suggested by the EP guidance, 

but that they are rising, and the trends that are causing this to happen will mean employment 

densities in factory and warehousing (B2 and B8) are likely to continue to rise. 

7.49 Applying these local employment densities to the employment figures by use class presented 

in Figure 39 produces floorspace requirements by use class set out below in Figure 41. 

Figure 41: Floorspace Projections derived from employment forecasts 

Use Class Estimated Floorspace 
2007 (m2) 

Projected Floorspace 
2025 (m2) 

Change 2007-2025 (m2) 

B1 158,000 190,219 32,219 
B2 1,626,000 1,222,944 -403,055 
B8 908,000 1,004,642 96,642 
All B Uses 2,692,000 2,417,805 -274,194 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.50 These calculations predict: 

• A rise in the amount of B1 floorspace of around 32,000 sq .m; 

• A significant fall in the amount of B2 floorspace required, (linked to the projected decline 

in manufacturing employment) although this is offset by the growth in other sectors, 

especially construction, that have some B2 floorspace requirements; 

• A rise in the amount of B8 floorspace, of almost 100,000m2 

7.51 Through application of plot ratios, we can then calculate the implications for land. As with 

Scenario Two based on commercial and industrial floorspace statistics discussed earlier, we 

have applied an average plot ratio of 40%. The resultant land requirements, by use class, are 

set out in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42: Land Requirements from Employment Forecasts  
 
Use Class 

Baseline 
Employment Land 

2007 (ha) 

Projected 
Employment Land 
Requirement 2025 

(ha) 

Projected Change 
2007 - 2025 (ha) 

B1 39.5 47.6 8.05 
B2 406.5 305.7 -100.76 
B8 227.0 251.2 24.16 
All B Uses 673.0 604.5 -68.55 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.52 The land calculations show: 

• That the East Riding has in the region of 673 hectares of land in use for B1, B2 or B8 

purposes in 2007; 

• That by 2025, the total land requirement reduces to 604 hectares – a net loss of 68.55 

hectares of employment land 

• The reduction is due to a forecast reduction in the amount of B2 factory floorspace 

required, due to the forecast reduction in manufacturing employment across the East 

Riding to 2025. 

• Despite an overall reduction in land requirements, there is a requirement for additional 

land to accommodate both office and warehouse floorspace, 8 and 24 hectares 

respectively.  

7.53 This produces an overall net requirement that shows the East Riding requires less land than at 

present. However this is due to the forecast large decline in B2 floorspace. As manufacturing 

employment falls, existing land and premises used for B2 purposes is likely to become 

available.   

7.54 It is important to note that even as manufacturing employment declines, there will still be some 

firms seeking new B2 land and premises, meaning some land for B2 purposes will still be 

required. Although some of this might be accommodated by recycling existing B2 land and 

premises, in practice existing land that becomes available as firms cease trading or relocate 

may be unsuitable, in the wrong location or slow to come to the market.  

7.55 Setting to one side the decline in demand for B2 land, there is still demand for land to 

accommodate office premises, and to accommodate B8 uses. 
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Scenario 5 – Changing Employment Densities 

7.56 As with the analysis based on commercial and industrial floorspace statistics, changing the 

underlying assumptions over time would result in different scenarios.  Consider the effect of 

rising employment densities in factories and warehousing – analysis carried out by GVA 

Grimley elsewhere indicates that employment densities in manufacturing and warehousing are 

increasing, as firms employ more machinery per worker (e.g. robots in car assembly plants).   

7.57 If employment densities continue to rise, this means that by 2025 employment densities in B2 

and B8 uses in the East Riding might be higher still than those identified in Figure 37. This 

would result in more land being required in 2025 for factories and warehousing, even if there 

was less employment. Were employment densities to rise to 100 sq. m per worker in factories 

and 115 sq. m in warehouses by 2025, the impact on land requirements in B2 and B8 are 

shown below: 

Figure 43: Land Requirements from Employment Forecasts – assuming increasing 
employment densities 
 
 

Net Land Requirements to 2025 

Use Class Static employment densities Increasing employment 
densities 

B1 8.05 8.05 
B2 -100.76 -30.18 
B8 24.16 73.56 
All B-Uses -68.55 51.43 
Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.58 These figures show that if employment densities rise even a relatively modest amount, 

projected land requirements for B2 and B8 increase significantly, and so this Scenario results 

in a requirement for 51 hectares of additional land.  

• There is no change in the amount of land required for office floorspace; 

• The reduction in land required for B2 floorspace is dramatically reduced, from a projected 

net loss of 100 hectares down to a projected net loss of around 30 hectares; 

• The amount of land required to accommodate additional B8 floorspace also rises 

significantly, from 24 to 73 hectares.  

7.59 Similar to Scenario 4, this scenario produces an overall net requirement that shows the East 

Riding requires less B2 land than at present, though the scale of the reduction is much less 

than that indicated in Scenario 4.  As manufacturing employment falls, existing land and 

premises used for B2 purposes is likely to become available.   
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7.60 It is important to note, as with Scenario 4, that even as manufacturing employment declines, 

there will still be some firms seeking new B2 land and premises, meaning some land for B2 

purposes will still be required. Although some of this might be accommodated by recycling 

existing B2 land and premises, in practice existing land that becomes available as firms cease 

trading or relocate may be unsuitable, in the wrong location or slow to come to the market.  

7.61 Setting to one side the decline in demand for B2 land, there is still demand for land to 

accommodate office premises, and Scenario 5 projects a significant demand for land to 

accommodate B8 uses of over 70 hectares. 

Incorporating a Margin of Choice 

7.62 A final consideration for all of the scenarios is the need to ensure there is a degree of flexibility 

or a “margin of choice”.  If demand analysis suggests there is a need for 50 hectares of land, it 

may be desirable to allow more land than this to allow companies and employers some 

locational flexibility. It is, therefore, standard practice to allow for a ‘margin of choice’ by 

allocating more land than is required in the allocations by applying a stated factor into the 

demand calculations. 

7.63 Determining a robust figure is not an exact science, and will (due to the lack of specific studies 

on the matter) always be subject to a certain degree of subjectivity. Past Employment Land 

studies have used a range of figures to represent flexibility; for example, some studies state 

that to allow a margin for choice, variety and uncertainty, a crude margin could equate to as 

much as 50%, suggesting that for a 10-year planning period, there should be a 15 year supply 

of land. The recent Hull Employment Land Study applied a 75% margin of choice. 

7.64 In general however, the smaller the amount of land under discussion, the greater the amount 

of additional land that should be provided to ensure businesses have a reasonable choice 

(e.g. if land requirements were just 5 hectares, it would be worth considering providing at least 

double this to provide potential occupiers with a meaningful choice of sites; but if overall 

demand was estimated to be around 300 hectares, perhaps only an additional 10-20% would 

be required).  

7.65 A margin of choice of between 20% and 50% has been applied to each of the different 

demand scenarios to arrive at a final demand figure. Considering the different use classes, 

and the forecast land requirements provided by Scenarios 2-5 we have applied a larger 

margin of choice for office accommodation (50%) than for B2 and B8 uses. This figure is 

broadly in line with figures used in other Employment Land Studies and with the margin of 

choice used in the 2007 study. . These are summarised on Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Scenario Land Requirements – Including a Margin of Choice 

Scenario Land Requirement 
(ha) 

Margin of Choice 
Applied 

Revised 
Employment Land 
Requirement (ha) 

Scenario 1 (to 2025) 385.9 
(276.6) 

20% 463 
(331.9) 

Scenario 2 (to 2025) 367.5 50% B1 
20% B2 and B8 

441 

Scenario 3 (to 2021) 54  50% B1 
20% B2 and B8 

66.4 

Scenario 4 (to 2025) - 68.6 50% B1 
20% B2 and B8 

-42.9 

Scenario 5 (to 2025) 51.4 50% B1 
20% B2 and B8 

75.2 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.66 Inclusion of a Margin of Choice increases land requirements in all five Scenarios: 

• Under Scenario 1, an inclusion of a 20% margin of choice increases the gross land 

requirement from 406 hectares to 488 hectares (though if the lower average figure is 

projected forward, excluding abnormal take up the rise is from 292 hectares to 350 

hectares; 

• Under Scenario 2, the total net land requirement rises from 367 hectares to 441 hectares, 

within this figure, land for commercial office development rises from 27 to 40.5 hectares; 

• Under Scenario 3 the upper limit rises from 54 hectares to 66 hectares; 

• Under Scenario 4 the projected net reduction in land of -68.6 hectares is reduced to a net 

reduction of 42.9 hectares. Land required for B1 uses rises from 8 to 12 hectares, for B8 

development from 24 to 28 hectares, while the net loss of land for B2 uses is reduced 

from -100 to -83 hectares; and  

• Finally under Scenario 5 the projected net land requirement rises 51 to 75 hectares.  

Within this overall figure, land required for B1 uses again rises from 8 to 12 hectares, land 

required for B8 uses rises from 73 to 88 hectares. 

Accounting for Employment Land Losses 

7.67 Since 2000 East Riding has seen significant losses of employment land to other uses, 

especially to residential and retail developments. These losses have totalled some 50.7 ha 

lost to residential uses, and 7 ha lost to retail uses, scattered across the East Riding. This 

equates to an average loss of 6.4 ha per annum. 
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7.68 Most of the losses have been on relatively small sites. Only 1 site is larger than 3 hectares, 

and only 4 were sites larger than 2 hectares.  89 of the 104 sites lost to residential use were 

sites of less than 1 ha.  

7.69 Only around 13 ha has been lost to residential use in the Beverley Local Plan area
18
 the 

majority of losses have been elsewhere in the area.  

7.70 If losses were to continue at this rate into the future, then over the plan period East Riding 

might lose a further 108 hectares of its existing employment land, though in practice much of 

the loss has been driven by the housing boom in recent years. A combination of the current 

macro-economic climate and house price slump, and regional policy to restrain housing 

growth in the East Riding should act to reduce losses of employment land to residential 

development in the future. However, ensuring that where land is allowed to be used for non-

employment uses it is low demand, unsuitable for employment uses or in secondary 

employment locations will be an important consideration in maintaining an adequate supply of 

employment land.  Forecast decline in manufacturing employment may impact on the rate of 

losses to other uses.  

Demand for Employment Land in Hull 

7.71 The Hull Employment Land Study uses a similar set of scenarios to estimate the demand for 

employment land in Hull. The study uses five scenarios to estimate demand for employment 

land including a scenario based on historic take up rates (equivalent to this study’s Scenario 

1), and scenarios derived from the Regional Economic Model (similar to this studies Scenarios 

4 and 5). These produce a range of land requirements ranging from 84 – 128 hectares to 2026 

(including a 75% margin of choice). 

7.72 The report ultimately recommends the use of two scenarios to identify employment land 

requirements. These were: 

• The 2005 based draft RSS Scenario B which is a trend based scenario; and 

• The 2006 based CRDP aspiration scenario, which is a policy on / policy led scenario 

7.73 Both these scenarios are derived from the Regional Economic Model employment forecasts, 

but use a slightly different set of assumptions to those used in Scenarios 4 and 5 of this 

Report.  The Hull assumptions included: 

                                                           
18 Although this figure includes the Hessle Dock and Harbourlite schemes in Hessle, which are proposed to be mixed use 
developments with some employment uses remaining.  
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• The use of localised assumptions relating to appropriate floorspace and plot ratios (not 

the use of English Partnership standard employment densities or plot ratios) 

- The study notes that this recommendation is based on economic circumstances 

specific to Hull taking account of the requirements of manufacturing and distribution 

sectors which are forecast to experience a decline in FTE employment and remain 

stable or grow in productivity. 

- The localised plot ratio and employee densities are: 

○ B1a 73% plot ratio and 19 m sq/employee density 

○ B1b and c, B2 40% plot ratio and 50 m sq/employee density 

○ B8 40% plot ratio and 80 m sq/employee density  

• A 75% margin of choice has been applied to the forecast level of land required to provide 

sufficient flexibility to facilitate the aspiration of transformational change proposed through 

policy. 

7.74 The Review uses these projections and assumptions to arrive at an identified need for 

between 113.6 ha and 128.7 ha of good quality employment land in Hull between 2006 and 

2026. 

7.75 The RSS Scenario B represents the lower land requirement with the CRDP policy-on 

projection identifying a higher uplift in employment and therefore a greater land requirement. 

The table below indicates the breakdown of requirements under the core commercial 

floorspace classifications for both Scenarios. 

Figure 45: Employment Land Requirements by Commercial Use Type 

  RSS Scenario B 
localised for Hull (ha) 

CRDP Scenario 
localised for Hull (ha) 

B1a 9.7 35.0 

B1b, B1c and B2 32.6 58.5 

B8 71.4 35.2 

Total (ha) 113.6 128.7 

Source: Hull Employment Land Review Final Report, 2008 

7.76 Importantly, both these scenarios do not simply translate the projected employment changes 

and derive land figures, but instead both these scenarios assume proactive steps at the 

regional and local level to boost Hull’s economy, boost employment and therefore boost 

demand for employment land. 
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7.77 Therefore the demand for employment land in Hull reported in the Hull Employment Land 

Review reflects a “policy on” picture of demand for employment land, and assumes that the 

Hull economy grows more quickly than recent historical trends. ,  

7.78 These scenarios remain ‘aspirational’ policy scenarios and require a number of facilitative 

actions to occur in order for them to be delivered, including the provision of suitable high 

quality commercial floorspace within the centre of Hull and the realisation of a number of high 

profile employment-led regeneration projects. Where these aspirations are not realised, at 

least in the short-medium term this will have implications for the levels of employment land 

required and indeed the ongoing economic relationship between Hull and East Riding. 

Summary 

7.79 This analysis has identified 5 different scenarios for the quantitative amount of employment 

land required in East Riding to 2025 to accommodate future demand. These scenarios are 

summarised in Figure 46 below. 

Figure 46: Employment Land Demand Scenarios 

Scenario Revised Employment Land 
Requirement (ha) 

Scenario 1 – Historic Take Up 8 Year Average  
(6 year average) 

463 
(331.9) 

Scenario 2 - Commercial and Industrial Floorspace 
Statistics 

441 

Scenario 3 – 2007 Preferred Scenario (note forecast 
demand to 2021 only) 

66.4 

Scenario 4 – March 2009 Employment Forecast -42.9 
Scenario 5 – March 2009 Employment Forecast – 
increasing employment densities 

75.2 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.80 These five scenarios provide a wide range of the potential employment land requirements in 

East Riding going forward. Projecting forward Historic Take up Rates provides the largest 

demand estimate, and with the inclusion of a 20% margin of choice suggests East Riding may 

require as much as 463 hectares of employment land to 2025 (although  analysis based on 

historic rates that excludes abnormal take up in 2002-3 and 2007-08 produces a lower figure 

of 331 hectares.  

7.81 Projecting forward recent commercial and industrial floorspace trends also produces a large 

net requirement. If C&I trends continue East Riding will require an additional 441 hectares of 

land (including a 50% margin of choice for office and 20% margin of choice for B2 and B8), 
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this assumes recent growth in Commercial Office, Factory and warehouse floorspace 

continues on a straight line basis into the future.   

7.82 Analysis based on the latest Experian employment forecasts (Scenario 4), released in March 

2009 however suggests that East Riding will actually require less employment land in the 

future, and it predicts a net reduction in employment land required of -42 hectares, mainly due 

to a decline in manufacturing employment leading to a decline in factory floorspace (contrary 

to recent trends in East Riding revealed by C&I floorspace statistics). 

7.83 A more sophisticated analysis of the March 2009 forecasts (Scenario 5), taking into account 

the trend for both manufacturing and warehouse based employment to become more capital 

intensive, and consequently to result in increasing employment densities informs Scenario 5.  

This analysis means that losses of employment in manufacturing in particular do not lead to 

an automatic reduction in floorspace and land requirements for manufacturing. This results in 

a revised net requirement of 75 hectares (again including a 50% margin of choice for office 

and 20% margin of choice for B2 and B8).  

7.84 Both scenarios 4 and 5 suggest that the East Riding will require less land for B2 uses in the 

future than at present. As discussed under both scenarios, even as manufacturing 

employment declines, there will still be some firms seeking new B2 land and premises, 

meaning some land for B2 purposes will still be required. Although some of this might be 

accommodated by recycling existing B2 land and premises, in practice existing land that 

becomes available as firms cease trading or relocate may be unsuitable, in the wrong location 

or slow to come to the market. Consequently, even allowing for the projected decline in 

demand for B2 land, some B2 land will still be required.  
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Demand for Land for B1 / Office Uses 

7.85 Four of these scenarios produce indicative land requirements by use class. The land 

requirements for Commercial Office / B1 are set out in Figure 47 below. 

Figure 47: Employment Land Demand Scenarios 

Scenario Revised Employment Land 
Requirement (ha) 

Scenario 2 - Commercial and Industrial Floorspace 
Statistics 

40.5 

Scenario 3 – 2007 Preferred Scenario 35.4  
Scenario 4  and 5 – March 2009 Employment Forecast 12.08 
Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.86 Scenarios 2-5 suggest that East Riding requires at least 12.08 hectares of land to meet 

requirements for office floorspace (though higher density office development might reduce the 

overall land requirement). This includes a 50% margin of choice.  

7.87 Projections based on recent trends in C&I floorspace statistics provide an upper limit and 

these projections suggest that East Riding may require as much as 40.5 hectares of land to 

accommodate office uses. 

7.88 The actual requirement is likely to be higher than the lower figure in this range, as we have 

assumed not all employees currently employed in banking and finance or business services 

occupy B1 office premises, instead, in the East Riding significant proportion of employment 

will be in shop front premises in Beverley, Goole, Bridlington etc. However in the future there 

are unlikely to be additional bank or building society branches (for example), and so additional 

employment in some sectors may be more likely to be in offices, rather than A2 shop 

premises. 

7.89 Consequently the demand analysis in this report concludes that the East Riding requires a 

maximum of 40.5 hectares of land for B1 / office uses. 
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Demand for Land for B2 and B8 Uses 

7.90 Four of these scenarios also produce indicative land requirements for B2 and B8 premises. 

The land requirements for B2 and B8 uses are set out in Figure 48 below. 

Figure 48: Employment Land Demand Scenarios 

Scenario Revised Employment Land 
Requirement (ha) – including 

20% margin of choice) 
 B2 B8 

Scenario 2 - Commercial and Industrial Floorspace 
Statistics 

232.2 176.4 

Scenario 3 - 2007 Preferred Scenario 30.9 
Scenario 4  - March 2009 Employment Forecast -84 29 
Scenario 5 - March 2009 Employment Forecast – Rising 
Employment Densities 

-25.2 88.3 

Source: GVA Grimley 2009 

7.91 There is a wide divergence within the scenarios on the amount of land that might be required 

for B2 and B8 uses, with Scenario 2 in particular suggesting that very large quantities of land 

may be required to accommodate B2 and B8 uses. Scenario 2 suggests that East Riding will 

require more than 230 hectares to accommodate new B2 floorspace, and more than 175 

hectares to accommodate B8 floorspace. 

7.92 The employment forecast based scenarios 3, 4 and 5 suggest that East Riding requires 

significantly less land, as little as 30.9 hectares under Scenario 3, and net reductions in B2 

land under options 4 and 5.  

7.93 Consequently the analysis suggests East Riding requires between 29 – 176 hectares of land 

for B8, and between -84 and 232 hectares of land for B2 premises. These figures all include a 

modest 20% margin of choice.  

7.94 The actual requirement for B2 floorspace is unlikely to be as low as the -84 hectares provided 

under Scenario 4, as this does not take into account changes in working practices (notably 

falling employment densities in manufacturing as employers substitute capital for labour). In 

addition, as discussed under both scenarios, even as manufacturing employment declines, 

there will still be some firms seeking new B2 land and premises, meaning some land for B2 

purposes will still be required. Although some of this might be accommodated by recycling 

existing B2 land and premises, in practice existing land that becomes available as firms cease 

trading or relocate may be unsuitable, in the wrong location or slow to come to the market. 
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Consequently, even allowing for the projected decline in demand for B2 land, some B2 land 

will still be required.  

7.95 The upper figure of 232 hectares provided by projecting forward recent factory floorspace 

trends is likely to be an over estimate, distorted both by the favourable macro-economic 

climate of the last 10 years, and one off take ups in previous years that are unlikely to be 

repeated.  

7.96 Consequently, demand for land for B2 is likely to be significantly lower than the 232 hectares 

suggested by Scenario 2, but not a negative requirement suggested by scenarios 4 and 5. A 

figure of no more than 50 hectares, spread across a range of sites and alternative locations in 

the East Riding would be likely to provide an adequate supply to meet local employment and 

expansion needs, if existing B2 locations can be protected and recycled as they fall vacant. 

Sites for new B2 uses should be located off the main transport corridors along the A63 / M62, 

7.97 All scenarios concur that there is likely to be a requirement for B8 floorspace. The scenarios 

suggest this to be between 29 and 176 hectares. Again the upper figure of 176 hectares is 

likely to be an over estimate, again distorted both by the favourable macro-economic climate 

of the last 10 years, and one off take ups in previous years that are unlikely to be repeated. 

However, unlike the B2 overestimate, employment forecasts and on-going trends in the wider 

economy suggest that the distribution and warehousing sector will continue to grow.  

Consequently East Riding may require up to 100 hectares to accommodate B8 uses. These 

will need to be well located for road access, and ideally in the west and south of East Riding, 

reflecting the preference of the distribution and warehousing sector to have good access to 

the motorway network.  

7.98 There may well be opportunities for mixed B2 and B8 business parks, the proposed Goole 

Capitol Park or Melton Park both provide opportunities to meet considerable amounts of the 

demand for B2 and B8.  

Conclusions 

7.99 This analysis therefore concludes that the East Riding requires: 

• Up to, and probably no more than 40 hectares for office accommodation (including a 50% 

margin of choice).  

• As much as 50 hectares for localised B2 uses, spread across a range of sites and 

alternative locations in the East Riding would be likely to provide an adequate supply to 
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meet local employment and expansion needs. Where possible existing B2 locations 

should be protected and recycled for alternative employment uses as they fall vacant.  

• Up to 100 hectares to accommodate B8 uses, these will need to be well located for road 

access, and ideally in the west and south of East Riding.   

• The Council should continue to monitor employment land take-up and the market for 

employment land in the East Riding, at a detailed sub-district level and build in a regular 

review process (building upon the Employment Land Monitoring Report) to feed into a 

review of the LDF if these recommendation turn out to be conservative 
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8. BALANCING SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

HALTEMPRICE, MELTON AND BEVERLEY 

8.1 The analysis in the preceding sections has focussed on providing an overall update with 

regards to supply and demand but with particular focus to the specific objectives outlined 

within the brief. This section draws together the conclusions around the supply and demand 

drivers to specifically look at the future employment land and commercial floorspace 

requirements in relation to: 

• Overall Demand for Employment Land 

• Demand for Office Accommodation – focussed on Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton; 

• Demand for Employment Land in Beverley 

• Demand for Employment Land at Melton  

Overall Demand  

8.2 Overall demand for employment land across the entire East Riding is estimated to comprise: 

• Up to, and probably no more than 40 hectares for office accommodation (including a 50% 

margin of choice).  

• As much as 50 hectares for localised B2 uses, spread across a range of sites and 

alternative locations in the East Riding would be likely to provide an adequate supply to 

meet local employment and expansion needs. Where possible existing B2 locations 

should be protected and recycled for alternative employment uses as they fall vacant.  

• Up to 100 hectares to accommodate B8 uses, these will need to be well located for road 

access, and ideally in the west and south of East Riding.   

8.3 These figures are in balance with the existing supply of land for employment uses within the 

East Riding and so this analysis suggests no additional land would be required to meet the 

needs of the East Riding economy, for either B1, B2 or B8 uses going forward.   

8.4 Given the quantum of land available at the existing employment locations at Melton (60 

hectares), Goole (50 hectares), Humber Bridgehead (19 hectares) Newport (9 hectares) 

Howden, and at various sites in Haltemprice (such as Willerby Hill and Anlaby), the 

development pipeline (Over 20,000 sq. m of B1 floorspace and almost 70,000 sq. m of B2 and 
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B8 floorspace), the existing supply of land and premises is also in broadly the right locations 

and in line with forecast demand.  

8.5 Over and above this supply, the East Riding does have a number of sites in other areas  that 

are not located in areas where there is likely to be other than indigenous demand, and so this 

report would concur with the recommendations of the 2007 report  that some sites could be 

de-allocated (see section  9.22).  

Demand for Office Accommodation  

8.6 The analysis within the preceding sections has set the context and provided a detailed 

evidence base. This section of the report address the first of the three key objectives for the 

study and provides a detailed report on the demand for B1 accommodation outside the City of 

Hull, focussed on three locations: 

• Those parts of East Riding that form part of the Regional City (i.e. the Haltemprice 

settlements including the Humber Bridgehead sites)  

• The Principal Town of Beverley and, 

• Melton, as a key location along the M62 corridor 

8.7 This section therefore draws together the previous analysis to answer this objective and 

provide further evidence to be used within the development of the Preferred Option. Initially 

this section sets the context for examining the issue with regards to a theoretical framework 

for the provision of an office offer within a sub or city-regional area. This is followed by a 

reasoned assessment of the implications of the analysis on the phased supply of office 

provision over recent years, examining the delivery and occupation of space in line with the 

theoretical framework established. Finally this portfolio of supply and potential pipeline of 

supply is assessed against the wider demand analysis to explore the level of future 

requirements likely to be required and the direct role of provision of this area to responding to 

this demand. 

Developing a Balanced Portfolio – A Framework 

8.8 At a City-regional or Sub-regional level care needs to be taken to deliver distinct business 

environments and property, which will appeal to a range of occupiers, whilst also having 

regard to the hierarchy of settlements within the sub-region. Key to this approach is 

distinguishing the markets that are present across different spatial areas, from the City Centre, 

Edge of Centre and Out of Town Office Space. 
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8.9 The Issues and Options Core Strategy sets out spatial proposals to accommodate a forecast 

future demand for employment land. These proposals included out of town office 

accommodation in the Haltemprice area. Within its analysis the Employment Land Review 

(2007) in its recommendations recognised the distinction between City Centre ‘Grade A’ office 

provision and the provision of complementary ‘out-of-town’ office developments in the 

Haltemprice area (alongside Beverley and at key sites along the M62 corridor – looked at in 

sub-sections below) as part of the sub-regional portfolio or land ‘offer’.  

8.10 Investigating this distinction further is an important element of the update to employment land 

review evidence and the framework set out below presents GVA Grimley’s views on what a 

functioning portfolio of commercial office provision should include within City-Region. This is 

based upon the advice of our office agents and a review of other Cities across the UK 

including Sheffield, Manchester and Nottingham.  

A Portfolio of Office Provision 

8.11 Through analysis of the most evolved economies in the UK, it is possible to create a detailed 

understanding of how their hierarchy of office locations are structured, and their likely 

components. A review of the mainstream office products that are commonly found in 

competitive UK cities with strong office economies is provided below.  This includes the core 

defining features of the various typologies of provision:  

• The City Centre should include a Prime Office ‘offer’ predominantly focussed around a 

defined Central Business District – This often represents a cluster of prime Grade ‘A’ 

quality space which achieves premium rental values and yields as a result of its 

prestigious and highly visible locations often in the centre of the city or linked to transport 

hubs. The clustering of higher value occupiers / businesses is an important driver in 

stimulating the prime market and retaining its role. Buildings are often defined through 

bold architecture and complementary quality public realm. Alongside the perception of the 

area occupiers chose the location as a result of its access to metropolitan amenities 

(culture, leisure, shopping) with adjacent complementary land uses (mix and quality) 

setting an important context. The provision of adequate and flexible parking provision 

(integrated within buildings or within proximity) is an important consideration in attracting 

occupiers. 

• Complementing the City Centre ‘offer’ is the High Quality Off-Prime/Edge of Centre office 

offer – This again often includes Grade ‘A’ quality space but also offers the potential for 

larger floorplate accommodation and additional flexibilities around the quantum of linked 

parking provision. The nature of units also lends itself to being able to provide bespoke 
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specification fit-outs as required (tailored to business requirements). Rental levels can 

achieve 80% - 90% Grade A with occupiers generally more concerned around cost 

factors in choosing locations. 

• Responding often to opportunities related to land availability and linked clusters of 

businesses a small number of Urban Business Parks / Single Occupier Sites represent a 

different property offer with a separate target ‘market’ – These are typically located 

outside of the principal urban areas and represent their own functional destinations 

(campus / highly managed environments) with Motorway / strategic road access 

imperative to location. Depending on the scale the sites can include their own amenity 

provision. The property ‘offer’ reflects the comparatively low density of development with 

large ‘pavilion style’ accommodation characteristic and quality is defined through purpose-

built ‘design and build’ accommodation. 

• Providing for small businesses, a separate typology of offer exists for small business 

space and freehold space – These are typically located outside of the prime / secondary 

locations and can respond directly to the requirements of individual businesses or sectors 

(e.g. media / digital / creative). Flexibility in leasehold terms and accessible rental levels 

are paramount and key considerations for occupiers. Important is the potential for 

investment property (‘own front door’ / strata sales) with regards business ambitions. The 

provision of self-contained parking is attractive as is the self-contained nature of 

premises.  

• In addition to the traditional locations ‘Refurbished’ office space represents another 

important component – The quality and type of this particular ‘offer’ can vary with its 

location less specific as by its nature it is dependent upon the historical legacy of the 

evolution of commercial space (i.e. it could be in an old CBD location or a conversion of a 

large industrial building). There is a price differential distinguishing from new build office 

space and the cost of conversion (quality / ability to deliver Grade A requirements) 

impacts on values sought and achieved. 
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Responding to this Typology – the Current Offer in the Sub-Region 

8.12 Examining in particular the existing supply it is clear that the markets of Hull and East Riding 

have not evolved to the extant where such a hierarchy of office space is available or readily 

distinguishable. Thus, out of town development on the edges of Hull and in East Riding have 

developed as a response to lack of sufficient supply in Hull City Centre and the historic lack of 

market interest in this area. This has no doubt affected the type of major occupiers that have 

been attracted to the region and their location and property requirements. 

8.13 According to the Hull City Centre Area Action Plan, the average size of units available to let in 

the City Centre was 305 m² (3,283 ft²) and the total availability is some 9,475 m² (101,988 ft²). 

More importantly, it notes that neither the size of floorplates nor the quality of space will, for 

the most part, satisfy modern business requirements. Despite this, the region has seen 

significant investment over the past few years which has improved the overall perception of 

Hull as a prosperous business location, complemented by the East Riding through the 

increased level of development of office space on the A63. 

8.14 In Hull City Centre, the Humber Quays development has begun to address the lack of quality 

accommodation in the City and as a result has improved the office market in the City. 

However redevelopment in the City has stalled, and Hull has a growing backlog of 

unimplemented planning permissions (see Figure 17), and the high profile Fruit market 

scheme has been delayed as a result of problems in the wider economy and lack of finance 

for the scheme. 

The Supply of Out-of-Centre Office Space 

8.15 In response to the lack of a standard office hierarchy within Hull and the surrounding area, an 

out of town market has developed within East Riding and Hull to meet the demand of 

indigenous and national businesses.  

8.16 These are born out by the commercial office floorspace, recent development and pipeline 

development data presented in Section 4 of this report, which indicated: 

• That East Riding and Hull jointly have almost 470,000 sq. m of commercial office 

floorspace, of which 33% is within the East Riding. (see Figure 9) 

• Looking at changes in commercial office floorspace developed in Hull and East Riding 

between 1998 – 2007, a significant proportion, 43%, has been constructed in the East 

Riding (see Figure 9). However, Figures provided by Hull show that 40% of Hull’s office 

floorspace built between 1999-2007 was built outside the City Centre in the Western 
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Corridor. Consequently, more than 50% of office development that has taken place in Hull 

and the East Riding has taken place outside Hull City Centre, and been concentrated in 

the Western Corridor and Haltemprice areas.  

• Since 2007 a further 29,262 sq. m of office floorspace has been developed, 67% has 

taken place outside Hull City Centre and 58% of this has been within the East Riding. 

(See Figures 10 and 13) 

• 15% of development office development in Hull since March 2006 has taken place 

outside the city centre. (See Figure 14) 

8.17 Consequently, although the majority of the existing commercial office floorspace is in Hull, with 

significant amounts in Hull City Centre, and there is has been some new office development in 

Hull City Centre in recent years with more proposed, there is clearly strong demand for office 

accommodation outside Hull City Centre. Arguably this demand has been stronger than 

demand for the city centre itself.  These developments have been primarily located in and 

around the Haltemprice settlements in East Riding, and the Western Corridor in Hull, 

particularly Priory Park. 

8.18 Sections 4 and 5 have clearly outlined that this supply has been enhanced significantly over 

recent years and that the pipeline of permissions suggests that under more normal market 

conditions this was set to continue, and that developers are collectively seeking to bring 

further, significant office developments forward in the East Riding at Flemingate in Beverley, 

Capitol Park in Goole, Humber Bridgehead and Phase 5 of Willerby Hill totalling some 82,000 

sq. m of new office floorspace. 

8.19 Out of town developments have helped to create, but also responded to, an inverse market, in 

that out of town developments have now grown to be considered by the Hull and Humber City 

Region market as prime office locations within the sub-region, offering the best quality space 

at more reasonable rents than are being asked at places such as Humber Quays. Without 

taking into account the rental values being asked in this new Grade A space in the City 

Centre, the areas to the west of Hull are seen to be where the highest office rentals are being 

achieved. This is driven in part by the existing poor quality stock within the city.  

8.20 Haltemprice and the out of town locations in Hull have attracted a mixture of public and private 

businesses, including professional firms from the City Centre who have outgrown their 

premises such as a solicitors and some public bodies. Demand is driven by the requirements 

of businesses that require better parking, more convenient travel and larger floorspace 

provision than is available in Hull, allowing businesses to become owner-occupiers. 
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Demand for Office Accommodation outside the City of Hull  

8.21 Analysis in Section 6 of the study provide strong evidence for ongoing demand for office 

premises and land to accommodate it within the East Riding over the next 15 years. The 

analysis draws on both historic commercial and industrial floorspace statistics for commercial 

offices in East Riding and Hull, and draws upon the employment forecasts provided by the 

most recent update of Yorkshire Forward’s Regional Economic Model to provide evidence of 

the amount of office floorspace and land that may be required in the East Riding. 

8.22 Office floorspace is forecast to increase by as little as 32,000m2 under the employment based 

Scenarios 4 and 5, to as much as 108,000m2 if East Riding maintains the pace of commercial 

office development it has achieved over the last 10 years. 

8.23 These floorspace requirements translate into land requirements of between 8 and 27 hectares 

under the same scenarios.  Applying a “margin of choice” (discussed under Section 6) to 

these figures results in a land requirement for office developments across the East Riding of 

between 12 and 40 hectares.  

8.24 A significant proportion of this land, indeed the vast majority, is likely to be demanded in the 

Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton areas, reflecting the significant advantages these three 

areas enjoy in regard to transport links, market attractiveness, based on the market review 

conducted through this research, and the precedent set by previous and planned 

development.  

8.25 Our analysis of recent development and longer term pipeline reveals that all of the major 

offices developed in the East Riding since 2007 have been in Haltemprice and Melton, all of 

the sites with full planning permission for office in the development pipeline are in Beverley, 

Haltemprice and Melton (87% of which are in Haltemprice and Melton) and a significant 

proportion of the medium and long term office developments with outline permissions or 

pending applications are in these areas as well (the exceptions being developments at Capital 

Park in Goole and Newport / J38). 

8.26 This data suggests that of the maximum 40 hectares of land that may be required, the vast 

majority would need to be met within Beverley and the Haltemprice settlements.  Consultation 

with local agents suggest that while the developers may have aspirations for office 

development at Melton, this is not yet felt to be an established office market and office space 

is only likely to be developed on a pre-let basis.  
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8.27 Market consultation suggests there would be strong demand for offices within Beverley, seen 

by many agents locally as a potentially very attractive office location, with strong indigenous 

demand. Flemingate if approved could provide a substantial (in a Beverley context) amount of 

new office floorspace, for the town centre.   

8.28 Ultimately the 12-40 hectares of land identified is required to accommodate new office 

floorspace of between 108,000m2 under Scenario 2, or 32,000m2 under Scenario 4 and 5 

across the entire district.  

8.29 Office floorspace already in the pipeline in the East Riding discussed in Section 4, totals some 

26,387 sq. m. This would represent a significant amount of the required office floorspace. The 

longer term office floorspace proposed by developers at Flemingate in Beverley, Capitol Park 

in Goole, Humber Bridgehead and Phase 5 of Willerby Hill, totalling some 82,000 sq. m of new 

office floorspace, if allowed to come forward, would likely be sufficient to meet the majority, if 

not all of East Riding’s needs.  

8.30 If these sites and existing permissions are not brought forward, then additional existing land 

opportunities have the potential to deliver alternative options for other office developments.  

The future role of the Out of Town Offer 

8.31 Although some agents have reported that City Centre developments are now setting a new 

trend for high quality office development in Hull City Centre, the timescales to create additional 

space, along with the more complex issues of dealing with previously developed and currently 

occupied sites, may mean that a critical mass of development may take considerable time to 

develop. In the meantime, this suggests an important role for other office locations in the sub-

region including out of town locations.  

8.32 Consequently, in the short term out of town offices will continue to provide a higher order role 

within the city region than might be typical in other city regions, however in the longer term the 

successful redevelopment of Humber Quays and elsewhere in the city centre might be 

expected to start to rebalance demand and draw businesses into a revitalised Hull City 

Centre. 

8.33 On this basis, subject to the redevelopment of key sites in Hull coming forward, it would be in 

the wider interests of the City Region for East Riding to limit in the short to medium term, 

pending improved demand conditions in the future, new office developments to existing 

allocated employment sites in particular within the Haltemprice area, and brownfield sites in 

the principal towns of Beverley and perhaps Goole. On this basis additional office 
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development at Melton ought to be discouraged, given its relative strength and perception in 

contrast to more established office locations in those areas noted above. East Riding should 

continue to monitor the pace of development in Hull and take up in existing allocated sites 

within the East Riding and give consideration to these factors when considering any additional 

proposals for office developments. 

Demand for Employment Land in Beverley  

8.34 The Principal Town of Beverley is an attractive market town with a relatively strong indigenous 

business base. A spatial framework and Investment Development Strategy for the town is 

currently being commissioned as the final element of the Town Plan, building upon earlier 

work which looked at the baseline conditions of the town and its hinterland. 

8.35 One of the objectives of the study is to explore the potential level of demand and land 

requirements for predicted future employment uses within the town. As the analysis in 

preceding sections has shown there has been limited provision of new employment space 

over recent years, but there is notable market interest in Beverley as a location for office 

development. 

8.36 This section therefore draws together the analysis in preceding sections to explore this issue 

in more detail. Before directly considering the relative supply and demand of office floorspace 

within the town, a short analysis of the implications of the baseline work is included to set the 

context for the analysis. 

Considering the Socio-Economic Profile of Beverley 

8.37 Of particular importance is the Beverley Town Plan: Background Paper on Social and 

Economic Statistics which was produced in September 2006 by mtl (Milburn, Trinnaman, La 

Court). Whilst this was prepared at a time where the economy and market was more buoyant, 

it presents a useful summary of the key economic and business characteristics which shape 

the overall profile of the future requirements for employment floorspace in the town. 

8.38 The commentary on the local economy noted the following key messages: 

• Levels of enterprise are quite high in Beverley and, revealed by the number of employing 

units (which include branches), a lot of regional and national businesses are represented 

in the town; 
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• The enterprise is a diverse one and there is latent entrepreneurial potential in Beverley 

which can be fostered by local private sector business services firms. Public sector 

business support has a high penetration rate; 

• There is a high number of jobs in Beverley, of which over half are in public sector 

services; 

• The occupational profile of Beverley residents in work is highly represented in the higher 

level, better qualified and reasonably well paid occupations; 

• Employment opportunities in Beverley and the wider area (including Hull) are important 

influences on travel to work patterns and, therefore, for traffic and parking; and 

• Unemployment is low and economic activity rates of people are high so there is not a very 

big reservoir of further untapped labour. 

8.39 Looking at the structure of employment units by SIC codes, ABI 2004 data indicated that the 

largest sectors were Distribution, hotels and restaurants (31.6%), Banking, finance and 

insurance (27%), Construction (9.9%) and Public administration, education and health (9.9%). 

8.40 This evidence supports market perceptions of the area as identified through the consultation 

programme undertaken as part of this study. The general perception of the market was that 

Beverley represented a key employment location in the sub-region and the noted latent 

entrepreneurial potential suggests that employment development would be keenly met by the 

indigenous market.   

Market Perceptions of Beverley as a location for further office development 

8.41 The consultation with agents and developers confirmed that development land on the outskirts 

on Beverley has generally gone very well and been attractive to the market.  

8.42 However, as a result of planning policy and pressures from a buoyant residential market there 

has been a low provision of supply within the centre of the town which consultation suggests 

are sought by local businesses. Indeed the absence of a supply meeting these needs was 

raised as a significant issue for the town. 

8.43 Beverley is of key interest to developers, but unlike other market towns, land within or 

adjacent to the core has been difficult to acquire and this has been a further constraint on the 

development of new space. Indigenous demand for office space in Beverley is considered to 

be relatively strong, however it is not matched by an equivalent supply of modern space. The 

historic nature of Beverley means that traditional office accommodation is inflexible to modern 

business needs, and land around the edge of the town is perceived to be constrained. 
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However, demand is such that if new office space were to be provided, with larger floorplates 

and better on-site parking facilities, it is thought that this would be met enthusiastically by the 

market. 

8.44 Consultation suggested that without the supply of new premises there is a risk that the town 

may lose existing and potential new businesses as a result of supply deficiencies. For 

example, one consultee noted that there had recently been a requirement from a Government 

Agency looking for 93 sq m in Beverley, and this could not be found as their requirements for 

a BREEAM and DDA compliant building could not be met.  

8.45 Based upon market consultation it is considered that serviced office accommodation in 

particular would prove to be attractive within Beverley. Providing a variety of different types of 

office space will be important, in terms of strengthening its role as an employment centre, this 

therefore supports the need to locate office development on a number of sites within the town, 

utilising opportunities where they arise, rather than relying on single large sites to facilitate 

supply. 

8.46 The proposed Flemingate scheme would  provide a significant amount of new office 

floorspace as part of a mixed use development.  The Secretary of State has recently 

confirmed that she is ‘minded to approve’ subject to a reconsideration of the proportion of 

affordable housing incorporated in the scheme.  However, even a significantly  revised 

scheme would have the potential for new office floorspace on this 8 hectare brownfield site.   

8.47 Existing land around Annie Reed Road (including the additional 4.7 hectares at Grovehill 

Road), were previously not considered to be a prime location for office occupiers, due to the 

distance from Beverley town centre, and the existing industrial uses within the vicinity. 

Although not a prime location, new offices have been 

delivered in this area in recent years, including 

buildings off Annie Reed Road and a small 

development of modern offices off Grovehill Road 

(see right). However, the scale of the potential 

opportunity presented by the Grovehill Road site 

does offer the potential to alter the market in the area 

through the provision of new space, potentially 

lending itself to a cluster of office development.  

Market Perceptions of Beverley as a location for further industrial / warehouse development 
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8.48 In contrast to their views on Beverley as an office location, Beverley is seen as a much less 

attractive location for B2 and especially B8 uses. Extensive consultation with agents was 

undertaken as part of the first stage Employment Land Review and included a number of key 

findings: 

• The industrial market across East Riding is considered to be underpinned by relatively 

localised demand. This is reflected in the nature of supply of industrial premises 

dominating across the area, in addition to the rental levels achieved. As with the industrial 

market nationally demand for leasehold properties across East Riding is not as high as 

demand for freehold. Consequently demand for industrial land in Beverley might be 

strongly linked to the health of existing factory and warehouse occupiers in the town, but 

there is no evidence to suggest any are seeking to expand or are seeking additional land. 

• Consultees noted that West Hull and Goole were the established industrial areas, 

however consultees noted that although Goole has better infrastructure than West Hull 

owing to its close proximity to the M62, it struggles with labour force.   

• Consultees noted that the A63/M62 corridor is the real key industrial area with the East 

Riding, and the Wykeland Group predicts ribbon development here due to the existing 

road, rail and river links. Beverley’s position away from this corridor makes it a secondary 

location for occupiers. 

• Although the collection of industrial areas east of Beverley were seen as an important 

industrial locations, this is mainly due to the strong local markets. Traditionally Beverley 

has provided industrial premises which have served the higher-end indigenous market 

well, with a reasonable amount of supply, concentrated in a cluster of sites around 

Swinemoor Industrial Estate, and Grovehill Industrial Estate.  

• Consultees noted the lack of recent supply in Beverley, with most premises dating from 

the 1970s and 1980s. As a result, it was suggested that there is a degree of latent 

demand identified within Beverley, with rental levels for small units still reaching £6 per 

square foot, implying as with the office market that supply is constraining demand. 

Relationship with Potential Demand 

8.49 Overall levels of demand across East Riding are suggested in Section 7 to be up to 40 

hectares for office accommodation, perhaps as much as 50 hectares for localised B2 uses 

and 100 hectares to accommodate B8 uses. 

8.50 A small proportion of the demand for B1 and B2 accommodation would likely be required in 

Beverley. No more than 5 hectares in Beverley for B1 land and a similar amount of B2 land 
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(most of which will be providing by recycling existing sites in the Eastern Industrial areas of the 

town) are likely to be required.  However the office accommodation proposed for Flemingate 

would provide a significant degree of new office floorspace, reducing the amount of land 

required for this use, and the forthcoming Beverley Town Plan may also identify additional 

opportunities for town centre office developments. 

8.51 The existing industrial areas around Annie Reed Road and Grovehill Road, totalling some 9 

hectares following the withdrawal of the Castlemore Securities retail proposal, would be likely 

to meet most of Beverley’s immediate needs for B2 premises (assuming some of the existing 

land in these industrial areas would be recycled). Although currently unattractive, the potential 

addition of the vacant Grovehill Road site creates an area of a sufficient scale to be 

redeveloped as an attractive business park location. The planned Beverley Southern Relief 

Road will have an impact on the relative attractiveness of these areas, and this will be 

explored in more detail in the Beverley Town Plan.  

8.52 Beverley’s location away from the primary A63 / M62 corridor would suggest no or very limited 

requirements for land to accommodate warehouse development. 

Development Constraints 

8.53 In terms of highways, Beverley is considered to be without any major traffic issues, and the 

proposed Beverley Integrated Transport Plan will provide alleviation of some of the town’s 

minor transport issues.  Although it is also felt to be less accessible than other locations within 

East Riding, as an independent employment location the transport infrastructure in the area 

can sustain further development. However, flood risk is an issue for parts of Beverley, and the 

sites identified in the Annie Reed Road area fall within flood zone 3.  Development would need 

to be in accordance with the East Riding Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (once completed). 

Conclusion 

8.54 This report concludes that the existing office pipeline would be likely to be sufficient to meet 

the majority, if not all of East Riding’s needs.  

8.55 At the local level in Beverley, the report concludes there is strong latent demand for office 

accommodation in Beverley, but that this demand could be largely accommodated through the 

proposed developments at Flemingate, supported by the potential for some office 

development within the existing employment areas at Grovehill Road and through any town 

centre sites identified through the emerging Beverley Town Plan. 
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8.56 Development of Flemingate, should it go ahead, while it would go some way to meeting the 

likely levels of demand, should be seen as part of, not the whole solution, and other office 

sites including those noted above, need to be considered if required to provide a range of 

office premises and locations and provide for a margin of choice. 

 

Melton – Demand for additional Employment Land 

8.57 Melton, as noted within the assessment of recent provision of employment floorspace within 

Section 4, has seen a significant scale of development. 

8.58 Assessing the future potential for further development in the area, and in particular the 

allocation of additional land was highlighted as a particular study objective. This short section 

brings together the analysis from the preceding sections to examine this issue in more detail. 

8.59 Firstly the section looks at relative market perceptions of the location and marries this to the 

wider analysis of demand in Section 7. The analysis also examines, based on consultation 

with the Environment Agency and the Highways Agency and other stakeholders, the impact of 

planned investment in infrastructure in the area and the existence of potential constraints to 

development. 

Market Perceptions and Pipeline of Development 

8.60 Melton is perceived as being a strong location for distribution premises, though not as popular 

as Goole,  currently is the priority location for distribution functions in the sub-region due to its 

location and favourable connections to the motorway network.  

8.61 In terms of offices, Melton is seen as an unproven market at the moment, and local agents are 

unconvinced by Melton as an office location. The recently built Melton Enterprise Park still 

includes a number of empty units.   

8.62 In terms of rental values achievable, Melton is felt to be capable of achieving relatively healthy 

levels. It is felt that Melton will be a good long-term prospect for the future if well planned and 

marketed appropriately.  

8.63 Whilst the perceptions were generally favourable consultees noted the constraints on 

development including the provision of access, impacting in terms of the servicing of the site 

but also the attractiveness of units for employees. Indeed the site was noted as being difficult 

to access with a relatively small proximate labour force. 
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8.64 The development pipeline at Melton is significant. Sites with full planning permission in Melton 

West and Melton Business Park are likely to result in some 6,035 sq. m of new B1 floorspace, 

26,931 sq. m of new warehouse floorspace (mainly accounted for by the ~25,000 sq. m Heron 

Foods development) and 11,056 sq. m of industrial units. Some 60 hectares of land remain at 

Melton and further planning applications are expected from the developers shortly.  Developed 

at a plot ratio of 40%, these 60 hectares therefore have the potential to deliver at least 

240,000 sq. m of additional employment floorspace. See figures 11 and 12 and section Error! 

Reference source not found. for more details on the short, medium and long term 

development pipeline at Melton. 

 

Relationship with Potential Demand 

8.65 Overall levels of demand across East Riding are suggested in Section 6 to be up to 40 

hectares for office accommodation, perhaps as much as 50 hectares for localised B2 uses 

and 100 hectares to accommodate B8 uses. 

8.66 Demand for offices is likely to fall in the main into the Haltemprice and Beverley areas, rather 

than Melton (despite developer aspirations, agents are sceptical that Melton is established as 

an office location), yet Melton, sitting on the A63 /M62 corridor is an attractive location for 

industrial and warehouses uses.  The existing land allocations still have some 60 hectares of 

land available – which either has outline or full Planning Permission and developments active 

on Melton West at the moment. Coupled with land available at other relatively attractive 

warehouse / industrial locations across the East Riding at Goole (50 Hectares), Howden (9.7 

ha) and Newport J38 (7 ha) providing in total some 127 hectares suggests that there is no 

short or medium term pressure for East Riding to allocate additional land at Melton. 

8.67 Pipeline B2 and B8 floorspace of some 67,000 sq. m across East Riding and a considerable 

medium and longer pipeline for more B2 and B8 floorspace at Capitol Park in Goole and J38 

in Newport and elsewhere suggest that the immediate needs of factory and warehouse 

occupiers can be met.  Employment forecasts and our land scenarios 4 and 5 also suggest 

some of the existing B2 sites in the East Riding will become available over the next 10-15 

years, as firms cease trading, off shore or relocate (though our analysis appreciates there is 

not a direct relationship between reductions in manufacturing employment and floorspace and 

land occupied).  

Constraints 
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8.68 As the consultation with agents and developers indicated access and environmental issues 

may need to be overcome if further land is allocated at Melton. Consultation with ABP, 

Network Rail, the Highways Agency, Natural England and the Environment Agency has been 

conducted to understand the scale of the issues and the impact of proposed solutions on 

development.  

8.69 The developers  that have submitted the land bids for further land at Melton (south of the 

railway line) have identified the possibility of developing the site as a multi-model site, 

identifying the potential for bringing a jetty  for seaborne freight, and making use of the rail 

sidings that would be re-connected to the rail network. The developer has also put forward the 

suggestion of opening a passenger rail station at Melton to serve this new and existing 

employment sites. We have tested these aspirations with ABP and Network Rail. 

8.70 There are existing rail sidings to the main line within land owned by Omya, and they remain 

operational and include 410m head shunt which is still licensed (used in the recent past for 

fertiliser traffic). Network Rail (NR) felt unable to comment on whether they could be re-used 

or whether a redesigned layout and connection would be required to meet modern rail freight 

methods of operation. In terms of capacity, whereas there may be some capacity on the 

Hull/Selby line, NR noted that further paths (onto the East Coast Main Line, for example) are 

at a premium.  

8.71 In the long term i.e. over the next 10 years NR plan to re-signal this route and may take the 

opportunity to provide a new Down loop in the Melton area to help with the regulation of freight 

and fast passenger services but this will depend upon demand, performance trends and 

affordability and in particularly freight growth and cross Pennine passenger growth.  

8.72 Network Rail consider establishing a railway station at Melton to be significantly more difficult 

to achieve. To pursue any possibility of a new station the Local Authority/ Promoter will need 

to follow the standard guidelines for opening a new station or re-opening a station at 

Melton. This would include identifying the reasons for a new station, how the station fits with 

existing rail services, proposed level of passenger services and a transport needs assessment 

to confirm the catchment area and that all transport modes have been effectively considered. 

It would also be necessary to get the support of the relevant train operating company to 

ascertain whether they would be at all interested in any business case for a new station in this 

location. Given no such support has been forthcoming in the recent past from (in particular) 

the local authority NR suggested it would require a sizeable allocation to not only make a 

business case for a new station and the inevitable timetable changes it would create, but also 

to provide the necessary private sector finance for building the station. Network Rail are aware 
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of aspirations for stations at both Hessle (Priory Park) and the KC stadium, but the major 

emphasis for them is journey time reductions between (for example) Hull and Leeds, hard to 

achieve if the line is then filled with more stations (with each new station adding an additional 

3 minutes onto the journey time between Hull and Selby/Gilberdyke Junction). 

8.73 Finally NR are reluctant to see any increased traffic over their level crossings and stated that 

any sizeable allocation south of the railway should seek an alternative means of crossing the 

railway than by the existing level crossing, with their preference  being a bridge though this 

would have a significant cost implication. As a minimum a risk assessment of the existing 

crossing would have to be carried out to see if any additional measures would be required 

depending on the anticipated increase in road traffic.  

8.74 Consequently, although the proposed rail link, station and jetty are considered by the 

Highways Agency as being positive steps, with the potential to reduce the number of journeys 

by car, consultation with Network Rail and ABP suggest there are major delivery issues with 

all of these aspirations.  

8.75 However if these could be delivered then this would help reduce the impact of the sites on the 

road network (both ideas considered to be positive steps by the Highways Agency).  

8.76 Discussion with Associated British Ports reveals some scepticism about whether the 

possibility of bringing a jetty to the site is a realistic aspiration. ABP is the beneficial owner of 

most of the bed and foreshores of the Humber (and parts of the Trent and Ouse)
19
, and would 

require close consultation for any proposals to bring the jetty back into use. In addition, 

dredging does not currently take place in this part of the Humber, and so he depth of the water 

at Melton would restrict the size of vessels that could use the jetty, without  an expensive 

dredging operation (unlikely to be viable if there only limited ship movements). ABP have a 

number of plans through their Humber Ports Development Plan which are anticipated to 

absorb demand for port activity in the future. This includes the development of the Hull River 

Bulk Terminal at King George Dock, capable of serving much larger vessels. Based on current 

anticipated demand, there is a perception that future requirements will be focussed on larger, 

rather than smaller vessels, with a rationalising of the existing docks in the Humber. More 

details on ABP’s plans for Goole and Hull are included with this report as Appendix 2.  

8.77 Discussions with Natural England also indicate there may be some issues with regard to 

potential employment sites at Melton if any of the sites in question are used by estuary birds.  

Although the areas of Melton are not within the formal environmental designations on the 

                                                           
19 By virtue of long-term leases from the Crown for 999 years (1869 and 1872). 
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Humber Estuary, protections follow the birds inland, meaning site specific surveys may be 

required before land in parts of Melton, especially land that is currently Greenfield land, could 

be considered for employment uses. More detailed feedback from Natural England is provided 

with this report as Appendix 3. 

Conclusion 

8.78 Combining our analysis of the likely nature and extant of demand, existing supply, pipeline 

developments, and understanding of the constraints to developing additional land in Melton, 

our recommendation would be for East Riding not to allocate additional employment land at 

Melton in the short term, while identifying the sites as long term strategic employment 

locations to make use of multi-modal transport links, if either or both of the proposed rail link 

and jetty can be delivered. The focus for Melton should be on B2 / B8 uses, rather than B1. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 The analysis to date included within this report will be used to finalise a series of 

recommendations directly responding to the questions outlined in Section one of the report. 

9.2 This section provides a short summary of the key issues which have emerged through the 

analysis to date. These are structured under the following headings: 

• Supply Aspects 

• Demand Aspects 

• Area specific conclusions / issues around employment land provision in Melton, Beverley 

and Haltemprice 

Supply Aspects 

9.3 The analysis has provided a comprehensive review of the recent supply of new commercial 

floorspace and take-up of employment land over recent years, providing an important update 

to the 2007 Employment Land Review.  

9.4 Significantly this update has built upon an assessment of the delivery of space to explore the 

current planned pipeline (schemes under construction or with planning permission) and 

schemes which policy aspires to deliver. This assessment has, using this information, 

provided a broad assessment of the likely trajectory of development, focussing in particular on 

office space, across both East Riding and Hull. This provides an important element within the 

evidence base to assess the existing and potential future capacity to absorb demand and the 

identification of potential delivery gaps which have the potential to cause a stagnation of 

growth and the limitation of sub-regional business competitiveness.  
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9.5 In terms of key conclusions the following have emerged from this analysis: 

• A significant quantum of floorspace, including a large amount of office floorspace, has 

been delivered across the sub-region. Whilst there are a number of high profile schemes, 

including the developments at Humber Quays, this has largely been provided in areas on 

the edge of the regional centre in both East Riding and Hull. 

• The quality of this new supply has been mixed, although it has seen the introduction of 

some high quality office space in particular within the Haltemprice areas. 

• The East Riding and in particular locations to the West of Hull have a number of “location” 

assets which traditionally appeal to occupiers. These include good motorway connections 

(broadening the labour catchment area), the opportunity for comprehensively planned 

and secure business environments, good levels of car parking and an attractive 

environmental setting. 

• The pipeline of potential commercial office floorspace is significant, however, current 

market conditions suggest caution should be applied when considering the likelihood of 

this coming forward in the next three years. It is important to note that the pipeline of 

supply is spread across both East Riding and Hull – however the majority of schemes 

and sites in the pipeline are outside of Hull City Centre.  

• Developers have aspirations for significant new office development in East Riding, at 

sites in Beverley (Flemingate), Goole (Capitol Park), Willerby Hill and Humber 

Bridgehead. 

• Employment forecasts suggest that some of the East Riding’s existing B2 premises will 

fall vacant over the next 15 years, as manufacturing employment is forecast to continue 

to decline, where possible, existing employment  sites should be recycled and 

redeveloped for new employment uses. 

• Loss of employment land to other uses, especially residential development, has been 

significant over the past nine years, averaging over 6 ha per annum. Although this rate is 

likely to slow down, the Council should try to ensure future employment sites proposed 

for residential development are low demand, unsuitable for employment uses or in 

secondary employment locations – and therefore unlikely to come forward for 

employment (B1, B2 or B8) uses. In particular potential office locations should be 

protected, as should sites suitable for warehouse accommodation adjacent to the major 

motorway corridors given their important potential future contributions to facilitating and 

sustaining economic growth. 
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• The study has considered a typical spatial and property market structure for city-regional 

office markets and has discovered that the Hull City Region is atypical. Delivery 

constraints associated with bringing forward sites in Hull City Centre (and a lack of 

occupier demand) have resulted in the development of an “inverse” office portfolio, with 

out of town locations commanding higher rental levels and enjoying stronger levels of 

demand, which developers continue to respond to. 

• This should not be interpreted as a signal that a strong City Centre office market cannot 

be developed in Hull. Indeed, the health of the Hull City Centre’s office market is of vital 

importance to the overall competitiveness of the City Region.  

• Hull continues to have significant ambitions regarding the development of new office 

space within the regional centre. A number of schemes were progressing well under 

better market conditions seen up until mid-2007 but are now facing delivery issues. This 

will have implications for the maintenance of momentum which had started to be 

established as a result of the delivery of Grade A office space on the waterfront. Hull’s 

employment land study has concluded that a “supply led” strategy is required to address 

market failures and to provide a margin of choice of existing and prospective occupiers. 

However, it is clear that the public sector will need to encourage and help facilitate 

development, to overcome market failures as they currently exist. 

Demand 

9.6 A comprehensive market consultation exercise has provided detailed up-to-date (factoring in 

the current market conditions which are being experienced nationally) qualitative 

assessments, both around the potential supply of space, but also importantly the likely 

sources and scale of future demand from businesses.  

9.7 This market review builds on previous market assessment undertaken within the area and has 

provided the following key conclusions which will need to be considered over the short-

medium term: 

• The lack of quality supply in the City Centre has led to traditional city centre occupiers 

(e.g. solicitors, finance sectors) moving to out of town locations over recent years. Had 

there not been such an out of town property offer in the Western Corridor of Hull and 

Haltemprice areas of East Riding it is likely that some businesses would have sought 

accommodation outside the area altogether. 

• Longer-term market demand, driven by indigenous business growth, is likely to continue 

in the future. 
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• The current market conditions represent a particular challenge for businesses and this is 

being reflected in the well documented job losses of employers within the area. Whilst 

this has implications for growth potential it also has implications for future commercial 

floorspace requirements, with businesses likely to be looking for more flexible space in 

convenient locations. 

• The suppressed rental values across the majority of the market mean that rental levels 

are often not a key consideration for businesses locations, with other factors including 

parking, location of key employers and transport links more important. 

• Scenarios developed for this study suggest that across the whole of the East Riding there 

will be significant demand for office, and warehouse floorspace and land to accommodate 

this. 

• Demand for office land is estimated at between 12 and 40 hectares (including an 

allowance of a 50% margin of choice), with the majority of this demand likely to be for 

office accommodation in Beverley and the Haltemprice settlements. (Though some 

demand is likely to be met by office developments at Capital Park at Goole and new 

offices developed as part of the Bridlington AAP). 

• Demand for land to accommodate industrial / factory uses is likely to be limited.  

Employment in B2 uses is forecast to shrink, and so existing B2 land and premises is 

likely to become available as existing firms downsize, relocate, offshore or cease trading.  

However although some scenarios predict a negative requirement for B2 land, previous 

trends show strong growth in factory floorspace in the East Riding (contrary to national 

trends. Consequently some land will be required to meet these needs. This report 

concludes that this should be some 50 hectares, but that existing B2 land should be 

protected and recycled for alternative factory uses where possible. The focus for 

industrial / factory land is likely to be focussed in Goole, Western Hull and the A63 / M62 

Corridor, though indigenous business / existing local firms across the East Riding will 

require land in their localities for expansion. 

• Demand for land for B8 / warehousing is forecast to continue to be significant.  Scenarios 

suggest as much as 180 hectares of land may be required, however a more realistic 

figure is in the region of 100 hectares. This should be provided in locations with good 

transport links, especially Goole, and the A63 / M62 Corridor.  Existing land at Goole, 

Melton, Howden and Newport would all be suitable and provides a sufficient supply of 

land for the medium / longer term. 

• That there is not sufficient demand forecast to justify allocation of additional land at 

Melton in the short term, however the Council may wish to retain these sites as long term 
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strategic employment locations to make use of the potential multi-modal transport links, if 

either or both of the proposed rail link and jetty can be delivered. 

9.8 In terms of longer-term policy the consultation with agents and developers as well as other 

stakeholders involved in delivery new floorspace highlighted the importance of continuing to 

ensure that the city-region contained a sufficient quality and range of commercial properties to 

meet future needs. This included the delivery of a well functioning city centre market but also 

the provision of complimentary office space which meets the needs of businesses that do not 

require city centre space. 

Alignment with the Stage 2 Findings 

9.9 The findings of this study are in broad agreement with the key recommendations of the Stage 

2 study.  

• That that there is a sufficient supply of office development land across East Riding at a 

headline level to meet forecast levels of demand and to contribute to the growth of the 

City Regional economy.  

• That the pipeline of office development and longer term sites where developers are 

seeking to develop office accommodation in Beverley, Humber Bridgehead, Willerby Park 

and Goole suggest no additional land is required. 

• That the supply of general industrial / business land at the headline level is in excess of 

forecast demand over the plan period, and when related to the JSP settlement hierarchy 

the supply contained within East Riding’s ‘Principal Towns’ is also sufficient to meet the 

forecast level of demand and allow for a margin of choice to be provided, enabling 

turnover / churn of existing premises and companies.  

9.10 This study departs from the Stage 2 report with regard to land for B8 development. The Stage 

2 report indicated that additional land should be allocated for warehousing / distribution 

development at Goole.  This report concludes that additional land is not required in the short 

term, as sufficient quantities of land are available and “developable” within existing locations 

allocated for employment use along the key distribution corridors.  However the Council 

should monitor progress, the level of demand and protect potential longer term employment 

land in Goole from alternative development, as Goole will remain a key long term strategic 

employment location, especially for warehouse and distribution uses.   
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9.11 The key recommendations of the 2007 report in relation to the Beverley, Haltemprice and 

Melton remain valid.  These recommendations, made in Chapter 8 of that report are set out 

below. 

Haltemprice (Sub-Regional Urban Area) 

9.12 The 2007 report concluded that office development should be primarily focused within the Sub 

Regional Urban Area (Haltemprice), in line with wider strategic objectives, alongside a degree 

of development within Beverley town centre. This broadly aligns with the conclusions of this 

study that this is where the bulk of demand for office accommodation in the East Riding is 

likely to be seen. 

9.13 The report also concluded that the demand for office land broadly matched supply within the 

Sub Regional Centre (23.79 hectares compared to 24.18 hectares). Whilst only 2.22 hectares 

of this supply is unconstrained it is concluded that the strength of the market will prevail, and 

development will come forward. However the report also noted the limited scope for choice 

within the Sub Regional Urban Area, and recommended a 50% margin of choice be applied 

resulting in the additional need for 12.08 hectares of office-appropriate employment 

allocations within this location.  The 2007 report therefore recommended the Council provide 

approximately 35 hectares of land for office development in the Haltemprice area.  This report 

concludes that 40 hectares of land is likely to be the maximum that is required, taking into 

account the updated economic forecasts and current development pipeline, but the bulk of 

this should still be in Haltemprice.  

9.14 The report also noted the importance of ensuring that any allocation / development brought 

forward in the Sub-Regional Urban Area (in East Riding) will be complementary to the offer 

within KUH and not competitive. This includes the acknowledgement of Hull and East Riding 

as a functional employment market. 

Beverley 

9.15 For Beverley, the report reached the following five conclusions, that are broadly in line with 

our analysis: 

• That there is latent demand for office space but primarily considered an in-town location 

(although supply is highly limited); 

• That there is a reasonably strong industrial market focused on the existing eastern 

industrial estates; 
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• That available land within Beverley is not heavily constrained (not likely to prevent market 

activity); 

• That there is pressure from residential development in this settlement; (therefore 

requiring that existing sites be protected); and 

• That there is potential for the development of Beverley’s indigenous economy / potential 

for cluster development through the River Hull Corridor. 

9.16 The study reached three main conclusions: 

• That the council consider opportunities for development of office floorspace (high grade / 

prime specification) within the settlement boundary (which has subsequently been 

addressed by the Flemingate scheme – this report concludes there might still be demand 

for further sites);  

• That the council retain existing industrial estates to allow for indigenous growth (in line 

with the recommendations of this report) 

• That the council consider additional allocations within settlement boundary for River 

Humber clusters – in light of the economic downturn, and existing supply of land and 

premises this report concludes that no further allocations are required in Beverley.  

Melton 

9.17 For Melton (dealt with as part of the Elloughton / Brough area), the 2007 study concluded: 

• Strong location for general industrial / business use 

• Melton is a significant sized allocation with strong market appeal 

• 49 hectares at Elloughton cum Brough (town centre site) facing significant access 

constraints – access from A63 requires bridge 

9.18 The report recommended: 

• That the council retain the site at Melton for employment development; 

• That the Council consider protecting Melton site for higher grade business / potential 

office development  

9.19 The 2007 report concluded that due to the identified oversupply of general industrial / 

business land at the “town” tier of the settlement hierarchy it is recommended that no further 

general industrial / business allocations are made within the emerging LDF. This is in line with 

our recommendation that the additional land south of the railway land at Melton not be 
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allocated in the short term, though this report accepts that the sites could form long term 

strategic employment locations to make use of multi-modal transport links, if either or both of 

the proposed rail link and jetty are delivered.  

9.20 This report concludes that the focus for Melton, given its location off the main road network 

and potential for multi-modal uses should be on B2 / B8 uses, rather than B1 – though the 

outline application for B1, B2 or B8 uses means that ultimately this may be difficult for the 

Council to control.  

9.21 The 2007 report recommended that in certain cases there is the potential to de-allocate sites, 

and sites recommended for de-allocation in the Elloughton / Brough area included Land South 

of Railway Line (In2b) (49.18 hectares). This is in line with this report’s recommendations that 

other land south of the railway at Melton not be allocated in the short term. 

The Remainder of the East Riding 

9.22 This findings of this report reinforce the findings and recommendations of the 2007 report with 

regard to the remainder of the East Riding, and this report accepts that the East Riding should 

consider de-allocation of some sites outside the Principal Towns totalling 154 hectares.  

These sites are listed below: 

• Carnaby Industrial Estate (EED) (53.05 hectares, 20 hectares retained) 

• Land South of Railway Line (In2b) (49.18 hectares) (Elloughton-cum-Brough) (potential to 

maintain a lower level of employment development as part of a mixed use scheme). 

• Hedon Employment Site (South Hull Road) (HED8) (5.19 hectares) 

• West of Cliffe Road (HRN4) (0.77 hectares) (Hornsea) 

• East of Atwick Road (HRN6) (3.08 hectares) (Hornsea) 

• North of Gowdall Lane (E15(b)) (0.97 hectares) (Snaith) 

• Beacon Road Industrial Estate (North Hull Road) (WTH2) (2.32 hectares) (Withernsea) 

• Hull Road (EC4) (3.37 hectares), Saltend 

• West Station Road (THG3) (0.24 hectares) (Thorngumbald) 

• East of Hull Road (ALD2) (0.82 hectares) (Aldborough) 

• Brandesburton Industrial Estate (BR5) (6.97 hectares) 

• Ellifoot Lane Industrial Estate (BK2) (4.45 hectares) (Burstwick) 
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• East of Bridlington Road (BR6) (1.75 hectares) (Brandesburton / Catfoss) 

• Full Sutton Industrial Estate (EED and FULL2) (5.43 hectares) 

• Holme on Spalding Moor Industrial Estate (E6) (7.19 hectares) 

• Station Road (E15a) (2.29 hectares) (Holme on Spalding Moor) 

• New Road (NAFF4) (0.49 hectares) (Nafferton) 

• Pollington Industrial Estate (E7) (5.67 hectares) 

• South of Hedon Road / Humber Park (PLL2) (1.33 hectares) (Paull) 

9.23 This report agrees with the 2007 study, that none of the sites are in areas where there is 

strong demand for employment land, and none have a prominent role in relation to emerging  

/ growth sectors, in terms of key sectors / cluster developments, or as being within wider 

strategic focus areas. Overall levels of demand forecast for the East Riding can be 

accommodated without these sites, as even if all these sites were de-allocated, the East 

Riding would still have more than 290 hectares of allocated employment land, sufficient to 

meet forecast demand over the plan period.  

Area Specific Findings 

Demand for Office Accommodation  

9.24 Recent trends, employment forecasts and market consultation provide a strong evidence base 

for arguing there is continued strong demand for office accommodation outside of Hull City 

Centre. Within East Riding, this demand is focussed in the Haltemprice settlements, with 

strong latent demand within Beverley.  These two locations are seen as  the prime 

destinations for office development given their location and proximity to the City-Region’s 

labour force and in the case of Haltemprice its established base of development offering a mix 

of units in terms of both size and quality. 
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Demand for Employment Land in Beverley 

9.25 As discussed above, there is evidence of strong unmet demand for office accommodation in 

Beverley. This is likely to be a significant proportion of the up to 40 hectares the demand 

analysis suggests might be required. Proposed development at Flemingate would provide a 

significant new supply of office floorspace, if approved at Public Inquiry, but additional sites 

should be sought through the Beverley Town Plan process to provide a margin of choice and 

differentiation between office products in the town. The redevelopment of sites around 

Grovehill Road as an office park should also be explored. 

9.26 There is much more limited demand for industrial or warehouse floorspace in Beverley, and 

what demand there is would be likely to be generated by existing Beverley factory or 

warehouse occupiers seeking additional / new premises or expansion space. A full survey of 

businesses has not been conducted as part of this study but it will be important in the future to 

ascertain the plans of existing businesses within Beverley to further evidence this assertion. 

9.27 There is likely to be little demand for warehouses uses in Beverley, given its distance from the 

principal sub-region distribution corridors. 

Demand for Employment Land at Melton 

9.28 Combining our analysis of the likely nature and extant of demand, existing supply, pipeline 

developments, and understanding of the constraints to developing additional land in Melton, 

our recommendation would be for East Riding not to allocate additional employment land at 

Melton in the short term, while perhaps identifying the sites as long term strategic employment 

locations to make use of multi-modal transport links, if either or both of the proposed rail link 

and jetty can be delivered.  In line with findings outlined within Section 7 the focus for Melton 

should be on B2 / B8 uses, rather than B1. 
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APPENDIX 1 – KEY CONSULTEES 

In conducting this report, in addition to consultation with key officers at East Riding of 

Yorkshire Council, we have consulted with the following organisations and individuals: 

• Tim Page - Conservation Officer (Humber Estuary)  Natural England 

• Mike Hill – ABP Hull 

• Amy Denton – JMP Consulting on behalf of the Highways Agency 

• Roger Gray – Hull City Council 

• Keith Griffiths – Hull City Council 

• Stewart Kielty – Yorkshire Forward 

• Jon Palmer – Yorkshire Forward 

• Tony Rivero – Network Rail 

• Zulfiqar Ali-Planning Liaison Officer, Environment Agency 

• Dan Normandale-Development Control, Environment Agency 

• Andrew Baron-Humber Strategy Team, Environment Agency 

• Helen Sharp-Groundwater and Contaminated Land, Environment Agency 

• Sarah Scott-Groundwater and Contaminated Land, Environment Agency 

• Claire Brown-Development Control, Environment Agency 

• Gill King – Hull Forward 
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APPENDIX 2 – ABP PROPOSALS - HULL AND GOOLE 

ABP, as the UK's leading and largest port operator, operates two ports within the area, Hull 

and Goole. Between them, they handle over 14-million tonnes of cargo per-annum across an 

exceedingly wide range of cargo sectors. ABP's strategy of investing in it's core ports 

business, generally backed by long-term commitments with major customers, continues to 

expand the business year on year.  

In addition to the existing dock operations at both ports, ABP also remains focussed on 

developing new facilities, particularly concentrating on riverside terminals which are free from 

the vessel restrictions applicable to the enclosed docks.  

Hull Riverside Container Terminal (HRCT)  

HRCT is the proposed riverside container terminal which is planned for the riverside quay area 

adjacent to Alexandra Dock in Hull. This 30-acre terminal received planning approval in 2005 

and will be built to serve the rapidly expanding short-sea container market. The circa £85m 

investment will provide a 410m long riverside berth with state-of-the-art handling equipment 

allowing it to handle around 400,000 containers per-annum. There is considerable customer 

interest in this development which also forms an important strategic part of the port's long term 

development plan. When the terminal becomes operational, it will facilitate further port 

expansion onto the site of the existing container terminal located within the enclosed dock.  

Hull Riverside Bulk Terminal (HRBT)  

HRBT is a riverside deep water bulk terminal planned for development adjacent to Queen 

Elizabeth Dock. This circa £100m development will facilitate a step-change in the size of bulk 

ships that can be handled at the port, moving from vessels carrying around 30,000-tonnes of 

cargo to vessels capable of carrying over 100,000-tonnes. The development will comprise a 

350m-berth supported by adjacent development land - there are nearly 80-acres available 

directly next to the terminal and nearly 200-acres at nearby Paull - which will be capable of 

handling over 6m-tonne of dry bulk cargoes per-annum. There are a number of serious 

enquiries for this development and it is ABP's intention to submit a Harbour Revision Order 

(formal planning request) to the government during 2010.  
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River Terminal 1 - West  

River Terminal 1 West is a medium term project to cater for the increasing size of the P&O 

Ferries vessel fleet. Currently, there are two operations, one being served from an enclosed 

dock facility and the other from a riverside berth. The vessels operating from the enclosed 

dock, which serve the Hull - Zeebrugge service, are nearing the end of the operational lives. 

When replaced, it is expected that the new vessels will be too big to transit through the 

enclosed locks, as the Rotterdam vessels are, and a new riverside berthing facility will need to 

be constructed. ABP already having planning consent for this development, which would 

essentially see a berth constructed immediately behind the existing riverside berth, and it's 

progression is obviously dependent on the demand from P&O Ferries.  

 

Goole Riverside Terminal  

The largest undeveloped land area that ABP has in the Port of Goole is the site of the former 

Shipyard. For several years ABP have been reviewing options for the construction of a 

riverside berth at this site which would probably serve the lift-on/lift-off (lo-lo) market. The 

berth would have the advantage of being outside the enclosed dock complex, and therefore 

not subject to the same vessel size restrictions, and will require government planning 

approval. It would enable further advantage to be taken of Goole's excellent location for 

containerised traffic. 
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APPENDIX 3 – RESPONSE FROM NATURAL 

ENGLAND  

A planning application at this site [referring to land at Melton south of the railway line] would 

be close to the Humber Estuary SSSI, Special Protection Area, Ramsar and candidate Special 

Area of Conservation. The location of the proposed development in relation to the Humber 

Estuary means that the provisions of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and 

the Habitats Regulations will apply. Any assessment will need to consider potential impacts of 

the development both within and adjacent to the designated sites on estuarine structure and 

function, and on all of the features of the Humber SSSI, SPA, Ramsar and cSAC. 

The information needed to support a planning application at this site would therefore need to 

include sufficient information to allow the “competent authority” (usually the local planning 

authority) to make the judgements required of them under the Habitats Regulations. 

Part I B of the Governments planning policy circular ODPM Circular 06/2005 - Biodiversity and 

Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and their Impact within the Planning System 

describes the procedure for the consideration of plans and projects which may affect sites 

protected by the Habitats Regulations (in this case the Humber Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and 

cSAC). The developer and their consultants should make themselves familiar with this 

procedure so that they are aware of the kind of assessments that the competent authority is 

required to make and thus the type and quality of information they will be required to provide. 

Below is a standard list of surveys and info that we would normally expect an Environmental 

Statement to include. I am assuming that the Council would consider a development on the 

scale (and in the location) you are thinking of as EIA development but that is for them to 

decide. 

Conservation designations within the vicinity of the study area 

Identify all sites of importance for nature conservation sites within 2km of the development, for 

example, any additional Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation, Local Nature Reserves 

etc, as well as the Humber Estuary designated sites.  
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Habitat Survey 

An evaluation of the habitats that form important landscape features within the proposed area 

should be made, for example, a Phase 1 vegetation survey, identification of locally important 

hedgerows; 

Ornithological Data/Survey 

The Humber Estuary is of international importance (among other things) for its over-wintering 

and passage waterfowl and specific species of breeding birds, therefore it is necessary to 

determine the importance of this site and the surrounding area for the SPA/Ramsar birds 

listed on the citations. This may be done as a desk study, which should compile information on 

bird usage of the site. Depending on the results of this study and the existence of site specific 

information, it may be necessary to undertake a dedicated ornithological monitoring 

programme at the site to enable these impacts to be quantified.  

Consideration may then have to be given to any potential impacts on these birds, and whether 

any mitigation is required before the development can go ahead. 

We would expect key references to include the citation for the Humber Estuary SSSI and for 

those for the Humber Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and cSAC (all available on request from 

Natural England). Other sources of additional information on the nature conservation features 

of the estuary include Allen et al. 2003, The Humber Estuary: A comprehensive review of its 

nature conservation interest. English Nature Research report 547, English Nature, 

Peterborough, also available for download from the English Nature website (see address 

above). 

In addition a breeding bird survey of the land should be undertaken in line with a truncated 

version of the British Trust for Ornithology Common Birds Census methodology; 

Other protected species 

The protection afforded to protected species is explained in Part IV and Annex A of Circular 

06/2005 ‘Biodiversity and Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and their Impact 

within the Planning System.’  Paragraph 98 of the Circular stated that “the presence of a 

protected species is a material consideration when a planning authority is considering a 

development proposal that, if carried out, would be likely to result in harm to the species or its 

habitat.”  
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Thus the suitability of the land for species protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 

and Habitats Regulations should be determined. 

Natural England recommends that biological records of the area be sought from local 

organisations such as local Biological Records Centre and the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust; 

Baseline conditions should be established through recognised survey techniques that are 

carried out at an appropriate time of year and which employ an acceptable level of sample 

effort which is proportional to the size of the site and the species and/or ecological 

communities that are being examined.  The first stage of investigation would be associated 

with a the Phase 1 habitat survey (ie. and “Extended” Phase 1 survey). If the application area 

is of no wildlife value this should be clearly established through the description of the baseline 

conditions. If potential for the presence of protected species is noted, more detailed species 

specific survey may be necessary.  

Other Ecological Issues 

All hedgerows on the site should be assessed according to the criteria specified in the 

Hedgerow Regulations (1997) and the location of all “Important Hedgerows” should be clearly 

and accurately shown on the site plan. It should be noted that the removal of any hedges or 

trees on the site should be done outside the bird breeding season to avoid potential offences 

under the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended). 

Natural England urges the developers and local planning authorities, in the assessment of 

potential impacts of the proposed development and any associated potential mitigation 

measures to seek and incorporate opportunities for enhancement of nature conservation 

features both within and adjacent to the designated site; 

In a similar vein, consideration should also be given to identifying opportunities to contribute 

towards enhancing local biodiversity and reference should be made to East Riding of 

Yorkshire’s Local Biodiversity Action Plan.  

Landscape character 

In order to help assure this proposed development takes into account the landscape and 

visual impacts that may arise, Natural England would welcome the inclusion of a visual and 

landscape character appraisal within an Environmental Statement; 
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In addition Natural England would wish to see the landscape appraisal informed by more 

detailed Landscape Character Assessments completed by the local authority, where they 

exist.  

Enjoyment of access land and Public Rights of Way 

We also welcome the inclusion of an assessment of the impacts on recreational users of the 

area, particularly the effects on public footpaths. Natural England would wish to be assured of 

the continued enjoyment of the countryside by users of local routes and footpaths. 
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